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PREFACE 
The Fifth Annual Thermal and Fluids Analysis Workshop was held at the Ohio Aerospace Institute, 
Brook Park, Ohio, cosponsored by NASA Lewis Research Center and the Ohio Aerospace Institute, 
August 16-20, 1993. The workshop consisted of classes, vendor demonstrations, and paper sessions. 
The classes and vendor demonstrations provided participants with the information of widely used tools 
for thermal and fluids analysis. The paper sessions provided a forum for the exchange of information 
and ideas among thermal and fluids analysts. Paper topics included advances and uses of established 
thermal and fluids computer codes (such as SINDA and TRASYS) as well as unique modeling 
techniques and applications. 
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ADVANCED X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY - IMAGING 
(AXAF-I) 
THERMAL ANALYSES USING 
INTEGRATED THERMAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM (ITAS) PROGRAM 
By 
Benny Ghaffarian 
Sverdrup Technology Inc. 
Huntsville, Alabama 
and 
Ramona Cummings 
NASAlMSFC 
Huntsville, Alabama 
ABSTRACT 
The complex geometry and stringent thermal requirements associated with the Advanced X-ray 
Astrophysics Facility • Imaging (AXAF-I) necessitate a detailed and accurate thermal analysis of the 
proposed system. A brief description of said geometry and thermal requirements is included in this 
paper. Among the tools considered for the aforementioned analysis is a PC-compatible version of the 
Integrated Thermal Analysis System (ITAS). Several bench-mark studies were performed to evaluate 
the capabilities of IT AS and to compare the corresponding results with those obtained using TRASYS 
and SINDA. Comparative studies were conducted for a typical Space Station module. Four models 
were developed using various combinations of the available software packages (i. e. IT AS, SINDA and 
TRASYS). Orbital heating and heat transfer calculations were performed to determine the temperature 
distributions along the surfaces of this module. A comparison of the temperature distributions obtained 
for each of the four cases is presented in this paper. Results of this investigation were used to verify 
the different IT AS modules including those used for model generation, steady state and transient 
orbital heating analyses, radiative and convective heat flow analyses, and SINDAITRASYS model 
translation. The results suggest that ITAS is well suited to subsequent analyses of the AXAF-I. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF-I), shown in Figure 1, is a proposed space 
observatory, designed to address several fundamental questions in astrophysics through ceJestial 
observations. The importance ofAXAF-I stems from its selective sensitivity to x-rays. Recognizing 
that x-rays are emitted as a result of fundamental processes affecting the formation, destruction, and 
behavior 0f stellar objects, AXAF-I is expected to enhance man's understanding of the history of the 
universe. . 
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Figure 1: AXAF-I Flight Configuration 
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AXAF-I is the successor to the Einstein X-ray Observatory, flown between 1978 and 1981. 
Like the Einstein, AXAF-I will employ special mirrors, . capable of projecting high-quality images of 
stellar objects. This new facility, however, will exceed the capabilities of the short-lived Einstein; 
AXAF-I will provide 10 times the resolution and 100 times the imaging sensitivity of Einstein. With a 
life expectancy exceeding 5 years, AXAF-I is scheduled for launch in 1998. The craft wiJI follow an 
elliptical Earth orbit with minor and major axes of 10000 km and 100000 km, respectively. A 28.S' 
angle of inclination will be maintained. Under the direction of NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center, 
the flight system is being developed by a broad-based industry team including TRW Inc. Eastman 
Kodak, Ball Aerospace, Perkin-Elmer Corporation, The Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, MIT, 
and Martin Marietta Aerospace. . 
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AXAF DESIGN AND SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
The High Resolution Mirror Assembly (HRMA) comprises x-ray imaging mirrors of a special 
type known as "Wolter, type-I, grazing incidence mirrors." Simply stated, X-rays approaching the 
mirrors with an angle of incidence between a few degrees and the normal are absorbed (i.e. 
transmitted) by the mirrors. For angles of less than a few degrees, "soft" x-rays of a few angstroms in 
wavelength are reflected and imaged using specialized optics. These mirrors are thin-walled cylinders 
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constructed of Zerodur material. The primary mirrors are parabolic whereas the secondary mirrors are 
hyperbolic. Because the grazing angle of incidence is low, the collection area of Wolter-type optics is 
necessarily small. The effective collecting area is increased by nesting concentric sets of mirrors. The 
AXAF-I HRMA uses four sets of grazing incidence optics, radially and axially parafocalized to a 10 m 
focal length. The largest parabolic mirror has an inner diameter of 1.2 m; the smallest is 0.68 m. 
Each mirror is 83.8 cm in length. To satisfy the encircled energy requirement, the polished mirrors 
must be mounted in a strain-free configuration and assembled to small alignment tolerances. These 
tolerances must, of course, be maintained during ascent and in the orbital environment. A central 
aperture plate is the primary structural element in the HRMA; this plate is fabricated using a high-
strength aluminum alloy, so chosen because it's high thermal conductivity minimizes temperature 
gradients which can misalign the mirrors. The forward and aft aperture plates are equipped with ghost 
image control baffles and multi-zone heater tapes which maintain the assembly at a temperature of 20C. 
Pre- and post-collimators narrow the view factors (i.e. to cold space and to the 10 C telescope) and 
minimize heat losses and axial temperature gradients. Heater tapes located on the quarter-point flanges 
and circumferential MLI blankets minimize diametrical thermal gradients (the HRMA isothermal 
spatial temperature variation must be maintained to within 2.5 F of the orbital thermistor control set 
point). The axial, diametrical, and radial temperature gradients must also be maintained to within 1.5 
F, 0.5 F, and 1.0 F, respectively. 
AXAF-I has provisiOns for two focal plane Science Instruments (SI's); these include a High 
Resolution Camera (HRC) and an AXAF CCD (Charge Coupled Device) Imaging Spectrometer 
(ACIS). The HRMA remains stationary and the SIM will have the capability to move and position the 
appropriate SI at the focal plane of the HRMA. 
In order to make on-orbit observations with the precision required to meet the established 
scientific objectives, ground calibration of the HRMA in conjunction with the SI's, must be performed. 
Calibration will take place in the X-ray Calibration Facility (XRCF), at the Marshall Spa~e Flight 
Center. . 
OBJECTIVE OF STUDY 
A complex geometry, coupled with the need to maintain a strictly defined thermal 
environment, justify the need for a detailed thermal model of the AXAF-1. Furthermore, the HRMA 
and other specularly reflective surfaces require an analysis tool that may be used to determine specular 
(ray tracing/Monte Carlo) view factorslScript-F components of radiation conductors. Among the tools 
considered for this analysis is an interactive, menu driven, PC-based thermal analysis package known 
as PC-IT AS. Complex models can be quickly generated using a comprehensive set of integrated 
surface geometry generation primitives. Figure 3 shows an IT AS-generated representation of the 
AXAF-I. While the preliminary evaluations of ITAS were particularly encouraging, further studies 
were needed to determine whether this software is suitable for the task at hand. Therefore, a series of 
bench-mark studies was performed using a geometry for which the results are accepted and 
documented. . In. this case, a Space Station module was· considered. Results obtained using TRASYS 
and SINDA were compared with those <?btained from ITAS. 
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Figure 3: IT AS generated AXAF-I exterior model 
METHOD OF EVALUATION 
As stated in the previous section, a study was conducted to evaluate PC-IT AS and to compare 
the performance of this package with that of TRASYS and SINDA. The test case chosen for this 
evaluation involved a Space Station module in a 2S0-n.mi., circular earth orbit. A beta-angle of 38°, 
with respect to the Sun, was assumed for this orbit. Values used for the absorptivity and emissivity of 
the MLI-covered exterior surfaces of the module were 0.30 and 0.40, respectively. The O.lS6-inch-
thick Aluminum skin which separates the inner layer of insulation from the interior of the spacecraft 
was included in the model. An effective emissivity of 0.02 was assumed between interior and exterior 
. surfaces of the spacecraft. Finally, interior surfaces were assumed to exchange heat, via convection, at 
a rate of 0.20 Btu/sq.ft.hr. to an environment at 70 F. Radiation heat transfer was considered 
between interior walls of the module, for which the emissivity was assigned a constant value of 0.90. 
Figure 4 shows a schematic of the model that was generated using IT AS. 
Four sets of analyses were conducted. In the first case, ITAS was used (exclusively) to 
generate a model of the module and to perform orbital heating and subsequent heat flow calculations; 
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results of these calculations were then used to predict interior and exterior surface temperatures. In the 
second and third cases, ITAS translators were used to generate SINDA and TRASYS input decks (i.e. 
using the very same model developed for case one). For the second case, SINDA was run without 
modifying the respective input deck. In the third case, however, heat fluxes obtained using the IT AS-
generated TRASYS input deck were integrated with the ITAS- generated SINDA model. In the fourth 
and final case, TRASYS and SINDA tiles were g~nerated and analyzed, independent of ITAS. 
Figure 4: IT AS generated schematic of the space station model. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The temperatures of selected nodes, shown in figure 4, are depicted in Figures 5 through 12. 
Nodes 7 and 15 are the exterior nodes on the end-cone and have no view of the earth. i.e. the 
contributing heat source and sink are the solar heat flux and radiation to deep space. Node 30 is on the 
main cylindrical portion of the module and has partial view of the earth. Node 46 is the exterior node 
on the other end-cone which is pointing at the earth. Nodes 67, 75, 90 and 106 are the corresponding 
interior nodes to the above mentioned exterior nodes. As shown in the figures 5 through 12, results 
corresponding to each of the four cases were in general agreement; hence, the findings of this study 
suggest that the performance of IT AS is acceptable, at least for cases in which diffuse surface 
properties may be assumed. These results serve to verify the model definition, steady state and 
transient orbital heating analysis, radiative and convective heat flow analysis, and translator modules 
included in the IT AS package. 
Additional studies are underway to verify other features of IT AS including the capability for 
ray tracing and specular surface radiation modeling. These features are of particular interest because 
they are not accurately handled by COSMIC TRASYS. 
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AN ENG~NEER~NG CODE TO ANALYZE HYPERSON~C 
TBEBMAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 
Valerie J. Van Griethuysen 
Wright Laboratory 
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 
Clark E. Wallace 
Science Application International Corporation 
Torrance, CA 
INTRODUCTION 
Thermal loads on current and future aircraft are increasing 
and as a result are stressing the energy collection, control and 
dissipation capabilities of current thermal management systems and 
technology. The thermal loads for hypersonic vehicles will be no 
exception. In fact, with their projected high heat loads and 
fluxes, hypersonic vehicles are a prime example of systems that 
will require thermal management systems (TMS) that have been 
optimized and integrated with the entire vehicle to the maximum 
extent possible d~ring the initial design stages. This will not 
only be to meet operational requirements, but also to fulfi1l 
weight and performance constraints in order for the vehicle to 
takeoff and complete its mission successfully. To meet this 
challenge, the TMS can no longer be two or more entirely 
independent systems. Nor can thermal management be an after 
thought in the design process, the typical pervasive approach in 
the past. Instead, a TMS that has been integrated throughout the 
entire vehicle and subsequently optimized will be required. To 
accomplish this, a method that iteratively optimizes the TMS 
throughout the vehicle will not only be highly desirable, but 
advantageous in order to reduce the manhours normally required to 
conduct the necessary tradeoff studies and comparisons. 
This paper will discuss a thermal management engineering 
computer code that is under development and being managed at Wright 
Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB. The primary goal of the code 
will be to aid in the development of a hypersonic vehicle TMS that 
has been optimized and integrated on a total vehicle basis. 
BACKGROUND HISTORY 
Prior to high speed flight, thermal loads on aircraft were not 
overtaxing the capabilities of existing cooling approaches, 
coolants or structural material temperature limits. Consequently, 
thermal management was not on overriding design consideration. 
With the advent of high speed flight, this is changing. 
Previously, aeroheating prediction methods were undergoing 
development and did not have the fidelity that we are witnessing 
today. As a result, the extent of thermal protection needed was 
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not apparent during the initial design stages for vehicles, such as 
the space shuttle. Consequently I some of the solutions for thermal 
protection of the shuttle were II fix-i t II solutions, ultimately 
resul ting in payload loss. potential. wi th hypersonic vehicle 
development, we can not afford to take this approach. 
Between the lessons learned from previous programs, such as 
the shuttle, and the current heat loads that are anticipated for 
hypersonic vehicles, thermal management can no longer be relegated 
to the tail end of the design cycle. Instead, there must be active 
involvement during the early design cycle. Furthermore, to enhance 
the overall vehicle performance and to aid in meeting weight 
constraints, an integrated engine I airframe thermal management 
system will have to be developed. This leads to the need for a 
computer code that will aid in that process. 
After a review of available codes and identification of 
computational requirement~, it was decided to base an integrated 
thermal management code on an engineering code that was under 
development by Science Applications International Corporation known 
as HYSTAM (Hypersonic Structural Thermal and Acoustic Manage~ent) . 
The primary author submitted a proposal, during autumn 1990, to 
further develop and enhance the code to meet requirements for a 
hypersonic vehicle program. The proposed program was approved 
January 1991 and the effort was under contract before the end of 
August 1991. 
To differentiate HYSTAM from the resulting code to be 
developed during this effort, a new name was derived and the code 
became known as the Vehicle Integrated Thermal Management Code or 
VITMAC. In addition to the code's technical capabilities, it was 
necessary that it be non-proprietary. This was to ensure that it 
would be available to the government and government contractor's 
associated with thermal management for the hypersonic vehicle 
program in the near term, and eventually to a wider user base. An 
additional attractive feature of this code was its modularity which 
easily facilitates the incorporation of non-proprietary codes, 
subroutines or algorithms from the various sources involved with 
the program. 
CODE ARCHITECTURE 
The design approach that went into the development of VITMAC 
was to simulate a vehicle'S thermal management system as a network 
of open and closed fluid loops with adjacent structures, which may 
experience external or internal heat 10ads. 1 Since the networks 
also included components, such as pumps, tanks, heat exchangers, 
cooling panels, piping, fittings and turbomachinery, the ability to 
add them was incorporated into the code. This was possible due to 
the modular design of VITMAC. 
Originally, VITMAC had three primary modules, a general 
cooling network thermal-fluids response module, a structure thermal 
response module, and a heat loads module. The heat loads module, 
for example, contained the capability to compute aero thermal heat 
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loads and to calculate the heat flux on external surfaces of an 
earth-orbiting body. 2 After contract initiation, the heat loads 
module was expanded to include internally generated heat loads. In 
addition, new modules were added and included a fuel tank module 
and a component performance module. The role of the fuel tank 
module is to predict thermal-hydraulic response of the cryogenic 
tanks and inlet conditions to the cooling networks. The purpose of 
the component module is to calculate component performance and 
thermal response and provide coupling with the cooling networks. 
Figure 1 outlines the code module architecture. A generic VITMAC 
cooling network is presented in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 is a 
generic cooling network showing various components, with aero-
heating and internal heat load inputs and thermal outputs. Figure 
3 is the same cooling network that. is broken down further to show 
control volumes, branching and merge points, . structure breakout and 
heat sources and sinks. A more detailed description of the 
modules follows. 
Cooling Network Thermal-:-Fluid Module.- This module determines the 
thermal and hydraulic response of a user-defined active cooling 
network. This module is coupled to the Structure Thermal Response 
Module. Contained within this module is the capability to have 
mul tiple cooling flow loops with multiple coolant sources ( i . e . 
tank) and sinks (i.e. combustor, film cooling). variable time 
dependencies can be accepted for the source and sink conditions. 
Multiple branching and merge points within the loops to simulate 
parallel flow is also present. Individual coolant loops .can 
thermally interact through designated .heat exchangers, as well as 
allow for coolant (fluid) mass addition and subtraction. The fluid 
flow can be simulated as being either once-pass through, as in an 
open system, or recirculating flow, as in a closed system. The 
code also allows for flow reversal. 
VITMAC is currently set up to handle the computation of heat 
transfer coefficients and friction factors for various flow areas. 
These include smooth and rough wall for pipe flow and flow between 
parallel plates for laminar, turbulent and transitional flow. Heat 
transfer coefficients are based on Nusselt number correlations. 
Also contained within this module is a loss coefficient library 
containing several plumbing components, such as valves, tees, 
elbows and bends. These are listed in Table 1 and can be expanded 
as needed. 
The ability to include pressure drops has been generalized to 
account for pressure losses due to both skin friction and form drag 
within the network components. Also contained within this module 
is the capability to determine hydrogen property data. To 
accomplish this, NASA Lewis Research Center's code GASPLUS has been 
coupled with VITMAC as well as built in hydrogen property functions 
and tables. In addition, a separate submodule for tank operating 
conditions for hydrogen, oxygen and helium has been developed. . 
This module is being updated to include correlations for 
predicting the heat transfer and losses associated with various 
cooling concepts. Further, industry data pertinent to 
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configuration and conditi.ons will be incorporated. 
Structure Thermal Response Module. - This module predicts structure 
temperature history and heat loads to the cooling networks. It 
performs in-depth conduction and radiation heat transfer 
calculations and convection heat transfer calculations with the 
coolant, to determine structure thermal response, including through 
gaps. The module takes a multi-one dimensional approach during its 
calculations. Further, it takes into account convective, radiative 
or heat addition boundary conditions. The structures themselves 
can be actively or passively cooled or heated. In addition, multi-
layer composite materials with gaps can be simulated. Thermo-
physical properties, such as density and temperature-dependent 
conductivity and specific heat, for a number of structural 
materials have been incorporated in with this module. The current 
list of materials is shown in Table 2. There are plans to expand 
this list. . 
Heating Loads Module. - This module addresses aeroheating and 
internally generated heating loads. The aeroheating portion is 
based on a cold wall spatial distribution as a function of 
altitude, while hot wall aeroheating is extracted from surface 
temperature and edge recovery enthalpy during the flight 
trajectory. The user has the option to either use the aeroheating 
module to generate the external heat loads or to input the data 
directly from other sources. The user has the option to utilize 
attached boundary layer aeroheating loads generated from a 2-D 
version of the SAIC 3-D MEIT/3-D inviscid code. The 2-D version 
was selected to help keep the run times down. A comprehensive 
survey of the heating effects due to shock boundary layer 
interaction has been completed, including defining classes of 
interactions. Development of an algorithm for the code was 
underway, but due to current funding limits and other priorities, 
incorporation into VITMAC will be delayed. 
Internal heat loads can be either steady-state or transient. 
VITMAC currently provides the user with three options for 
specifying internal heat loads on structures. The first option 
allows the heat loads to be included as part of the input file, 
i.e. a narnelist file, in tabular form. These loads are directly 
applied to the structure surfaces as speciofied in the input deck. 
The second and third options permit the user to define the heat 
loads on the structures in separate input files, one each for the 
vehicle'S upper and lower surfaces. These heat loads are treated 
as cold wall aeroheating loads and corrected to hot wall 
aeroheating loads when read into VITMAC. The second option derives 
these files from the TRAJIQ code, while the third option requires 
t~e user to manually generate these files in the TRAJIQ output file 
format employing own data. 
Algorithms that were previously developed for internal heat 
generation, such as generic engine heat generation rates and 
electronic heat generation will be incorporated into VITMAC. 
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Fuel Tank Module.- This module solves ,the time-dependent forms of 
the mass and energy conserVation . eqUations for gas, liquid and 
solid phases for hydrogen and oxygen within a tank. This can be 
coupled with the injection of a binary. gas such as helium for 
ullage pressure control. Further, the ullage pressure, fuel. mass, 
and fuel level within the tank are predicted as a function of 
specified heating, venting and recirculation rates. Also, the code 
has the capability to model equilibrium with phase transition due 
to heat leakage. Tank pressure can currently be depicted by a 
pressure-time table. The tank module will be fully integrated with 
VITMAC and expanded to include heat transfer to local structures 
and insulation. 
Component Performance Module.- This module calculates component 
responses and provides coupling with the cooling network. The code 
currently includes simpl~ models for pumps, compressors, and 
turbines, based on generic component performance and thermodynamic 
relationships. Pump performance is obtained from head-discharge 
curves. Compressor performance i"s based on compression ratio and 
efficiency. Turbine performance is calculated from expansion ratio 
and efficiency, coupled with compressor and pump power require-
ments. The capability to determine power balance between several 
compressors, pumps and turbines is included. The capability to 
conduct a complete system power balance will be taking place in the 
near future. 
Engine Module.- VITMAC does not currently support a fulLy 
dedicated engine module. However, the code can model at a 
simplified level, the fuel side of the system. This work was 
originally scheduled to be developed in FY93. However, funding 
cutbacks currently preclude the addition of this module. 
Nonetheless, it is hoped that this can be added in the future. 
Input/Output.- While working with the code, it became clear that 
an alternative approach for inputting the data was needed. The 
process of inputting a network in a data file was very time 
consuming. In addition, the learning curve associated with the 
code was longer than desired. Because of the limited available 
manpower at contractor and government facilities to conduct cooling 
network design trade-off and analysis studies, an easier and faster 
approach to input data into VITMAC was needed. To fulfill this 
need, the use of a computer graphical user interface (GUI) was 
recommended. 
The possibility of coupling GUI technology with VITMAC was 
investigated and determined to be highly feasible. The question 
then became, whether to include GUI capability as soon as possible 
or to wait until the end of code development. The decision was 
made to incorporate the GUI during code development. This would 
make it easier and faster for the user to learn the code, while 
taking less time to input data. Further this would facilitate 
feedback to the developer on capabilities, strengths, weaknesses, 
and areas needing change while the code was still under 
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development. A contract modification was completed in late August 
1992 to add this capability. 
Figures 4, 5, and 6 demonstrate generally how the GUI will be 
used with VITMAC. It is clearly obvious that with the use of the 
GUI, the network from figures 1 and 2 can literally be generated on 
the computer screen. This not: only aids in visualizing the 
network, but also aids in input error detection. The GUI will also 
be used for displaying output, as seen in figure 7 as an example. 
As a result of these changes, VITMAC is being transitioned to the 
UNIX operating system, with an XWindows environment. 
GENERAL CAPABILITIES 
VITMAC has been developed to enable the user to select steady-
state, quasi-transient OJ; transient operation. Procedures for 
ensuring numerical stabilities have been developed and incorporated 
into the code. These include operations involving division and 
logarithms, and input error detection. Procedures to minimize 
storage (i.e. Jacobian matrix within the thermal-fluid module) and 
run time requirements have been developed. Thermophysical property 
data for hydrogen and structural materials has been extrapolated to 
9000oR, to provide the user with information which may prove help-
ful during modeling refinement. This is not intended to extend the 
response of the coolant and materials to this high a temperature. 
Currently the maximum number of control volumes per loop is 100 and 
the maximum number of structures is 70 during simulation. This 
capability can be easiJ.y expanded by updating the appropriate 
parameter statements and recompiling the code. 
Several cases, of varying degrees of complexity, were run to 
assist in the development and checkout of the thermal-fluid 
network, structure thermal response and tank modules. With the aid 
of industry in supplying data, several specific simulation cases 
were performed for both the airframe and engine. The VITMAC User 
Manual is revised as the code is updated. A manual on the theory 
of the code will be generated as part of the final report. The 
code is in the process of being transitioned from a VAX environment 
to a SUN Workstation environment and should be completed prior to 
this meeting. 
CURRENT STATUS 
Mid October 1992, this effort received a drastic budget cut of 
76% for FY93. As a result, a stop work order had to be placed on 
the contract to prevent over expenditure. Damage control was 
initiated to determine what we could afford to complete and what 
had to be. eliminated, yet still result with a product that would be 
useful. Downscoped statements of work were written, while budget 
levels fluctuated. One key area that had to be sacrificed was the 
engine heat loads module. Since the scope of work had to be 
reduced to such a large extent, the contract had to be modified and 
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renegotiated. This was finally completed mid March 1993 and work 
has been reinitiated at the reduced level. The current contract is 
scheduled to be completed the end of January 1994. It is hoped 
that funding will be restored, as a minimum, to the level before 
the budget cut, in order to complete the originallyscoped effort. 
CONCLUSION 
Despi te the uncertainties surrounding the future of hypersonic 
programs, the need for an engineering computer code that integrates 
overall thermal management systems remains. This is true, now more 
than ever, due to the manpower cuts experienced by both airframe 
a.i.J.d engine companies, particularly in the thermal management 
community. Not only is the industry personnel base in thermal 
management small, the sam~ is true for the government in both DOD 
and NASA. Regardless of whether hypersonic vehicle programs 
continue, or if there are sub orbital research vehicle programs, or 
a high speed propulsion system development program, thermal 
management issues still exist and remains an enabling technology. 
To conduct complete integrated engine/airframe analyses and trade-
off studies to develop an optimum TMS, a code such as VITMAC, is 
required. 
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TABLE 1. Loss Coefficient Library 
Component Type 
Elbows: 
Regular 90°, flanged 
Regular 90°, threaded 
Long radius 90°, flanged 
Long radius 90°, threaded 
Long radius 45°, flanged 
Regular 45°, threaded 
180° Return Bends 
Flanged 
Threaded 
Tees: 
Line flow, flanged 
Line flow, threaded 
Branch flow, flanged 
Branch flow, threaded 
Union, threaded 
Valves: 
Globe, fully open 
Angle, fully open 
Gate, fully open 
Gate, 1/4 closed 
Gate, 1/2 closed 
Gate, 3/4 closed 
Swing check, forward flow 
Swing check, backward flow 
Ball valve, full open 
Ball valve, 1/3 closed 
Ball valve, 2/3 closed 
Pipe Entrances: 
Inward projecting 
Sharp edged 
Slightly rounded 
Well rounded 
Pipe Exits: 
Projecting 
Sharp edged 
Rounded 
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0.3 
1.5 
0.2 
0.7 
0.2 
0.4 
0.2 
1.5 
0.2 
0.9 
1.0 
2.0 
0.08 
10.0 
2.0 
0.15 
0.26 
2.1 
17.0 
2.0 
00 
0.05 
5.5 
210.0 
0.78 
0.50 
0.23 
0.04 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
TABLE 2. Structural Material List 
Aluminum 2219 Beryllium Carbon-Carbon 
Fibermax Graphite/Epoxy Haynes 188 
Haynes 230 Incoloy 754 Incoloy 909 
Incoloy 956 Lockalloy Mo-SO/Re 
Narloy-Z Niobium Q-fiber/He purge 
Stainless Steel : Titanium 6Al-4V Titanium 1100 
FIGURE 1 . VITMAC Architecture 
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FIGURE 2. VITMAC Cooling Network 
COOLING NETWORK (U) 
FIGURE 3. Generic Cooling' Network 
~- ~- ~-
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FIGURE 4. VITMAC GUI Generic Cooling Network 
VITMAC GUI GENERIC COOLING NETWORK (U) 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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FIGURE. 5 . VITMAC GUI Structure Generation 
VITMAC GUI STRUCTURE GENERATION (U) 
u-iI 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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FIGURE 6. VITMAC GUI Component Generation 
VITMAC GUI COMPONENT GENERATION (U) 
11 
I 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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FIGURE 7 . VITMAC GUI Output 
VITMAC GUI OUTPUT EXAMPLE (U) 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS OF DIFFUSE-GRAY 
RADIATION ENCLOSURE PROBLEMS 
-A Hypersensivite Case Study 
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ABSTRACT 
An uncertainty analysis of diffuse-gray enclosure problems is presented. The genesis of this study 
was a diffuse-gray enclosure problem which proved to be hypersensitive to the specification of view 
factors. This genesis is discussed in some detail. The uncertainty analysis is presented for the general 
diffuse-gray enclosure problem and applied to the hypersensitive case study. It was found that the 
hypersensitivity could be greatly reduced by enforcing both closure and reciprocity for the view factors . 
The effects of uncertainties in the surface emissivities and temperatures are also investigated. 
INTRODUCTION 
All thermal analysis computations involve uncertainties. Geometries are imprecisely specified, 
thermal physical properties are not known exactly, and process data (boundary conditions) such as 
temperatures, pressures, and velocities are to some degree uncertain. Some of these uncertainties are a 
natural part of the process being modeled. The thermal-physical properties will naturally vary from point 
to point in physical space. The thermal conductivity will depend on such local conditions as impurity 
concentrations, grain structure, and voids in all but the purest and most carefully handled materials. 
Thermal radiation properties can vary considerably over a surface depending on factors such as roughness 
and oxidation. Also, the boundary conditions will not be precisely applied in the actual process . Other 
uncertainties result from a lack of input data. In the early design computation stages, field data may not 
have been collected and previous project experiences or handbook data must be used to estimate certain 
process conditions. Finally, all thermal analysis models rely ultimately on experimental measurements 
for material properties, boundary conditions, or design data bases and correlations. Experimental 
uncertainty is always present. 
The treatment of experimental uncertainties is well developed. National and international 
standards for the treatment of measurement uncertainty have been published. The ANSIIASME (1986) 
standard is one example. The book by Coleman and Steele (1989) gives a good review of current 
practices for experimental uncertainties. The treatment of thermal analysis uncertainties is not 
philosophically different from the treatment of measurement uncertainties. A set of basic rules (thermal 
analysis model/data reduction equation) is applied to a set of data (Physical properties and boundary 
conditionslbasic measurements) to produce a result. The goal of the uncertainty analysis is to follow the 
estimated or measured variances in the data through the rules into uncertainties in the result. 
The nuclear engineering community routinely incorporates uncertainty analysis in reactor 
certification and design calculations and has developed a considerable body of literature on this subject. 
A recent series of articles in Nuclear Engineering and Design (Boyack et al. , 1990, Wilson et al. , 1990, 
* Professor, ** Assistant Professor, *** Professor and Head 
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and Wulff et al., 1990) are representative of activity in nuclear engineering. The book edited by Ronen 
(1988) is also a good source. The fields of sensitivity analysis in control theory (Cruz, 1973) and 
reliability based mechanical design (Rao, 1992) are closely related to uncertainty analysis. 
The use of uncertainty analysis in the mechanical and aerospace engineering thennal analysis 
community is still rather rare. Emery and Fadale (1990) and Fadale and Emery (1992) present analyses 
of uncertainties in fmite element conduction heat transfer computations. Mehta (1991) discusses aspects 
of uncertainty in computational fluid dynamics. 
This paper presents an uncertainty analysis of diffuse-gray radiation enclosures. Such problems 
contain uncertainties in the view factor matrix which arise from the geometric specification, in the 
material properties through the emissivities, and in the process specifications through the surface 
temperatures. Under the right (or wrong) conditions these uncertainties can have a profound effect on 
the computed heat flux results. The genesis of this study was a homework problem in the second heat 
transfer course at Mississippi State University. This genesis is discussed below. This is followed by the 
development and application of the uncertainty analysis and discussion. 
GENESIS 
The following problem from the heat transfer text by Incropera and Dewitt (1985) was assigned 
in the second heat transfer course at Mississippi State University during the Fall 1992 term. 
13.62 A room is represented by the following enclosure, where the ceiling (1) has an emissivity 
of 0.8 and is maintained at 40°C by embedded electrical heating elements . Heaters are 
also used to maintain the floor (2) of emissivity 0.9 at 50°C. The right wall (3) of 
emissivity 0.7 reaches a temperature of 15°C on a cold, winter day. The left wall (4) 
and end walls (SA, SB) are very well insulated. To simplify the analysis , treat the two 
end walls as a single surface (5) . Assuming the surfaces are diffuse-gray, find the net 
radiation heat transfer from each surface. 
Two students, Miguel and Simon, ignored the simplification and worked the problem as a six-
sided enclosure. Miguel computed the view factors from the fonnulae for opposed parallel plates and 
perpendicular plates with a common edge and obtained the following view factor matrix: 
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0.0 0.394 0.1921 0.1921 0.1109 0.1109 
0.394 0.0 0.1921 0.1921 0.1109 0.1109 
0.2881 0.2881 0.0 0.196 0.1139 0.1139 
0.2881 0.2881 0.196 0.0 0.1139 0.1139 
0.2774 0.2774 0.1898 0.1898 0.0 0.066 
0.2774 0.2774 0.1898 0.1898 0.066 0.0 
Simon, on the other hand, obtained values for the view factors from plots provided in the text and 
obtained .the following view factor matrix: 
0.0 0.38 0.19 0.19 0.11 0.11 
0.38 : 0.0 0.19 0.19 0.11 0.11 
0.28 0.28 0.0 0.19 0.11 0.11 
0.28 0.28 0.19 0.0 0.11 0.11 
0.28 0.28 0.19 0.19 0.0 0.07 
0.28 0.28 0.19 0.19 0.07 0.0 
Both students used a diffuse-gray enclosure computer program to find the net radiation heat flux 
at each surface. This program was based on the net radiation method. This is a two step process. First 
the following equation is solved for the net radiosity vector, qo. 
[1 - (1 - D)F]q. = aD,D~ (1) 
where I is the identity matrix, D. is a diagonal matrix with the surface emissivities as members, F is the 
view factor matrix, Dt is a diagonal matrix with surface temperatures for members, and i is a vector of 
1 'So The heat flux vector is then calculated from the net radiation energy balance. 
q = (1 - F)q. (2) 
Both students modeled the adiabatic surfaces as perfect reflections (€ = 0). The results are summarized 
in Table 1. 
Simon has slight errors in his view factors, but all in all they look very reasonable. All of the 
values are within a percent or two. The row sums of view factors are 0.98,0.98,0.97,0.97, 1.01, and 
1.01; so, the closure requirement is reasonably met. His radiosites are not seriously in error. The 
maximum error is 3.5%. However, his heat flux results, which are off by 376%, 18% and 13% for 
surfaces 1, 2, and 3, respectively, are profoundly in error. Also, his answers are in gross violation of 
global conservation of energy. For a steady-state analysis such as this one, the net energy stored in the 
enclosure should be zero. Miguel only has 10 w out of 5000 w left over which is a reasonable error. 
On the other hand, Simon has 2400 w out of 6000 w left over. Clearly something is terribly wrong. 
A quick independent check revealed that Simon had executed the program correctly. His radiosity results 
are indeed solutions of equation (1), and the problem is not numerical. At least not numerical in so far 
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Surface 
2 
3 
4 
5A 
SB 
Miguel 
546.2 
609.0 
442.6 
543.3 
543.4 
543.4 
Table 1. 
q.,(w/ml) 
Simon 
542.7 
607.3 
435.9 
524.4 
542.4 
542.4 
Comparison of Miguel's and Simon's Solutions 
q(w/m~ Q(m) 
Miguel Simon Miguel Simon 
-3.69 10.21 -221.4 612.4 
83 .87 99.32 5032.2 5959.2 
-120.53 -105.00 -4821.2 -4200.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total -10.40 2371.6 
as the evaluation of the inverse of the matrix in equation (1) goes. Simon' s results are the proper solution 
to the problem as Simon posed it. 
Simon's view factor matrix did not strictly enforce closure l • It is common practice to force 
closure by only considering N-l elements on each row to be independent and computing the remaining 
element from the closure rule. In fact, Brewster (1992) insists that not only closure but also reciprocity 
(a;f;j = ~~J must be enforced. He quotes avoidance of singular or poorly conditioned matrixes which 
cannot be inverted as the reason. As discussed above, inversion is not a problem in Simon's case. In 
fact, the matrix of coefficients, [I - (1- D.)F], which results with Simon' s view factors, is well behaved 
with a condition number of 2.83, compared to a condition number of 2.85 using Miguel's view factors. 
Closure is important philosophically and physically; so, we naively adjusted the diagonal elements 
in Simon' s view factor matrix to force closure. The resulting view factor matrix was 
0.02 0.38 0.19 0.19 0.11 0.11 
0.38 0.02 0.19 0.19 0.11 0.11 
0.28 0.28 0.03 0.19 0.11 0.11 
0.28 0.28 0.19 0.03 0.11 0.11 
0.28 0.28 0.19 0.19 -0.01 0.07 
0.28 0.28 0.19 0.19 0.07 -0.01 
The physically unrealistic negative view factors were not corrected. Table 2 shows the revised results 
which are vastly improved. The heat flux errors are now 21 %, 1 %, and 2% for surfaces 1, 2, and 3, 
respectively. This result is an order of magnitude improvement. This result is somewhat surprising since 
we have enforced a closure where the individual view factors are even more in error. We have forced 
plane surfaces to see themselves and have forced physically unrealistic negative view factors . However, 
on the other hand, we have enforced an important physical constraint. 
Anecdotically, we can surmise from this experience that this problem is hypersensitive to errors 
in the view factor specification when all NxN view factors are independent. However, a rather naive 
enforcement of closure greatly reduces this sensitivity. 
lAs is well known , since a ray emitted from a surface must either strike that surface or one of the other surfaces in the 
H 
enclosure, the rows of the view factor matrix must sum to unity, r. III '" 1. 
}-1 
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Table 2. Simon's revised results 
q,,(w/ml) q(w/m2) Q(m) 
Surface . Miguel Simon Miguel Simon Miguel Simon 
1 546.2 546.0 -3.69 -2.92 -221.4 -174.6 
2 609.0 601.9 83.87 82.92 5032.2 4975.2 
3 442.6 441.4 -120.53 -117.89 -4821.2 -4715.6 
4 543.3 543.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5A 543.4 543.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
<;8 543.4 543.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Total -10.40 85.6 
The computations in equations (1) and (2) are readily amenable to an uncertainty analysis. The 
sensitivity of the radiosities and heat fluxes to each view factor, emissivity, and temperature -can be 
computed and used with estimates of the uncertainties in the input data to determine estimates of the 
uncertainties in the computed values for radiosity and heat flux. Such an analysis provides a systematic 
way to investigate the problems that were apparent in the above discussion, provides a way of 
determining the source of the hypersensitivity, and provides a means to determine the fidelity of the input 
data required for a desired model accuracy. This uncertainty analysis is developed below. 
UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS 
In the following, we discuss the propagation of uncertainties from the input into the result, the 
definition of the sensitivity coefficients, and the development of the relations needed to compute the 
sensitivity coefficients for this problem. In this investigation, uncertainties in view factors , emissivity, 
and temperatures are considered. 
Uncertainty Propagation 
The development of the first~rder general uncertainty analysis is discussed in detail by Coleman 
and Steele (1988), and only the result is given here. If all of the uncertainties in the data are taken to 
be independent (no common or correlated sources of uncertainty), the uncertainties in the results are 
obtained by taking the root-sum-square of the product of the sensitivity coefficient and the input variable 
uncertainty . 
N N 
U~ = L L (9k,f/ ulu 
/-1 j-l (3) 
N N 
+. L (9k,e/U;' + L (eJ;,t/Ut~ 
i-l /-1 
Here the result, rico is either the heat flux, 'he, or the radiosity, qo,k' The sensitivity coefficients are the 
first partial derivatives of the result with respect to each input variable. For the view factors 
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(4) 
for the emissivities 
(5) 
and for the temperatures 
(6) 
The terms can be computed efficiently for small problems (considering algebra, .programming, and 
computation time) by direct brute-force finite differences. The forward finite difference formula gives 
(7) 
For the six-surface enclosure considered by Miguel and Simon, this approach would require 49 complete 
solutions of the enclosure problem to compute the derivatives in equations (4), (5), and (6). For large 
problems this can become onerous. Also, simple forward differences can be troublesome if the scales 
are not considered. Fortunately, the direct computation of the sensitivity coefficients is straight forward. 
Sensitivity Analysis 
The sensitivity computations can be reduced to a series of matrix multiplications by direct 
expansion of equations (1) and (2). But first a brief consideration of their origin is in order. The 
radiosity on a surface can be written as the sum of the emitted and reflected radiati~n 
(8) 
where qi is the irradiation. For a diffuse enclosure the irradiation can be written in terms of the 
radiosities as 
D q = pTn q 
.. I ... 
(9) 
where Da is the diagonal matrix with the surface areas as members . Solving equation (9) for qi> 
substituting into equation (8), and rearranging gives 
(10) 
The net heat rate on the surfaces is given by the difference between the radiosity and irradiation as 
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(11) 
Using equation (9) and rearranging yields 
(12) 
Usually at this stage of the development the view factor reciprocity relationship 
(13) 
is substituted into equations (10) and (12) to give equations (1) and (2). However, in this investigation, 
we are interested in the sensitivity of this analysis to perturbations in the view factors where reciprocity 
is not strictly enforced. In this case, it is more appropriate to work with equations (10) and (12) directly 
so that the sensitivities are properly weighted. 
A tenn-by-tenn differentiation of equation (10) with respect to ~j gives 
(14) 
which can be solved for the radiosity sensitivities using the matrix inverse 
(15) 
A tenn-by-tenn differentiation of equation (12) results in 
. (16) 
Likewise, for the sensitivities with respect to emissivity, a tenn-by-tenn differentiation of equation 
(10) gives 
(17) 
Solving for the radiosity sensitivities yields 
(18) 
A term-by-tenn differentiation of equation (12) results in 
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(19) 
Finally, for the sensitivities with respect to temperature, differentiation of equation (10) gives 
[1 - (1 - D;JD~lFTDJ ~. = aD,4U,l, 
I 
where I i is a vector with 1 at location i and zeros otherwise. Solving for the sensitivities 
Equation (12) yields as before 
The calculation procedure for heat flux and uncertainties is as follows: 
1) Invert [1 - (1 - D ;JD~lFTD 4r1 
2) Compute qo by multiplication with aD P~i 
3) Compute q using equation (12) 
4) Compute the radiosity derivatives using equations (15), (18), and (21). 
5) Compute the heat flux derivatives using equations (16), (19), and (22). 
6) Compute the uncertainties using equation (3). 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
In this procedure, only one matrix inversion is required. All of the other computations involve only 
matrix multiplication. 
APPLICATION FOR MIGUEL AND SIMON'S PROBLEM 
The uncertainty analysis discussed above was added to the diffuse-gray enclosure computer 
program, and the analysis was carried out using Miguel's input data. For sensitivities with respect to the 
view factors, four cases are considered: a) all view factors are independently specified, 2) closure is 
enforced alone, 3) reciprocity is enforced alone, and 4) both closure and reciprocity are enforced 
simultaneously. That discussion is followed by an examination of the sensitivities with respect to 
emissivity and temperature and the overall uncertainty problem. 
The difference in the four cases for view factor results from the fonnation of the view factor 
matrix transpose FT. If all view factors are independent (closure and reciprocity not enforced) the 
derivative, aFT/Ofij' only has one nonzero element, a 1 at place U,i). Table 3 shows the normalized 
sensitivities with respect to the view factors for the heat flux on the three active surfaces. Considering 
that the view factors are of order 1, the heat flux on surface 1 is seen to be hypersensitive to uncertainties 
in view factors from the first column of FT and strongly sensitive to the other view factor uncertainties. 
The heat flux on the second surface is much better behaved but still has a strong sensitivity to uncertainty 
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Table 3: 
Surface 
k - 1 
k = 2 
k - 3 
Normalized sensitivities with respect to view factors for the active surfaces in Miguel and 
Simon's problem with neither closure nor reciprocity enforced. 
9Vc/ql; 
124.17 7.47 18.21 53.73 53.72 53.72 
138.46 8.32 20.30 59.91 59.89 59.89 
67 .08 4.03 9.84 29.02 29.02 29.02 
82.35 4.95 12.08 35 . 63 35.62 35.62 
49.41 2.97 7.24 21.38 21.37 21.37 
49.41 2.97 7.24 21.38 21.37 21.37 
-0.74 -6.02 -0.94 -2.76 -2.76 -2 . 76 
-0.82 -6.71 -1.04 -3.08 -3.08 -3.08 
-0.40 -3.25 -0.51 -1.49 -1.49 -1.49 
-0.49 -3.99 -0.62 -1.83 -1.83 -1.83 
- 0.29 -2 .40 -0.37 -1.10 -1.10 -1.10 
-0.29 -2.40 -0.37 -1.10 -1.10 -1.10 
0.33 0.17 4.99 1.45 1.45 1.45 
0.36 0.19 5.56 1.62 1.62 1.62 
0.18 0.09 2.69 0.78 0.79 0 . 79 
0.22 0.11 3.31 0.96 0.96 0 . 96 
0.13 0.07 1.98 0.58 0.58 0.58 
0.13 0.07 1.98 0.58 0.58 0.58 
in the second column of P. The third surface is relatively less sensitive but is by no means insensitive. 
The third column has normalized sensitivities of order 3, and the other view factors have normalized 
sensitivities of order 0.1 to 1.0. 
This clearly shows the origin of Simon's difficulty. If all view-factor uncertainties are assumed 
to be equal (Ufij = canst) in equation (3) and all uncertainties in emissivity and temperature are ignored, 
the uncertainty in heat flux is given by 
(23) 
which gives for each active surface 
Uq• 
:: 283.74 U'IJ 
ql 
(24) 
UIll 
:: 14.12 U" 
q" 
(25) 
Uq3 
:: 10.20 Lj, 
q3 
(26) 
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Table 4: Normalized sensitivities with respect to view factors for the active surfaces in Miguel and 
Simon's problem with closure enforced. 
Surface 61:,/v lQk 
k a 1 -118.73 -107.81 -71.67 -71.71 -71.71 
132 . 39 12.18 52 . 48 52.44 52.44 
58.23 -5.90 19.52 19.50 19.50 
47.53 -31.21 -23.96 -0.02 -0 . 02 
28.52 -18.70 -14.36 0.01 0.00 
28.52 -18.70 -14 . 36 0.01 0.00 
k - 2 -5.28 -0.20 -2.02 -2.02 -2.02 
5 . 89 5.67 3.63 3.64 3.64 
0.11 -2.75 -0.98 -0.98 -0.98 
1.34 -2.16 1.21 0.00 0 . 00 
0.80 -1.30 0.72 0.00 0.00 
0.80 -1.30 0.72 0.00 0.00 
k ... 3 -0.16 4.66 1.13 1.13 1.13 
0.17 5.37 1.43 1.43 1.43 
-2 . 52 -2.60 -1.91 -1.91 -1.91 
-0 . 75 -0.85 2.34 0.00 0 . 00 
-0 . 45 -0 . 51 1.41 0.00 0 . 00 
-0 . 45 -0.51 1.41 0.00 0.00 
To obtain 5% accuracy in qh Uf" must be less than 0.0001546, or the view factors must be 
known with approximately 4 digit accuracy. On the other hand, to obtain 5% accuracy in ~ requires U, 
. JIJ 
less than 0.0057 or about 2 digit accuracy. This is in line with Simon's experience. His maximum error 
was 0.014 on Fl2 and F 21 • This resulted in 376% error for ql but only 13% error for q3. 
If closure is enforced by computing the diagonal elements from 
N 
fu~l-Lhi 
i-1 
I~i 
(27) 
the derivative aF"la~j contains two nonzero terms-a -1 at place (i,i) and a 1 at place U,i). Table 4 shows 
the results of the sensitivity analysis for heat flux when closure is enforced. The table shows that closure 
alone does not reduce the overall sensitivity. Normalized sensitivity coefficients of 100 are still found. 
In our previous work with Simon's solution it appeared that enforcing closure greatly improved the 
results. However, equation 1 implicitly assumes that reciprocity exists and Simon's view factors 
reasonably meet that reciprocity requirement. 
When reciprocity is imposed cross-<iiagonal terms in F are related by 
(28) 
In this case, view factors in the lower-left triangle of F are computed from those in the upper-right 
triangle by equation (28). Table 5 shows the results of the sensitivity analysis when only reciprocity is 
enforced. No improvement is seen. In fact, for this case the overall uncertainty in heat flux would be 
higher than the case where reciprocity is not enforced. 
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Table 5: 
Surface 
k .. 1 
k - 2 
k .. 3 
Normalized sensitivities with respect to view factors for the active surfaces in Miguel and 
Simon's problem with reciprocity enforced. 
124.91 
-0.74 
0.33 
146. 78 
8.37 
-6.84 
-6.71 
0.53 
0.19 
119.53 
26.51 
9.89 
-1.53 
-5.92 
-0.51 
5.25 
5.69 
2.69 
178.32 
67.74 
41.35 
35.85 
-3.49 
-9.07 
-2.11 
-1.83 
1. 77 
1. 79 
4.09 
0.96 
178.26 178.26 
67.70 67.70 
41.33 41.33 
71.67 71.67 
21.49 42.98 
21.49 
-3.49 -3.49 
-9.06 -9.06 
-2.11 -2.11 
-3.66 -3.66 
-1.10 -2.19 
-1.10 
1. 78 1. 78 
1. 79 1. 79 
4.09 4.09 
1.93 1.93 
0.58 1.16 
0.58 
Table 6 shows the results when both reciprocity and closure are simultaneously enforced using 
equations (27) and (28). An order of magnitude decrease in the sensitivities is observed. If the 
uncertainties in f;j are again taken to be constant and the uncertainties in emissivity and temperature are 
ignored, the uncertainties for the active surfaces are given by 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
Now, to obtain 5% accuracy in ql' the uncertainty in f;j must be less than 0.0018 which is between 2 and 
3 digit accuracy. Recall that, when Simon's view factors were revised to enforce closure, reciprocity was 
implicitly included in equation (1), and the error for ql was 21 %, which is in line with equation (29). 
The sensitivity analysis has given us a great deal of insight into the hypersensitivity of Simon's 
problem. It has improved our understanding of why enforcing closure in Simon's case so greatly 
improved the problem and has shown that this improvement actually requires the simultaneous 
enforcement of both closure and reciprocity for the view factors . We can draw the conclusion that both 
closure and reciprocity should be strictly enforced to minimize the sensitivity of the diffuse-gray enclosure 
analysis to errors in view factors. 
For simple geometries such as this one, view factor determination can be made with whatever 
accuracy is necessary. However, the material properties, emissivities, process specifications, and 
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Table 6: Normalized sensitivities with respect to view factors for the active surfaces in Miguel and 
Simon's problem with both closure and reciprocity enforced. 
Surface 9VI.JIQk 
k ,. 1 13.66 -20.46 -0.38 -0.39 -0.39 
3.33 5.67 5 . 67 5.67 
-4.45 -4 . 44 -4.44 
0.00 0.00 
0 . 00 
k ,. 2 0.61 -0.04 - 0.01 -0.01 -0.01 
loSS 0.39 0.39 0.39 
0.22 0.22 0.22 
0 . 00 0.00 
0.00 
k ,. 3 0.02 0.88 0.01 0.01 0.01 
1.47 0.15 0.15 0.15 
0 . 43 0.43 0.43 
0 . 00 0.00 
0.00 
temperatures will always contain uncertainties. Table 7 shows the normalized sensitivities for this 
problem with respect to emissivity and temperature for the three active surfaces. The normalized 
sensitivities to errors in emissivity are on the order of 10 which is about the same as the view factor 
sensitivities with both closure and reciprocity enforced. The normalized sensitivity to errors in 
temperature are on the order of 1. Care must be taken when comparing these normalized sensitivities 
if the variables have vastly different scales. Emissivity is on the order of 1 while temperature in degrees 
K is on the order of 100-1000. An absolute error of 5°K will cause much more error in the heat flux 
result in this problem than a 0.05 error in emissivity. 
Using the uncertainty values (U, = 0.0001; Ue = 0.1, i = 1,2,3; UE = 0, i = 4,5A,5B; Ut JII I I I 
= 10 K, i = 1,2,3; and Ut = 0, i = 4,5A,5B) and Miguel's view factors with both reciprocity and I 
closure enforced, gives the heat flux and uncertainty results shown in Table 8. The table shows that these 
very reasonable uncertainties result in significant uncenainties in the heat transfer result. The percentage 
uncertainty on the nearly adiabatic surface 1 is very large. These uncertainties are mainly caused by the 
uncertainties in emissivity and temperature since Miguel ' s very precise view factors were used. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Uncertainty analysis was used to propagate the uncertainties in the view factors, emissivities , and 
temperatures into uncertainties in the computed heat flux. This analysis allowed us to determine the 
nature and source of the hypersensitivity to view factor in Simon's case and to find a way to reduce this 
hypersensitivity. It was found that to avoid hypersensitivity to view factor specification both closure and 
reciprocity must be simultaneously enforced. Even when the view factors are precisely specified 
considerable uncertainty remains because of uncertainties in emissivity and temperature specification. 
The sensitivity analysis and associated uncertainty analysis are very enlightening. The 
computational overhead is small since only one matrix is inverted for both the diffuse-gray enclosure 
solution and the sensitivity analysis. Therefore, it is strongly recommended that all diffuse-gray enclosure 
solutions be coupled with an uncenainty analysis. 
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Table 7: Normalized sensitivities with respect to emissivity and temperature for the active surfaces 
in Miguel and Simon's problem with both closure and reciprocity enforced. 
Surface 1 2 3 4 SA 58 
k • 1 
k • 2 
k ,. 3 
k • 1 
k • 2 
k OK 3 
Table 8: 
emissivity 
1.01 12.97 -12.97 0.01 0.01 0.01 
0.03 0.84 0.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-0.01 0.29 1.27 0.00 0.00 0.00 
temperature 
-1.24 0.96 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-0.04 0.06 -0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.02 0.02 -0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Overall uncertainty in Miguel and Simon's Problem: U, = 0.0001, Ue = 0.1, JV j 
1 
-3.63 
±8.82 
±270% 
Surface 
2 
83.9 
±10.9 
±13% 
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INTRODUCTION 
As the workstation and personal computer become more popular than a centralized 
mainframe to perform thermal analysis, the methods for space vehicle thermal analysis will change. 
Already, many thermal analysis codes afe now available for workstations, which were not in existence 
just five years ago. As these changes occur, some organizations will adopt the new codes and analysis 
techniques, while others will not. This might lead to misunderstandings between thermal shops in 
different organizations. If thermal analysts make an effort to understand the major differences 
between the new and old me thods, a smoother transition to a more efficient and more versatile 
thermal analysis environment will be realized. 
DISCUSSION 
As dedicated computers becomes more affordable and, faster, the method for performing 
radiation thermal analysis using a "ray-tracing" 1 technique may become the standard. The advantage 
of some ray-tracing codes lies in their versatili ty: the ability to account for specular and transmissive 
surfaces, and to handle boolean geometrical constructions, fence problems, and the box-on-a-plate 
problem. The disadvantage is that ray-tracing has historically been thought of as less computationally 
efficient than the traditional method for typical space vehicle thermal design problems, which has 
been the "unit sphere" or "double summation" method. Since many mainframe computer 
departments account fo r costs on a per-CPU hour basis, double summation codes such as TRASYS 
and VectorSweep curren tly dominate. However, with the popularity and speed of workstations and 
personal computers on the rise, many new ray tracing codes and enhancements are taking shape. 
Examples of some of the codes with full ray-tracing capability are ESARAD (European Space 
Agency Research and Technology Center), NEVADA (T urner Associates), OPERA (Boeing Monte 
Carlo), TMG (Thermal Model Generator from Maya Heat Transfer), and TSS (Thermal Synthesizer 
System, sponsored by NASA-JSC). Since the workstation costs are typically accounted as a one-time 
purchase cost, the perceived longer "run-times" with workstations are not a cost issue. Also, since 
most large satellite/space station thermal problems require many hours of CPU time on a mainframe 
as well as on a workstation, the "turn-around" time for both is comparable. 
This discussion centers on two codes used in form factor radiation thermal analysis for space 
vehicles: TSS, as an example of a ray-tracing code, and TRASYS, an example of the unit sphere 
method. A comparison among the differen t ray-tracing codes is beyond the scope of this paper. 
Also, a comparison of the orbital heating rate calculations is not the subject of this paper; al though 
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it is acknowledged that the issues described here may cause similar problems with the heating rate 
algorithms as well. 
The motivation for this report came about during a recent project in which NASA-LeRC was 
involved, called SOHO (Solar and Heliospheric Observatory). The satellite is being integrated by 
Matra-Marconi of France under contract to ESNESTEC in Noordwijk, Holland. The launch vehicle, 
an Atlas lIAS, is being provided by General Dynamics Commercial Launch Services under contract 
to NASA-LeRC. The launch date is June 1995. Figure 1 shows the ITPLOT2 TRASYS plot of the 
SOHO spacecraft. 
Figure 1 SOHO Spacecraft Geometrical Math Model (GMM) 
Recently, ESNMA TRA delivered to NASNGD simplified thermal models of the satellite 
which contained approximately 800 surfaces. NASA intended to use TRASYS, a Nussett sphere-type 
code, to perform the integrated thermal analysis of the launch phase of the mission. The original 
GMM was created by Matra in Toulousse, France using ESABASE, a geometry builder for their ray-
tracing type radiation thermal analysis code, THERMlCA Therefore, a conversion program had to 
be written at LeRC to convert ESABASE to TRASYS. The converted GMM was used to generate 
Hottel-type radiation conductors (RADK's) in TRASYS and then in TSS. After the conversion 
process, NASA-LeRC plotted the TRASYS surfaces. There appeared to be many surfaces running 
into each other and many box-on-a-plate problems. It was learned however, tha t these types of 
"errors" can, in fact, be handled by ray tracing type codes. Thus, this report can serve as a "lessons 
learned" from a user's perspective. 
It was decided to try using a ray-tracing code at NASNLeRC to confirm the original 
TRASYS/SlNDA SOHO launch phase temperature predictions 3. The intent was to compare form 
factors directly using TSS at NASNLeRC. However, this became too unwieldy for an 800-node 
model. A more practical approach was taken. Final temperatures from various SINDA analyses were 
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compared for the corresponding Thermal Math Model (TMM). In each situation, the original 
SINDA thermal math model contained only TRASYS-generated heating rates and radiation 
conductors (RADK's). Then, RADK's generated by TSS were switched for those generated by 
TRASYS, and the temperatures compared. 
When using TRASYS, the analyst has a variety of options in the FFDATA and RKDATA 
statements which control the accuracy of the resultant form factors. Over the years, typical 
parameters which seem to work well for most space vehicle analysis have been developed through 
trial and error. Also, rules and techniques for "good" TRASYS model-building have been 
established 4. Since it was known that the model in this case contained box-an-plate problems, it was 
decided to push TRASYS to its limit with some unreasonably tight FFDATA parameters: 
NELcr=200, FFRATL=-l.O, and FFACS=O.Ol. The CPU time for RADK's was approximately 8 
hours on a VAX 9410. 
When using TSS or any othe{ ray-tracing code, the analyst must deal with a completely 
different set of control parameters and these are generally not well known to engineers familiar with 
TRASYS. These parameters include Energy Cut Off Factor, Number of Rays per Surface, Numbers 
of Levels and Objects in the Oct-Tree Accelerator, Random Number Generator Seed Value, Error 
Parameter, and the Update parameter5.6• The Error Parameter applies to an individual surface and 
is a function of the confidence level. 6 Also, a working knowledge of engineering statistics is helpful 
in understanding ray-tracing codes. 
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
Figure 2 shows a plot of CPU time on the Apollo DN10000 versus number of rays and error. 
The default value was used for the other parameters. 
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25000 
The TSS parameters were successively varied as such: 1000 rays to 20,000 rays with a 5 % 
Error Parameter, then 20,000 rays with a 4% Error Parameter, and finally 20,000 rays with a 3% 
Error Parameter. The TSS analyst can effectively use a "restart" fIle to build upon calculations 
already performed in previous analyses. For TRASYS, the analyst can increase the accuracy for a 
particular surface, but the calculations effectively start over for that surface. 
As the number of rays per surface increases, the error will decrease. TSS will generate rays 
from a particular surface until either the Number of Rays or the Maximum Error Parameter is 
reached. This condition is checked as often as is required by the Update Parameter. For 1000 rays 
and 5% error, the Number of Rays is the limiting parameter for most surfaces in this problem. For 
20,000 rays and 5% error, the Error Parameter is limiting the calculations for some surfaces and fewer 
than 20,000 rays are generated for many surfaces. As the Number of Rays parameter is increased, 
it is more likely that the Error Parameter will control the calculations of most surfaces in the 
problem. The user has the option of forcing practically all surfaces to the same error by setting the 
Number of Rays equal to a very large !lumber. 
If the Error Parameter had the controlled the calculations, the plot would show that the 
percentage of CPU time increases as the square of the improvement in error. The roughly linear 
relationship of CPU time to Number of Rays shown in Figure 2 is expected. In this case, the error 
is different for each surface. 
Figure 3 is a close-up view of an instrument which shows a 4-sided boxed protruding through 
the mounting structure. All surfaces are facing outward. Note that a portion of the active surfaces 
of the central box view the inactive surfaces of the prism-shaped mounting structure. Also, note that 
this structure sits directly on a larger rectangle which forms the payload support wall, an example of 
the box-on-a-plate problem (see Figure 1). This is a typical construction found in the Matra GMM 
which cannot be handled well by TRASYS, but is acceptable to the Matra ray-tracing package, 
THERMICA 
Figure 3 SWAN Instrument GMM 
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Figures 4 and 5 show the distribution of the difference between temperatures from successive 
analyses using various TSS and TRASYS RADK's. 
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To get this plot, the temperatures produced by TRASYS RADK's were subtracted from those 
produced by TSS. If the two methods gave exactly the same answers, there would be nothing but a 
peak at 0 "C. There seems to be a distinct shift in a majority of temperatures by about 2 to 12°C 
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warmer for most of the TSS values. This is because TSS has greater view factors to the spacecraft 
surfaces and therefore smaller views to space. The original TRASYS results showed form factors 
sums for some surfaces to be far from 1.0. Also, for TSS, weighted error results for several small 
form factors exceeded 5%. Therefore, for this problem and perhaps for many other similar 
situations, using TRASYS to generate form factors from a GMM originally constructed for use with 
a ray tracing code may yield generally colder temperatures as well as in some cases, significant errors, 
both warmer and colder. Figure 5 clearly shows that successive analyses of TSS using more rays and 
a smaller error parameter do not produce significantly different results. Therefore, 1000 rays with 
a 5% Error Parameter seems to be adequate for the majority of the surfaces for a model of this size 
and type. Of course, different spacecraft models may require more rays. 
CONCLUSION 
Although the converted SOHO, model did contain what TRASYS-trained analysts might call 
"errors," the model was acceptable to a' ray-tracing type code. TRASYS did a surprisingly good job 
on most of the surfaces. However, results of the two codes do differ for a significant number of 
surfaces~ This model should be reworked if a ray tracing code is not used. Also, as a result of the 
work on the SOHO project, an ESABASE-to-TRASYS FORTRAN conversion program is available 
at NASA-LeRC. 
If a "cookbook" set of parameters to use with various tYpes and sizes of typical space vehicle 
thermal models could be provided, this would reduce the confusion and ease the transition to TSS 
or any ray-tracing program. If, however, TSS and other ray tracing codes must be carefully optimized 
for each particular spacecraft and situation, or if a ray tracing user must thoroughly understand 
advanced radiation heat transfer and engineering statistics, the popularity of TSS and other ray 
tracing codes may be much more limited than TRASYS. 
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SUMMARY 
This paper presents the general accuracy law that rules the Mon[eCarlo. ray-tradng algorithms 
used commonly for the calculation of the radiative entities in the thennal analysis of spacecr.lft. These enti-
ties involve transfer of radiative energy either from a single source to a target (e.g .. the configuration fal:-
tors). or from several sources to a target (e.g .• the ahsorbed heat fluxes). In fact. the former is just a 
p:lI1icul:lf case of the laner. The accuracy model is later applied to the calculation of some specific radiati ve 
entities. Funhennore. some issues related to the implementation of such a model in a software [001 are dis-
cussed. Although only the relative error is considered through the discussion. similar results can be derived 
for the absolute error. 
INTRODUCTION 
Monte Carlo methods are often used in combination wi th ray-tracing algorithms to perform the 
radiative analysis of spacecraft (ref. [ 1]). Using this approach (MCRT from now on), the radbtive cou-
plings between the faces of a model. as well as the external heat loads appHed on these faces. are caku-
lated. Normally. these radiative values are passed to a thennal solver in order to produce the temperature 
predictions for the spacecraft model. 
While MCRT-based tools present some interesting advantages with respect to other methods. they 
also show a major drawback, which is the often large" computational effort required to produce the radiative 
values. The results of a MCRT simulation are taken as an estimation of the acrual values of the radiati ve 
entities. Since these results are of random nature, the accuracy of the estimation depends on the number of 
rays fired in the simulation. In general, the thermal engineer performs a trade off between the acCUr.lCY of 
the results and the computational effort required to achieve them. 'This paper presents models which allow 
the automatic accuracy control of the results "in an efficient way. 
It is important to point out that the simulation inaccuracies only account for a part of the uncer-
tainty in the results of the thermal analysis. Other sources of error are the Validity of the modelling assump-
tions and the uncertainty of the data used in these models (ref. [2]). The "engineering judgement" shall be 
used to decide which level of accuracy in the simulation is sensibly required. especially when compared to 
the uncertainties in the other areas. Once the simulation's accuracy requirements have been estabHshed, 
their efficient achievement can he guaranteed by the techniques presented in tftis paper. 
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BASIC ACCURACY MODEL 
MCRT methods are hased on the repetition of a gjven random process. which reproduces the phys-
ical problem of interest (ref. [3 D. For each trial. values of the random parameters that play a role in the 
process are uniformly sampled from their cumulative distrihution functions. and a score 1: represent:luvc 
of the physical phenomenon. is tallied. T is a random variahle that follows an arnitrary distrihution: 
T- (E(T). V(T» (EO 1) 
where E(T) is the expectation ofT and V(T) the varia~e ofT. The estimation r* of the radiative p;l.[:lme ter 
R is then calculated hy averaging the scores over a large number of trials: 
(EO 2) 
where t} is the score for the l-th trial and N is the total numher of trials. In the MCRT simulations. each trill 
involves firing a ray from the source. Because of the random nature of the process. every simulation pro-
duces a different estimated value. and therefore the estimation R * is a random .variahle itself. By the central 
limit theorem (ref. [4 D. given N reasonably large. R* is normally distributed. regardless of the .u:tual shape 
of the distribution for the basic random variahle T: 
R*-N(E(R*).V(R*)} (EO 3) 
where: 
E (R*) ~J..l.R. = E(T) = R (EO 4) 
V (T) 
v (R *) .5 a\. = 
-N- (EO 5) 
By definition, the relative error of an estimated value r- is: 
r* -R e---R (EO 6) 
By applying the algebra of random variables, it is possihle to show that the relative error of the estimated 
values is also normally distributed: 
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E-N(E(E). V(E» (EO 7) 
with expel:tution and varianl:e given oy: 
E(E) EJlE = 0 (EO 8) 
2 V(R·) VeT) V(E)-OE= = R2 N. R2 (EO 9) 
Given the normal law followed by the simulation error. the probahility Cl of having a relative error sm:lller than E: is: 
a iE ?roo (e < £) = erf ( E ) J2. 0\ (EO 10) 
and repladng (eq 9) into (eq 10) the fundamental accuracy model is derived: 
2 
N = 2 . (erf- I (a») . V (T) 
t E R2 (EO 11) 
nus expression is very important for our purposes. because it provides a relationship between the accuracy E to he achieved and the computational effort (numoer of rays NE) required for it. in terms of the radiative value itself, the variance of the basic random process used in the MCRT simulation and the confi-denl:e level a. Furthermore. (eq 11) shows that the accuracy adtieved is inversely proportional to the 
square root of the number of rays fired in the simulation (i. e., to halve the relative error the Dumber of rays has to be multiplied by four). 
For a given confidence level a, if N[ rays are fired to ensure a level of accuracy of E. the variance of the relative error depends only on E: 
(EO 12) · 
That is. the variance of the relative error is directly proportional to the square of the level of accuracy spec-ified. Once the accuracy requirements are fixed. the variance of the errors associated to the estimation of different values do not depend on the actual values or on the variance of the basic random processes. nus 
. is an interesting property which is used later in the paper to introduce an efficient way to calculate recipro-cal couplings. 
. 
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ACCURACY CONTROL FOR RADIATIVE pARAMETERS 
ConftgW'ation Factors 
The configuration (or view) factors represent the fraction of diffuse energy uniformly emitted hy a 
radiative face and reaching directly (i. e., without suffering any intermediate retlection) a target face . The 
procedure followed in the MCRT approach to determine the configuration factors is ha.c;ed on the repetition 
of a process consisting of the follOwing steps: 
• L"akulate a random emission point on the emitting r:ldiative face 
• cakulate a random emission direction 
• ~ah:ulate the intersection between the ray fired from the emission point and directed along the emission 
direction. and the target radiative face . 
• tally the ray if the intersection is not void 
Fin~,l1y. the e~timated value f* is calculated as the average of all the trials performed: 
" f* = ~ . I. t\ (EO 13) 
). ) 
Thus, this algorithm tallies the random variahle T, which in this case represents the intersection 
between a randomly emined ray and the target radiative face. T is a discrete random variahle, whidl orily 
can take two possible values: 0 if the intersection is void and I if the ray strikes the target radiative face . 
Since this is a rather simple process, the distribution function of the random variahle T can he determined 
by only knowing the value of the configuration factor F, as shown in Figure 1. 
The expectation and variance of T can he calculated by applying the expressions used for discrete 
random variahles: 
E(T) = I. t~· P(t~) 
Ie. I 
5 
VeT) = L (t lt -E(T»2 . p (tk ) 
It-I 
(EO 14) 
(EO 15) 
where s is the number of discrete values which the random variahle can take. Applying these expressions 
to T, with s = 2 corresponding to the only two possible values 0 and I, we obtain: 
E(T) = F 
V (T) = F· (1 - F) 
where F is the 3l.:tual value of the configuration factor. 
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(EO 16) 
(EQ 17) 
F 
OO~------~----------__ ~--~------~ o 
T 
FIGURE 1. PrObahility distribution function for the random ' .. ariable T. intersection ray/target face 
Introducing these values into the general accuracy model given by (eq 11). the accuracy control law for 
the configuration factors can be den ved: 
2 
(
'erf- 1 (a)) I-F N =2· .-
£ E F (Ea 18) 
From this expression it can be appreciated that. in agreement '.'.ith the expenem:e, bounding the a..:curacy 
for small configuration factors is much more computationally demanding than doing so for large values. 
Due to the fact that the variance of the basic random process depends exclusi .... ely on the value of 
the configuration factor. once this value F is fixed it is possihle to specify the number of rays to he fired in 
order to achieve the desired accuracy. Figure 2 shows the computational effort (i. e. number of rays fired 
from the radiative face) required to achieve three different accuracy levels (relati\'t! err'Ors of lOO9C . 1O'iC 
and 1 %) for the whole range of configuration factor values. . ' 
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level of 99'7c) 
Radiative exchange factors 
The radiative exchange factors (REF) are defined as the fraction of diffuse energy uriifonnly emit-
ted by a radiative face and being finally absorbed by a target face. Multi-refiection paths are included in 
this definition. These values can be derived from the configuration factors, following Gebhart's method 
(ref. [5]). Alternatively. the MCRT approach offers some advantages, taking into account the non-uniform 
narure of the radiative transfer exchange between radiative faces , as well as allowing the inclusion of spe l.: -
ular behaviour. The procedure followed for each radiative face is in this case: 
• calculate a random emission point on the emirting radiative face 
• calculate a random emission direction 
• propagate the ray fired from the emission point and directed along the emission direction through .the 
model. For the propagation iake into account the radiative behaviour of the surfaces 
• tllily the fraction of the original ray's energy which is finally absorbed by the target face (random varia-
ble T) 
Following this algorithm, the estimation of the REF value G is calculated by the expression: 
(EQ 19) 
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The main different.:e wi th the conligumtion factors case is that it is not possihle to know a priori the 
n~re of the prohability distribution function of the mndom variahle T. Indeed, T can uke different values 
depending on the path fo llowed hy the rays, and the numher ofpossihlc paths grows signitkantly with the 
number of radiative faces in the model. Nevertheless, regardless of this fact the powerful central limit the-
orem is \'ajid and (eq 11) sti ll applies. Therefore,-the al.:curacy control model for REF can be expresseLl a, ... : 
2 
N = 2 . (err l (a») . Y (T) 
£ £ G2 
(Ea 20) 
Thus, in the REF case, the computational ~ffon depends explicitly not only on the value of the REF hut 
also on the variance of the basic random prol.:ess. 
Direct Solar Flux 
The heat flux emined by the Sun and being intercepted hy a given target radiative face can he cll-
(""Ulared a.~: 
D = SC· A l. (Ea 21) 
where SC is the solar constant and A .1 is the visible cross section area of the face. 
The MCRT method can also be used to calculate an estimation of D. Once the solar constant and 
the solar aspect ratio are known, the problem is reduced to find the visible cross section area of the radia-
tive face. Although for non-occluded planar faces this is a simple operation, a MCRT pro.cedure can be fol-
lowed whenever the faces are curved or shading effeL"tS ex.i st: . 
• calculate a tandom emission point on the radiati ve face 
• fire a ray from the emission point towards the sun 
• find V{hether the emission point "sees" the Sun. A discrete random variable H, taking only two possible 
values (0 if the Sun is not visible and 1 if it is) shall be tallied for this purpose 
• talJy the cos e value (where a is the angle between the Sun direction and the face's normal vector at the 
emission point), only if the emission point is not occluded hy any other part of the model 
An estimation of A.1 is then calculated as: 
.1-
a 
1 N 
= N . A· L (cos 8) 1 . h I 
I-I 
(Ea 22) 
where A is the radiative node area, hI is the value of the random variahle H and (cos 9)( is the value of the 
random variahle cos a. The subscript I refers to the l-th trial. 
Applying !he general accuracy model to !his ~dfic case. t.~e following :q:'::ltion is obtained: 
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1 2 
N = 2. (ere (a)) . (SC'A)2. V(cos8·H) 
c ' £ D2 
(EO 23 ) 
SOME I~LEMENTAll0N ISSUES 
Parameter pre-estimation 
The application of the accuracy models to the estimation of radiative \'alues presents the p;l[at!P.x 
of requiring as input the value whose calculation is the gO,al of the simulation. Funhermore. the variance' of 
the basic random process used to calculat~ the estimation is Dot generally known a priori. These apparent 
drawhacks can be satisfactorily overcome by pre-estimating both the radiative value R and the varian.:e ot' 
the hasic process YeT). so that the accuracy models can be applied. The pre-estimated values can he 
ohtained after a first hatch of M rays is fired in the simulation. Indeed: 
M 
R=t = I ~ (EO 24) 
I. I 
M 
2 1 I · 2 V(T) -S T = --' (t,-t) 
. M-l (EO 25 ) 
I -I 
The numher of rays M to be. fired in order to pre-estimate R and VeT) shall he determined as a 
compromise between having reasonably accurate pre-estimations and not spending roo much computa-
tional effort in this previous phase of the algorithm. In practice. it has been checked that even wi th sample 
sizes which are small when compared to N •• the accuracy control based on the accuracy model produces 
excellent results, 
For instance. Figure 3 shows the histogram of the relative error associated to the estimation of a 
particular configuration fact~r. with a reference value of 0.0 1832. To produce the histogram. 1000 di fferent 
simulations we.re performed, each of them using a pre-estimation sample size of 1000 -rays. The accuracy 
model was then applied to ensure an accuracy of 3% with a level of confidence of 99~. The application of 
(eq 11) shows that these requirements are achieved by tiring approximately 398000 rays in each simula-
tion. The tails of the histogram. fi lled in black, show that onI y 10 out of the 1000 simulations penormed 
had an error beyond the specified limits. This is in agreement with the confidence level used for this partic-
ular case. 
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FIGURE 3. Histo~ of the relative error associated to the estimation of a coniil?uration factor with 
reference value 0.01832 -
A particular problem arising when introducing the pre-estimated values into (eq 11) is that tJti~ 
expression becomes singular for t;: O. A null pre-estimated value can indicate .either that: 
• the aL.'tUal radiative value is indeed null, in which case its actual variance will also he null, or that 
• the aL.'tUal radiative value is so small that the size of the sample it is not large enough to provide a noo-
null pre-estimated value. 
In the first case, no additional rays need to be fired. In the second, a very large numher of rays are likely to 
be needed. Practical considerations impose a limit to this number, which for very small couplings might 
become .computationally prohibitive. Generally speaking, once this limit is imposed it will nOl be possihle 
to guarantee the accuracy of the radiative values below a threshcild ·value. 
Enforcement of the reciprocity law 
. . . 
In general, and for efficiency reasons, the software tools that implement MCRT methods do not 
calculate the couplings individually. Indeed, the couplings from one face to alllhe other faces in the model 
are nonnally calculated in one pass. Due to this fact, the couplings' line sum adds up to 1. However, the 
reCiprocity law between couplings is in principle not satisfied, because of the statistical inaccuracy assod-
ated to the estimations. 
. Often, the manipulation of couplings that satisfy· the· reciprocity law is preferred, especially 
because of the reduction in memory requirements. The enforcement of the r~dprocity law brings ahout a 
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line sum whh:h does Dot add up to 1. This imhalam:e is sometimes taken as a mea.~ure of the error in the 
estimation of the couplings. The enforcement of the couplings· redprodty is normally performed afler 
ooth couplings have heen independently cakul:ued. TIlis is not very effident. since computational Lime is 
wasted to guarantee the spedfied level of aCI."Uracy for ooth the direct and inverse couplings. Furthermore. 
a systemath: error is introduced by the enforcement methud. 
On the other hand, the general error model shows that, given a redprOt.-a1 pair of faces . one of the 
assodated couplings is privileged in the sense that identkal acl."Ufacy levels can he achieved with a smaller 
Dumber of rays. 'This fact suggests the idea of estimating the non-pri vileged coupling hy simpl)' aprl yi ng 
the reciprociry law to the one calculated via MCRT from the privileged face. Of course, this operation shall 
ensure that both coupling's errors meet the specified accuracy requirements. 
To apply this approach, tl)e privileged face shall be identified. Therefore. the question to he 
answered is: given a reciprocal pair of couplings Rij and Rji such thal: 
. R · = If· R ·· 
IJ jJ (EO 26) 
where If is the reciprocity faCTor, and assuming that the accuracy requirements are respectively set to Elj 
and €ji' which face shall .he used to tire rays from? 
To identify the privileged face. let's assume that the MCRT simulation is performed oy firing rays 
from face i. Therefore, the coupling ~j is directly estimated via the simulation. while the coupling ~f is 
estimated by enforcing the reciprociTY law: 
r' .. = r* .. IJ IJ (EO 27) 
r* .. 
r' .. = 
I) 
JI 
'¥ 
(EO 28) 
The reciprocal values estimated in such a way follow normal distributions: 
R' .. -R* .. . 
I) I) (EQ 29) 
R' ji - N (E (R . ji) • V ( R· jj ) ) (EO 30) . 
Furthennore, it can be shown that the variance of the relative error associated to ·the estimation of Rji vi a 
(eq 28) is: 
V (Tjj ) 
= -----~2 
N·· .R.. I) I) 
(EO 31) 
On the other hand, if the estimation of Rj i was calculated hy the MCRT procedure. by firing from 
face j the number of rays needed to meet the accuracy target €ji. the variance of the relative error would he: 
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1 ( E.. )2 V (E ) = _ . JI 
t_ 2 err' (ex) (EO 32) 
Since the accuracy requirements must be also achieved by the enforced estimation R'j" the variam:e of its 
error must be equal to the variance of the error ohtained in the MCRT proc;edure: 
v (E .. ) = Y (Ec ) 
JI J' 
(Ea 33) 
From this equation, it can be proved that i is the privileged face if the following condition holds: 
(EO 34) 
ntis expression relates the variance of the basic random processes used to estimate the couplings. If (eq 
34) is applied to the configuration factors case, it can be seen that the privileged face is the. one with l~er 
associated coupling. In the REF case, the privileged face cannot be determined by simply looking at the 
relative size of the reciprocal couplings, and Ceq 34) shall be used instead. 
To clarify the interest of firing rays from the privileged face, let's present an example. For the 
model in Figure 4, reference values are available in .the literature (ref. [6]). In particular, F12 = 0.29176. 
Assuming we are interested in the calculation of the view factors with an accuracy of 59C , the most effi-
cient way to proceed is to fire rays from face I, which is the privileged one. TIlis can be seen by checking 
the condition given by (eq 34). If the accuracy law for view factors (eq 18) is applied, it can he seen that 
approximately 6500 rays are needed to guarantee the accuracy requirements for hoth redprocal couplings. 
If the same accuracy level had to be achieved by firing rays from face 2, roughly 25000 rays would be 
needed. 
1 
FIGURE 4. Model consisting of two perpendicular rectangular plates, with areas of 1 and 3 units 
respectively. The reciprocity factor between the configuration factors is in this case 'I' =3. 
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ACCURACY CONTROL FOR ABSORBED HEAT FLUXES 
'The estim:ltion of the absorbed heat fiux on a radiative face differs of that of the simple radiati ve 
values presented ahove in that the absorbed value can be seen as the contrihution of sever.ll source terms. 
Indeed . the heat fiux striking the spacecraft follows different multi -reflection paths unt il it is finally 
ahsorbed hy the face. Ohviously. some multi-retlection P:lths will contribute more than other.; to the final 
absorhed flux. The purpose of this section is to apply the general accuracy model to this prohlem. taking 
into a~count the relevance of the mentioned radiative paths intl) the final value. 10e results that follnw are 
applkable to either solar or planetary (infrared and alhedo) ahsorhed heat fluxes. 
A proper accuracy control for the absorbed heat flux is espedally interesting when trying to quan-
ti fy the ahsorhed heat fiux on a spacecraft radiator. Because of the radiator 's heat rejection requirement~. 
the direct hear loads are generally small , and most of the ahsorbed tlux reaches the radiator after several 
re flections. 
As previously stated. the heat fiux ¢l ahsorhed hy a given radiative face can he expre'ssed as the 
addition of a numher of contributing terms <l>j: 
D 
(EQ 35) 
where each ¢lj is the flux being absorbed by the target face . with origin in the reflection of direct heat flux 
in the source face j . The summation is therefore extended to the n faces in the model which have non-null 
direct heat flux. . 
The concept of source faces is clarified with the help of Figure 5. Assuming an idealised model 
consisting of 4 surfaces illuminated by the Sun, only faces 1 and 3 are source faces, as far as the cakulation 
of the heat flux ahsorhed by face 4 is concerned. Face 2 does not see the Sun, and therefore it will not con-
tribute with a source term in Ceq 35). 
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4 
· 2 
F1GURE 5. ' Source faces 1 and 3 -contribute to the heat flux ahsorbed by fat.:e 4. In this ca<;e. fat.:e 2 only contrihutes through multi-reflection.<;. 
In the acrual MCRT simulation. the cl>j term is estimated by uniformly firing Nj rays from fat.:e j and averaging the random variable Tj • i. e. amount of the energy carried hy the ray that is finally ahsorhed by the target face: 
(EO 36) 
The estimated value for the absorbed heat flux is therefore: 
a 
(EO 37) 
and follows a normal law: 
(EO 38) 
The variance of the relative error associated to the estimation is: 
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v (E) 1 -=-.V(ct» 
¢>2 
• T-
=_1 .~V( j) 
¢>2 ~ N, j. I J 
(EO 39) 
1llis expression shows that the variance of the relative error, whkh is directly related to the ul.:cural:), 
achieved by the simulation, depends on several terms, one for e3L:h source face. The question here is. given 
a fixed amount N of rays to be tired: 
D 
(EO 40) 
how shall these N rays be distributed among the source f3L:es so that (eq 39) is minimised? The solution to 
this problem can be found by applying standard teChniques of non-linear programming. It can oe shown 
thaI the optimal solution is given by: 
./Y (TJ' ) N~ = . N J -D--"--- (EO 41) 
L JV (Tit) 
k. I 
For this optimal distribution of the rays, the variance of the error becomes: 
, 2 
VeE) = _1_ . (~JV(T'}) 
...... 2 N k J 
,+,' j-I 
(EO 42) 
, , 
Replacing Ceq '42) in the general error model, the accuracy control law for the estimation of the absorbed 
heat fluxes can be obtained: 
(EO 43) 
This multi-source model is the most general expression of the accuracy law for MCRT calcula-
tions. In fact, the accuracy. model previously obtained for the simple radiative entities is just 'a particular 
case of (eq 43), with n = 1. Indeed, one can regard the calculations of coupUngs as a mono-source phe-
nomenon, being the unique source the radiative face emitting the radiation. Similarly, the Sun (or the 
planet) are the unique sources emitting radiation when the direct fluxes are calculated. 
The considerations about the pre-estimation of the values are also relevant for the implementation 
of this aa.'UIacy model. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
nus paper has presented a model whkh L.'al1 he used to control the a..:..:uraI.:Y of the radiative value..; 
estimlltcd hy using MCRT methods. The generality of the model allows its applkation to the radiati ve val-
ues relevant to the thennal analysis of spacecraft. . 
A prototyping activity has confinned the validity of the assumptions used in the derivation of thl? 
ac..:uracy models, as well as the feasihility of their implementation. The results oht:llned ~e in ex~eJlent 
agreement with the values predicted hy the statistical models, even if pre-erum:ltion of some para.meler~ j~ 
required. 
Full scale implementation of the error models is in progress, with the intention to enhan~e 
ESARAD, the radiative analysis software developed for the European Space Agency (ref. [7]). Sigrtifil.:anl 
improvements in terms of accuracy control , effiden..:y and perfonnance are expected in relation to other 
racliative codes currently availahle in Europe. 
NOMENCLATIJRE 
The following conventions have been followed in nanting the random varianles: 
• Star indicates estimation of a radiative entity. For example, F* represents the random • .. ariahle ··estima· 
tion of the view factor F'. 
• Upper case is reserved to denote the distrihulion of the random variahle. while lower case denotes a 
sample value from tltis distrihution. For example, f* is the estimation of the view fa..:lor F. <L~ provided 
hy a single simulation run. 
Furthennore. the notation: 
R-N(E(R),V(R)) 
indicates that the random variable R follows a normal distribution with expectation EeR) and varian~e 
VCR). 
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ABSTRACT 
A thermal control system has been designed for the SSF sensor/ electronics box 
(SSTACK). Multi-layer insulation and heaters are used to maintain the temperatures of 
the critical components within their operating and survival temperature limits. Detailed 
and simplified SSTACK thermal models were developed and temperatures were calculated 
for worst-case orbital conditions. A comparsion between the two models showed very good 
agreement. Temperature predictions were also compared to measured temperatures from 
a thermal-vacuum test. 
INTRODUCTION 
As part of the Defense Meteorological Support Program (DMSP ) with Martin Mari-
eta 'Astro-Space Division (MMASD), a thermal control system was designed for the SSF 
(Special Sensor F) sensor/electronics box (SSTACK) located on the precision mount-
ing platform (PMP) of the DMSP satellite. The SSTACK is attached to an aluminum 
mounting bracket which is thermally isolated from the PMP. The top half of the SSTACK 
consists of an array of earth facing infrared sensors and a chopper motor, and the bottom 
half contains a row of electronic circuit boards. Detailed and simplified thermal models of 
the SSTACK were developed using the thermal analyzer SINDA [1] . The simplified ther-
mal model was integrated into the MMASD PMP thermal model. An SSTACK TRASYS 
[2] geometric math model of the simplified model was also developed and incorporated 
into MMASD's TRASYS PMP model. 
The boundary temperatures, orbital heat rates, and thermal radiation conductances 
from MMASD's PMP and TRASYS models for hot (95 0 sun angle and end-of life (EOL) 
optical properties) and cold (0 0 sun angle and beginning-of-life (BOL) optical properties) 
lThis work performed at Sandia National Laboratories , supported by the U.S. Department of Energy 
under contract DE-AC04-76DP00789 
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orbits were used in Sandia Labs detailed SSTACK SINDA model. The model guided 
the development of the SSTACK thermal control system design which maintained the 
sensors, motor, and electronic board temperatures within their operational and survival 
temperature limits. Survival/operational heaters were required for SSTACK cold orbit 
thermal management. Results from the SSTACK thermal models for the different orbits 
will be presented and results compared to measured temperatures from a thermal-vacuum 
test. 
DESCRIPTION OF SSF SENSOR/ELECTRONICS BOX 
The SSTACK is located on the earth-facing side of the precision-mounted platform 
(PMP) and is attached to an ah.~minum bracket ~ illustrated in Figure 1. Figure 1 shows 
only the PMP and the ESM (equipment support module) sections of the DMSP satellite. 
The bracket is covered with multi-layer insulation (MLI) and is thermally isolated from 
the PMP. The PMP temperature range is 5°C ±3°C. A schematic diagram of an earlier 
SSTACK design is shown in Figure 2. The SSTACK is divided into four quadrants (Ql to 
Q4) with Q3 facing outward and Ql facing inward to the spacecraft. The SSTACK has a 
mass of 10 kilograms (22 pounds) and produces a power of 11.5±0.2 Watts as summarized 
in Table 1. Because of redundancy, there are A-side and B-side circuit boards for the 
SPS-14 and SHM-13 modules with either the A-side or B-side boards powered on. The 
SSTACK has an overall length and width of 24.8 ern (9.75 inches), and a height of 22 .2 
cm (8.79 inches). The SSTACK is constructed of thin aluminum sheets (0.10 ern (0.04 
inches) average thickness) which are screwed to an inner aluminum frame structure. The 
SSTACK is attached to the PMP via four feet (1.8 ern by 2.0 ern) located on the bottom 
of the box. The top section consists of an array of eleven sensors and a chopper motor 
as illustrated in Figure 3. The bottom half contains an array of electronic circuit boards 
as shown in Figure 4 with the front covers removed. The circuit boards slide into frame 
guides and are plugged into a connector board. The front-end of the board frames , 
except for the two power supply module frames (SPS-14A and SPS-14B), are screwed to 
the inner frame structure. The front-ends of the power supply frames are attached to 
the box front cover which enhances heat conduction from the power supplies to t he front 
cover. The operating and survival (power off) component temperature limits are given 
in Table 2. 
Kapton insulated resistive strip heaters (4 Watts each and two per side) are located 
on the inner wall surfaces (see Figure 4). A thermal control electronics (TCE) device , 
provided by MMASD, is used to turn the heaters on and off.at a temperature set-point of 
-1D±0.2°C. The TCE temperature sensor is located near the chopper motor (see Figure 
3). Each of the eleven sensors have apertures located on the earth-facing top cover. The 
aperture plate is shown in Figure 5. 
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DESCRIPTION OF SSTACK THERMAL MODELS AND ORBIT 
RESULTS 
The DMSP operates in a 450 NM orbit having a 100 minute orbit period. For the hot 
orbit , the DMSP satellite encounters an eclipse (earth's shadow) during thiry-percent of 
the orbit and the SSTACK receives direct solar flux immediately before and after eclipse. 
However, during the cold orbit , the SSTACK is shaded and does not receive any direct 
solar flux. MMASD required each sensor contractor to provide simplified SINDA and 
TRASYS models to be integrated into the MMASD PMP thermal and TRASYS models. 
The nodes for the reduced model are shown in Figure 6 and in Figure 7 for the detailed 
model which consisted of 24 and 48 diffusion nodes, resectively. The detailed model 
was first constructed and the simplified model was developed by maintaining the critical 
components (motor, sensors, and power supplies). The simplified nodes were formed 
by combining nodal points and calculating equivalent thermal conductances from the 
detailed model. 
Figure 8 illustrates the MLI design and the thermal radiator surfaces. The SSTACK 
thermal radiator surfaces include the nadir-facing sensor aperture plate and the bottom 
half of Q3 which are coated with S-13 GLO white paint. The other surfaces are covered 
with MLI (8 layers of 0.5 mil thick double-sided aluminized Kapton, 1 mil thick black 
Kapton outer layer, and 0.5 mil thick Kapton inner layer). 
The environmental heat fluxes (direct and reflected solar , and earthshine), bound-
ary temperatures, and thermal radiation conductances for the hot and cold orbits were 
obtained from MMASD's PMP thermal and TRASYS models. The heat fluxes and 
boundary temperatures were input into the SSTACK thermal models. The SSTACK 
temperatures were calculated using the thermal analyzer SINDA until quasi steady-state 
conditions were obtained (approximately 18 orbits). The thermal parameters used in 
MMASD's PMP TRASYS model for the cold and hot orbits are shown in Table 3. 
Temperature predictions and a comparison between the simplified and detailed ther-
mal models during hot operational conditions (11.7 Watts) are given in Table 4. The 
temperature uncertainty for model predictions, ±lloC, according to MIL-1540B [3] was 
not included in Table 4. Adding the uncertainty, th~ electronics modules , motor , and sen-
sor temperatures are a few degrees above their desired maximum operating temperatures 
and are higher than their minimum operating temperatures. A one-Watt operational 
heater was needed for the morning orbit to keep the motor temperature from going below 
-10.2°C. A comparison between the simplified and detailed models indicate temperatures 
that are within ±5°C. Results for the cold orbit (11.3 Watts) and survival conditions 
(power off) are shown in Table 5 where temperatures for the simplified and detailed ther-
mal models compare to within ±2°C. Approximately 12 Watts of survival heater power 
was needed to maintain the motor temperature from going below -10.2°C . However, Ta-
ble 5 shows a motor temperature of -11.0°C. This was attributed to thermal lag from the 
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motor location to the heaters. Adding ~ 11 °C to the critical component temperatures in 
Table 5, indicate temperature limits well above minimum survival temperatures. 
THERMAL-VACUUM TEST SET-UP 
SSTACK thermal~vacuum tests were recently conducted in a 42 inch diameter by 42 inch 
high chamber. Thermal balance tests were performed to verify the SSTACK thermal 
model. The SSTACK was screwed to a block of fiberglass G~10 material to thermally 
isolate the SSTACK from the chamber baseplate. An MLI test blanket was built and 
consisted of ten layers of double~sided aluminized Kapton and an outer layer of double~ 
sided aluminized Mylar. The outer surface of the aluminized Mylar was painted with 
Chemglaze Z-306 black paint. : The sensor aperture plate and the bottom of Q3 were 
painted with S13-GLO white paint. Also included in the chamber was a power distribu~ 
tion box (PSTACK) that accompanies the SSTACK. The PSTACK is located in the ESM 
section of the DMSP satellite (see Figure 1) and was also bolted to the baseplate. The 
PSTACK was covered with a separate MLI blanket to minimize thermal radiation inter-
action with the SSTACK. The baseplate and inner wall of the chamber were controlled 
to preset temperatures with the chamber pressure maintained at 10-6 torr. 
The SSTACK has 14 internal AD-590 temperature monitors on each of the sensors , 
the motor, and the power suppplies. The AD-590's , shown in Figures 3 and 4, have 
an accuracy of ±2°C, and an output voltage which corresponds to a calibrated temper-
ature. In addition to the internal temperature monitors , copper constantan (Type-T ) 
thermocouples were attached to the external surfaces of the SSTACK using Kapton tape 
illustrated in Figures 9 to 11. Thermocouples were also located on the inner wall of the 
chamber (shroud) and baseplate, and on the PSTACK. The thermocouples were cali-
brated to be ±3°C. The thermal balance tests were conducted at three different shroud 
and baseplate temperature levels to simulate SSTACK hot-operational (lO°C and 20°C) 
and cold-operational (- 100°C and 20°C) conditions. A mid-point operational (~40°C and 
and 20°C) condition was also performed as a third data point for the SSTACK thermal 
model. The temperature boundaries were held constant for 15 hours at each condition 
at which time the SSTACK temperatures changed by no more than 2°C per hour. The 
A-side was powered on (11.7 Watts) throughout the tests . 
The boundary temperatures were determined by a thermal-vacuum thermal model 
which incorporated the SSTACK, PSTACK, baseplate, and shroud. A TRASYS model 
was developed for the SSTACK and PSTACK in the vacuum chamber in order to obtain 
the thermal radiation conductances for the experimental setup. Shroud and baseplate 
temperatures boundaries were put into the SINDA thermal model and steady-state tem-
peratures were calculated for the three thermal balance tests. Thermal model calculations 
were done on a Sun Workstation. 
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COMPARISON OF SSTACK PREDICTED AND MEASURED RESULTS 
Preliminary comparisons between the predicted and measured steady-state temperatures 
are given in Tables 6 to 8 for the hot-operational, cold-operational, and mid-operational 
tests. The model was first compared to the hot and cold cases with 'an SSTACK power of 
11. 7 Watts as shown in Tables 6 and 7. The effective emittance (t") of the MLI was 0.02. 
For the hot case, Table 6, a comparison of the measured and predicted temperatures for 
the critical components (motor, sensors, and power supply) were within 3°C. For the cold 
test, Table 7, the component temperatures also compared well, but the measured cover 
temperatures for Q2 and Q4 (TC5 and TC15) were over lOoC lower than the calculated 
va.lues even though the measured outer temperatures of the MLI surfaces for Q2 and Q4 
(TC9 and TC19) were within ~/C of the calculated values. These discrepencies could 
be attributed to heat leaks through MLI blanket openings, and thermocouples detaching 
from the surface. Analysis is continuing to determine these large temperature differences. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A thermal control system was designed for the SSTACK located on the PMP section 
of the DMSP satellite. The aperture plate and the bottom of Q3 were painted with 
S13-GLO white paint and the remaining surfaces, except for the bottom plate, covered 
with MLI. A one-Watt operational heater was needed for the cold orbit and a 12-Watt 
survival heater for the cold orbit powered off condition. Detailed and simplified SINDA 
thermal models were developed for the SSTACK with the simplified model integrated into 
MMASD's PMP thermal model. There was very good agreement between the reduced 
and detailed thermal models for cold and hot orbital conditions. The model calculations 
were also compared to measured results from a recent thermal-vacuum test. Preliminary 
result,s indicated good agreement between measured and predicted results for the critical 
components (motor, sensors, and power supply). 
REFERENCES 
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3. MIL-1540B (USAF), Military Standard Test Requirements for Space Vehicles, Oto-
ber 10, 1982, Department of the Air Force, Washington, D. C. 20301. 
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Table 1. Nominal Power Distribution for SSTACK. 
Component Power (Watts) 
A-Side On I B-Side On 
Bottom Section 
BMD-10 0.62 0.62 
SPS-14A 2.15 0.00 
SPS-14B 0.00 2.15 
SFR-10 0.01 0.01 
PAT-10 0.01 0.01 
PAA- lO 0.91 0.90 
PAA- lO 0.91 0.91 
PAA-I0 0.91 0.91 
ARM-lO 0.50 0.50 
SAA-ll 0.53 0.53 
SAA-ll 1.04 1.04 
SAT-10 0.20 0.20 
SHM-13A 0.33 0.00 
SHM-13B 0.00 0. 33 
CAS- 12 0.48 0.48 
CAL-27 0.00 0.00 
Top Section 
Motor 0.66 0.66 
Pyro Sensors 1.14 1.14 
Silicon Sensors 0.74 0.74 
Radiometer (2) 0.35 0.35 
Total 11.50 11.50 
Table 2. SSTACK Component Temperature Limits . 
Component Temperature (0C) 
Operational I Survival 
Sensors -30 to 35 -40 to 55 
Motor -23 to 35 -40 to 60 
Electronics -40 to 50 -40 to 70 
Table 3. Thermal Parameters for Cold (BOL) and Hot (EOL ) Orbits . 
I Parameter I Cold I Hot I 
" 
Solar Flux 0.132 0.142 
(W / cm2) 
Earth Infrared 0.021 0.026 
(W/cm2 ) 
Earth Albedo 0.275 0.375 
t:r, f IR 
S13-GLO White Paint 0.20 0.42 
Black Kapton 1 mil 0.87 0.87 
MLI effective (" 0.05 0.02 
PMP Temp. (OC) 2 8 
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Table 4. SSTACK Operational Orbit Temperatures. 
Simplified Model Detailed Model 
Node Temperature (0C) Node Temperature (0C) 
No. Hot Orbit Cold Orbit No. Hot Orbit Cold Orbit 
11.7 Watts 11.3 Watts 11.7 Watts 11.3 Watts 
Min. I Max. Min. I Max. Min. I Max. Min . I Max. 
Electronics Modules 
8012 31.9 34.9 -1.6 -0 .6 1001 29.6 33.2 -5.2 -2.6 
8013 27.9 36.1 -5.8 -4.7 1002 27.4 36.2 -6.5 -4 .2 
8014 18.4 29.2 -13.6 -12.3 1003 19.7 29.4 -14.1 -11.6 
8015 26 .2 30.0 -7 .2 -5 .5 1004,1005 28.1 30.7 -7.5 -5.5 
8016 37.8 39.6 3.7 4.6 1006,1007 36.6 38.7 1.2 3.2 
1008 
8017 34.4 36.2 -0.1 0.8 1009 33.0 35.1 -2.8 -0.7 
8018 34.4 36.2 0.3 0.8 1010 33.4 35.5 -2.4 -0.3 
8029 36.8 38.1 2.9 3.3 1011-1016 33.2 34.9 -1.7 0.1 
Chopper Motor 
8008 1 24.8 1 26.3 ·1 -10 .2 1 -8 .8 I 1017 I 26.6 I 27.8 1 -10.2 I -8.4 
Sensors 
8009 23.6 25.9 -11.2 -10 .1 1018-1020 24.0 27.4 -11.8 -8.4 
8010 23.0 25.8 -11.1 -8.7 1021,1022 25 .7 27.3 -11.4 -8.4 
1027,1028 
8011 22.8 25.9 -11.2 -8 .9 1023-1026 24.1 27.2 -11.4 -8.6 
External Covers 
8001 16.1 32.2 -14.2 -12.6 8001 17.3 32.4 -14.6 -11.2 
8002 23.0 27.8 -10.1 -6.7 8002 22.9 27.9 -11.6 -5.9 
8003 23 .7 28.1 -9.6 -7.3 8003 23 .5 28.2 -10.9 -6.5 
8004 22.9 27.8 -10.1 -6 .7 8004 22.9 28.0 -11.6 -5.9 
8005 17.8 25 .1 -13 .3 -8 .0 8018 19.3 26.2 -13.5 -8 .8 
8006 25.6 29.3 -7.8 -6.4 8019 25 .3 28.9 -9 .5 -6 .6 
8007 27.1 30.4 -6.8 -4.9 8020 24.1 28.8 -10.5 -5.8 
8021 18.4 25.4 -13 .3 -9 .1 8006,8010 20.2 26.7 -13.2 8.3 
8014 
8022 20.3 25 .6 -12.2 -4.9 8007,8011 21.5 26.8 -12.7 -5.9 
8015 
8023 20.4 25.7 -12.1 -8 .2 8008,8012 21.6 26 .9 -12.4 -7.6 
8016 
8024 20.3 25 .6 -12.2 -4.9 8009 ,8013 21.5 26.8 -12.5 -5.8 
8017 
1 Note: ±ll °C uncertamty not mcluded. 
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Table 5. SSTACK Cold Orbit Temperatures, Power Off. 
Simplified Model 
Node I Temperature (0C) 
Min. I Max. 
Detailed Model 
Node I Temperature (0C) 
Min. I Max. 
8012 -14.1 
8013 - 18.8 
8014 -19.1 
8015 -14.2 
8016 -13.6 
8017 -13.5 
8018 - 13.5 
8029 -13.4 
8008 I -10.7 I 
8009 -12.0 
8010 -11.4 
8011 -11.4 
8001 -19 .9 
8002 -14.9 
8003 -14.4 
8004 -14.9 
8005 -15.4 
8006 -14.5 
8007 -14.2 
8021 -15.8 
8022 - 13.9 
8023 -14.3 
8024 -13 .9 
Electronics Modules 
-13.1 1001 -15 .3 -12.2 
-17.7 1002 -20 .1 -17 .6 
-17.7 1003 -20.4 -17.6 
-12.3 1004,1005 -14.8 -13.0 
-12 .8 1006,1007 -14.3 -12.0 
1008 
-12.8 1009 -14.3 -12 .0 
-12.8 1010 -14.3 -12.1 
-12.9 1011-1016 -14.1 - 12.6 
Chopper Motor 
-9.7 r 1017 I -11.0 I -9.4 
-10.9 
-8.3 
-8.7 
Sensors 
1018-1020 -12.7 
1021 ,1022 -12.2 
1027,1028 
1023-1026 - 12.1 
External Covers 
-17.6 8001 -21.5 
-10 .5 8002 -16.5 
- 11 .1 8003 -15.9 
- 10.5 8004 -16.7 
-8.9 8018 - 15.6 
-12.7 8019 -15.8 
-11.7 
-10 .6 
-5.8 
-9.2 
-6 .1 
8020 -16.4 
8006,8010 -17.0 
8014 
8007,8011 -15.6 
8015 
8008,8012 -15 .3 
8016 
8009,8013 - 15.6 
8017 
-8 .7 
-8.3 
-8 .5 
-17 .7 
-9 .3 
- 10.7 
-9.5 
-8 .8 
-12 .3 
-10 .1 
-11.1 
-7.0 
-9.3 
-7.0 
I Note: ±11 °C uncertamty not mcluded. 
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Table 6. Comparsion of Measured and Calculated 
Temperatures, Hot-Operational. 
Thermocouple AD-590 Model 
TC No. I Temp. (0C) AD-590 I Temp. (0C) Model Node I Temp. (0C) 
Ql 
1 33.3 Box 1 37.0 8003 35.7 
2 30.5 Box 2 37.0 8023 32.9 
3 29.4 8023 32.9 
4 (MLI) 18.1 8027 15.3 
Q4 
5 28.4 8004 34.5 
6 32.0 8024 32.7 
7 29 .6 8024 32.7 
8 28.9 8024 32.7 
9 (MLI) 17.7 8028 14.1 
Q3 
10 36.1 8001 33.6 
11 8001 33.6 
12 29.1 8021 32.3 
13 30.0 8021 32 .3 
14 (MLI) 18.4 8025 14.0 
Q2 
15 26 .5 8002 34.6 
16 31.2 8022 32.7 
17 34.5 8022 32.7 
18 29.4 8022 32.7 
19 (MLI) 16.7 8026 14.7 
Aperture Plate 
21 1 33.6 I I I 8005 I 31.6 
Motor 
J I I 36.0 I 8008 I 34.5 
Power Supply 
I I I 47.0 I 8013 1 50.0 
Sensors 
I I I 37.0 I 8009-8011 I 34.0 
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Table 7. Comparsion of Measured and Calculated 
Temperatures. Cold-Operational. 
Thermocouple AD-590 Model 
TC No. / Temp. (0 C) AD-590 / Temp. (0C) Model Node / Temp . (0C) 
Q1 
1 -24.5 Box 1 -25.0 8003 -30 .6 
2 -28.4 Box 2 -25.0 8023 -33.4 
3 -33.1 8023 -33.4 
4 (MLI) -63.6 8027 -75.6 
Q4 
5 -42.1 8004 -31.8 
6 -34.1 8024 -33 .7 
7 -39.5 8024 -33 .7 
8 -37.0 8024 -33.7 
9 (MLI) -83.4 8028 -81.4 
Q3 
10 -25.3 8001 -32 .6 
11 8001 -34.1 
12 -45.0 8021 -34.1 
13 -45.3 8021 -34.1 
14 (MLI) -8 1.6 8025 -82.1 
Q~ 
15 -46.3 8002 -3 1.7 
16 -39.5 8022 -33 .7 
17 -32.7 B022 -33.7 
18 -42.9 B022 -33.7 
19 (MLI) -75.4 B026 -79 .5 
Aperture Plate 
21 / -30.7 I 1 / 8005 / -34.8 
Motor 
/ I I -2B .0 / B008 / -31.B 
/ . i 
Power Supply 
/ -13.0 / 8013 I -14.6 
Sensors 
/ 1 / -2B .0 I 8009-B011 1 -33 .0 
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Table 8. Comparsion of Measured and Calculated 
Temperatures, Mid-Operational. 
Thermocouple AD-590 Model 
TC No. I Temp. (0C) AD-590 I Temp. (0C) Model Node I Temp. (0C) 
Q1 
1 3.7 Box 1 5.0 8003 -0 .1 
2 1.6 Box 2 5.0 8023 -2.9 
3 -2 .9 8023 -2.9 
4 (MLI) -20 .5 8027 -29.4 
Q4 
5 -5 .8 8004 -1.3 
6 -2.1 8024 -3.6 
7 -6.5 8024 -3.6 
8 -3.1 8024 -3 .6 
9 (MLI) -27.1 8028 -32 .3 
Q3 
10 5.1 8001 -2 .1 
11 8001 -3.6 
12 -8 .3 8021 -3 .6 
13 -5.5 8021 -3.6 
14 (MLI) -28.9 8025 -32.3 
Q2 
15 -10.1 8002 -1.3 
16 -4.4 8022 -3 .1 
17 1.1 8022 -3 .1 
18 -8.0 8022 -3 .1 
19 (MLI) -30.4 8026 -31.0 
I ( Aperture Plate I I 21 0.1 I 8005 -4.3 
Motor 
I I I 3.0 I 8008 I -1.3 
Power Supply 
I I I 16.0 I 8013 I 15.0 
Sensors 
I I I 4.5 I 8009-8011 I -2 .0 
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ESM 
Figure 1. SSTACK location on PMP. 
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of SSTACK. 
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Figure 6. Reduced SINDA thermal model nodes. 
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UTILIZATION OF RECENTLY DEVELOPED CODES FOR HIGH 
POWER BRAYTON AND RANKINE CYCLE POWER SYSTEMS 
Michael P. Doherty 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Lewis Research Center 
Nuclear Propulsion Office 
Cleveland, OH 44135 
SUMMARY 
This paper will present two recently developed FORTRAN computer 
codes for high power Brayton and Rankine thermodynamic cycle analysis 
for space power applications. The codes were written in support of an 
effort to develop a series of subsystem models for multimegawatt 
Nuclear Electric Propulsion, but their use is not limited just to nuclear 
heat sources or to electric propulsion . 
. The paper will provide code development background, a description 
of the codes, some sample input/output from one of the codes, and state 
future plans/implications for the use of these codes by NASA's Lewis 
Research Center. 
BACKGROUND 
Nuclear Electric Propulsion (NEP) is a propellant-efficient type of 
low thrust-to-weight propulsion for space-based propulsion applications. 
NEP systems employ a nuclear reactor as a thermal source in a closed heat 
transport system to generate electricity, which drives an electric 
thruster. The electric thruster uses the electrical energy to accelerate a 
propellant, producing mechanical energy or thrust. 
Because low thrust is characteristic of electric propulsion , electric 
propulsion (EP) only realizes its usefulness in microgravity fields. Near 
planetary bodies, an EP spacecraft's flight is characterized by a spiral 
trajectory about the planet until escape is achieved. Once free of the 
planetary gravity well, the spacecraft's trajectory is as direct as need be 
for target body intercept. Extremely high EP spacecraft velocities are 
achieved by continual thrusting over a period of time. 
Recent studies have shown NEP to be beneficial for robotic planetary 
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sCience, as well as Mars piloted and cargo, miSSions, offering significant 
advantages over chemical propulsion, including: reduced vehicle initial 
mass, reduced transit time, wider launch windows, and planetary 
rendezvous capability (refs. 1 to 4). 
Five major subsystems make up an NEP system: a nuclear reactor 
(with radiation shield) , a power conversion subsystem (or heat engine), a 
waste heat rejection subsystem, a power management and distribution 
subsystem, and the electric propulsion subsystem (see Figure 1). 
Lewis Research Centers (LeRC) Nuclear Propulsion Office (NPO) and 
Advanced Space Analysis Office (ASAO) have developed subsystem models 
to improve LeRC's capability to model NEP systems and predict their 
periormance. Greater depth is needed for NEP system models, to verify 
periormance projections and to assess the impact of specific technology 
developments. The effort to bring greater depth to system models for NEP 
was initiated with the development of separate software submodules to 
model each of the five major subsystems inherent to an NEP system. 
Subsystem models were developed by the Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory (ORNL) for the reactor (ref. 5), by the Rocketdyne Division of 
Rockwell International for power conversion, heat rejection , and power 
management and distribution (refs. 6 to 9), and by Sverdrup Technology for 
the thrusters (ref. 10), with at least two inherently different technology 
options being modeled for each subsystem. 
These models are now resident as VAX/FORTRAN source and 
executable code on one of LeRC's Scientific VAX computers. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE CODES 
Rankine cycle heat engines produce useful work by heating a fluid to 
become a gas, employing the heated gas to do useful work, and condensing 
the gas back into liquid state. Under this modeling effort, the Rankine 
cycle power conversion option assumes that a primary liquid metal 
lithium loop supplies heat from the reactor to the boiler and reheater. 
This is the basis for the schematic shown in Figure 2, which also depicts 
the other components that make up this power conversion system. Boiler 
and reheater are modeled as a once-through design with lithium on the . 
shell side and potassium on the tube side. The turboaltemator is modeled 
as a multistage axial reaction turbine with a two-pole toothless 
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(permanent magnet) alternator. The condenser is modeled as a shear-
controlled flow condenser co-serving as a manifold for a heat pipe 
radiator. The turbopump is modeled as a single stage centrifugal impeller 
with inducer, driven by a 45% efficient partial admission turbine. Head 
losses and piping sizes are also computed. 
Brayton cycle heat engines are single-phase working fluid engines 
which produce useful work by heating a gas under a relatively constant 
pressure process, employing the heated gas to do useful work, and cooling 
the gas under another relatively constant pressure process to get it back 
to its original state. This is the basis for the schematic shown in Figure 
3, which also depicts the components making up this power conversion 
system. This Brayton cycle power conversion model has the capability to 
model the heat input to the gas as either by direct heating (gas circulated 
through a reactor) or by indirect heating (gas flowing through a liquid-to-
gas heat exchanger). The heat exchanger assumes tube and shell 
configuration with liquid on the tube side. The Brayton turboaltemator-
compressor can be modeled . as either an axial or radial machine, with a 
two-pole toothless ·(permanent magnet) alternator. A ducting algorithm 
computes the ducting diameter, length, and mass, multifoil insulation 
mass, and total mass for each ducting segment, as well as providing gas 
Reynolds number and pressure drop. Finally, the code can analyze both 
recuperated and non-recuperated system designs. 
The codes are applicable for electrical ouput power ranges of 100-
10,000 kilowatts-electric for system lifetimes of 2-10 years, at turbine 
inlet temperatures ranging from 1200-1600 K (Rankine) and 1200-1500 K 
(Brayton). The ranges of inlet-to-outlet temperature ratios considered 
are 1.25-1.6 (Rankine) and 2.5-4.0 (Brayton). 
The products or output of these codes include optimal 
thermodynamic cycle characteristics, component descriptions, 
dimensions, efficiencies, and operating parameters, and overall subsystem 
mass. These outputs are provided as clearly dependent upon the input 
parameters of turbine inlet temperature, temperature ratio, electrical 
power level, lifetime, materials of design, turbine design, etc. 
SAMPLE INPUT/ OUTPUT 
To date, the codes have been reasonably well verified (exercised to 
see that they work), but only have just begun the process of being 
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validated (determining the reasonableness of their answers). A 
parametric analysis of a Brayton power system will be presented to 
demonstrate the potential of the codes,. 
Using the Brayton code, a set of cases was run to demonstrate the 
effect of compressor inlet temperature on the overall mass of a specific 
space nuclear power system design. The significance of this effect should 
be clarified. Because of the strong impact that mass has on spacecraft 
performance, spacecraft power systems may not necessarily be designed 
for maximum efficiency. Rather, the space power system may be design-
optimized for minimum mass. This implies that the system design point 
ultimately chosen may not be one yielding the highest efficiency, but one 
yielding the lowest mass. 
This implication has interesting consequences for the design of a 
space electric power generation system. Because a power generation 
system designed for high efficiency requires moderately low heat 
rejection, and thus "cold-end" , statepoint temperatures, its heat 
rejection will be encumbered by a low fourth-exponent temperature 
differential, thus requiring large rejection areas (and encumbent high 
mass) to achieve the required waste heat rejection capacity. On the other 
hand, for the same output power requirement, if the power generation 
system is designed with high heat rejection temperatures, the resulting 
low power conversion efficiency will demand that a large power source 
(with encumbent mass) be used. Clearly, for an optimized space electric 
power generation system, the minimum mass point will be associated 
with a "cold-end" statepoint (usually the compressor inlet for a Brayton 
power generation system) temperature somewhere in between these 
extremes. Detailed analytical modeling of the entire power generation 
system will help determine minimum system mass versus key parameters 
such as compressor inlet temperature (or temperature ratio). 
To demonstrate this point, a 500 kWe Brayton system was analyzed. 
The system assumed an 1144 K turbine inlet temperature, a radial 
compressor having a design pressure ratio of 1.8, a radial turbine design, a 
Helium-Xenon working fluid mixture having a molecular weight of 20, a 
recuperator efficiency of .85, and an alternator voltage of 1400 Vrms • The 
compressor inlet temperature was varied from 300 K to 500 K (implying a 
temperature ratio variance from 3.8 to 2.3). For this analysis, the reactor 
heat source was modeled with the use of the ORNL lithium liquid metal 
cooled pin type reactor code (ref. 5), while the heat rejection system was 
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modeled as being a Sodium-Potassium (NaK) pumped loop having a flat 
plate, water heat pipe radiator in a 1000 km high Earth orbit, by using the 
Rocketdyne heat rejection code (ref. 8). Statepoint temperatures, 
pressures, and required heat flows were manually passed from the Brayton 
code to the reactor and heat rejection codes to achieve system 
consistency. System specific mass was calculated versus compressor 
inlet temperature. In this analysis system specific mass is the sum of 
the reactor mass; Brayton subsystem mass (including turboalternator-
compressor, recuperator, ducting, and intermediate heat exchanger); and 
heat rejection subsystem mass, divided by the electrical power output.] 
The results of this parametric variation of compressor inlet temperature 
(CIT) are shown in Figure 4. 
As can be seen from the figure, system specific mass is minimized 
for a CIT of 400 K, a pOint somewhere in the midst of the examined range. 
(It is only coincidental that the minimum happens to occur at the mid 
point of the chosen range; for the initial conditions of this Brayton design, 
a CIT design point as low as 250 K is possible, but such a system couldn't 
operate in Earth orbit. In addition, selection of more data points would 
have more precisely determined the actual CIT at which the minimum 
specific mass occurs.) Although the Brayton efficiency at this CIT (24%) 
is only 73% of the efficiency that could be achieved with a 300 CIT (33%), 
the mass of its heat rejection system happens to be 33% less. Thus it can 
be seen that the CIT operating point yielding the minimum system specific 
mass is not the same point yielding the highest efficiency. 
Using the K-Rankine code, a system designer can perform the same 
kind of trades to determine overall system mass (or specific mass) versus 
temperature ratio. 
UTILIZATION PLANS 
A guiding tenet in LeRC's strategic planning for the 1990's is to 
build upon the strengths of the our Center. At LeRC, our strengths, as 
evidenced by the roadmap of our history (ref. 11), clearly fall into the 
disciplines of space power and electric propulsion. 
Although these space power and electric propulsion technical areas 
have had a resurgence in emphasis in recent years - especially so with the 
potential dawning of major new applications (ref. 12) - there has been a 
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recent cooling off of intentions to apply these technologies in a major 
way to new advanced applications. Nevertheless, to indeed build upon the 
Center's strengths, the Center must maintain a cutting edge in both the 
technology discipline and systems application of these particular 
technological areas to the greatest extent possible. 
Therefore, these codes, and the system analysis capability they 
provide, find themselves at the very heart of the future mission of LeRC. 
Although the Nuclear Propulsion Office will not be formally continued 
after the end of the fiscal . year, the Advanced Space Analysis Office will 
continue to perform NEP mission and system studies. 
Realizing that these studies will be ongoing at LeRC, and recognizing 
the need for LeRC to maintain a pre-imminence in design, modeling, and 
analysis of NEP systems for future applications, LeRC is now beginning to 
implement a new, efficient modeling tool for end-to-end NEP system 
analysis. This modeling tool will take advantage of an existing generic 
system modeling, simulation, and analysis environment tool called General 
Purpose Simulator (or GPS), authored and maintained by the Department of 
Energy's Argonne National Laboratory (ref. 13). The tool will provide for 
quick, detailed prototyping of NEP systems that are made up of the 
subsystem models introduced in this paper (refs. 5 to 10). Such a tool 
should reduce the analysis time required to create a data curve such as in 
Figure 4, from as much as 1/2 hour (of analyst's time) per datapoint to 
mere seconds (the time it takes for a UNIX workstation to respond to the 
touch of a Single kestroke). Before the end of FY93, this system modeling 
capability is planned to be implemented to some initial degree. 
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STUDY OF TRANSIENT BEHA VIOR OF FINNED COIL HEAT EXCHANGERS 
S.P. Rooke and M.G. Elissa 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
The University of Akron 
Akron, OH. 44325-3903 
SUMMARY 
The status of research on the transient behavior of finned coil cross-flow heat exchangers 
using single phase fluids is revieWed. Applications with available analytical or numerical 
solutions are discussed. Investigation of water-to-air type cross-flow finned tube heat exchangers 
is examined through the use of simplified governing equations and an up-wind finite difference 
scheme. The degenerate case of zero air-side capacitance rate is compared with available exact 
solution. Generalization of the numerical model is discussed for application to multi-row multi-
circuit heat exchangers. 
INTRODUCTION 
Significant activity has occurred over the last 25 years in the study of the dynamic 
behavior of heat exchangers. Analytical and numerical solutions of a variety of heat exchanger 
geometries and applications have appeared. The focus here is specifically with respect to cross-
flow heat exchangers for application in the HVAC (and automotive) areas; where geometries 
are significantly smaller than found in power generation and process industries. 
In-depth study of the dynamic behavior of such heat exchangers commenced in the mid-
sixties through research aimed at improving dynamic control capabilities of air heating and 
cooling systems. Numerous simplified first-order transfer function models emerged, such as for 
bare single tubes in cross flow (refs. 1,2), single pass finned tubes, (ref. 3), serpentine single 
row (refs. 4,5,6 to 10), and multi-pass cross-counter and cross-parallel flow (refs. 11,12) heat 
exchangers. Large mUlti-pass and shell and tube heat exchanger dynamics are discussed in refs. 
13 and 14. These references apply to one fluid mixed, liquid to gas ·cross flow heat exchangers. 
Most of the results presented are in gain and time constant / frequency response format most 
useful for control engineering. The aim of all of the above mentioned work was to derive 
transfer functions relating outlet temperature response of the primary and secondary fluids to 
changes in flow rate or temperatures of the inlet conditions of primary or secondary fluids. 
Each of the above references provide up to 4 transfer functions relating the responses of the 
outlet temperatures to changes in the inlet flow rates and temperatures. Ref. 15 provides for 6 
transfer functions, accounting for primary and. secondary fluid temperatures and primary fluid 
flow rate effects on the outlet temperatures. Ref. 16 provides for 8 transfer functions, including 
the effects of secondary fluid inlet flow rate on the outlet temperatures. Models are also 
available which include closed-loop feed back analysis of heat exchanger transients (ref. 17) and 
heating and cooling system simulation (ref. 18). 
Most of the above works account for the presence of external fins, but do so by 
"lumping" the thermal mass of fins with the tubing, thus neglecting thermal diffusion lags due 
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to conduction in the fins. Work by Waede Hansen and Demandt (ref. 19) and Kabelac (ref. 20) 
explores distributed effects of heat diffusion in the fins on the overall response of finned tube 
heat exchangers. Waede Hansen and Demandt concluded that neglecting heat diffusion effects 
in the fins was reasonable in the frequency range up to 10-15 rads/sec. Kabelac achieved good 
agreement with experiment using a model which incorporated fin diffusion effects, but did not 
separate the effects of the fins from the overall model behavior. 
Many of the more rigorous analytic and numerical approaches for transient heat 
exchanger analysis have been developed more recently and have results presented in temperature 
vs. time format (Le. the focus is on heat transfer behavior). Some of these studies are more 
applicable to a wider class of crossflow heat exchangers (Le. plate heat exchangers, rod bundles, 
etc.). Rizika (ref~ 21) ~alytically examined a tube in a constant temperature or insulated 
environment. Evans and Smith (ref. 22) analytically investigated single pass cross flow heat 
exchangers with neither fluid mixed, but did not include the effects of metal or matrix thermal 
capacitance. Myers et ale (refs. 23,24) developed an approximate integral method for single 
row, single pass geometry (solutions developed for both fluids unmixed). Myers et al. (ref. 25) 
numerically investigated the case of one fluid having an infinite capacitance rate. Jang and 
Wang (ref. 26) numerically investigated the case: of one fluid mixed. Terasaka et ale (ref. 27) 
used an approximate method of weighted residuals to investigate the case of both fluids unmixed, 
neglecting metal/matrix capacitance. Spiga and Spiga (ref. 28) utilized the Laplace transform 
technique (and numerical inversion) to investigate the case of both fluids unmixed, with 
metal/matrix capacitance incorporated. Gvozdenac (ref. 29), Spiga and Spiga (ref. 28), Romie 
(ref. 31), and Chen and Chen (ref. 32) used similar Laplace transform approaches to derive 
analytical solutions for gas-to-gas,. neither fluid mixed geometries. Yamashita et ale (ref. 33) 
used a finite difference technique to numerically investigate heat exchanger transients with both 
fluids unmixed. Chiang et ale (ref. 34) numerically investigated a cross counter flow automotive 
application. Numerical investigation of multi-row cooling coils with condensation occurring on 
the fins has been studied by Reichert et. al (ref. 35). 
While significant effort in the above works have been applied to developing analytical 
solution techniques. and presenting the general transient behavior of the broad class of cross flow 
heat exchangers, less emphasis has been applied to quantifying behavior of particular applications 
and circuiting arrangements. Numerical analysis remains the strongest and most flexible 
technique for examining heat exchanger transients. In the same vein as the work of Myers et 
ale (ref. 23,24, analytical) and Reichert et al. (ref. 35, numerical; cooling coils), the present 
study further examines the analysis, mathematicallnumerit:al description, and behavior of heat 
exchangers for air heating in HV AC. 
MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT 
A length of finned tube exposed to air in crossflow is to be . modelled. The tube could 
be coiled in serpentine manner, laying in a plane which is perpendicular to the external fluid 
flow, or it could be a single length of tube in cross flow. Situations where multi-row or 
paralleVcounter cross flow circuiting is employed will be discussed later. The following 
assumptions will be applied: 
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1. Incompressible flow. 
2. "Plug flow" model for water. 
3. Convective coefficients constant during transients, equivalent to steady values. 
4. Negligible axial conduction in tube and fluids. 
5. Negligible radiative effects. 
6. Finsltubeare at one unique temperature at a given x location ("lumped thermal mass"). 
7. The temperature difference between the tube/fin surface and the air is the logarithmic 
mean temperature difference .. 
8. Negligible thermal storage in the air. 
The primary fluid (water) is treated as mixed (no variation in temperature except in the flow 
direction) and the secondary fluid (air) is treated as unmixed (variations in temperature both in 
the flow direction and nonnal to the flow direction). 
Energy balances on an elemental unit of fin/tube (m), water (w), and air (a) gives the 
governing equations in the primitive variable form: 
I' ') aTm - I (1) If,cp,"r + Pfp,"J at - hJ'(T", - Tm) + PaVtf!acp.(Tao - TIJi) = 0 
(2) 
(3) 
As will be shown later, this form may be of most usefulness for studying individual effects of 
physical parameters. The case to be studied here will be for the secondary fluid (air) being 
heated. Thus, temperatures are non-dimensionalized according to (T-TJ/(Twi-T~. Substitution 
and rearranging gives: 
I' ') aem - • I IflCp,"r + Pfp,"J at - h.)'(8", - 8m) + macp.8ao = 0 
To reduce the number of variables, dimensionless groupings as follows are helpful: 
X =xIL, _T = tVjL 
N", =h",PLlrh",cpw 
Na = 1111~ 11m: cpo 
C, = CriC", _ 
H = "h A'lh P 
, "0 t/ 4 '" 
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(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Insertion into the governing equations produces 
3. + N W(8 _ 8 ) + N fir 8 = 0 
a C m w NC (I() T, II , 
8{1() = [1 - eXp(-NII)]8m 
Substitution of Eqn. (9) into Eqns. (7) and (8) yields 
aO{l() + [Nw + ftNII)Nfi,] B{I() _ [ftNII)Nw] Bw = ° 
aT C, NIIC,. Cr 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
where f(NJ=l-exp(-NJ. Initially, the primary fluid, metal, and secondary fluid temperatures 
are at zero. The primary fluid (water) temperature is subject to a sudden step change in 
temperature. The boundary and initial conditions are then 
Bw(x'O) = 6111J(x,O) = ° 
0w(1,T) = 1 
(12) 
(13) 
The dimensionless groupings are the minimum number required to describe the problem. While 
Nw=NTUwand N.=NTU. have the same form as the conventional "Number of transfer units", 
they are not actually NTU values. Conversion of these dimensionless variables used into the 
conventional NTU (ref. 36) can be accomplished as follows: 
'C C ,[ C, N. ] NTU = VA Nil if II < w' ~ = -Hr < 1 = 
C Nil til 1 +H w r 
(14) 
if C. < C,' [C, = N'H, > 1] : NTU = VA = H,Nw 
C Nil tw 1 + H w r 
(15) 
N. and Nw are chosen instead of NrU because they appear naturally in the governing equations, 
and effectively separate primary and secondary side fluid effects. N. dictates how close the air . 
temperature comes to the metal temperature (see eqn.6) .. Nw contains the water flow length L 
in it~ while N. does not explicitly contain the water flow length. This is a result of the energy 
equation for the air being lumped and not distributed; thus no characteristic length appears 
explicitly on the air side. Use of the steady state NTU is not straight forward in parametric 
studies where the definition can vary. N. and Nw are also used by Spiga and Spiga (ref. 28) and 
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Chen and Chen (ref. 32). As will be shown, even the non-dimensional parameters selected do 
not allow for a perfect separation of all fluid and heat transfer effects. For example, variations 
in air side resistance affect both the N. as well as H,. This duplicity cannot be avoided however, 
even with a different selection of non-dimensional parameters. 
NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE 
A forward time backward space finite difference scheme was chosen for the numerical 
calculations. The explicit formulation was chosen as a "first cut" approach. Eqns. (10) and (11) 
become 
(16) 
e:.1 = [1 - !~ -N.~TJ e:.J + !~ e:.J-, (17) 
A stability criteria arising from Eqn.(I7) is seen to be 
/:"1' S ~_1 __ 
1 
- +N AX W 
(18) 
Nw in Eqn.(18) arises froin the convection term in Eqn.(ll). In a purely advective problem, 
Nw=O and A1'=Ax would result (a desirable result, since in dimensional form it is equivalent 
to At·Vw=Ax, which implies that a fluid front properly arrives at a spacial grid point precisely 
at the time dictated by the fluid velocity.) In the present work the numerical constraint on /:"1' 
is /:"1'<Ax, which implies a fluid front will appear at a given grid point prior to what is 
physically dictated by the fluid velocity. Note that by writing A1'=4>·/:")(, where OS4>S 1, for 
best representation of the physics, we want cp .. 1. We can then methodically select grid spacing 
according to 
(19) 
and as cp approaches 1, A1' approaches Ax. Computational effort increases significantly as this 
is done. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A parametric study is presented using the above parameter definitions over ranges of the 
parameters found to cover the design and operation of several manufactured air heating coils as 
determined by a survey of manufacturer's catalogs and designs reported previously in the 
literature. 
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An exact solution for the problem at hand is not available. However, Myers et al. (ref. 37) 
provide an analytic solution for the degenerate case of zero air side capacitance rate. This 
idealized situation was simulated in the present case by forcing N. to be very large. 
Fig. 1 provides a comparison between the numerical model and the exact solution for the 
case of negligible air side capacitance. Fig. 1 illustrates a severe test of the numerical model, 
that of correctly predicting the step response of the primary fluid (water) at the outlet, at a water 
flush time of one. The comparison is seen to improve as the value of <P in Eqn. 19 approaches 
1.0 (i.e. decreasing grid and time spacings). A reasonable trade-off between accuracy required 
for this study and computational effort was to keep <P in the neighborhood of 0.995. Figure 2 
illustrates that the <p criteria has a less dramatic effect on the secondary side fluid (air). For a 
fixed <p less than 1.0, error in temperature is approximately constant versus time, although the 
magnitude of temperature increases with time and the error appears larger at longer times. The 
ability to control numerical error is demonstrated; however, since numerically the <p;:c 1 implies 
some error, the explicit formulation is not particularly attractive on this point and future studies 
should explore implicit techniques. 
Figures 3 and 4 reflect the effects of the metal to water capacitance ratio on outlet water and 
air temperatures, respectively. The value of Cr does not effect the steady state values of the 
dimensionless temperatures, but has a strong influence on the transient behavior as expected. 
Response times can be compared directly between each of the curves on either figure, with 
greater response times obtained for larger Cr (larger wall capacitance). 
Transient heat exchanger efficiency is a useful parameter which compares the energy leaving 
the heat exchanger via the air stream to the energy that is given up by the water stream, at a 
given instant during the transient. At steady state, the efficiency will equal one. For heating 
of the air, we define the transient efficiency as: 
(mC) (T - T.) Transient F;/jiciency, e = --!...! U (II {mcpt (T", - Two) 
Figure 5 reflects the transient efficiency versus time for the case of varying capacitance ratio. 
Discontinuities in the curves appear at a dimensionless time of one due to the fact that the water 
outlet temperature changes abruptly at one flush time. While discontinuities are not an attractive 
feature for performance diagrams, this is a reflection of what is really occurring. The transient 
efficiency plot also allows us to compare overall heat exchanger response times for different 
values of the parameter being studied. 
Figures 6 and 7 show the dependence of outlet water and air temperature on N., respectively. 
One can view the N. variation as a variation in the air flow rate, with smaller N. valulJ 
reflecting larger air mass flow rates (with the air side resistance artificially held fixed). As N. 
decreases, the water outlet temperature, and hence the air outlet temperature, are seen to 
decrease. Figure 8 depicts the transient efficiency from which overall·response times may be 
compared. Comparisons of Figs. 6,7, and 8 demonstrate the utility of presenting both outlet 
temperatures and efficiency; while response time is enhanced by increasing the air mass flow 
rate (decrease in NJ, one would not want to maximize air mass flow rate in most designs 
because by doing so the air experiences a negligible rise in temperature. 
The effect of the length of the heat exchanger is examined with the N.., parameter. Figs. 9 
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and 10 show the outlet water and air temperatures, respectively versus the dimensionless time 
with Nw as a parameter. The x-axis,is normalized with, respect to the flush time of the water 
of the Nw = 1 case so that time durations are equivalent between the different Nw curves. Thus, 
one flush time is shown at Tau" = 1 for the Nw = 1 case, while for the Nw = 8 case, the flush time 
occurs at Tau"=8 since its length is 8 times longer than for Nw= 1 (assuming the same fluid 
velocity in each case). As Nw decreases, the outlet water temperature approaches the inlet water 
temperature, the outlet air temperature approaches the water temperature, and steady state is 
reached more quickly than for the larger values of Nw• The transient efficiency curves· shown 
in Fig. 11 more directly compare response time for the Nw variations. Note that Nw =l,4, and 
8 correspond to the conventional units of NTU=0.5, 2.0, and 4.0, respectively, here. 
Approximate solutions are available for the cases examined here. The current work is not 
intended to replace previously available solutions, but rather to complement them. Effort has 
been aimed at outlining and describing the results and limitations of a simplified numerical 
solution approach to solve for heat exchanger transients. 
Extension of the current work is ongoing to further utilize the flexibility of the numerical 
approach. Areas being studied include examining the effects of tube rows on transient behavior 
and examining changes in secondary fluid temperatures and the flow rates of both fluids. 
Comparisons of solutions between the present modeling approach and'a simplified model using 
ordinary differential equations is also underway. It is anticipated that these efforts will add 
further insight into modeling requirements as well as insight into design of heat exchangers with 
consideration of transients. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
A Area (m2) 
cp Specific heat (J/kg' K) 
Cr Dimensionless ratio of metal capacitance to water capacitance. 
~ Capacitance rate (W IK), mass flow specific heat product. 
h Convective heat transfer coefficient (W 1m2• K) 
Hr Dimensionless ratio of water side resistance to air side resistance. 
L Total flow length experienced by water (m) 
LMTD Logarithmic mean temperature difference: (Tao-Tq)/ln[(Tm-Tq)/(Tm-Tao)] 
ri1 Mass flow rate (kg/s) 
NTU Number of transfer units, UA/CIDin• 
Nw (NTUw) Dimensionless number, inverse of water side resistance-capacitance product. 
N. (NTUJ Dimensionless number, inverse of air side resistance-capacitance product. 
P Tube inner perimeter (m) 
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t Time (s) 
UA Overall heat transfer coefficient (W/K) 
V Velocity (m/s) 
f} Volume (m3) 
x Axial position along tube (m) 
greek 
p Density (kg/m3). 
11 Surface efficiency 
r Dimensionless time, tV wlL. 
9 Dimensionless temperature (T -T J/ (T wi-T J 
X Dimensionless position, x/L. 
subscripts superscripts 
w water n time level 
a air per unit length 
ai inlet air length or surface averaged 
ao outlet air 
i grid point 
m metal (fin plus tubing) 
f fin 
t tube 
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ABSTRACT 
A simplified model for predicting pressure drop in fluid tuned isolator mounts has been 
developed. The model is based on an exact solution to the Navier-Stokes equations and has been 
made more general through the use of empirical coefficients. The values of these coefficients 
were determined by numerical simulation of the flow using the commercial CFD package 
FIDAP. 
INTRODUCTION 
Fluid-tuned mounts [1] are an effective device for vibration isolation. A simple mount 
consists of fluid filled chambers connected by a narrow inertia track (Figure 1). When a 
force is applied to the chamber ends, the fluid is forced through the inertia track causing a 
pressure drop across the mount. The magnitude and phase of the pressure drop are important 
parameters in determining the isolation performance of the mount. It is possible to tune the 
mounts to a specific "notch frequency" by varying the geometric shape of the mount. The 
shape of the mount and the flow parameters determine the flow resistance, which determines 
the notch frequency. The design problem then becomes one of determining the shape and 
flow parameters for a specific notch frequency. This is a complicated fluid dynamics 
problem; successful design of the mounts requires either sophisticated computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) predictions or construction of prototypes for experimental testing. Either of 
these options requires a considerable amount of time and resources, which makes them 
difficult to use as design tools. Although this analysis anp testing cannot be completely 
avoided, a simplified empirical model would allow the designer to investigate the effects due 
to changes in important parameters, and perform preliminary screening on different 
proposals. 
In the present work a model is developed for the simplified geometry shown in Figure 
2. The problem can be non-dimensionalized using the mean velocity Uo and diameter d of the 
inertia track. The non-dimensional parameters are defined as: 
* Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering 
** Undergraduate Student Research Assistant 
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where 
Expansion 
Radius (r) 
Did: expansion ratio 
t F: Fosinlw t) 
Figure 1 
Simple Mount 
lid: lengthldiameter ratio 
rid: radius/diameter ratio 
Re: Reynolds Number (puod/~) 
St: Strouhal Number (<a>d/uo) 
Va: Valenci Number (ReeSt) 
p = density 
~ = viscosity 
<a> = angular frequency 
Top Plate 
/~ Elastomer 
/ 
Track Length ( I ) 
! , 
A theoretical model for predicting the pressure drop for this geometry was previously 
developed. The model consists of a series of component models (inertia track, expansion, 
contraction, and end chamber) which contain coefficients that must be determined by 
experiment or numerical simulation. In the present work a series of numerical simulations 
were performed to determine the value of these coefficients, which are a function of mount 
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Figure 2 
Simplified Mount Geometry 
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geometry and flow parameters. Completion of the model will require experimental 
verification, which is in progress. 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
A control volume analysis on the simplified geometry of Figure 2 gives the following 
equation: 
dQ AoAP = pl-+Fb 
dt 
(1) 
where Ao is the cross-sectional area of the end chambers, P is the pressure, Q is the volume 
flow rate, and Fb includes the effects of viscous shear, expansion/contraction, and other 
forces such as body and gravity forces. This equation simply states that the resistance to the 
pressure difference across the mount is determined by the inertia of the fluid and a general 
shear/body force. 
Presently, the force Fb includes two effects: the viscous resistance, and 
expansion/contraction terms. The latter are minor contributors and are [2]: 
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(2) 
(3) 
where A is the cross-sectional area of the inertia track. 
The major part of the resistance to the flow occurs within the relatively long inertia 
track and the end chambers, where the spatial and periodic velocity components exist. The 
analysis of the oscillatory viscous flow through uniform pipes can be favorably applied to 
develop the relation between the flow rate and pressure difference across the mount. This 
phasor relation includes the effects of viscous shear as well as the inertia of the fluid. If a 
long circular cross-section pipe of radius R undergoes an oscillatory pressure gradient, the 
volume flow rate through this pipe is [3]: 
(4) 
where « is equal to R(<..>/v)1I2 and is referred to as the frequency parameter (<<2 is equivalent 
to Val4). Jo and J 1 are Kelvin functions [4]. 
It is practical to input the displacement of the mount rather than the force on the 
mount. In this case the volume flow rate is known 
Q=Qosin( <..>t) 
and the pressure difference AP must be calculated from: 
(5) 
(6) 
Using the above analytical solution and after some arrangement [5], the unknowns RF 
and cP are obtained: 
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where Rf is the magnitude of the impedance to the flow, and 
a.Mo k=-
2M1 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
The final assembly of components used in the characterization of the mount impedance 
is represented by a series circuit diagram (Figure 3) where Q (as current) creates ~p (as a 
potential). The theoretical flow impedance of the inertia track, Z, and that of the chambers, 
Zo' includes both the inertial and viscous forces that can be found by equations (7) and (8), 
and are complex values. The contraction/expansion terms are assumed to have negligible 
inertial resistance but they add to the viscous resistance, ~o their impedances have only real 
components. They can be approximated as ' 
z = PQ!(.!_...!..) 
con 2 A A 
o 
(13) 
Z = PQ!(1 _~)2 
exp 2 A 
o 
(14) 
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Schematic Representation of Flow Impedances 
The total instantaneous pressure difference can be stated as the sum of contributing phasors: 
(15) 
The empirical coefficients (C's) are discussed and algebraicly evaluated later in terms of 
different flow geometries and frequency parameters, upon comparison with the results from 
numerical simulations. 
NUMERICAL COMPUTATIONS 
The reason for performing numerical simulations is to extend the range of applicability 
of the previously described model. For example, the model for the inertia track was 
developed for infinite length pipes. Simulation of flow in a pipe of finite length provides a 
correction factor which may be used in predicting the pressure drop for a realistic geometry. 
Two computational domains were studied in the present work. In order to determine 
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coefficients for finite track length and expansion/contraction losses, it is necessary to 
simulate the full mount, as shown in Figure 4. The problem is axi-symmetric, with the axis 
of symmetry along the centerline of the inertia track. The boundary conditions are set to zero 
velocity, except at the ends, where a periodic normal velocity is specified. A systematic 
series of computations was performed, varying the ratio of track length to diameter and 
contraction/expansion corner radii. 
u u 
-~---~---~---------"-
Axis of Symmetry 
Figure 4 
Computational Domain for Full Mount 
To determine the effect of different cross-sectional inertia track shapes on pressure 
drop, the domain shown in Figure 5 was studied. This corresponds to the infinite length pipe 
by setting the end conditions to zero normal velocity gradient and applying a periodic 
pressure difference. There are two advantages of this approach over specifying periodic 
normal velocity - only one element is needed in the x-direction, since all x-derivatives are 
zero; and the problem is linear, since the convective terms are zero. These advantages 
greatly reduce the computational time required for solution, which is important when the 
simulations are for non-circular cross-section, because they must be fully three-dimensional. 
The disadvantage of this approach is that the flow parameters (Le., Reynolds number and 
Strouhal number) are not known until the problem has been solved. In the present work the 
theoretical model is used to find an approximate pressure drop for non-circular cross sections 
corresponding to the desired flow parameters. This pressure drop is then used as input, and 
the exact flow parameters are determined from the simulation. 
The incompressible Navier-Stokes equations are solved using the Galerkin formulation 
of the Finite Element Method provided in the CFD package FIDAP [6]. Each problem was 
started with an initial velocity of zero. For the full mount case, each problem was run until 
the pressure history became periodic, which generally occurred in 3 cycles or less. For the 
infinite length track case, each problem was run until the volumetric flow rate became 
periodic, which generally occurred in 20 cycles or less. 
For each case a preliminary numerical study was performed to optimize FIDAP 
options. Grid independence was determined for a typical case by doubling the number of 
elements until there was less than 2 % difference in the predicted pressure drop or flow rate. 
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Computational Domain, 3-D Rectangle 
The optimal time increment was determined in a similar manner to be 50 time steps per 
cycle. An acceleration factor of 0.5 was used along with the quasi-Newton solver. The 
penalty formulation was used for pressure, with the penalty parameter set to 10-9. For the 
higher Reynolds number cases (above 100) the upwinding option was used to suppress 
oscillations in the computed velocity field. Backward integration was used for the time 
derivative. 
All of the simulations reported here are for laminar flow. Turbulent simulations for a 
few cases were performed, but the results were later abandoned for two reasons. First, it is 
unclear whether the conditions typically found in fluid tuned mounts are in fact turbulent. 
Ahn and Ibrahim [7] discuss the results of several studies that show transition Reynolds 
number for periodic flow increases with increasing frequency. The high frequencies typically 
found in mounts cause the fluid to move as a slug with extremely thin shear layers at the 
walls. For the frequencies and Reynolds numbers of interest in the present work, the 
formulas presented by Ahn and Ibrahim indicate laminar flow. Experimental work is in 
progress to determine if this is in fact the case. 
The second problem is that simulation of unsteady turbulent flow is problematic 
because the k-e turbulence model is based on steady flow, and may not be applicable to 
oscillating flows. Lasher and Taulbee [8] discuss this problem in more detail. In addition, 
the form of the model used in FIDAP is a high-Reynolds number model that uses wall 
functions, and therefore cannot predict transition. As a result of these concerns, turbulent 
simulations have been deferred until experimental data is available. 
FIDAP generally works quite well on this problem, although there were a few 
difficulties. One of the most significant problems is that the pressure history sometimes 
developed unrealistic oscillations when the second-order trapezoidal integration was used for 
the time derivative, which caused the solution to diverge. As a result, the simulations were 
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performed using the less-accurate backward integration. This is a known problem with the 
penalty formulation for the pressure, but was unexpectedly found to also occur when the 
segregated solver (which solves the Poisson equation for the pressure) was used. This 
problem is currently under investigation. 
Simulations were also attempted using FLUENT [9]; however, these did not work as 
well as FIDAP. It took significantly longer to get a converged solution, and it was found that 
the interpolation done by the program for time-varying boundary conditions is incorrect. The 
results obtained by FLUENT did agree well with those obtained by FIDAP. 
DETERMINATION OF EMPIRICAL COEFFICIENTS 
The empirical coefficients of Equation 15 are developed in terms of nondimensional 
geometric and flow parameters. Using the pressure drop predicted across a component by 
computational simulation, the coefficient is found as 
c = _~_p_c..;..om ..... putQlioMJ_·_ 
~Pmodel 
(16) 
Certain geometric components contribute to the flow resistance more than others. Figure 6 
shows the centerline pressure drop across a typical mount. 
Because most of the pressure drop across the mount occurs in the inertia track, the 
track component will be the most significant. The pressure drop across the expansion and 
contraction typically represents 6-10% of the total pressure drop shown. The pressure drop 
across the chamber is relatively small, so any difference between the model and 
computational results will not be significant in the overall pressure drop. The chamber 
coefficient is therefore set to 1. In general the coefficients will be functions of several 
parameters, such as Reynolds number, Strouhal number, etc. We assume that the coefficients 
are separable into individual coefficients for each parameter; for example: 
(17) 
RESULTS 
Expansion/ Contraction Coefficients 
Within each cycle, the expansion becomes the contraction and vise versa. Because of 
this, the expansion and contraction losses are combined as a single loss. The coefficient will 
be dependent on the following nondimensional geometric and fluid parameters: 
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Old = "Expansion Ratio 
Re = Reynolds Number 
St = Strouhal Number 
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First, the Reynolds number dependence is considered. In the development of the 
theoretical model, the pressure "drop across the expansion is formulated from the x-momentum 
equation. The momentum equation contains a viscous term for the wall shear stress, which is 
neglected in the derivation. If the viscous term is carried through the derivation, it becomes 
equivalent to adding a term to the nondimensional pressure drop which is proportional to the 
inverse of the Reynolds Number. Simulations were performed at an expansion ratio of 5 for 
Reynolds numbers of 1, 10, 100 and 1000. The coefficient was determined by taking the 
difference between the model and computation and performing a least-squares regression. 
The resulting corrective term is: " 
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A(Ror) = 0.':25 
or 
(18) 
The data points and equation (18) are shown in Figure 7. Note that the term asymptotically 
approaches zero as the Reynolds number increases, as expected. 
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10000 
A similar analysis was performed to determine the coefficient for Strouhal Number 
dependence. The resulting least squares fit is given by 
C(SJ = 1.0+0.032S~·677 (19) 
and is shown in Figure 8. Notice that the coefficient approaches 1 for low Strouhal Number 
(steady flow), as expected, and increases with increasing Strouhal Number. 
Other coefficients can be developed for Expansion Ratio and Radius to Diameter 
Ratio. A comparison of the model predictions to FIDAP simulations is shown in Figures 9 
and 10. The good agreement indicates that the assumed separation given in equation (17) 
produces reasonable results. 
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As previously discussed, the theoretical model for the track was derived for periodic 
fully developed pipe flow. In the developing region the viscous stresses are higher because 
the velocity profiles are more uniform. The theoretical model will therefore underpredict the 
pressure drop in this region. For long pipes this error will ,be negligible; however, the error 
will increase as the length of pipe decreases. The coefficient for this correction is shown in 
Figure 11 and given by 
[ 
0.078 ] 
C(lld) = 1.0e (1/d)0.6fJ4 (20) 
For noncircular cross sections the concept of an equivalent diameter is used. Pressure 
drop in the inertia track correlates well with Valenci number. At high Valenci numbers the 
pressure drop is mostly inertial, and thus a function of cross sectional area and independent of 
cross sectional shape. At lower Valenci numbers the cross sectional shape can significantly 
influence pressure drop. The equivalent diameter ratio (defined as the diameter of a circle 
that gives the same pressure drop divided by the diameter of a circle of the same area as the 
rectangle) for various aspect ratios of a rectangular cross section are shown in Figure 12. As 
expected, the coefficients asymptotically approach 1 at high Valenci number. The Figure also 
shows that the pressure drop in a square cross section is almost equivalent to that in a circular 
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cross section of equal area, and increases as the aspect ratio increases. 
Coefficients similar to the ones described here can be developed for more. complicated 
geometries. These coefficients will expand the applicability of the model to realistic mount 
geometries. Work is currently in progress to develop these coefficients. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A series of component models have been developed for predicting the pressure drop in 
fluid tuned mounts. Empirical coefficients that will expand the applicability of the models 
have been developed, and predictions from the adjusted models agree well with computational 
simulation. As additional coefficients are developed the model will become more useful in 
the design of realistic mounts. 
A major obstacle to completiHg this model is the problem of determining critical 
Reynolds number. Further research, including experimental verification, is in progress. 
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SOLUTION OF MIXED CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFER 
FROM ISOTHERMAL IN-LINE FINS 
Amir Khalilollahi '" 
The School of Engineering and Engineering Technology 
The Pennsylvania State University at Erie, The Behrend College 
Erie, PA 16563 
SUMMARY 
Transient and steady state combined natural and forced convective flows over two in-line 
fmite thickness fins (louvers) in a vertical channel are numerically solved using two methods. The 
first method of solution is based on the "Simple Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian" (SALE) 
technique which incorporates mainly two computational phases: (1) a Lagrangian phase in which 
the velocity field is updated by the effects of all forces, and (b) an Eulerian phase that executes 
all advective fluxes of mass, momentum and energy. The second method of solution uses the 
finite element code entitled FIDAP. In the first part of this study, comparison of the results by 
FIDAP, SALE and available experimental work were done and discussed for steady state forced 
convection over louvered fins. Good agreements were deduced between the three sets of results 
especially for the flow over a single fin. In the second part of the study and in the absence of 
experimental literature, the numerical predictions were extended to the transient transports and 
to the opposing flow where pressure drop is reversed. Results are presented and discussed for 
heat transfer and pressure drop in assisting and opposing mixed convection flows. 
INTRODUCTION 
Louver arrays are used to enhance the performance of compact heat exchangers. If the orientation 
of the exchanger is vertical and the flow rates are low, the buoyancy forces would effect the heat 
transfer and pressure drag characteristics of the fins. Mixed convection near rectangular fins 
with finite thickness has been studied by Kurosaki et al [1], Sparrow et al. [2], and Suzuki et al. 
[3]. Reference [1] has provided experimental data for a single fin, two collinear fins, two parallel 
fins and a staggered array of fins. Suzuki et al. [3] presented finite difference solutions for an 
array of very thin fins in assisting (upward) flow and discussed heat transfer characteristics of 
arrays. Transient mixed convection over a single fin was studied by Khalilollahi and Joshi [4] 
where temperature overshoots and enhanced heat transfer rates were observed for higher Grashof 
numbers. The transient and steady state assisting flow over two in-line was numerically 
investigated in Ref. [5] and steady state results were compared with some experimental data 
reported in Ref. [1] . 
... Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering 
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The present study is intended to (1) enhance the confidence in the solution by the finite 
difference FORTRAN code, SALE (Simple Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian) through comparisons 
with the solution by the finite element package, FIDAP, and (2) to investigate the opposing 
convective flow where the pressure difference between the top and bottom sections reverses 
causing pressure field to oppose the buoyancy force. 
NUMERICAL PREDICTIONS 
Finite Difference Scheme 
Figure 1 shows the model geometry, flow domain and computational grid to the left of x-axis. 
This domain is used in both SALE and FIDAP solutions. The flow field is governed by the 
conservation equations in dimensionless form, 
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where 
1Iy,=2dV/dY, 
X=xIL, Y=yIL, U=uL!v, 
The boundary and initial conditions are 
't'::o, U=V=6=0, 
't'>o, 
dV/ax = U =a6laX =0 
U=V=O, 8=1 
[P]y .. o - [P]Y"H=AP 
(initial conditions) 
(at X =0, blL) 
(on fin surfaces) 
(pressure drop) . 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
The axes of symmetry are at X=O and X=b/L, as shown in Fig. 1. The above equations were 
solved numerically by a Fortran code which incorporates Simple Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian 
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finite difference scheme. This technique is described by Amsden et al. [6]. SALE procedure 
includes a Lagrangian explicit method where computational cells move with the flow, and an 
Eulerian phase in which the cells are returned to the original position. This ph~ estimates the 
effects of advective fluxes of mass, momentum and energy on the flow parameters. 
Finite Element Scheme 
The finite element solution of conservation equations governing the laminar flow with 
boundary/initial conditions in this problem was made possible through the available educational 
version of the FIDAP package [7]. The grid independence was determined by doubling the 
number of elements until less than 2 % difference in maximum velocity at midsection of the lower 
fm was observed. The same procedure was incorporated in the finite difference scheme, SALE. 
An acceleration factor of 0.3 , the quasi-Newton solver, pressure penalty formulation, and a 
fixed time increment (.05 sec) were used. For both schemes, similar unequally sized grid was 
assigned with higher cell density near the heated fin surfaces (Fig. I). The convergence in all 
cases was relatively fast and smooth. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Some transient problems in natural and mixed convection flows have been previously solved by 
using SALE procedure with favorable results [8,9]. This study intends to apply this technique 
and finite element analysis to the phenomenon of heat dissipation of in-line finite thickness 
louvers. In the absence of empirical data, the predictions of transients and thermal characteristics 
of fins in adverse pressure fields can be valuable. In addition, Comparison of the two set of 
predictions (by FIDAP and SALE) can evaluate the reliability and accuracy of these methods 
when applied to thermal design problems. . 
Figure 2 indicates the heat transfer steady state performance of a single rectangular fin in 
assisting flow where positive pressure drop assists the buoyancy force. Reynolds number range 
is between 30 to 600. This is common for air-cooled compact heat exchangers. The aspect ratio 
tiL has been shown to have minor effect on the overall heat transfer rates [1]. The results are 
shown for Nusselt number vs. Grashof number and for a fin with tiL = .2 in infinite (air) 
medium. The correlation for forced convection flow over a flat plate is (shown in Fig. 2) 
Nu = .644 Pr 1/3 Re 1/2 (5) 
The agreement between the three sets of predictions is good especially in the range where 
buoyancy is dominant and Re number is low. The onset of disturbed flow at higher flow rates 
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and adjacent to fm comers may be accounted for the small disagreement at Re> 200. The 
experimental values seem to be average of the two numerically predicted sets. 
Figure 3 presents the comparison of Nusselt number for assisting steady state flow over two 
fins (as shown in Fig. 1) which is positioned in an array. The presence of neighboring fins in 
the array creates the symmetry lines, Y=O and Y=b/L. The hi~her values of Gr/Re2 represents 
the dominance of natural convection while lower range of Gr/Re indicates the forced convection 
regime. The experimental data from Ref. [1] is for in-line fins in infinite medium. This explains 
the difference between the numerical and experimental values for the downstream fin (#2). 
However, predictions of FIDAP and SALE are in favorable agreement especially in buoyancy 
dominant regime. For reference, the relation for mixed convection heat transfer for a flat plate 
is shown in Fig. 3 [10]. 
The estimation of pressure drop is an important consideration in design of heat exchangers. 
In the absence of experimental data for fins of present study, numerical predictions by SALE and 
FIDAP are presented and compared :for pressure coefficient and for pure forced (Gr=O) and 
mixed (Gr= 1480) convections as shown in Fig.4. The agreement is very good especially for 
lower Reynolds number (Re < 40) where convection starts by buoyancy action. The difference 
is steady but higher (about 10%) for higher Re numbers where forced convection is dominant. 
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The term "opposing flow" is given to the case where the pressure drop is reversed. That 
means the higher pressure at the top section presses the flow downward while opposing the forces 
of buoyancy. This case presents an interesting discontinuity trend for the flow and heat transfer. 
Upward free convection begins with ~P=O at about Gr/Re2 = 1.3 (Re=34), causing higher heat 
transfer rates for the downstream fin (#1). Flow stays upward but looses intensity when the 
magnitude of pressure drop (which is negative) increases. Diminishing flow corresponds to the 
upper limit of Gr/Re2:: 10 shown in Fig.5. Increasing the magnitude of ~P will change the 
direction of the flow downward not gradually but stepwise where a sudden shift is observed for 
the Nu number of both fins. Thereafter the flow starts from the upper limit ,Gr/Re2 = 1.3, in 
downward mixed convection region and moves to lower Gr/Re2 region approaching pure forced 
convection. The differences between SALE and FIDAP predictions are more noticeable for the 
second fin in the upward flow region and for both fins in the forced convection dominant region. 
Similar trend is observed for pressure coefficient in opposing flow (Fig. 6). Lower magnitude 
of ~P, ( I~p 1<4500) is not sufficient to push the flow downward in the region where Re < 33. 
With increasing I~p I, The flow vanishes (Re=O) but then suddenly changes direction to a 
downward flow with Re of about 33. Increasing the magnitude of the pressure difference 
increases Re where differences between FIDAP and SALE results become more noticeable. 
Overall the agreement seems to be favorable. 
Transient heat transfer and average vertical component of velocity for Gr= 1480 and 
~P= +3484 are shown in Figures 7 and 8, where predictions by SALE and· FIDAP are 
compared. Figure 7 shows the transient Nu vs. dimensionless time, t , and for assisting flow 
(~P= +3484). The solutions show minima at early times, then reaching steady state values 
quickly especially for the downstream fin. These minima are caused by the onset of convection 
and after the early conduction heat transfer lowers. The agreement seems to be fairly good. The 
underestimation of Nu by FIDAP for fin #1 is opposite to the trend seen for the fin #2. Very 
good agreement is observed for the average velocity (V=vL/v). 
Figure 8 represents the same trends observed in Fig. 7. The flow is an opposing type since 
~P is negative. Initially the flow is negative or downward, but eventually it reaches steady 
upward flow since buoyancy effects are more dominant. At early times (.05 < t < .15) under 
downward pressure force , the flow is downward before the strengthening of buoyancy effects. 
This region presents higher Nu values for fin #2, since it is the upstream fin. Later the flow 
direction changes while approaching steady state with fin #1 becoming the upstream fin. The 
discrepancy between FIDAP and SALE is moderately significant for the first fin and at about 
t =0.2. The agreement for the average velocity is \fine except at intermediate times 
(.05 < t < .25) when FIDAP overestimates the predictions by SALE. 
CONCLUSION 
Transient and steady state heat transfer characteristics of mixed convection were analyzed 
for assisting and opposing flows over two in-line vertical isothermal fins. Steady state assisting 
flow was predicted by three means, namely FIDAP and SALE that are numerical schemes, and 
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by available experimental data in the literature. The trends in pressure coefficient were presented 
for above cases. A discontinuous trend in Nu number, flow rate, and pressure coefficient was 
observed for negative AP values (opposing flow). Overall predictions by the two schemes, 
FIDAP and SALE, compared favorably. Future work is planned to study further this 
discontinuity and to conduct experiments on verification of numerical results especially for 
opposing flows. 
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A DIRECT APPROACH TO FINDING UNKNOWN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS IN STEADY HEAT CONDUCTION 
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SUMMARY 
The capability of the boundary element method (BEM) in determining thermal boundary conditions on surfaces of a conducting solid where such quantities are unknown has been demonstrated. The method uses a non-iterative direct approach in solving what is usually called the inverse heat conduction problem (lHCP). Given any over-specified thermal boundary conditions such as a combination of temperature and heat flux on a surface where such data is readily available, the algorithm computes the temperature field within the object and any unknown thermal boundary conditions on surfaces where thermal boundary values are unavailable. A two-dimensional, steady-state BEM progrnm has been developed and was tested on several simple geometries where the analytic solution was known. Results obtained with the BEM were in excellent agreement with the analytic values. The algorithm is highly flexible in treating complex geometries, mixed thermal boundary conditions and temperature-dependent material properties and is presently being extended to three-dimensional and unsteady heat conduction problems. The accuracy and reliability of this technique was very good but tended to deteriorate when the known surface conditions wcre only slightly over-specified and far from the inaccessiblc surface. 
INTRODUCTION 
The objective of the steady-state inverse heat conduction problem is to deduce temperatures and heat fluxes on anv surface or surface element where such information is unknown. In man\' instances it is impossible to place sensors and take measurements on a panicular surface of a • conducting solid due to the inaccessibility or severity of the environment on that surface. These unknown thermal boundary values may be deduced from additional temperature or heat flux measurements made within the solid or on some other surface of the solid. This problem has been given a considerable amount of attention by a variety of researchers and vinually all work has been directed to the one-dimensional transient problem. The first method proposed to solve the IHCP used inversion of convolution integrals (Stolz 1960) and was subsequently improved by a number of authors (Beck et al. 1988). Many other methods have also been developed using such techniques as Laplace transforms, finite elements, time-march\ng finite differences and other approaches. A detailed chronological review of the IHCP literature has been provided by Hensel (1992). 
A characteristic of most of these inverse techniques is that they tend to produce temporal oscillations in the unknown surface thermal condition estimates that are larger than the temporal oscillations in the over-specified thennal data as it propagates through the solid (Hills and Hensel 1986). In other words, the random noise due to round off errors tends to magnify as the solution proceeds and quickly produces a useless solution, especially as the distance between the surface and the over-specified information increases. A number of authors have presenLed various smoothing techniques for reducing this error growth, but the effect of these operations on the accuracy of the solution is not easy to evaluate (Murio 1993). 
* Graduate research assistant 
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The method presented herein d~not utilize any artificial smoothing technique and is not limited to transient or one-dimensional problems. This approach is non~iterative and has been shown to compute meaningful and accurate thermal fields in a single analysis using a straight-forward modification to the boundary element method (BEM). The BEM is a very accurate and efficient technique that can solve boundary value problems such as those governing heat conduction. electromagnetic fields. irrotational incompressible fluid flow, elasticity and many other physical phenomenon. For steady-state heat conduction analysis using the BEM, either temperatures, T, or heat fluxes, Q, are specified everywhere on the surface of the solid where one of these quantities is known while the other is unknown. In the BEM solution to the IHCP, both T and Q must be specified on a part of the solid's surface. while both T and Q are unknown on another part of the surface. Elsewhere on the solid's surface, normal boundary conditions should be applied as either Tis or Qls. The surface section where both T and Q are specified simultaneously is called the over-specified boundary and is necessary for the IHCP problem's solution. 
Figure 1 illustrates a typical two-dimensional, multiply connected, inverse heat conduction problem. Surfaces l~beled f1 are the over-specified boundaries where both T and Q are given. Normal boundary conditions (eitherT or Q specified) are enforced on the surfaces labeled f2. Thermal data. is assumed to be inaccessible on the inner f3 surface and thus has both T and Q 
unknown on this boundary. The objective of the IHCP is to compute temperatures and heat fluxes on the boundary f3 using only the values of T and Q provided on the surface of the solid and, possibly. additional temperature measurements made within the solid if such data is available. 
THEORY 
Two-Dimensional Steady-State BEM 
Steady~state heat conduction in a homogeneous medium with a constant coefficient of thermal conductivity is governed by the Laplace's equation in the region, n, of a conducting solid 
(1) 
where T is the temperature. This is a linear boundary value problem having essential boundary conditions, To, and natural boundary conditions, QQ, specified on the surfaces ru and rq, 
respectively. For nonlinear problems with temperature-dependent material propenies, the governing equation is given by 
V· (A(T) vr) = Q 
where J..(T) is the temperature~ependent thermal conductivity. Equation (2) can be linearized by the application of the classical Kirchoff transformation which defines the heat function, e, as 
T A(T) 9=f-dT 
o Ao 
(2) 
(3) 
Here, ~ is a reference conductivity and A(T) could be an arbitrary function of temperature. Consequently, equation (2) can be transformed into Laplace's equation and solved for the heat function, e, instead of temperature, T. Results obtained for the heat function must be transformed back into temperatures using the inverse of the transformation given in equation (3). 
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Laplace's equation may be solvectusing the BEM (a weighted residual technique) by introducing an approximation, u, to the exact solution, e. Since the approximation is, in general, not equal to the exact solution, an error function or residual is produced in the domain and on the 
boundary. The residual in the domain is given by R = V1u and the residuals at the boundaries are Ru = u - 90 and Rq = oulon - Q,. These error functions are normally non-zero unless u is the exact solution. The weighted average of the residual over the domain and on the boundary may be set to zero by the weighted residual statement 
' 
f u * V2 u dQ - f (q - Qo) u * dr + f (u - 9 0 ) q * df = 0 C ~ ~ (4) 
where u* represents the weight function which is usually called the fundamental solution (Brebbia and Dominguez, 1989), while q = oulon, q* = ou*lon and n is the direction of the outward normal to the surface r. After integrating by parts twice, the boundary integral equation for Laplace's equation is obtained 
J u V2 u * dQ + f u * q dr = f q * u dr 
er  
The weight function is a Green's function solution for a point-source subject to the homogeneous boundary conditions. For the two-dimensional Laplace's equation it is 
(5) 
(6) 
where r = I Xi - Xj /, Xi is the coordinate of the observation point, Xj' is the coordinate of the source point and the logarithm function here has base e. The bounding surface r is discretized into N surface elements bounded by N end-nodes. After discretizing the surface and utilizing the properties of the Dirac delta function, the boundary integral equation (6) can be written as 
Cj Uj + ! f u q * drj = ! r q u * drj 
pI rj J=1 rj (7) 
for each ith node. The term Ci indicates the scaled internal angle at the ith surface node. The functions u and q are assumed to vary linearly along each surface element and, therefore, they can be defined in terms of their nodal values and interpolation functions 
(8) 
where ~ is a localized surface-following dimensionless coordinate, while <PI - (1 - ~)/2 and cP2 - (1 + ;)/2. The whole set of equations for the N nodal values of u and q can be expressed in matrix form as 
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rHl U = [G] Q (9) 
where U = (Ul,U2,U3, ... ,UN) and Q = (Ql,Q2,Q), ... ,QN) are vectors containing the nodal potentials 
and surface panel fluxes while the tenns in the [H] and [G] matrices are assembled by properly 
adding the contributions from each surface integral 
H ij = f «P2 q * df j + f «PI q * df}i-l 
rj r}i-t 
( 10) 
Gu = f«P2 u* df j + f«Pl u* dfj+I 
fj rj+l 
The free tenn, '1, is produced when the first surface integral of equation (6) is 
integrated in the sense of the Cauchy principal value. Since q* = <3u*liJn = (<3u*lar) (arlan) = 0 
when the ith surface integral contains the ith observation point, the diagonal of the [HJ maLix is 
simply the q tenn. This coefficient may be computed explicitly by calculating the internal angle at 
the surface node or implicitly (Brebbia and Dominguez 1989) by first assuming a constant unit 
potential throughout the entire domain and then solving for the diagonal component as 
N 
cj = Hii = - ~ Hij 
J.t 
( 11) 
When the observation node is on the surface panel of integration. the tenns in the [G] matrix are 
computed analytically from the integral 
G .. 
11 (12) 
After the [H] and [G] matrices are fonned, all boundary conditions are applied and a set of 
linear algebraic equations, [AJ X = F, is constructed. Known or specified surface potentials, U, 
and fluxes, Qj, are assembled on the right-hand-side of the equation set and are multiplied by their 
respective [H] or [GJ matrix row thus fonning the vector of knowns, F. All unknown potentials or 
fluxes are assembled on the left-hand-side of the equation set and are represented by a coefficient 
matrix [A] mUltiplying a vector of unknown quantities, X 
The set of linear algebraic equations is then solved for the unknown surface potentials, U, 
and fluxes, Q, using a singular value decomposition (SVD) matrix solver (Press et al. 1992). We 
used the SVD since the matrix tends to become ill-conditioned or singular (several equations 
become linearly dependent with other equations in the equation set) whenever the over-specified 
thennal data are farther away from the surfaces where no boundary conditions are applied. If 
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additional thenna! data within the solid is'"provided, additional equations may be added to the 
equation set Note that the SVD algorithm is capable of providing a satisfactory solution vector 
even when the [AJ matrix is not square. The more rows (i.e. more data points) that are provided to 
the system, the more accurate the solution vector ~mes, although tI;te reverse is true ~he!l the 
matrix has less rows than columns. Once the matnx IS solved, the entire thermal field within the 
solid can be easily deduced. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
IijCP for a Square Plate Using the BEM 
A BEM computer program was developed using the theory discussed in the previous 
section. The accuracy of the BEM as a solution to the IHCP was verified for a solid square plate. 
The plate was 6.0 m on each side and the thermal conductivity of the plate was chosen as 1.0 W ImK. 
The top and bottom boundaries were specified to be adiabatic (Qo = 0 W/m2) while the left side 
surface of the plate was over-specified with a temperature boundary condi tion of TO = 300 K and a 
heat flux boundary condition of Qo = -50 W/m2. The right side boundary was considered to be 
inaccessible and, as such, both temperature and heat flux were unknown on this boundary. The 
plate boundary was discretized with 12 panels (3 per each of the four sides) on the boundary of the 
solid. The BEM was successful in ~omputing a temperature field within the plate that was accurate 
to almost the floating point precision of the computer. The computed temperature and heat flux on 
the right side boundary were 0.000161 K and 49.m97W/m2, respectively. 
Study of the IHCP for an Annular Disk Using the BEM 
The behavior of this algorithm for various combinations of boundary conditions was 
documented for steady-state heat conduction in an annular solid disk. The outer radius of the disk 
was 1.2 in and the centrally located hole had a radius of 0.5 in. The analytic solution for this 
problem was developed by applying Dirichlet or essential boundary conditions everywhere on the 
. boundary of the annular region. Temperature boundary conditions of 1000C on the outer boundary 
and 5(JJC on the inner boundary were enforced. The thermal conductivity of the solid was 
considered to be constant, A. - 1.0 Btu/in secOR The analytic solution for the temperature field 
within the disk is easily found as 
T (r) = A + B log r 
where A = 89.59 and B = 57.11. The radial heat flux is then 
Q (r) = -A. VI' = -A. dT(r)/dr == B / r 
(13) 
(14) 
which yields Qout = -47.59 Btu/in2sec and Qin = 114.22 Btu/in2sec as heat fluxes through the 
outer and inner boundaries, respectively. The BEM algorithm was run on the same problem. The 
problem was discretized with 36 panels on each outer and inner boundary. The BEM program 
predicted the temperature field in the solid which averaged only a 0.3% error versus the analytic 
solution. 
In order to study the feasibility and accuracy of the BEM solution to the steady-state IHCP, 
seven variations to the same problem were performed and the results obtained were compared to 
those from the previous problem. Each test utilized the same annular geometry and outer boundarv 
thermal data in a variety of combinations. • 
Test 1. The outer and inner boundaries of the annular domain were each discretized with 36 
equally-length ~~t panel~. The entire outer boundary was over-specified with temperature and flux 
boundary conditIons, whIle both temperature and flux were unknown on the inner boundary. The 
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BEM fonnulation detailed in the theory section. can be represented in matrix fonn by equation (9). 
For this test case, the solution set of 72 equations included 72 known values given as boundary 
conditions on the outer surface and 72 unknowns on the inner boundary. The BEM computed the 
temperature field within the annular solid in addition to the unknown temperatures and heat fluxes 
on the inner boundary. Figure 2a shows the computed temperature contours for the annular solid 
disk and also includes the BEM nodes used and the type of boundary conditions specified at each 
node. The box-shaped nodes have both T and Q known and thus are over-specified, the circles are 
nodes where both T and Q are unknown. and the triangular nodes have a single boundary condi tion 
of temperature applied. The thick solid lines in figures 3 and 4 represent the accuracy of this 
particular BEM solution. Figure 3 shows the relative percentage error in temperature on the inner 
boundary for each test as a function of the circumferential angle in radians. Figure 4 is the same as 
figure 3 except that ifgives the relative percentage error in the heat flux on the inner boundary. 
Notice that this test case had an almost perfectly symmetric result with an average error of only 
0.5% in temperature and a somewhat oscillating error in heat flux averaging about -1.5%. 
Test 2. This test case was identical to Test 1 except that the outer and inner boundaries were 
discretized with a coarser grid consisting of 18 panels each. Overall, the BEM solution set had 36 
knowns, 36 unknowns and 36 equations. The computed temperature field and boundary 
discretization are shown in Figure 2b and the relative percentage error in temperature and heat flux 
on the inner boundary are given as thin solid lines in figures 3 and 4. The temperature field within 
the solid was nearly perfectly symmetric, but was uniformly biased about 2.5% in temperature and -
2.5% in heat flux. 
Test 3. This test case was identical to Test 1 except that the boundary of the annular disk 
was discretized with 36 panels on the outer boundary and 18 panels on the inner boundary. 
Overall, the BEM solution set was over-specified and had 72 knowns, 36 unknowns and 54 
equations. The thick dotted lines in figures 3 and 4 readily show thal Tesl3 produced the most 
accurate results for both temperature and heat flux. In addition, the temperature contours in Figure 
2c are nearly perfectly symmetric. 
Test 4. This test was identical to Test 1 except that the outer boundary was discretized with 
18 panels and the inner boundary was discretized with 36 panels. Overall, the BEM solution set 
was under-specified and had 36 knowns, 72 unknowns and 54 equations. Results of Test 4 are 
given by the thin dotted line in figures 3 and 4. The temperature was uniformly biased with a 3.0% 
error, while the heat flux was somewhat oscillatory and similarly biased. The temperature contours 
in figure 2d were nearly symmetric. 
Test 5. Both the outer and inner boundaries of the annular disk were discretized with 36 
panels. Temperature boundary conditions were specified everywhere on the outer boundary but the 
additional heat flux boundary conditions were over-specified in the first and third quadrants of the 
outer boundary only. The BEM solution set had 54 knowns, 90 unknowns and 72 equations. The 
temperature field shown in figure 2e was comparable to that of Test 4, The temperature and heat 
flux on the inner boundary are represented by the finely dotted lines. The temperature distribution 
on the inner boundary was somewhat oscillatory, but averaged only a 0.75% error. The heat flux 
on the inner boundary was also oscillatory and averaged an error of about -2.0%. 
Test 6. The circular disk was discretized with 36 panels on both the inner and outer 
boundaries .. Temperature boundary conditions were specified on the entire outer boundary, while 
heat flux boundary conditions were over-specified only on the upper half of the outer boundary. 
As in Test 5, the BEM solution set contained .54 unknowns, 90 unknowns and 72 equations. The 
temperature field illustrated in figure 2f was asymmetric about the X-axis, but was very nearly 
symmetric about the y-axis. The greatest error in the temperature field occurred in the bottom half 
of the annular solid region. The thick dashed lines in figures 3 and 4 reveal inner boundary errors 
that are quite oscillatory in nature and noticeably peak at the very bottom of the solid disk (the point 
farthest from the over-specified data). 
Test 7. This test case is identical to Test 5, except that heat flux boundary conditions are 
over-specified in the first quadrant of the outer boundary only. The BEM solution set contained 45 
knowns, 99 unknowns and 72 equations. Figure 2g illustrates the temperature contours within the 
solid disk. The error in the temperature field obviously worsens as the distance from the over-
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specified data increases. The thin dashed1ines in Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the error in the 
temperature and heat flux on the inner boundary. The error is oscillatory and peaks at about 60% at 
the point farthest from the over-specified data. Notice also that the temperature field is symmetric 
about the line inclined 45 degrees and passing through the center of the circle. 
IHCP for a Rocket Nozzle Wall Section with a Coolant Row Passage 
The BEM solution to the IHCP was attempted on a realistic engineering problem with 
temperature-dependent material properties. High pressure, reusable rocket thrust chambers 
encounter a progressive thinning of the coolant flow passage wall after repetitive engine operation. 
This deformation is caused by high thermal plastic strains that eventually cause cracks to form in 
the cooling passage wall. An engineer who wishes to reduce or eliminate the plastic strain may 
obtain experimental data such as hot gas wall temperatures and heat fluxes, shroud temperatures, 
compressive strains, and thrust chamber total pressure and temperature (Quentmeyer 1978, 1992). 
Unfortunately, the engineer cannot normally obtain data within the coolant flow passage due to the 
extremely low temperature of the liquid hydrogen coolant and the small dimensions of the passage .. 
Figure 5 is a schematic of a cylindrical thrust chamber assembly and figure 6 illustrntes a 
cylinder wall cross section showing typical instrumentation locations and dimensions. These 
figures were taken from aNASA publication (Quentmeyer 1978) and were subsequently used to 
generate the geometry of the nozzle wall section. The hot gas wall temperature (1520 OR), heat flux 
(-35 Btu/in2sec) and shroud temperature (518.4 OR) were experimental measurements taken from 
the same publication. The outer shroud heat flux was assumed to be negligible (0 Btuiin2sec). The 
coefficient of thermal conductivity of the solid copper region was linearly dependent on the local 
temperature . 
(15) 
where Ao - 0.004893 Btu/insecOR and a = -0.00<YJ55056 OR-I. In addition, figure 6 shows that the 
conducting solid region is made up of three different materials; copper, electrodeposited copper, and 
nichrome 2102. Although the present analysis uses only a single material, the BEM can be 
modified to handle composite materials with each having distinct thennal properties. The 
shaded portion in figure 6 is the domain typically used in the two-dimensional heat conduction 
model. For the BEM analysis of this IHCP, a full section containing the entire cooling passage 
and half of the surrounding conducting metal was generated in order to examine the symmetry of 
the results. The meridional or symmetry planes were assumed to be adiabatic. The outer and inner 
boundaries were discretized in the same manner: 16 panels on the hot gas side, 8 panels on the 
shroud and 8 panels on each of the two periodic meridional boundaries. The BEM solution set 
contained 66 knowns, 94 unknowns and 80 equations. The BEM computed both temperatures and 
heat fluxes on the entire coolant flow passage boundary in adpition to the temperatures on the 
meridional side boundaries. The predicted temperature field \vithin the solid region is illustrated in 
figure 7. These results show a negligible asymmetry about the meridional centerline and slight 
oscillations in the temperatures computed near the comers of the coolant passage's cool side. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The boundary element method computed temperature and heat flux boundary conditions on 
boundaries of a conducting solid where such quantities were originally inaccessible and unknown. 
The results presented herein indicate that the direct non-iterative BEM solution method for the 
IHCP is an accurate, robust and reliable technique that takes only seconds of CPU time on any 
typical mainframe, workstation or Pc. In addition, the results obtained were found to be more 
accurate when one or both of the following conditions were observed: a) greater amount of over-
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specified data was applied, b) the over-specified data locations were in close geometric proximity to 
the locations of the unknown boundary conditions. 
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Figure 1. A geometric definition of a two-dimensional inverse heat conduction problem. 
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Figure 2. Geometry of the BEM nodes on the outer and inner boundaries, boundary 
condition types and isotherms computed with the BEM for each of the seven annular disk test cases. 
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SECOND .LAW ANALYSIS OF A CONVENTIONAL STEAM POWER PLANT 
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ABSTRACT 
A numerical investigation of exergy destroyed by operation of 
a conventional steam power plant is computed via an exergy cascade. 
An order of magnitude analysis shows that exergy destruction is 
dominated by combustion and heat transfer across temperature 
differences inside the boiler, and conversion of energy entering 
the turbine/generator sets from thermal to electrical. Combustion 
and heat transfer inside the boiler accounts for 53.83 percent of 
the total exergy destruction. Converting thermal energy into 
electrical energy is responsible for 41.34 percent of the total 
exergy destruction. Heat transfer across the condenser accounts 
for 2.89 percent of the total exergy destruction. Fluid flow with 
friction is responsible for 0.50 percent of the total exergy 
destruction. The boiler feed pump turbine accounts for 0.25 
percent of the total exergy destruction. Fluid flow mixing is 
responsible for 0.23 percent of the total exergy destruction. 
Other equipment including gland stearn condenser, drain cooler, 
deaerator and heat exchangers are, in the aggregate, responsible 
for less than one percent of the total exergy destruction. An 
energy analysis is also given for comparison of exergy cascade to 
energy cascade. Efficiencies based on both the first law and 
second law of thermodynamics are calculated for a number of 
components and for the plant. The results show that high first law 
efficiency does not mean high second law efficiency. Therefore, 
the second law analysis has been proven to be a more powerful tool 
in pinpointing real losses. The procedure used to determine total 
exergy destruction and second law efficiency can be used in a 
conceptual design and parametric study to evaluate the performance 
of other stearn power plants and other tnermal systems. 
NOMENCLATURE 
A = area, m2 
Cp = specific heat, KJ/(kg.c) E = exergy, MJ 
g = gravitational acceleration, m/s2 
h = enthalpy, KJ/kg 
hO = methalpy, KJ/kg, hO=h+gz+V2/2 
HV = heating value of fuel, KJ/kg 
m = mass flow rate, kg/s 
P = pressure, KPa 
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Preceding Page Blank 
Q = 
R = 
s = 
S = 
t = 
T = 
v = 
V = 
W = 
x = 
z = 
Zh = 
Zs = 
heat rate, KW 
ideal gas constant, for water vapor R=O.461 KJ/(kg.K) 
entropy, MJ/K.kg 
entropy, MJ/K 
time, sec 
temperature, K or C 
specific volume, m3/kg 
velocity, m/s 
gross turbine power, KW 
mass flow rate ratio of mixing 
elevation, m 
enthalpy departure factor 
entropy departure factor 
GREEK LETTERS 
n = first law efficiency 
n
I 
= second law efficiency 
An = (pressure) difference 
a 
b 
bfpt 
cond 
cr 
dc 
des 
fri 
gen 
gsc 
ht 
hx 
i 
it 
1 
loss 
It 
mak 
mix 
o 
rh 
ssr 
v 
w 
SUBSCRIPTS 
= ambient (reference) 
= boiler 
= boiler feed pump turbine 
= condenser 
= critical point 
= drain cooler 
= destroyed 
= due to friction 
= entropy generation 
= gland steam condenser 
= high pressure turbine 
= heat exchangers 
= inlet, inflow 
= intermediate pressure turbine 
= liquid 
= due to loss 
= low pressure turbine 
= water makeup 
= due to mixing 
= outlet, outflow 
= reheater 
= steam seal regulator 
= vapor,steam 
= water 
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INTRODUCTION 
A conventional steam power plant unit located in Valmy, 
northern Nevada is shown in Fig. 1. In this Plant, steam generated 
in the coal-fired boiler enters a high-pressure turbine. Most of 
the steam leaving the high-pressure turbine enters the 
intermediate-pressure turbine via a reheater. A small fraction of 
the steam leakage flow from the high-pressure turbine enters the 
intermediate-pressure turbine directly (without reheating). After 
passing through the intermediate-pressure turbine, the steam then 
powers a low-pressure double flow turbine-generator. The main 
output steam from the turbine-generator is condensed into water 
through a condenser and is then diverted back to the boiler through 
a series of heat exchangers and a deaerator. After partial 
pressurization, the condensed water is heated inside heat 
exchangers by the steam coming down from three different turbines 
through bleeds. Two other pieces of auxiliary equipment in the 
system schematic are the BFPT and SSR. BFPT is the boiler feed 
pump turbine which supp.lies direct drive power to the boiler feed 
pump. The "steam seal regulator" (SSR) can adjust the steam 
pressure in the turbine gland seals. 
Al though there have been a considerable number of prior exergy 
studies on power generation (Salamon et aI, 1980; EI-Masri,· 1985; 
Ishida et aI, 1987; Bejan, 1988; Lozano and Valero, 1988; Stecco 
and Desideri, 1988; Valero and Torres, 1988; El-Sayed, 1988; Kalina 
and Tribus, 1989; Dunbar et aI, 1991; Kalina, 1991; Horlock, 1991; 
Bidini and Stecco, 1991; Tsatsaronis et aI, 1991), a second law 
assessment of exergy cascade for this kind of plant is not 
available. 
Properly quantified performance of a steam power plant must 
not only account for the energy gains and losses as dictated by the 
First Law of Thermodynamics, it must also account for the quality 
of the energy. However, energy quality can be only determined from 
the Second Law. Exergy analysis is a powerful tool for the 
evaluation of the thermodynamic and economic performance of thermal 
systems. In this research, the application of exergy analysis in 
the evaluation of the steam power plant is described in deta.il. An 
energy analysis is also performed for purposes of comparison with 
the exergy analysis . 
EXERGY ANALYSIS AND EXERGY EQUATIONS 
As described in the above section and Figure 1, the unit is 
composed of a coal-fired boiler, reheater, high-pressure turbine, 
intermediate-pressure turbine, low-pressure double flow turbine 
generator, heat rejector (condenser), gland steam condenser (GSC) , 
drain cooler (DC), deaerator, six heat exchangers, boiler feed pump 
turbine, steam seal regulator, transportation pipes, pumps, valves 
and other auxiliary equipment. The working fluid is water/steam. 
Exergy destruction happens where energy transfer and momentum 
transportation are involved. In this analysis, only main 
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components in the system which play important roles in energy 
transfer and momentum transportation are considered. 
Exergy destruction in the boiler manifests from highly 
irreversible combustion and heat transfer. The fuel oxidation 
consumes a certain percentage of the usable fuel energy. The huge 
gap between steam temperature and combustion temperature 
necessarily causes similarly huge exergy destruction. The value of 
exergy loss which is obtained by subtracting exergy leaving from 
exergy arriving at the boiler is the product value of entropy 
generation and reference temperature. There are several various 
proposals for the expression of second law efficiency about power 
plant components (Horlock, 1991). This investigation adopts 
Fratzscher's definition which is also recommended by Horlock. The 
second law efficiency is the ratio of exergy leaving over exergy 
arriving. 
(1) 
E 
" _ b.o 
',n.b--Eb • i 
(2) 
Exergy arriving includes the exergy of fuel input (fuel exergy), 
the exergy of water returning from heat exchangers and the exergy 
coming from high-pressure turbine then entering reheater which is 
built inside the boiler. Exergy gained by the working fluid which 
is delivered to the high-pressure turbine and the intermediate-
pressure turbine respectively is considered as exergy leaving. 
The fuel exergy is given by 
where 
J. T Efuel = Qfuel (1- T a "dt flame' 
Bejan (1988) gives the flow exergy as, 
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(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
which is defined as the difference between the flow availability of 
a stream and that of the same stream at its restricted dead 
(reference) state. In the above equation, hO is methalpy 
representing the summation of thermal, potential and kinetic 
energy. After neglecting potential and kinetic energy, the exergy 
of water from the heat exchangers is expressed by adopting 
equation (5). 
(6) 
The flow exergy entering the reheater from the high-pressure 
turbine can be described by a same expression. 
(7) 
The flow exergy leaving the boiler for the high-pressure turbine 
is given by 
(8) 
The flow exergy leaving the reheater for the intermediate-pressure 
turbine is given by 
(9) 
so the exergy destruction and second law efficiency become, 
E =5 T =E +E +E· -E -E . b.des b.gen a fuel b.i,hx b.~,he b,o,he b.o,~e (10) 
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E +E 11 - b.o.he b.o.ie 
II,b- E +E +E 
ruel b.i.hx b.i.he 
(11) 
Similar analyses of the exergy balance related to exergy 
destruction and second law efficiency for other components in this 
steam power plant are based on equation (5) and the following 
equation for work output or input. 
(12) 
Exergy destruction occurs in the flowing fluid throughout the 
entire system because of energy and momentum loss. Thermodynamic 
irreversibility in incompressible water flow only depends on 
temp~rature drop (Bejan, 1988). 
(13) 
or when 
(14) 
then 
(15) 
In the case of steam, entropy generated by fluid friction is 
proportional to the pressure gradient and difference of entropy 
departure factors. 
(16 ) 
The first term in the above expression is based on the ideal gas 
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assumption (Bejan, 1988). But ideal gas relations should not be 
used ~n steam power plant applications where high pressure 
superheated steam is usually involved. At high pressure, stearn 
deviates considerably from ideal gas behavior. A correction term 
including" enthalpy departure factors and entropy departure factors 
must be incorporated (Cengel and Boles, 1989). The second term is 
added to correct for entropy departure. 
When two streams of differing temperature and pressure mix 
with one another, the accompanying energy and momentum exchange 
necessarily involves exergy destruction. There are many locales 
where such mixing occurs in the system. Bejan (1988) gives the 
mixing entropy generation for incompressible fluid as, 
f X T -T xv P -p (1) P -p S _ mC [_ (l-x) ( 1 2) 2+ (1:3) + -x v ( 2 3)] dt m.l.gen p.'" 2 T. C T. P Cp , WTl P3 1 p, W 1 3 
(17) 
where m is total mass flow rate after m~x~ng, x is ratio of mass 
flow rate from the inlet with temperature T1 and pressure P1 over 
the total mass flow rate. variables with subscripts 1 and 2 
represent· two inlet flow while the outlet flow of mixing is 
expressed with the subscript 3. The corresponding expression for 
steam is 
s -fm{ [C v"(l-x} ( T1-T2 ) 2+~ ( Pl-P3) + (l-x) R ( P2- P3) ] + 
m,v,gen p, T C P Cp,v P
3 1 p,v· 3 
(18 ) 
The first three terms in the above equation are based on the ideal 
gas assumption (Bejan, 1988). Similar to the expression for 
entropy generated by fluid friction (steam), the last two term is 
added to correct for entropy departure. Then, exergy destructicn 
can be obtained by multiplying entropy generation and T . 
Pumps, of course, contribute themselves to th~ overall 
destruction of exergy through the system. Like most steam-turbine 
cycle calculation, their thermodynamic irreversibilities are 
neglected. Inlet and outlet flows of the steam seal regulator have 
the same temperature and pressure, so that flow through the steam 
seal regulator generates no entropy and the net exergy loss is 
zero. 
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ENERGY ANALYSIS 
Energy balance is based on counting the energy input, energy 
output and energy losses which is dominated by the first law of 
thermodynamics. The value of energy loss is obtained by 
subtracting energy output from energy input. 
EnergyLoss=EnergyInput-EnergyOutput (19) 
The first law efficiency is the ratio of energy output over energy 
input. 
11 - EnergyOu tpu t 
1- EnergyInput 
For example, considering energy balance for the boiler. 
EnergyLOss=f{ (mHV) fusl+ (mh) b,i,hCr+ (mh) b,i,hC- (mh) b,o,he- (mh) b,O,iddt 
(21) 
therefore 
(20) 
(22 ) 
Similar analyses of the energy: balance and first law 
efficiency for other components in the power plant are based on 
equation (19) and (20). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The preceding integrals are evaluated numerically for a single 
day using the heating value of coal, temperatures and pressures 
provided by Sierra Pacific Power Company. Table 1 presents energy 
and exergy quantities in the energy cascade and exergy cascade 
from heat source to heat exchanger 7. Comparing the second columns 
with the third columns for every component in Table 1, it should be 
noticed that exergy input is always less than energy input. This 
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means that thermal energy input is not high quality energy and 
only part of it is available. 
Table 2 shows the first law efficiency and the second law 
efficiency for components and the plant. This table shows that some 
components, such as the turbine/generator, have high first law 
efficiencies but low second law efficiencies. The first law 
efficiency of the turbine/generator set is almost one hundred 
percent while its second law efficiency is just 54.4 percent. The 
reason is that a lot of hot steam flows down to the heat exchangers 
through bleeds. This bleed-off steam can be considered as the hot 
stream (source) of the heat exchangers and the output of 
turbine/generator. These thermal energy ,outputs are much lower 
quality of energy than the highly· refined energy of electrical 
output. It is also interesting to note that all heat exchangers 
have a one-hundred percent first law efficiency but not a one-
hundred percent second law efficiency, the difference being caused 
by exergy destruction due to heat transfer. The heat exchanger 
numbered one has a lower second law efficiency than the other heat 
exchangers. This datum, crucial to effective energy management, 
means that heat exchanger one has a larger availability loss; a 
loss which escapes the methods and techniques of first law 
analyses. 
After the investigation of exergy destruction, it. is found 
that combustion and heat transfer losses in the boiler are 
responsible for 53.83 percent of the total exergy destruction. 
Combustion losses can hardly be reduced with present technology 
because the conventional fuel oxidation via the highly irreversible 
combustion process consumes about 30 percent of the usable fuel 
energy (Dunbar et aI, 1991). A possible remedy for this waste of 
exergy would be the application of fuel cells in future, even 
though fuel-cell technology for large-scale generation of 
electrical power remains to be determined. The heat transfer loss 
causing destruction of exergy is due to the difference between high 
temperature gas and low temperature water/steam. This loss may be 
reduced by using high temperature and pressure steam. 
Conversion of thermal energy into mechanical energy then 
electrical energy accounts for 41.34 percent of total exergy 
destruction. Entropy is generated by the expansion of vapor from 
high temperature and pressure to low temperature and pressure. The 
magnitude of entropy generated depends on turbine isentropic 
efficiency. 
Heat rejection from steam to the atmosphere is responsible for 
2.89 percent of the total exergy destruction. This is due to heat 
transfer between steam and its ambient surroundings. Lowering the 
condenser pressure can, of course, reduce temperature differences 
between working fluid and the atmosphere so that entropy generated 
in heat rejection can be reduced, but the technical and economical 
feasibility of doing this should be considered together. 
Friction losses account for 0.50 percent of the total exergy 
destruction. Al though it poses a small fraction of the total 
exergy destruction, it should be noticed that this loss is much 
bigger than the losses caused by the boiler feed pump turbine, flow 
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m~x~ng i and any of the heat exchangers in the system. The friction 
losses may be reduced by installing smooth surface transportation 
pipes and better insulation on pipes so that pressure and 
temperature drops are reduced. 
The loss caused by the boiler feed pump turbine is responsible 
for 0.25 percent of the total exergy destruction. Mixing losses 
account for 0.23 percent of the total exergy destruction. The 
mixing losses may be reduced by selecting two streams with smaller 
pressure and temperature difference for mixing purpose. The gland 
steam condenser, drain cooler, deaerator and other heat exchangers 
are collectively responsible for 0.96 percent of the total exergy 
destruction. Theoretically, the irreversibility of heat exchangers 
depends on two factors, heat transfer across the temperature 
difference between the hot and cold streams and the pressure drop 
caused by friction. Large heat exchangers may have a lower exergy 
destruction rate because they have more heat transfer area and more 
heat transfer. 
CONCLUSION 
A methodology is presented to calculate the exergy delivered 
and the exergy destroyed by operation of a conventional stearn 
power plant. It is shown that combustion and heat transfer inside 
the boiler and conversion of thermal energy to electricity are 
responsible for most of the exergy destruction. Heat loss from the 
condenser makes the next largest contribution. Flow with friction, 
the boiler feed pump turbine and flow mixing manifest a very small 
fraction of the total exergy destruction. Heat transfer across 
temperature differences and frictional pressure drop involved with 
the gland steam condenser, drain cooler, deaerator and heat 
exchangers also reduce delivered exergy. The second law analysis 
is a powerful tool of thermodynamic research for power plants and 
other thermal systems. 
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Table 1. Energy and Exergy Quantities 
COMPONENTS ENERGY INPUT (MJ) EXERGY INPUT (MJ) 
Boiler 1. 51270 E08 8.58632 E07 
Turbine/generator 1.29420 E08 5.38873 E07 
BFPT 2.71932 E06 776627 
Condenser 3.30799 E07 1.75705 E06 
GSC 2.77810 E06 58312 
DC 2.97503 E06 64511 
#1 Heater 5.06362 E06 368189 
#2 Heater 6.42929 E06 557701 
#3 Heater 9.83891 E06 1. 34524 E06 
#4 Heater 1.29291 E07 2.16142 E06 
#5 Heater 1. 53978 E07 2.69885 E06 
#6 Heater 1.99722 E07 4.13567 E06 
#7 Heater 2.31962 E07 5.59951 E06 
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Table 2. Efficiencies 
COMPONENTS n n I II 
Boiler 85.6% 62.8% 
Turbine/generator 99.7% 54.4% 
BFPT 100% 80.6% 
Condenser 8.1% 2.4% 
GSC 100% 91.6% 
DC 100% 93.0% 
#1 Heater 100% 73.4% 
#2 Heater 99.9% 91.6% 
#3 Heater 100% 92.0% 
#4 Heater 100% 95.8% 
#5 Heater 100% 98.9% 
#6 Heater 100% 98.0% 
#7 Heater 100% 98.0% 
Total Plant 42.8% 37.8% 
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SOME USEFUL INNOVATIONS WITH TRASYS AND SINDA-85 
Ruth M. Amundsen 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Langley Research Center 
Hampton, VA 23681 
SUMMARY 
Several innovative methods have been used to allow more efficient and accurate thenna! analysis 
using SlNDA-85 and TRASYS, including model integration and reduction, planetaIy surface calculations, 
and model animation. Integration with other modeling and analysis codes allows an analyst to import a 
geometry from a solid modeling or compdter-aided design (CAD) software package, rather than building 
the geometry "by hand." This is more efficient as well as potentially more accurate. However, the use of 
solid modeling software often generates large analytical models. The problem of reducing large models has 
been elegantly solved using the response of the transient derivative to a forcing step function. 
The thenna1 analysis ofa lunar rover implemented two unusual features of the TRASYS/SINDA 
system. A little-known TRASYS routine SURFP calculates the solar heating of a rover on the lunar sur-
face for several different rover positions and orientations. This is used not only to detennine the rover 
temperatures, but also to automatically detennine the power generated by the solar arrays. The animation 
of transient thenna! results is an effective tool, especially in a vivid case such as the 14-day progress of the 
sun over the lunar rover. An animated color map on the solid model displays the progression of tempera-
tur~. 
INTRODUCTION 
In many industries there has recently been a concerted movement toward "quality management" 
and the issue of how to accomplish work more efficiently. Part of this effort is focused on concurrent 
engineering: the idea of integrating the design and analysis processes so· that they are not separate, sequen-
tial processes (often involving design rework due to analytical findings) but instead fonn an integrated sys-
tem with smooth transfers of infonnation. Specific examples of concurrent engineering methods being 
carried out at NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) are: integration ofthennal, structural and optical 
analyses to predict changes in optical perfonnance based on thennal and structural effects; integration of 
the CAD design process with thennal and structural analyses; and integration ofthennal analysis with ani-
mation to show the thenna1 response of a system as an active color map - a highly effective visual indica-
tion of heat flow. 
Electronic integration of design and analysis processes was achieved and refined during the devel-
opment of an optical bench for a laser-based aerospace experiment. One of the driving requirements for 
any complex optical system is its alignment stability under all conditions. Accurate predictions of optical 
bench or test bed deflections are necessary to calculate beam paths and determine optical perfonnance. 
Another requirement that is increasingly demanded of any analysis process is to do it faster and better; 
create a more streamlined process and include all known variables to produce the best possible predictions. 
These goals can be accomplished by using an integrated process to accomplish design and all analyses. 
This integrated analysis process has been built around software that was already in use by designers and 
analysts at LaRC. The PATRAN~ solid modeling / finite element package is central to this process, since 
it was already in common use at LaRe. Most of the integration and interface steps described here are also 
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possible with other packages, although certain of the translators were developed or modified for use with 
these specific software packages. 
Modeling with any solid geometry package, such as P A TRAN, tends to encourage the use of larger 
models than a thennal analyst would tend to produce. Since the geometry is more accurate, it has more 
complexity and requires finer nodalization. Also, the meshing capability allows quick, automatic genera-
tion of models with more nodes than would be generated by hand. These larger models must be reduced to 
produce the type of model required for a space-flight experiment. One way this has been done at LaRC is 
to compare the derivative of the transient thennal response to a forcing step function, and correlate this re-
sponse with the transient response of a smaller model. 
In the analysis of a lunar rover, a subroutine in TRASYS called SURFP was used for the first time 
at LaRC. This routine calculates the solar and IR heating for a spacecraft that is stationary on the plane-
tary surface. By evaluating heating at several different positions on the lunar surface over a lunar day, the 
entire thennal environment for a traversing rover can be calculated. Also, the solar flux values were used 
to calculate the power levels generated by' the rover's solar arrays, and thus detennine what level of charge 
the battery would achieve. . 
The process of thenna! animation, which is a natural outgrowth of model integration with the solid 
modeling codes that have this built-in capability, is especially effective for a situation such as the lunar 
rover, where the angle of the sun to the vehicle is constantly changing. 
The efforts ofKeUy Smith and Jill Marlowe in structural analysis, Steve Hughes and Ai Porter in 
design, Maria Mitchum in software development, and Greg Hennan and Alan Little in optical analysis are 
gratefully aclmowledged. 
ANAL YSIS INTEGRATION 
The heart of the concurrent engineering process described here is the use of a single integrated 
model for thennal and structural analysis of a system. This allows a savings of time in the thermal and 
structural analysis work, since only one geometric model must be developed. It facilitates electronic trans-
fer of data between all types of analysis, such as transfer of exact thennal gradients to be used in structural 
analysis. Finally, it produces greater model accuracy since the model can be directly imported from the 
design software package. 
Interfaces between Analysis and Design Software 
The design software most often used in this process at LaRC is Pro-Enginee~. A part is com-
pletely designed in Pro-Engineer, which produces a three-dimensional model of the part as well as all the 
fabrication drawings. A Pro-Engineer solid shaded model ofa complex assembly is shown in Figure 1. 
This example assembly is a laser reference cavity which is mounted on an optical bench. There are three 
basic methods available to translate from Pro-Engineer CAD software to the PATRAN solid modeling 
software. All these methods have been used to produce viable models. One is to mesh the solid geometry 
of the part in Pro-Engineer and translate that mesh to P A TRAN. The disadvantages to this method are: 
only the mesh is transferred, not the underlying solid geometry, so the geometry and mesh cannot be 
changed in P A TRAN; and the mesh is limited to only tetrahedral or triangular elements. The second 
method is to transfer the part from Pro-Engineer to an IGES file, which is a standard graphics format, and 
read this file into PATRAN using the CAD PAT translator. This translates the phase I (underlying) geome-
try, but only in the fonn of surfaces and lines, not P A TRAN's solid geometry elements called hyperpatches. 
Thus the analyst must still define hyperpatches based on the geometry described by the translated surfaces. 
This can be helpful as the analyst can choose to ignore details such as bolt holes in constructing the analyti-
cal model. The disadvantages to this method are the rework in creating the solid fonn from the transferred 
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surfaces (which only applies when the part being transferred is a solid rather than plate elements), and that 
during translation of an assembly of parts, the orientation of the individual parts is lost and the assembly 
must be reconstructed from the components . The third method is to bring the solid geometry from Pro-
Engineer directly into PATRAN. This method is only viable for the newer releases of both Pro-Engineer 
(Version 10 or later) and PATRAN (3 .0). The solid geometry can then be either directly meshed, or used 
to create hyperpatches. An example component of the laser reference cavity is shown as an IGES file 
(Figure 2) and as completed with elements (Figure 3). Parts have also been brought into PATRAN from 
ANVIL, but this brings across only the 2-D shape and position of parts . 
Figure 1. Laser reference cavity as designed and portrayed in Pro-Engineer 
Figure 2. Mount surfaces imported to PATRAN 
from ProEngineer through IGES file 
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Figure 3. Mount part with solid 
elements created in P A TRAN 
The integration of design and analysis has several benefits. In terms of streamlining the process, 
there is much less work to be done by the analyst since the majority of the geometry is imported automati-
cally. The entire process of taking dimensions from a design drawing and manually building up the geome-
try is eliminated. Also, the analyst is automatically working with the most current version of the design. 
Eliminating the repeated step of entering the dimensions lessens the probability of errors in the model. 
Geometries that are difficult to model and would perhaps be approximated are automatically translated 
exactly. 
Interface between Thermal and Structural Analysis 
The translators between structural and thermal analytical models are already built into the 
P A. TRAN system. The analysts can easily use the same geometric model , perform analyses through their 
separate software packages, and share the results electronically. There are a few techniques that make this 
type of translation easier and more effective. The model can be built in P A TRAN by either analyst, but 
there must be communication between the analysts before the model is built, so that the final model will 
have a structure and level of detail appropriate for both analyses. One unique aspect of the work described 
herein is that the structural and thermal analysts determined together what method would be best for both 
of them in modeling certain parts, before the model was developed. A requirement on the thermal side that 
must be maintained in the model in order for it to be useful for the thermal analyst, is that between every 
pair of connected elements all corner nodes must be identical. Also, the best translation to a thermal model 
is currently achieved by using solid elements rather than plate elements in most cases . Many of the connec-
tions between solids and plates and plates-to-plates, that are correct for structural analysis, do not work 
correctly for thermal analysis. In order for each analyst to be able to easily create their own mesh, or use 
the same mesh, the phase I geometry must meet the requirements of both analysts . 
The only change that must be made to alter the model between use by the thermal and structural 
analysts is are-definition of the material properties, usually a five to ten minute task. The material identifi-
cation is maintained through the transfer; only the actual material properties need be input again. 
Unfortunately the material properties are exclusive, so that each time the PA TRAN model is transferred 
between analysts, the material properties must be redefined. Normally, the transfer is done only once. 
Improvements slated for PATRAN 3.0 will do away with this concern. 
To perform the thermal analysis, the PATRAN model is translated to SINDA-85, a [mite differ-
ence thermal analyzer, using the PA TSIN translator l . This SINDA-85 model is used to perform thermal 
analysis, with some modifications such as adding power sources. The structural analysis can be performed 
in PIFEA2 (a software package that directly interfaces with PATRAN) or after translation to NASTRANJ . 
The analysts sometimes desire different levels of detail ; thermal analysis commonly uses a lower level of 
detail than structural analysis. In that case, an identical PA TRAN phase I geometry of patches and hyper-
patches is still used; each analyst can create their own mesh. The calculated temperatures can be used to 
impose accurate thermal loads on the structural model regardless of whether the meshing is the same, as 
long as the phase I geometry is identical. This has been checked using two different meshings and element 
numbering schemes on a model ; the interpolated values were found to be correct. 
One way to use the nodes and conductors created by PATSIN is to separate them into files that are 
called into the SINDA model using an INCLUDE statement. Thus the SINDA model can contain other 
data such as heating arrays; if there is a change to the P A TRAN model it will only affect the included files, 
with the main SINDA model left unchanged . The output of PA TSIN is often quite bulky, which would 
make editing of the full SINDA model more difficult. Using included files limits the size of the SINDA 
model file, and allows several different SINDA files to reference the same PA TRAN model. 
The thermal results, either from a steady state analysis or from time steps in a transient run, are 
translated by SINP AT to produce element and nodal temperature files that can be read by PA TRAN. 
These files can be read directly into PATRAN, and the thermal results mapped onto the model geometry. 
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One advantage to the integrated method is the capability for viewing temperatures that are mapped back 
onto the geometry of the part. This provides a concrete display which can be used for demonstration of 
effects, or for de-bugging the model. Some examples of the effectiveness of this display are shown in 
Figures 4, 5, and 6. In Figure 4, thermal mapping on a laser reference cavity is shown. In this case, it was 
desirable to have a detailed model and direct transfer of temperatures since the structural analysis was re-
quired to predict displacements down to the micron level. In Figure 5, the PATRAN model was created by 
a designer for display only, and used for thermal mapping to visually verify the position of the rover with 
respect to the sun. In Figure 6, a cryocooler support bracket and its mounting scheme to a cold bus is por-
trayed. In this case, the internal heating of the cryocooler is critically dependent on the geometry of the 
mounting system, so the exact part geometry was imported from Pro-Engineer and used to perform both the 
thermal and structural analyses . 
To use the nodal temperatures as actual thermal loads rather than only for display, the files must 
be run through a program called READER that translates the files to binary format. The results can be 
interpolated onto the structural model using a built-in utility of PAT RAN (TEMP, ADDIINT)4 . The ther-
mal results, imported into the P A TRAN model , can be used in the structural analysis software to calculate 
thermally driven stresses and deflections based on the predicted temperature distribution. These thermal 
stresses can be summed with any load-driven stresses, to produce a total reaction of the system to the 
environmental constraints . 
Exporting Thermal Results to Optical Analysis 
Most optical models start with the assumption that the system is aligned and at rest. The optical 
analyst inputs surfaces, sources and objects at their designed location, and determines the performance of 
the system. The optical code currently used by many analysts at LaRC is CODE-V®. During actual op-
eration of the optical system, there will often be factors that cause distortions to the aligned system. In the 
case of an optical bench with optical components mounted on it, there can be thermal gradients across the 
bench that will cause minute warping of the bench and result in significant distortion of the optical system 
from its baseline aligned performance. There can also be structural loads imposed which cause deflections, 
and both the thermal and mechanical loading environments can be changing with time. There is an existing 
translator that will look at the deformation of a single optical element such as a lens in NASTRAN, and 
translate the appropriate information to CODE-V to determine the distorted lens performance. However, 
for the optical bench structure, a method was needed to look at changes in the overall performance based on 
distortions of the entire bench, not only a single element. 
To accomplish this , an output file of nodal deflections is generated by the structural analysis soft-
ware, with six values for each optical surface (rotations and translations in each of three axes) . The 
deflections can be due to thermal, structural or any combination of loading conditions. A relational file is 
developed for that model that relates the nodes in the PA TRAN model to the optical surfaces in the CODE-
V model. Translation software (PATCODV) was developed at LaRC to read the structural analysis 
deflection file, the relational file, and a copy of the undeflected CODE-V model. It produces a new 
CODE-V model that has new positions and angles for the optical elements based on summing the predicted 
deflections and the original positions of the elements. CODE-V can then be run on the new model, and 
optical performance based on the distorted system is predicted. For any optical system there is usually only 
one PATRAN model, but there can be a separate CODE-V model for each optical path. The translation 
must be run for each optical path for which deflection analysis is desired. The translation can be run for a 
series oftime steps, using deflection results files for each time step, to predict the performance of the sys-
tem as a function oftime. Figure 7 demonstrates the steps of this process pictorially by showing: (a) a map 
of the thermally driven distortions from this distribution; (b) a map of distortions due to structural loading; 
and (c) and a map of the combined distortions. Development of a user's manual for this translation soft-
ware is currently underway at LaRC. 
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THERMAL CORRELATION USING TRANSIENT 
The large thennal models that are developed by using a solid modeling code can be intimidating in 
size, and can also be unwieldy to correlate with test results. Another disadvantage to the size has to do 
with the standard procedure for thenna! analysis of a space-flight instrument. Nonnally, a reduced (10 to 
12 node) thennal model of an instrument would be delivered to the flight carrier, so that an integrated 
spacecraft model can be run using all the instrument reduced models. The models developed from 
PATRAN are too large to be delivered, and they cannot be easily reduced to the required size since they 
were not developed from hand calculations. The method used here for this model reduction is evaluation of 
the transient derivative behavior. Key nodes in the model, which are appropriate to be lumped-mass nodes 
of a reduced model, are selected. The response of those nodes to a forcing step function at an active 
boundary is evaluated. The best response to evaluate is the derivative of the transient response. In other 
words, instead of plotting the temperature change of a node, one plots the temperature change per unit time. 
This leads to a much clearer demonstration of the behavior of the model. The transient derivative response 
is also useful in correlating models to test data. 
Two examples of this method are shown. First, the thennal response of a laser reference cavity 
that is insulated from the environment is shown in Figure 8. Thennal test data and the predicted data from 
alarge model are plotted; in both cases the same boundary temperature was ramped. It is difficult, from 
this plot, to evaluate the changes that must be made to the model to correlate it with the test data. In Figure 
9, however, the derivative of the transient response is shown. From this plot it is possible to evaluate the 
exact difference in time and magnitude shown by the transient behavior. The response time of the model 
lags the test by about 20 minutes (indicating thennal masses that are somewhat too high), and also predicts 
too Iowa magnitude for the maximum transient derivative (indicating that the conductances should be 
increased slightly). 
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The second example uses a model of a similar laser cavity placed on an optical bench within a 
spacecraft. The entire model contained about 3000 nodes. In order to perfonn an analysis of the noise 
frequencies of the cavity and their dependence on the orbital period, it was desired to reduce the model to 
five nodes while still accurately representing the cavity behavior. Nodes were chosen to represent the 
spacecraft, mounting plate, optical bench, cavity mount, and cavity. The spacecraft temperature was used 
as the forcing step function. The transient derivative was plotted for the full model, and for an approximate 
guess of the reduced model. By evaluating the differences, the reduced model predictions were brought into 
agreement with the full model predictions, as shown in Figure 10. The behavior of the cavity in the five 
node model could then be described with a single equation. 
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LUNAR SURFACE RADIATION CALCULATIONS 
A thermal model was developed for a lunar rover that was designed to be mobile on the surface of 
the moon. Solar flux radiation calculations in TRASYS had not been previously perfonned for a space-
craft on the surface of a planet (at least at LaRC), A subroutine in TRASYS called SURFP is available 
for this type of calculation', In SURFP the user defines the planet, the position on the planet surface, the 
time of year, and any atmospheric extinction. Table 1 shows the actual code used in the operations data 
block, after calculation of the radiation conductors. 
, ' 
" ' 
Table 1. TRASYS Subroutine SURFP Implementation 
C ORBITAL DEFINmON USING ROVER ON SURFACE OF PLANET 
CALL SURFP ('MOO',45.,0.,O.) $ Derme position 
CALL DICOMP (O,IZERO,JZERO) 
CALL AQDATA('ZERO',' ',1.,1.,1.,' ') $ Derme fonnat for printout 
AQPRNf='YES' 
CALL QODATA(O,lOO,'YES',' ',929.,3. 1 546E-4, 1., 'BOm,' ') 
STEP 10000 $ Start orbit 
TIMEPR = DAWNS Define each orbit step 
desired 
L orCAL 
L AQCAL 
... step thru each orbit position ... 
STEP 10011 
TIMEPR = DUSK+l2 
L orCAL 
L AQCAL 
L QOCAL $ Print flux tables 
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A quirk to this subroutine is that only direct solar fluxes to the spacecraft surfaces are automati-
cally computed. To compute infrared (IR) arid planetary albedo fluxes, a ground plane with sufficient size 
and appropriate properties must be constructed to simulate the planet surface. The nodalization of this 
ground plane surface should be carefully evaluated to ensure it is not distorting the results. 
The lunar rover model, plotted in TRA VIEW6, is shown in Figure 11. The solar fluxes calculated 
by TRASYS were spot-checked with hand calculations to ensure that the subroutine was being operated 
correctly. The computed heat fluxes as a function of time over a lunar day cycle were used to calculate the 
temperatures of the rover over time. The temperature variation over parts of the rover during a lunar day is 
shown in Figure 12. The radiation calculations were performed for several different rover orientations and 
positions on the lunar surface. 
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SOLAR ARRAY POWER CALCULATIONS 
The solar flux arrays generated by TRASYS were used for more than temperature calculations in 
SINDA. A key concern in the rover design was correct sizing of the solar arrays and batteries. Before the 
thennal model was developed, power output of the solar arrays was estimated roughly using a constant 
temperature for the array material, and approximations for solar flux on the rover geometry. With the 
combined TRASYS / SINDA model, the solar array power calculation could be done exactly. The solar 
heating array from TRASYS is included in the SINDA logic block7. Instantaneous incident power is cal-
culated at each time step by interpolating the absorbed solar heating for each surface, multiplying by the 
area fraction that is effective solar array material, and dividing by the absorptivity. The photoelectric effi-
ciency of the material is calculated in SINDA, based on the equation given by the material supplier for 
efficiency versus temperature, and using the current array temperature calculated by SINDA. The incident 
power times the efficiency of the array material then gives the total instantaneous power generated by the 
solar array. Since there were several arrays on the rover, it was necessary to calculate the temperature and 
power generation of each, and sum them.1 An example plot of the instantaneous array power generated is 
shown in Figure 13. The code used to perform the calculations is shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Solar Array Power Calculations in SINDA Logic 
HEADER ARRAY DATA, ROVER 
C TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF SOLAR ARRAY POWER GENERATION 
C IN DEGREES C AND % (FRACTION) EFFICIENCY 
200 • 2S., O.IS, 120., 0.143 
HEADER OPERATIONS DATA 
BUll..D LUNAR, ROVER 
C 
C OUTPUT FILE FOR SOLAR PANEL POWER GENERATION 
F OPEN (UNIT=27, STATUS='UNKNOWN', mE=' .. .Irover/solar.pl', RECL=400) 
C PRINT POWER LABELS TO PLOT mE 
WRITE (27,22) 'TIME', '301 W', '401 W', ... ,'2501 W', 'TOTW', W/RAD', 'CUM. W/R' 
22 FORMAT(15(AS,IH,),A9) 
C 
WTEST=O. S Zero out total power numbers 
... solution execution 
WRITE (27,7S) WTEST S Write total generated power at end of file 
78 FORMAT ('TOTAL POWER AVAILABLE IS ',FlO.l,'WATT·HRS') 
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Table 2. Solar Array Power Calculations (con't) 
HEADER OUTPUT CALLS,ROVER 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
CALCULATE POWER GENERATION IN SOLAR ARRAYS 
Qgen = Qin • 80% area I alpha Q in already in W 
Qreal "!' Qgen • % EFFICIENCY 
XK301 == Q301 • 0.80 I 0.88 
CALL DlDIWM (TIOI, A200, 1., ETEST) 
XK301 = XK301 • ETEST 
$ Power under perfect conditions 
$ Performance factor ( -%lC) 
$ Actual power generated 
XK401 = Q401 • O.SO I 0.88 $ Repeat for each array 
CALL DlDIWM (T401, A200, 1., ETEST) 
XK401=XK401*ETEST 
C CALCULATE TOTAL POWEIt AVAILABLE 
ATEST = XK301 + XK401 + XK501 + XK2301 + XK2401 + XK2501 
wrEST = OUTPUT • ATEST + wrEST $ Total watt hours 
C 
C PRINT POWERS TOflLE 
WRITE (27,25) TlMEN, XK301, XK401, ... , XK2501, ATEST, BTEST, WTEST 
25 FORMAT (15(FS.2,lH,),2(F14.3,lH,),3(F9.3,lH.» 
The power generation over time can be used to detennine total energy available as well as charge 
of the on-board battery. The total energy available was calculated for different positions and orientations 
of the rover, to detennine the effectiveness of the rover at different lunar positions. This infonnation was 
used in planning nominal traverses for the rover. 
mERMAL ANIMATION 
Structural analysts commonly use animation in their presentation of results. Animation of mode 
shapes or predicted deflection patterns is a vivid method of capturing and conveying all the necessary in-
fonnation. This is done less often with thennal analysis, with the result that many viewers have a less con-
crete idea of the physical progression of temperatures or heat flows. A visual animation of the thennal 
map, in color, gives an effective representation of the physical transfer of heat. 
Animation of transient thennal results, in combination with an integrated structural-thennal model, 
is a useful tool that has been utilized through PA TRAN and its connection with SINDA. The temperatures 
of a part are mapped onto the geometry using a color scale. Color maps are generated for several sequen-
tial time steps, and the mappings are viewed in a sequence that is run repeatedly on the screen. The pro-
gression of temperatures along the part as a function of time is observed as an animated color thennal map. 
This function is valuable when evaluating the driving force behind a given reaction, and can also give an 
audience a much clearer understanding of the processes involved in a complex reaction. Cases can be 
recorded on video tape and used to demonstrate results to a larger audience. This function is also quite 
valuable to the analyst, as it provides a method for debugging the model and perhaps finding errors that 
would be time-consuming and tedious to find in any other way. 
The specific method for perfonning this animation is to run SlNDA with thennal output at all de-
sired time steps. A virtual temperature (VTE) file must still exist from the P ATSIN translation for the 
SOO A T translator to use in calculating nodal temperatures from element temperatures. Once SINP AT has 
created the nodal results files, the easiest way to set up an animation is to set up a P A TRAN session file 
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that reads iIi all the frames. This avoids manual keying of three input lines per frame. The session file sets 
up the number of frames and the spectrum to be used. For each data frame, RUN, CONTOUR and RUN, 
HIDE commands are perfonned. The last line for the last frame must be typed in manually. After the last 
line is entered, the animation will begin running on the screen. The animation characteristics may be 
altered in real time using the animation menu. On 3-D workstations the part can be rotated on the screen 
durUtg animation, so that thennal progressions on all sides of the part may be viewed. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The innovations that have been used here are useful to reduce modeling time and produce more 
accurate results. Model integration using a solid modeling package allows direct transfer of information 
between not only analysts, but designers as well. The technique of using the transient derivative for model 
reduction and correlation is beneficial in reducing the large solid-model-derived thermal analysis models, 
and in many other areas such as correlatibn to test data. The logic used in SINDA and TRASYS, while not 
unique, is a good example of the wide variety of output that results from the flexibility of incorporating 
user logic. Finally. the animation ofthennal analysis results is a valuable tool for the analyst, and for 
aiding understanding when results are presented to a wider audience. 
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SUMMARY 
This paper contains the theory, algorithms, and test data correlation analysis of a math model 
developed to predict performance of the Space Station Freedom Vacuwn Exhaust System. The 
theory used to predict the flow characteristics of viscous. transition and molecular flow is 
presented in detail. Development of user subroutines which predict the flow characteristics in 
conjunction with the SINDA'85IFLUlNT analysis software are discussed. The resistance-
capacitance network approach wi~ application to vacuwn system analysis, is demonstrated and 
results from the model are correlated with test data. 
The model was developed to predict the performance of the. Space Station Freedom 
Vacuwn Exhaust System. However, the unique use of the user subroutines developed in this 
model and written into the SINDA'85IH..UINT thenna! analysis model, provides a powerful tool 
that can be used to predict the transient perfonnance of vacuwn systems and gas flow in tubes of 
virtually any geometry. This can be accomplished using a resistance-capacitance (R-C) method 
very similar to the methods used to perfonn thenna! analyses. 
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Subscripts: 
NOMENCLATURE 
cross-sectional area of tube in square centimeters 
diameter of tube (I.D.) in centimeters 
conductance in liters per second 
len2th of tube in centimeters 
molecular weight in kilograms per mole 
upstream pressure in torr 
downstream pressure in torr 
vacuum pressure in torr 
throughput in totr-liters per second 
temperature in Kelvin 
friction factor 
acceleration due to gravity 
radius of tube in centimeters 
specific heat ratio 
density 
viscosity in poises 
radius of tube in em 
mol molecular regime 
trans transitional regime 
visc viscous regime 
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INTRODUCTION 
The model presented in this text was developed to predict the characteristics of gases as 
they flow through tubes or other system components. The model is capable of predicting the 
pressure and throughput of gases in the visco~ transition, and molecular flow regimes. In 
addition, the model ~ capable of incorporating a characteristic pump curve as a boundary 
condition. The model was developed to predict the perfonnance of the Space Station Freedom 
Vacuum Exhaust System. However, the unique use of the user subroutines developed in this 
model and written into the SINDA'8SIFLUINT thermal analysis model, provide a powerful tool 
that can be used to predict the transient performance of vacuum systems and gas flow in tubes of 
~y any geometty 
THEORY 
As a gas flows through a tube or system component a pressure drop is experienced. The 
flow regime that occurs in a tube depends on the size of the tube, temperature of the gas, pressure 
in the pipe. and the type of gas. From Reference 1, molecular flow prevails at low gas densities 
where the mean free path or the average distance a molecule travels between successive 
intermolecular collisions is large compared to the tube cross section. As the mean free path 
shortens for higher pressure conditions. intermolecular collisions will predominate rather than 
collisions with the walls of the tube. Such a high density gas flow is called viscous or continuum 
flow. In this flow regime the velocity profIle is nearly parabolic. The mathematical relationships 
used to describe viscous flow depend on whether it is laminar, turbulent, incompressible, 
compressible. or critical. A complex transition region exists between the molecular and viscous 
regimes. Transition flow occurs when the molecular mean free path is about equal to the 
dimensions of the pipe. At this point, the flow is partially viscous and partially molecular in 
character. 
In space related vacuum systems, a vessel, usually at or above atmospheric pressure, will 
be allowed to vent through a series of manifolds, pipes and non-propulsive vents to the vacuum of 
space. The flow will therefore start out in the viscous flow regime and progress through the 
transition regime to the molecular regime. In the test case discussed later in this paper, a pump was 
used to evacuate a chamber from 760 Torr down to lxl0-4 Torr. The following sections will 
discuss the theory and equations used to characterize the viscous. transition, and molecular flow 
regimes in this exercise. In addition, the R-C network approach used to model the flow will be 
discussed. 
In the R-C network approach, the fluid flow is divided into discrete sections called nodes. 
As gas passes through the section of pipe connecting the node centers, a resistance to the flow 
exists, so that between the points a pressure difference is seen. In fact, no net flow will take place 
if this pressure difference does not exist. By an analogy with an electrical circuit, we defme a 
conductance between the two points such that the flow rate through the system is the product of 
the conductance and the pressure difference, i.e., . 
Where; 
Q=(Pt-PZ)G (2.1) 
Q = Mass flowrate or throughput from node 1 to node 2 (Torr-
liters/sec) 
PI = Pressure at the center of node 1 (Torr) 
P2 = Pressure at the center of node 2 (Torr) 
G = Conductance from the center of node 1 to the center of node 
2 (litel'Slsec) 
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Assuming no leaking or accumulation of gas in the system, Q will remain constant for any given 
time at node 1 and node 2 in the system. The R-C network analogy applied to fluid problems will 
allow use of the thenna! analysis code SINDA'85/FLUlNT to solve for transient pressures and 
throughputs at discrete points which represent the vacuum system. The FWDBK solution routine 
which applies the "Crank-Nicholson" implicit forwaidlbackward differencing method to the R-C 
network will be used to perform the required calculations. For further details on the "Crank-
Nicholson" method the reader is directed to References 3 & 4. 
Since the method developed here applies to a specific type of vacuum system and many 
characteristics of the flow are known, a number of simplifying assumptions can be made. 
1) The flow is isothermal. Past experience in the design and testing of vacuum systems has 
shown that in piping practice the isothennal assumption is a valid assumption. 
2) The gas behaves as an ideal gas. The gas in this case is air which is assumed to be an 
ideal gas. However, any other ideal gas could be modeled using the methods presented 
in this paper. 
3) Steady Flow. There is do accumulation of gas in the system. 
4) The friction factor is constant along the pipe. The piping used in this case was stainless 
steeL In most vacuum systems, the piping material will be high grade to prevent 
outgassing. This usually translates into a uniform friction factor. 
5) The flow is compressible in the viscous regime (Mach number of greater than 0.3). 
6) The flow is fully developed. The velocity profIle is the same at any position along the 
tube length. 
The equations illustrated in this paper were developed using these assumptions. 
The viscous flow regime is defined as the state in which the main form of energy and 
momentum transfer of the gas molecules is due to intennolecuJar collisions. This state occurs for 
high density gases where the mean free path of the gas molecules is small compared to the physical 
dimensions of the tube walls. When mo1ecules of the gas collide with each other they do not lose 
momentum. Only when they collide with the wall of the tube do they reduce their momentum. 
Therefore, the throughput Q, is expected to be highest in the viscous flow regime. Since the Space 
Station Freedom Vacuum Exhaust system is designed so that choking will occur at the exit (Le. the 
non-propulsive vent valve), the compressibility effects of the gas will dominate the flow equations 
(see assumption 5 ). 
The maximum velocity of a compressible fluid in a pipe is limited by the velocity at which a 
pressure wave may be propagated through the fluid medium. This velocity is the speed of sound 
in the fluid. If the flow is choked, the mass throughput no longer depends 'own the downstream 
pressure. Choked areas in the vent system will be identified by a comparison of the downstream 
and upstream pressure ratio (PC). From Reference 5, the equation used to detennine Pc is given 
by; 
_ 2 ...L 
Pc - (1+1)("(-1) (2.2) 
Locations in the vent system where the ratio of the downstream node pressure and the upstream 
node pressure is greater than Pc are considered UDchoked. From Reference 5, compressible pipe 
flow equations used to detennine conductance (G) and throughput (Q) for unchoked locations in 
the system are given by ; 
(2.3) 
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(2.4) 
Locations in the vent system where the upstream and downstream node pressure are less 
than Pc are considered choked. Again from Reference 5, the conductance and throughput 
between two nodes in chocked flow is given by 
G - Cd A ffiP (.-JL) (2.5) 
choked - .rr..- P P 
1 rl 1- ... 
(2.6) 
The Space Station Freedom Vacuum Exhaust System is designed to choke only at the non-
propulsive vent (the exit) however, this method will allow the user to predict where choking may 
occur. 
The transitional flow regime is characterized by both viscous and molecular flow 
properties. Transition flow OCCUIS over a range of two or three decades of pressure where the 
molecule-ta-wall collision pattern decreases and gives way to the intennolecular collision 
conditions which characterize viscous or continuum flow. Flow in the transition regime is not well 
understood but a great deal of experimental work. has been done to investigate the region ( see 
References 6, 7 & 8). An empirical expression given by Reference 1 describes the transition flow 
regime adequately as; 
(
1 + 0.82~.!.t) Qtran = Qvisc + L. Qmol 
1 + 1.11{tt 
(2.7) 
where Qvtac and Qmol are defined as, 
Q . _ ltr4 (~ ~) Vlac - 12 11 L 1 - 2 (2.8) 
(2.9) 
and the conductance equation is as follows, 
(2.10) 
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Transition pressure is the pressure at which the flow departs significantly from the parabolic 
velocity profile that characterizes viscous flow. From Reference 2 the transitional pressure (Pt ) is 
caIcu1ated from; 
Where; 
Pt = Transition pressure.(Torr) 
11 = Viscosity of the Gas (Poissions) 
T = Temperature of the gas (OK) 
o = Diameter of the pipe (em) 
M = Molecular Weight (Kg/Kmole) 
From Reference 2 the lower limit of the transition range is given by; 
Where; 
p}=O.114 Pt (2.11) 
PI = Lower pressure limit of the transition regime (Torr) 
Pt = Transition pressure (Torr). 
This is the pressure where the flow goes from transition to molecular flow. The upper limit of the 
transition flow regime is given by; 
Where; 
Pu=9.91 Pt (2.12) 
Pu= Upper pressure limit of the tranSition regime (Torr) 
Pt = Transition pressure (Torr). 
This is the pressure where the flow changes from viscous to transition flow. 
Using these equations, we can detennine when the flow is in the viscous, transition, or molecular 
flow regimes based on the pressure. With this infonnation. we can calculate conductance and 
throughput with the correct formulation. 
Molecular gas flow is defIned by the state at which the mean free path of the gas molecules 
is very large compared to the dimensional parameters of the tube. Gas molecules move in random 
straight lines impinging on the tube walls where at impact the molecule is stopped and randomly 
remitted. Any molecule that strikes the tube wall loses directional momentum because equal 
probability exists for it to proceed upstream or downstream after impact. The probability of the 
molecule traveling in any direction depends mainly on a solid angle defmed by the length of the 
tube (1) and the tube radius (r). According to Reference 1, the probability of a molecule passing 
through the tube without striking the tube wall is a function of the ratio Vr which defmes an 
attenuation factor applicable to the directional energy incident of the tube. Reference 6 has shown 
that the attenuation factor equals (8/3)x(r/l) for long tubes of circular cross section. From 
Reference 1, the throughput is given by; 
(2.13) 
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and the conductance equation is as follows; 
(2.14) 
During a point in the transient depressurization process, the outgassing and leakage effects in the 
system will tend to dominate the throughput results in the molecular flow regime. This will cause 
the analytical results to trend toward a steady-state solution. 
DETAILS OF THE SINDA'85IFLUINT MODEL 
The SINDA'85IFLUINT model was developed to provide the analysts a tool to predict the 
performance of vacuum systems ip. an accurate and efficient manor. By applying the methods 
described in the theory section of this paper. the analysts can quickly evaluate proposed vacuum 
system designs and provide transient data to support any conclusions. The SINDA'85/FLUINT 
solver is a widely used code that was developed under government contract with the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and is available through the Computer Software 
Management and Infonnation Center (COSMIC) ,located at the University of Georgia. for a 
nominal fee. The model has the flexibility of predicting characteristics of flow through the 
viscous, transition, and molecular flow regimes. The model can simulate a blowdown to the space 
environment or a pumpdown using any pump for which an accurate pump curve exists.The flow 
block diagrams Shown in Figures one through four illustrate the logic used in the overall model 
and the major subroutines. 
The model requires input from the analysts in several sections. The following paragraphs 
will identify specific parts of the SINDA'85IFLUlNT model that require user input along with 
specific examples from the test model. The explanations will assume that the reader has some prior 
knowledge of the SINDA'85IFLUINT solver. 
The first step to building any model is to divide the system to be modeled into discreet 
nodal segments connected by conductors. Figure 5 illustrates how the test setup was nodalized. 
The size of the nodes is dependent on the geometry and the locations where pressure and 
throughput data is required. For example, if a test set is to be analyzed, the analysts will want a 
node center at each location where pressure readings are to be made. In addition. points where 
diameter changes exists are candidates for node divisions. It should be noted, that runtime on the 
computer is proportional to the number of nodes present. In our test case, with smooth stainless 
steal piping. it was found that a cowse nodalization produced the same results as a fine 
nodaJization. 
As with all SINDA'85IFLUINT models, this is the section where the nodalization is 
defined. The following is ~e Header N ode Data section from the test case model; 
C ******************************************************************** 
HEADER NODE DATA, "lAC 
C ******************************************************************** 
C 
1, 
GEN 2, 5, 
-9999, 
1, 
760.0, 
750.0, 
760.0, 
250000.0 
-1.0 
-1.0 
$ Tank 
$ Line 
$ Space 
Of cowse, the nonna! SINDA'85/FLUINT designations for boundary nodes and arithmetic nodes 
is used. However. instead of an initial temperature in the second field, insert the initial pressure 
guess in Torr (example 760.0 Torr). In field 3, in place of the nonna! mass entry, insert the 
volume of the node segment in milliliters (example 250000.0 ml). In the test case all the volume 
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was lumped into the tank node, and the line nodes were modeled as arithmetic nodes. (See 
Reference 4 for further definition of an arithmetic node and the Header Node Data section.) 
Ag. as with all SINDA'8SIFLUINT models, this is the section where the conductor 
designations are made. The following is the Conductor Data section from the test case 
~; . 
C ******************************************************************** 
HEADER CONDUCTOR DATA, VAC 
C ******************************************************************** 
C 
C· Main Vent Line 
GEN 1, 5, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1.0 $ Vent Line Conductors 
6, 6, 9999, 1.0 $ G Bit Vent Valve And Space 
Since the actual conductor values ,are calculated by the user subroutines developed in this exercise, 
this section serves mainly to generate and designate the conductolS between the nodes defmed in 
the Header Node Data section. Again, the normal rules for developing SINDA'85IFLUINT models 
is followed in this section. (See Reference 4 for further details concerning SINDA'85IFLUINT 
models.) 
The Header Control Data section of any SlNDA'85IFLUINT model is the section where 
convergence is controlled. Therefore, this is a very important section of the model, especially 
since the pressure differences in the molecular region can be as small as lxlO-6 Torr. Therefore, 
the tolerances must be very tight or the numerical solution will converge to quickly yielding 
incorrect results. On the other hand, if the tolerances are set to tight, the solution will require 
several loops and a large amount of computer time to converge. The control data section of the test 
case· model is as follows; 
C ******************************************************************** 
Header Control Data, Global 
C ******************************************************************** 
C 
C Time in Minutes 
ARLXCA = 1.E-6 
ORLXCA = 1.E-6 
TIMEO = 0.0 
TIMEND = 200.0 
OUTPUT = 0.01667 
NLOOPT = 500 
UIO = Sl 
PATMOS = 0.00 
ABSZRO = 0.0 
As with all SINDA'85IFLUlNT models, ARLXCA defines the relaxation criteria for the arithmetic 
nodes defined in the Header Node Data section. In the same way, ORLXCA defines the relaxation 
criteria for the· diffusion nodes defined in the Header Node Data. It should be noted that ARLXCA 
and ORLXCA are set equal to lxlO-6 TOIT. Since the test case yielded tank pressures of lxlO-4 
Torr, two ordelS of magnitude lower than the lowest expected pressure is a good filSt guess. It is 
not uncommon for it to require 50 to 100 loops for the solution to converge. Therefore, NLOOPT 
should be set to 200 to 500 loops. In addition. ABSZRO is used in thennal models to tell SINDA 
that the model requires the absolute temperature scale. Since we are working in an absolute 
pressure scale and the pressures should never be less than zero, ABSZRO should be set to 0.00 . 
UlO, PATMOS, TIMEO, and TIMENO have the same meaning as in any other SlNDA'85IFLUINT 
model. (See Reference 4 for further details concerning SlNDA'85IFLUINT models.) 
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The HEADER USER DATA. Sbn section of the model is used to initialize the flow through 
each node so that the model does not fail on the firstloop when the flow is just getting started. The 
flow should be initiaHred at a very low value but some value greater than zero. From the test case 
the Header User Data section is as follows; 
C ******************************************************************** 
Header User Data, VAC ' 
C ******************************************************************** 
C 
C Initialize Nodal Throughput Values 
1 = 0.0001 
2 = 0.0001 
3 = 0.0001 
4 = 0.0001 
5 = 0.0001 
6 = 0.0001 
C 
Note that each node except the boundary node must be initialized. 
The Header Variab1es I section of the Vacuum System Analysis Model is the most 
important. In this section, Qutgassing rates are dermed, the vent subroutines are called, the pump 
subroutine is caUed, and the timestep subroutine is called. A detailed explanation of each of these 
subroutines is included in this paper. The Variables 1 section of the test case is as follows; 
C **************************************************************.****** 
Header Variables1, VAC 
C ******************************************************************** 
C 
C 
C 
Outgassing Rates For Tubes, 
Ql = 2.358E-l 
Q2,= 7.688E-l 
Q3 = 7.688E-1 
Q4 = 1.24E-l 
Q5 = 2.00E-2 
Q6 = 2.00E-2 
Pumps, Flexlines 
C CALL STATEMENT FOR SUBROtlTlNE - VENT(G, TI, TJ, MOOT, DIA, L) 
C DETERMINES IF THE FT£)W IS IN THE TRANSITION PRESSURE RANGE AND C 
CALCULATES A CONDUCI'ANCE (G), AND MI::oT. 
C 
C G - CONO:JCTANCE (mL/MIN) 
C TI - DClWNSTBEAM PRESSt.lRE (TORR) 
C TJ - UPSTRE'AM PRESSt.lRE (TORR) 
C MDOl' - MASS FLOWRATE (KG/MIN) 
C DIA - DIAMETER (CM) 
C L - LENGTH (CM) 
C 
M CALL MEPUMP(T9999, TIMEN,DTIMEU) 
M CALL VENT(G1, T1, T2, XKl, 3.81,327.66,ITEST) 
M CALL VENT(G2, T2, T3, XK2, 9.76,523.875 ,ITEST) 
M CALL VENT(G3, T3, T4, XK3, 9.76,1047.75,ITEST) 
M CALL VENT(G4, T4, TS, XK4, 9.76,287.6 ,ITEST) 
M CALL VENT(GS, TS, T6, XK5, 9.76,77 .3,ITEST) 
M CALL VENT(G6, T6, T9999, XK6, 3.81, 50.,ITEST) 
M CALL TIMESTEP(Tl, 4.76, rJl'IMEH, OUTPUI') 
C 
F ITEST = ITEST + 1 
C 
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Outgassing is defined as the release of gases or vapor absorbed by a material. Outgassing 
rates are a characteristic of the piping material. In the test case the material was stainless steal with 
an outgassing rate of lxlO-9 TOlT-literslsec-cm2. Therefore. to calculate the outgassing rate for a 
single node the surface area represented by the node is multiplied by the outgassing rate of the pipe 
material. 
The first subroutine called is the MEPUMP subroutine which is used in the test case to 
determine the pressure of the pump based on the pump curve. The user must make sure that the 
node representing the pump (in this case 9999) is included with a preceding T as the first entry in 
the MEPUMP call statement. 
Each conductor defined in the Header Conductor Data section must have a corresponding 
call statement as follows; 
M CALL VENT(Gn, Tnl, Tn2, XKnl, D,L ,ITEST) 
Where; 
Grll = Number designation of the conductor to be calculated 
Tnl = Node number of the first node in the conductor 
Tn2 = Node nwnber of the second node in the conductor 
XI<nl = Designation for the throughput at the first node in the 
conductor 
D = Diameter of the pipe between the node centers (cm) 
L = Distance between the node centers (em) 
I'l'EST= Dwnmy variable that flags the first timestep. 
In order to aid in convergence and reduce the required computation time, the time step is 
different for each flow regime. The timestep should be sma]]est in the viscous flow regime. larger 
in the transition regime and largest in the molecular flow regime. In order to insure that the best 
time step is chosen for the solution, the user should choose the node most distant from the space 
node or pump boundary to base the time step calculation. In the call statement; 
M CALL TIMESTEP (Tl, 4 .76, DTIMEH, OUTPUT) 
The user must enter the number of the node on which the time step is to be based preceded by a 
'T' (Tl in this case) and the diameter of the tank or pipe that the node represents (4.76cm in this 
case) in centimeteIS. 
The Header Subroutine Data section of the model is the section that was written to provide 
SlNDA'8SIFLUINT with the ability to model vacuum systems. Therefore these subroutines are 
the heart of the model. The user does not have to provide any input into the TIMESTEP subroutine. 
However. the MEPUMP & VENT subroutines require the user to input a representation of the pump 
curve and material constants of the gas. 
The vent subroutine is a FORTRAN code that uses the equations discussed in the theory 
section of this document to calculate the conductance between the two nodes in the call statement 
The calculations for the conductance are based on the pressure results from the previous time step. 
The filst portion of the routine initializes the material properties of the gas. In the test model the 
gas was air and the vent subroutine is as follows; 
C 
F SUBROUTINE VENT(G, TI, TJ, MOOT, D, L, ITEST) 
C 
FSTART 
C 
c· THIS SUBROUTmES DETERMINES THE CONDUCTANCE (G) AND MOOT OF THE FLC1iI 
C UNITS: G(mL/MIN), TI(TORR), TJ(TORR), MOOT (KG/MIN) , D(CM), L(CM) 
C 
C DECLARE REAL AND I.mICAL VARIABLES 
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REAL G,TI,TJ,MDOT,D,L,RBAR,MBAR,PI,T,VISC 
REAL AC,LC,F,GRAV,GAM,RA,LP,Z,K,COM,QM,QV,QT 
C REAL Kl,K2 
C 
C 
C INITIALIZE CONSTANTS AND SET AIR PROPERTIES: 
C MBAR(MOL.Wl' KG/I<MOLE) ,RBAR(UNIV.GAS CONST. (KN-CM/KMOL-K), 
C T (TEMP K) ,VISC (POSSIONS) ,AC (THROAT ARFA M"2), DENS (KG/M ..... 3) 
C 
MBAR = 28.97 
RBAR = 83.144 
T = 300.0 
VISC = 1.85E-4 
GAM = 1.4 
PI = 3.141592654 
GRAV = 32.2 
DELTAP=TI-TJ 
IF (DELTAP .LE. 0.0) DELTAP = 0.001 
If the vent system is being modeled using a fluid other than air MBAR, VISC , T &. GAM must be 
replaced with the appropriate constants. These constants are dermed as; 
MBAR = Molecular weight of the gas (Kg/Kmole) 
T = Average temperature of the gas (OK) 
VISC = Viscosity of the gas (poissions) 
GAM = Ratio of specific heats for the gas 
In some cases, the user may want to adjust the time steps used to calculate the transient pressure 
solution. Since each subroutine stands alone in SINDA'8SIFLUINT and variables must be 
specifically called out in the call statement, the values of MBAR, VISC, and T must be entered into 
the TIMESTEP subroutine also. The subroutine that controls the timestep is as follows; 
************************************************************************ 
F SUBROt1I'INE TIMESTEP (TI , D, OTIMEH, OtlTPtlT) 
C 
FSTART 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTlNE DE'l'ERMINES THE TIMESTEP IN MJNUTES 
C BASED ON THE TANK PRESSURE 
C 
C 
MBAR = 28.97 
T = 300.0 
VISC = 1.8SE-4 
C DE'I'ERMINE PRESSURE RANGES 
C 
PI' = 95.7 * SQRT(T/MBAR) * (VISC/D) 
PO = 9.91 * PI' 
PL = 0.114 * PI' 
C DETERMINE THE Fu:M STATE; MOLECULAR, TRANSITIONAL, OR VISCOUS 
CALL STATE (PU , PL, TI , IPMOL, IP'I'RN, IPVISC) 
IF (IPMOL .Gr. 1) THEN 
DTIMEH=1.0 
OUl'PUl'=1.0 
ENDIF 
IF (IP'I'RN • Gr • 1) THEN 
DTIMEH=0.9 
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C 
C 
pgroP 
0UTPtlT=0.9 
ENDIF 
IF (IPVISC • ar. 1) THEN 
I1I'IMEH=0 • 09 
00'l'PUl'=0 • 09 
ENDIF 
REl'URN 
END 
C.************************************************************************ 
The user may also wish to change the timestep for the problem solution. The timestep can be 
changed by changing the DTIMEH and OUTPUT statements above. 
The MEPUMP subroutine, was included so the model could analyze a pumpdown rather than 
a blowdown. The pwnp curve for the pwnp used in the pumpdown must be included in the 
MEPUMP subroutine. The MEPUMP subroutine for the test case is as follows; 
P SUBROUTINE MEPUMP (TI, TIMEN, DTIMEU) 
C 
PSTART 
·C 
c 
C 
C 
IF(TI .LT. 1.E-4) TI=1.E-4 
IF«TI .LT. 11.5) .AND. (TI .ar. 1.E-4» THEN 
TIOLD=11.5 
01'3=0l'3 +0l'IMEU 
G = 7.7362 - 6.4009*ALOG10(TI) 
G == G *1000.*60. 
TI = TIOLD/EXP«G*DT3/3s0000.» 
ENDIF 
IF «TI .GE.11.s) .AND. (TI .LT. 52.5» THEN 
PMPSP=1.s81s 
TIOLD=S2.s 
orl=Ol'l+Ol'IMEU 
G=PMPSP*1000.*60. 
TI=TIOLD/EXP(G*DT1/350000.) 
01'3=0.0 
ENDIF 
IF «TI .GE.52 .5) .AND. (TI .LT. 272.5» THEN 
PMPSP=0.7624 
TIOLD=272.5 
0l'2=DT2 +IJI'IMEU 
G=PMPSP*1000.*60. 
TI=TIOLD/EXP(G*DT2/3s0000.) 
0l'l=0.0 
ENDIF 
IF (TI .GE.272 .5) THEN 
PMPSP=.4274 
TIOLD=755. 
G=PMPSP*1000.*60. 
TI=TIOLD/EXP(G*TIMEN/350000.) 
0l'2=0.0 
ENDIF 
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In the test case, the pump was a pump package that was made up of four individual. pumps. Note 
that the quantity that is calculated in this subroutine is the pressure of the boundary node. In most 
C3SeS, the pump curve supplied by the pump vendor will be in the fonn of a G vs P curve. 
SanteJer (Reference t) develops a method of calculating a pressure vs time curve from this data 
which is as follows; 
P=PoeXP(-Gt/V) (3.1) 
Where; 
P = New pump pressure (Torr) 
Po = Pump pressure at previous timestep 
G • Conductance from the pump curve (G vs P) @ Po 
t = Timestep (min) 
V = System volume 
The MEPUMP subroutine used in tlie test case is discussed fwtherin the next section of this paper. 
TFSTCASE 
The test case was conducted to validate the assumptions, methods, and algorithms . 
described in this paper. The test involved modeling a vacuum test that had two different size pipes, 
flex lines, valves, and a pump package. The addition of the pump package complicated the 
modeling because the vendor data was not complete and the pump package contained 4 different 
pumps that became effective at different press1,lre ranges. 
The layout of the test setup is shown in Figure 5 . The test fixture consisted of a 250 liter 
chamber connected to the VESt header (9.78cmID.xlO1.6Ocm) by a3.StcmID. x 91.44 em 
branch line (simi]arto the line used to attach Space Station payloads to the Vacuum Exhaust 
System). Also included in the test setup was a pump package connected to the YES 1 header by a 
3.81cm 1.0. X 91.44 em branch line. The object of the test was to pump the vacuum chamber 
from atmospheric conditions (760 Torr) down to lxlO-4 Torr. The tank was filled with air and the 
YES t header was made of.stain1ess steal. The pump was a Trybodyne pump package that is made 
up of four pumps. Data collection consisted of vacuum pressure measurements recorded at the 
vacuum chamber. Bourdon, cold cathode, and Pirani gauges were use to measure pressure from 
760 torr to 10-:7 tOlT. Cold cathode gauges were the inverted magnetron design with a pressure 
range of 10-2 to 10-11 tOlT. Pirani gauges measured pressure from 200 tOlT to 10-4 torr. The 
bourdon gauge measured pressure from 30 psig to 0 mm Hg. The entire system was leak checked 
with a helium leak detector to 10-8 tlIs sensitivity with no measurable leaks indicated~ Residual gas 
analysis was peJ:fonned to qualify any contamination in the system. Pressure measurements were 
recorded manually from the gauge controller display and electronically from the gauge controller 
analog signal. Electronic data recording converted the raw analog signal to pressure units using a 
curve fit algorithm provided by the manufacturer. Data stored in the computer were then converted 
to Microsoft Excel and Cricket Graph format for reporting and graphics purposes. 
As discussed in above, the pump package presented a modeling challenge due to the design 
of the Trybodyne pump. This particular model pump consists of 4 pumps in series that are 
effective at different pressure levels. The pump curve is shown in Figure 6. From Figure 6 we 
see as the pressure approaches 0 the pump curve goes to infinity and above 11.5 Torr the pump 
data was found to be inaccurate in previous testing. 
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VESt Header (l.D.=9.78 em) 
~ __ Branch Line (l.D.=3.81 em) 
• • • 
s 4 3 
...... ---~Valve D (closed) 
Pump Connection Line (I.D.=3.81 em) 
Figure S. Vacuum Vent Test System Schematic 
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When the test was pedonned, it was found that the pump did not provide a pressure of less 
than lxl0-4 Torr. In order to model the pump in the pressure range of 700 Torr down to 11.5 
Torr, the conductance was assumed to be step wise linear. With this assumption, the pump speed 
was calcu1ated using equation 3.1 and pump test data. The steps over which the pump 
. conductance was calcu1ated were as follows; 
700 Torr to 272.5 Torr 
pump speed .0.4274 Vsee 
272.5 Torr to 52.5 Torr 
pump speed = 0.7624 Vsee 
52.5 Torr to 11.5 Torr 
pump speed = 1.58l211see 
After the pressure of the system dropped below 11.5 Torr, the pump curve shown in Figure 6 was 
used to predict the conductance of the pump. It should be noted that, in a blowdown or a 
pumpdown, the boundary is the driver for the system and any error associated with the pump 
curve will translate into an error in the analysis. Therefore, it is very important to have accurate 
data concerning the pump pedormance when doing this type of analysis. The method used here to 
model the pump was expected to induce some error into the analysis in the pressure range from 
760 Torr to 10 Torr. Greater accuracy might have been achieved if the pressure range had been 
divided into more steps. 
Plot of Conduct anc. v. Pr ••• ur. for t h. Pump Package 
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Figure 6. Plot of Conductance Vs Pressure For the Pump Package. 
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Figure 7 shows the correlation between the test data and analytical results. The flow 
remained in the viscous regime for 33.5 minutes and was in transition for 12 minutes before 
molecular flow began. Results from the analytical model predicted that the tank pressure would 
reach steady state at l.09SxlO-4 Torr. Test results indicate that the tank pressure would reach 
steady state at l.06xl0-4 Torr, yielding an error of 3.3 %. In addition, the trend of the results 
compares favorably with the test data. The largest deviation was found to be approximately 10 
minutes occurring at a pressure of 20 torr. This can be attributed to the assumption of a constant 
pump speed in this pressure range. A review of the actual test data has shown that speed 
inflections did occur in this pressure range for the pump. 
The results of the correlations support the Validity of vacuum flow analysis using numerical 
solution methods. Any deviations between the test and analysis is largely due to insufficient pump 
data. The pump in this case was t;he controlling factor and any discrepancies in pump modeling 
would have a direct impact on the results. In situations where the evacuation process is due to a 
blowdown, the analytical results should show greater accuracy. This is because, in a blowdown 
process the boundary node would remain at a constant pressure and not be based on a pressure vs 
time dependency such as a pump. 
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Plot of Pressure Vs Time For the Vacuum Chamber Node 
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Figure 7. Plot of Analytical Results 'and Test Results 
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FEATURES OF A SINDAIFLUINT MODEL OF A LIQUID OXYGEN SUPPLY LINE 
Boris G. Simmonds 
Sverdrup Technology, Inc. 
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TOPICS 
1. OBJECTIVES 
2. WHICH SINDA 
3. LIQUID OXYGEN (LOX) SUPPLY LINE 
4. FEATURES 
5. PROGRAM LISTING 
1. OBJECTIVES 
This paper descrfbes the modeling 
features used In a steady-state heat 
transfer problem using SlNDAlFLUfNT .. The 
problem modeled Is a 125 feet long, 3 Inch 
diameter pipe, filled with liquid Oxygen· 
flow driven by a given pressure gradient. 
The pipe Is fully Insulated In five sections. 
Three sectlona of 1 Inch thick spray-on 
foam and two sections of vacuum jackat. 
The model evaluates friction, tum. 10"" 
and convection heat tranafer between the 
fluid and the pipe wall. There I. conductfon 
through the foam Insulation WIth 
temperature dependent thern.t 
conductivity. The vacuum space Is model 
WIth radiation and gas molecular 
conduction, If present, In the annular gap. 
Heat Is transferrad between the outer 
surface and surrounding ambient by 
natural convectfon and radlsUon; and, by 
axlaf conduction along the pipe and . 
through the vacuum Jacleat spacers and 
wekled .... flang_ 
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The model makes extensive use of 
SlNDAlFLUINT basic capabilities such a. the 
GEM option for nodes an conductors (to 
g ....... groups of nodes or conductors). 
the SlY option (to generate single, 
temperature varying conductors), the SIM 
option (for multlple.·temperature varying 
conductors) and the M HX macros for fluId. 
(to generate strings of lumps, path. and ties 
representing a dlabatlc duct). It calls 
subroutine CONTRN (returns the reratlve 
location In the G-array of a network 
conductor. given an actual conductor 
number) enabling an extensive manipulation 
of conductor (calculation an assignment of 
their values) with DO loops. 
ModeIa like this Illustrate to the new an even 
to the old SlNDAIFLUINT user, features of the 
program that are not so obvious or known, 
and that are extremely handy When trying to 
take advantage of both, the automation of the 
DATA headers and make ... rglcal 
modifications to specific parameters of the 
tI1ermII or fluid elements In the OPERATIONS 
portion of the model. 
• 
1. OBJECTIVES (CONT) 
1. SHARE SINDAlfLUINT EXPERIENCES WITH OntER CODE USERS AT TFAWS 
2. APPLY TO PRACTICAL PROBLEMS IN ntE ENGINEERING FIELD 
3. ESTABUSH AN INDUSTRY SOURCE OF TRICKS AND SHORT CUTS FOR USERS 
OF SINDAIFLUINT 
4. ADDRESS SPECIALIZED TECHNIQUES NOT COVERED OR NOT SO OBVIOUS IN 
ntEMANUAL 
5. PROVIDE FEEDBACK TO CODE DEVELOPER FOR FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS 
2 •. WHICH SINDA 
1. SlNDAlFLUINT VERSION 2.5 
SYSTEMS IMPROVED NUMERICAL DIFFERENCING ANAL VZER 
AND FLUID INTEGRATOR, VERSION 2.5 DEVELOPED BY MARTIN MARIETTA 
ASTRONAunCS GROUP, DENVER, COLORADO UNDER CONTRACT NAS9-18411. 
2. PRESENTAnON FORMAT: 
1 DADa OP'r~OHS DA'rA 
. DADBR USER DAD, GLOBAL 
J-t--DADD. USER DAD,»DIl 
r-+-t----DADD. CON'!ROL DA'rA, GLOBAL 
DADa C01:1'ft\OL DAD, »DW 
IDIADD C01:1'ft\OL DA'rA, L%D 
IlBADD HODS DUA,PDB 
BBADD. CONDUC'rOR DAD, »nm . 
DADD I'LOW DA'rA,LlRB,r:m-7732 
BBADD ARRAY DAD, PD1: 
'---DADD. OPBRA'rJ:OHS DA'rA 
'----BBADBR VARlULBS 1,1»%1. 
DADO n.oGJ:C 0, %.Dm 
BBADD. OU'rPOT CALLS, PDW 
----DADa I'PBOP DAD,"32,Sl,O.O 
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3~ LOX SUPPLY LINE 
L02 
SUPPLY TANK 
- SOFlINSULATEo UNE 
_ 1N2/VACIACKBT 
_ VENTURI 
-I 'VALVE 
LOX LINE HARDWARE 
UNE 
Type 304L CRES 3 sa circular pIpe schad .... 80 
Length 22S ft 
8ypea length 14 ft 
DIameter (10) 2.9" 
Wall thlcknea 0.3" 
LN2IVACUUMJACKET 
Length (long) 73 ft (from foot 42 to foot 114) 
lAngIh (sbon) %1 ft (from foot 138 to foot 164) 
0 ......... (00) 8.825" 
wan thlcfcnea 0.143" 
AnnUlar gap 2.857'" 
End cape thlClmess 0.25" 
COMPONENTS 
eooelbows (qly 22) 
eo elbows (qly 2) 
T ... (qly2) 
Venturfes (qty 2) 
11111dlng s ..... (contact aNb8.0"'x0.50" and 8.0"x0.25" , 1.43" tall) 
4 .... (cfn:u.., 8""" (contact a .... 2.1'"XO.25", 1.Q5" tall ) 
FOAM INSULAnON 
Type aX·250 SOFi 
ThIcfcness 1" 
Length 41 ft (from foot 1 to foot 41) 
23 ft (form foot 115 to toot 137) 
81 ft (from foot 185 to foot 225) 
14 It (bypaa from foot 1 to foot 14) 
ThIrrnII Conductivity bO.G02StO.031898('r'R) BtulHr.ft.oF 
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4. FEATURES 
BBAJ)BJ\ OP'!%ONS DA'!A 
J---- ou;a;Ru;a;- VJ1.OU'f 
ri---- USDl. .. VJ1'
o
tJS1 
....H---- tJSD2 .. VJ1. tJS2 
DADD OPBRA'!J:ONS DATA 
CALL LICftD ( 'LlRII' ) 
CALL ~HTU ( 'LlRII' ) 
CALL 1''!BD.B t' LlRII' ) 
c:u.L ~('I'DB', 'ODD', 0) 
c:u.L 2!1'laIft ( 'RDB ' ) 
L IIII1'1'JI (lmD1, 100) 
• ~(RtJSKR2,100) 
.100 ~(1Z,'8',/ 
• • f 01.DG'm ':IoOX DUB ~StJU' PIoOX QCON/RAD ' 
I' 't;»I:)r.C QCONV QltAD' , / 
I' • '1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S') 
~1 WR%;tI:(RtJSZR2,101)(1+%;tZS~),L%HB.~(1+Z;t3S~),T(1+%;a;zST), 
H • T(1001+%DST) , LDII.l'L(1+%Dft) ,QC01\,QHOI.C,QCONV,QRAD 
° 1. 0tJUU'l 
PROCESSOR PRINT FILE NAME. CAN BE ANY NAME. THIS IS 
WHERE THE OUTPUT FROM CALLS TO J'I.ODP, TPRDr.r, 
PUMU, ETC. GOES TO AUTOMAnCALLY. 
2. ° OSBRl, OSBR2 
USER AUXILIARY FILE NAMES. CAN BE ANY NAME.TO PRINT 
TO THEM USE THE WRl:'!B (HtJSBR1, 100) TO PRINT FOR 
EXAMPLE TO USER1 FILE USING FORMAT 100. 
WRl:D(NUSD2,100) TO PRINT FOR EXAMPLE TO USD2 
FILE USING FORMAT 100. 
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4. FEATURES (CONT) 
DADER USER DA~A, GLOBAL 
1'1 - 3.1416 
........ --- Xl'DOI)- 3.5 $ Pipe OJ) (in) 
Dum- 2.9 $ Pipe m Cin) 
D-Dft- 0.3 . $ Pipe thJ;c:Jm... CiA) 
XSOJ'(1). 5.5 $ SOJ'I OJ) 
r+-~~-xvJOO - 6.625 $ Vaa jaclc (1) CiA) 
xv.:r.m • 6.357 $ Vac jaclc m (iA) 
XV.:rrK~ - 0.134 $ Vaa jacJr. thJ.c:Jme.. CiA) 
CORV - 1.0 ~ Hat COD" (Btu/=-:ft2-1') 
XLUtDA- 0.0 .. a'Z'ee •• t:h (ft) 
QCOR • 0.0 $ Seat tZ'aJUI by sorI eond. OZ' Jaclc.t zoad 
Qlll)LC - 0.0 $ Beat tZ'aJUI by goa mol cond 
QCORV - 0.0 $ Beat tzoUUl by COD9'ectioD 
Q1W) • 0.0 $ Beat tZ'UUI by zoacl to .UZ'Z'o~g. 
V'LVCV • 76.0 $ SUGGJ:STJD) BY ~DC GADDY 
BBADD OPBRA.TJ:OHS DATA 
J)1IfttOI) I'UB 
'---- D2 - Pl* CUDOD**2-UD:m**2) 14./144./1.0 
XIC. - xa/2. 
'---- XK3 - Pl* (XV.:roD**2-XV.T.m**2) 14./144./1.0 
'----- X1t4 • 2.*PI*1.0/ALOQ(XSOJ'O!)/uDOJ) $ 1'0ll 1" 01' U-250 
Xlt10. 2.*PI*.25/12./ALOG(xvJOO/UDOI) $ 1W)DL CORD J:NI) CAP 
1. THIS IS A HANDY WAY TO DEFINE PI OR ANY OTHER NAME 
VARIABLE. WATCH FOR PROGRAM RESERVED VARIABLES 
NAMES SUCH AS G100 (CONDUCTOR 100). VARIABLES 
ADS~ THROUGH Z'lES~ ARE AVAILABLE BY DEFAULT AND 
DO NOT HAVE TO BE EXPLICITLY SET. 
2. AFTER ENTERING DEJ'MOD PIPE, YOU CAN ENTER G'S, T'S, 
ETC. IN THE SDDD OPBRAT%OHS DATA BLOCK WITHOUT 
THE SUB-MODEL NAME IN FRONT OF IT-. 
(EX: ENTER G101=10 .0 INSTEAD OF PIPE. G101=10 • 0). 
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4. FEATURES{CONn . 
DADO CONTROL DA~A, GLOBAL 
um • IHG -------, 
--- ABSDO • -459.67 
I'M.'HDS • 0.0 
SIGMA • 1.0 
If.LOO>>S • SOO 
DADBR. !'PROP DAU, 7732,S%,0.0--
RGAS • 8314.34/31.9988 
~. 154.'~ 
1'~ • S.041:' 
S'I • 0.0132 
'l"JIDI - 70.0 
BBADBR. NODI: DA~A, PIPE 
-1000,-297.0,0.0 
-2000,-315.0,0.0 
-3000,70.0,0.0 
1. tm) 
UNIT SYSTEM IDENTIFIER. NonCE THAT THE LOX LINE 
PROBLEM IS IN ENG UNITS, WHILE THE FLUID PROPERTIES 
IN THE BDDBR !'PROP DA~A ARE GIVEN IN s:z: UNITS. 
2. ABSZRO 
VALUE OF ABSOLUTE ZERO IN USER'S TEMPERATURE 
UNITS 
ABSZRO = -460.0 ALLOWS USE OF TEMPERATURE IN OF 
INSTEAD OF OR. 
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4.· FEATURES (CONT) 
DA!)mR NODE: DA~A,PZPE: -
__ GmI 1,22',1,-200.0,1.0 
GIB 301,14,1,-200.0,1.0 
'---- QI1I 1001,41,1,70.0,1.0 
QZH 1042,73,1,70.0,1.0 
GKR 1115,23,1,70.0,1.0 
GKR 1138,27,1,70.0,1.0 
GIR 11&5,&1,1,70.0,1.0 
QZH 1301,14,1,70.0,1.0 
-1000,-297.0,0.0 
-2000,-315.0,0.0 
'---- -3000,70.0,0.0 
1. GBR 
, PDII 
$ BUMS 
$ BX-250 S'OUACI: 
• VAC JACD~ 
$ BX-2S0 SORJ'ACZ 
• VAC IN:D~ 
$ BX-250 SURrACZ $BDASS BX-250 S1J1U'ACZ $ caYO Dmt 
$ Ll12 JACD~ 
$ DBmtrr 
THIS SINGLE LINE GENERATES 225 DIFFUSION NODES, STARTING WITH NODE 1, IN INCREMENTS OF 1, INITIALLY AT 
-200°F, WITH A CAPACITANCE VALUE OF 1.0, TO REPRESENT TffE LINE. THE CAPACITANCE VALUE IS IMMATERIAL SINCE THIS IS A STEADY STATE MODEL NODES WILL BE NAMED 1, 2, 3, ETC. 
2. THIS SINGLE LINE GENERATES 41 DIFFUSION NODES, STARTING WITH NODE 1001, IN INCREMENTS OF 1, INITIALLY AT70°F, WITH A CAPACITANCE VALUE OF 1.0, TO . REPRESENT THE SOFI SURFACE. NODES WILL BE NAMED 1001, 1002, 1003, ETC. 
3. THIS SINGLE LINE GENERATES 1 BOUNDARY NODE 2000 (INDICATED BY THE NEGATIVE SIGN), AT 70°F, TO REPRESENT AMBIENT TEMPERATU~E. THE VALUE OF CAPACITANCE IN A BOUNDARY NODE IS MEANINGLESS. 
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4. FEATURES (CO NT) 
PAn" 000 
Thermal network schematic of typical section of line with SOFI. 
4. FEATURES (CONT) 
TIB46 
(CONY) 
Thermal network schematic of typical sectlo~ of line with vacuum jacket 
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4. FEATURES (CONT) 
BEADBR CONDUCTOR DATA, PIPE 
GZR 3001,225,1, 1,1,1001,1,0.0 
DADD VAlUABLBS 1, PDB 
c ... COCK. 1'0lt GAS HOI. CORD 
I' DO 10 ITJlS~O, 72 
$ cas MOLZC CONI) (SOME D1lMMlES 
K ~S~(T(42+I~ST)+T(1042+IT.ZST»/2.+460. 
XX6-(1.4+1.)/(1.4-1.)*«32.2*154!.)/(8.*PX*28.*TT.BST»**.5 *1. 
XII"I*X»I»OD/12.*1. 
CALL CORT.RH(·~%PZ·,3042+~~,JT.BST) 
H ~.Q(J!ZST).XK6*XK1*XII*3600./778. 
~3.*XK9/XK7*«.I*1!45.*TT.BST)/(8.*32.2*28.»**.5 
MlO %I'(~.LB.«XVJID-XPIIOD)/2./12.»QLOBAL.Q(JTBST)-O.0 
C CDCX 1'0lt GAS MOl. CORD 
I' DO 20 IT.ZS~O,26 
N ~ST=(T(138+IT.ZST)~(1138+IT.ZST»/2.+460. 
XX6-(1.4+1.)/(1.4-1.)*«32.2*1545.)/(8.*~I*28.*TTEST»**.5*1. 
XII=PI*XPlPOD/12.*1. 
H CALI. 00Rr.RR('PIIE',3138+ITJlST,J!ZST) 
N QLOBAI..Q(JTBST)-ZX6*XK7*XII*3600./778. 
XLIHD~.*XK9/XK7*«PI*1545.*TT.IST)/(8.*32.2*28.»**.5 
M20 II'(x:r.~.I.B.«XVJll)-XPIIOD)/2./12.»GLOBAL.G(JT.mST)-O.O 
1. GBH 
THIS SINGLE LINE GENERATES 225 CONDUCTION 
CONDUCTORS,STARTING WITH CONDUCTOR NUMBER 3001, 
IN INCREMENTS OF 1, CONNECTING NODE 1 IN INCREMENTS 
OF 1, TO NODE 1001 IN INCREMENTS OF 1, WITH A 
CONDUCTOR VALUE OF 0.0. CONDUCTORS WILL BE NAMED 
3001, 3002, 3003, ETC. 
THESE CONDUCTORS REPRESENT GAS MOLECULAR 
CONDUcnON IN THE NEAR-VACUUM SPACE, AND THEIR 
VALUE ARE RE-COMPUTED (FROM 0.0) TO SOMETHING ELSE 
IN THE IIBADBR VAlUABLES 1 BLOCK BASED ON SOME 
LOGIC PROGRAMMED THERE. 
NonCE THAT THERE ARE TWO DO LOOPS OF 73 AND 27 FOR 
A TOTAL OF ONLY 100 CONDUCTORS TO BE COMPUTED. THE 
OTHER 125 ONES WILL REMAIN AS 0.0. WHILE THEY ARE NOT 
NEEDED, THEY WERE LEFT THERE AS DUMMIES FOR 
FUTURE UTILIZATION. 
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4. FEATURES (CONT) 
BBADBR. CONDUCTOR'DATA, PIPE 
S~ 2001,41,1, 1,1,1001,1,JA,K4 
S~ 2115,23,1,115,1,1115,1,JA,K4 
S~ 2165, 61,1, 165,1,1165,1,JA,X4 
S~ 2301,14,1,301,1,1301,1,JA,X4 
BBADBR. ARRAY DATA,PIPB 
, • c X ·801'% BX-250 ' 
1---- 4, -460.0, 0.00259 
800.0, O.031696,EHD 
BBADBR. OPBRA'lIONS DATA 
. 
1..0.-__ Xlt4 • 2.*P%*1.0/ALOG(XSOI'OD/D%P0J) 
1. sm 
$ BX-250 1W)IAL cam 
$ BX-250 1W)IAL cam 
$ BX-250 1W)IAL CONn 
$ BX-250 RADIAL CONn 
$ I'OR 1" 01' BX-2S0 
TO INPUT ONE OR MORE TEMPERATURE-VARYING 
CONDUCTORS. 
SINDA COMPUTES THE CONDUCTION CONDUCTOR K*A/X 
BY GE111NG K FROM ARRAY 4 ( T VERSUS K), AND 
CONSTANT K4 (AIX) AS XK4, COMPUTED IN THE BBADER 
OPBRATIOHS BLOCK, AND MULTIPLYING THE TWO. 
1. CON'rRN 
THIS ROUTINE RETURNS THE RELATIVE LOCATION IN THE 
G-ARRAY OF A NETWORK CONDUCTOR, GIVEN THE ACTUAL 
CONDUCTOR NUMBER. 
THE LOX LINE MODEL MADE EXTENSIVE USE OF THIS 
ROUTINE IN ORDER TO UTILIZE DO LOOPS TO RECALCULATE 
THE VALUES OF CONDUCTORS WITHIN SECTIONS OF THE 
UNE. 
2. NOTICE THAT THE RADIATION CONDUCTOR CALCULATION 
INCLUDES SJ:GHA (O.1714E-S), WHILE IT IS DEFINED AS 1.0 IN ' 
THE BUDD CONTROL DATA, GLOBAL BLOCK. THE DEFAULT 
VALUE (IF NOT DEFINED) IS 0.1714E-8. 
ONE COMMON ERROR IS TO CALCULATE A CONDUCTOR 
WITH SIGMA, BUT NOT DEFINING IT AS 1.0 IN THE HEADER 
COH'.rROL DATA BLOCK. THIS, OF COURSE, RESULTS IN A 
CONDUCTOR THAT IS MULTIPLIED TWICE BY SJ:GMA. 
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4. FEATURES (CONT) 
HEADER FLOW DATA,LlNE,FID=7732 
ria J)U, xr.-o .0, Pt.-100 .0, o;rr.--297 • 0 PA J)D', J)a-2. 9/12., OPI'-O.5 LU P~,lOOO, PL-400.0 
K ax,l,J), 1,1,1,PIP •• l,1000,HS.Q.l1,~11.,DSS-2.9/12.,Lo-JDNC,PA-S~ K BX,2,D,12,12,12,PlP •• 12,11,HS.QD1,~1.,Das-2.9/12.,Lo-JOHC,p~LOSS,rK=.35 K BX,3,J),13,13,13,PIP •• 13,12,HS.~,~2.,J)BS-2.9/12.,LU-JOHC,P~TOBB H BX,4,J),15,15,15,PZ! •• 15,14,HSBG=1,~1.,Das-2.9/12.,Lu-JUNC,P~LOSS,FX=.35 K ax,5,Q,~6,16,16,PIP •• 16,15,HSZG-2,~.,J)BS-2.9/12.,Lu-JOHC,P~S~ N ax,6,D,18,18,18,p%pZ.la,17,HS2G-l,~1.,Dss-2.9/12.,~C,P~LOSS,rx-.35 K BX,7,J),19,19,19,'IP •• 19,18,HSB0-2,~.,J)as-2.9/12.,Lu-JCNC,PA-STOBZ 
• 
H BX,43,J),201,201,201,PZ! •• 201,200,HS.G-l,~1.,J)as-2.9/12.,Lu-JONC,P~LOSS,FB> 
BBADU !'LOGIC 0, LINE 
c ~ CV ':0 J'It I'01t. VALVBS lUm 'V&Ni!lJkD:S 
n201-3. 01:7* (AI'201/vr.VCV) **2 $ vmmnu: 
1. ax MACRO 
TO GENERATE A STRING OF ONE OR MORE LUMPS, PATHS AND TIES REPRESENTING A DIABATIC DUCT (HEAT EXCHANGER SEGMENT). 
SOME ARE PATH PA = STUD AND PA = LOSS TYPE OF CONNECTOR. 
2. IS THERE AN ax I)U' Lo-JtmC COMMAND TO DEFINE DEFAULTS FOR MACROS 111 . 
3. SOME OF THE LOSSES WERE SPECIFIED BY CV COEFFICIENT. THIS HANDY EQUATION, GIVEN IN THE SINDA MANUAL, CONVERT CV'S TO :&'K'S. 
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5. PROGRAM LISTING 
HEADER OPTIONS DATA 
UTIoE OSTB LOX TRANSFER LINE 
OOTPOT - VJ1.OOT 
OSERl - VJ1.0Sl 
OSER2 - VJ1.0S2 
RSO - VJ1.RSI 
HEADER. OSER. DATA, GLOBAL 
PI -3.1416 
XPIPOD -3.5 $ Pipe 00 (in) 
XPIPID -2.9 $ Pipe 10 (in) 
XPIPTR -0.3 $ Pipe thicknesa (in) 
XSOFOD -5.5 $ SOFI 00 
XVJOD -6.625 $ Vac jack 00 (in) 
XVJID -6.357 $ Vac jack ID (in) 
XVJTlt -0.134 $ Vac jack ,thicknesa . (in) 
CONV -1.0 $ Nat conv' (Btu/hr-ft2-F) 
XLAMDA -0.0 $ Free Path (ft) 
QCOR -0.0 $ Heat trans by SOFI cond or Jacket rad 
QMOLC -0.0 $ Heat trans by gas mol cond 
QCONV -0. 0 $ Heat trans by convection 
QRAD -0.0 $ Heat trans by rad to surroundings 
VLVCV -76.0 $ SOGGESTED BY TIM GADNEY 
HEADER. CONTROL DATA, GLOBAL 
010 - ENG 
ABSZRO - -459.67 
PATHOS - 0.0 
SIGMA - 1.0 
NLOOPS - 500 
HEADER. CONTROL DATA, PIPE 
EBALSA - 0.001 
HEADER. CONTROL DATA, LINE· 
QEBALF - 0.001 
HEADER. NODE DATA, PIPE 
C PIPE X SECTION IS pi*od*thick/144 
GEN 1,225,1,~200.0,1.0 
ft2, EACH SEGMENT 1 ft LONG 
GEN 301,14,1,-200.0,1.0 
GEN 1001,41,1,70.0,1.0 
GEN 1042,73,1,70.0,1.0 
GEN 1115,23,1,70.0,1.0 
GEN 1138,21,1,70.0,1.0 
GEN 1165,61,1,70.0,1.0 
$ PIPE 
$ BI-PASS 
$ BX-250 SURFACE 
.$ VAC JACKET 
$ BX-250 SURFACE 
.$ VAC JACKET 
$ BX-250 SURFACE 
GEN 1301,14,1,70.0,1.0 
-1000,-297.0,0.0 
$ BI-PASS BX-250 SURFACE 
$ CRYO TANK 
-2000,-315.0,0.0 $ LN2 JACKET 
-3000,70.0,0.0 .$ AMBIENT 
HEADER. CONDOCTOR DATA, PIPE 
SIV 1,1000,1,A2,Kl 
SIM 2,224,1,1,1,2,1,A2,K2 
$ AXIAL COND TO TANK 
$ PIPE AXIAL COND 
·SIM 300,1,1,194,1,·301,1,A2,K2 
SIM 301,13,1,301,1,302,1,A2,K2 
SIM 314,1,1,314,1,205,1,A2,K2 
SIM 1042,72,1,1042,1,1114,1,A2,K3$ 
SIM 1138,26,1,1138,1,1164,1,A2,K3$ 
SIM 2001,41,1,1,1,lOOl,1,A4,K4 
GEN-2042,73,1,42,1,1042,1,0.O 
SIM 2115,23,1,115,1,111S,1,A4,K4 $ 
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.$ UP PIPE-TO-BI-PASS AXIAL COND 
$ PIPE BI-PASS AXIAL COND 
$ LW PIPE-TO-BI-PASS AXIAL COND 
JACKET AXIAL COND 
JACKET AXIAL COND 
$ BX-250 RADIAL COND 
$ VAC JACKET RAe 
BX-250 RADIAL COND 
GEN-2138,27,1,138,1,1138,1,0.0 
SIH 2165,61,1,165,1,1165,1,A4,R4 
SIH 2301,14,1,301,1,1301,1,A4,R4 
GEH 3001,225,1, 1,1,1001,1,0.0 
GEN 4001,225,1,1001,1,3000,0,0.0 
GEH 4301, 14,1,1301,1,3000,0,0.0 
GEH-5001,225,1,1001,1,3000,0,0.0 
GEH-5301, 14,1,1301,1,3000,0,0.0 
C SUPPORT COHOOCTORS 
$ VAC JACKET RAD 
$ BX-250 RADIAL COHO 
$ BX-250 RADIAL COHO 
$ GAS MOLEC COND (SOME DUMMYS) 
$ BX-250 , JACKET CONV TO AMB 
$ BX-250 BI-PASS CONV TO AMB 
$ BX-250 , JACKET RAD TO AMB 
$ BI-PASS BX-250 RAD TO AMB 
SIH 6042,1,1, 42,1,1042,1,A2,R10 $ EHO CAP RADIAL COHO 
SIH 6045,1,1, 45,1,1045,1,A2,Rl1 $ COND SLIDING SPACER 
SIH 6048,1,1, 48,1,1048,1,A2,Rl1 $ COND SLIDING SPACER 
SIH 6049,1,1, 49,1,1049,1,A2,Xl1 $ COND SLIDING SPACER 
SIH 6051,1,1, 51,1,1051,1,A2,R11 $ COND SLIDING SPACER 
SIH 6052,1,1, 52,1,1052,1,A2,Rl0 $ EHO CAP RADIAL COHO 
SIH 6053,1,1, 53,1,1053,1,A2,R10 $ EHO CAP RADIAL COHO 
SIH 6054,1,1, 54,1,1054,1,A2,Rl1 $ COND SLIDING SPACER 
SIH 6058,1,1, 58,1,1058,1,A2,Rl1 $ COHO SLIDING SPACER 
SIH 6066,1,1, 66,1,1066,1,A2,R13 $ COND FIXED ANCHOR WING' 
SIN 9066,1,1, 66,1,3000,6,A2,K14 $ COND FIXED ANCHOR TO GROUND 
SIM 6073,1,1, 73,1,1073,1,A2,K11 $ COND SLIDING SPACER 
SIM 6075,1,1, 75,1,1075,1,A2,Kl1 $ COND SLIDING SPACER 
SIH 6077,1,1, 71,1,1077,1,A2,Kll $ COND SLIDING SPACER 
SIH 6081,1,1, 81,1,1081,1,A2,R11 $ COND SLIDING SPACER 
SIH 6085,1,1, 85,1,1085,l,A2,R11 $ COND SLIDING SPACER 
SIH 6093,1,1, 93,1,1093,1,A2,Rl1 $ COND SLIDING SPACER 
SIH 6097,1,1, 97,1,1091,1,A2,Rl1 $ COND SLIDING SPACER 
SIH 6099,1,1, 99,1,1099,l,A2,K11 $ COND SLIDING SPACER 
SIH 6101,1,1,101,1,1l01,1,A2,Kll $ COND SLIDING SPACER' 
SIM 6109,1,1,109,1,1108,1,A2,Kl1 $ COND SLIDING SPACER 
SIH 6114,1,1,114,1,1114,1,A2,Kl0 $ EHO CAP RADIAL COHO 
SIH 6138,1,1,138,1,1138,1,A2,R10 $ EHO CAP RADIAL COHO 
SIH 6145,1,1,145,1,1145,1,A2,R12 $ COHO 4S DEG SPACER 
SIH 6147,1,1,147,1,1141,1,A2,R12 $ COND 45 DEG SPACER 
SIH 6151,1,1,151,1,1151,1,A2,Rl1 $ COND SLIDING SPACER 
SIH 6153,1,1,153,1,1153,1,A2,Kl1 $ COND SLIDING SPACER 
SIH 6155,1,1,155,1,1155,1,A2,K12 $ COND 45 DEG SPACER 
SIH 6157,1,1,lS7,1,1157,1,A2,R12 $ COND 4S DEG SPACER 
SIH 6161,1,1,161,1,1161,1,A2,K11 $ COHO SLIDING SPACER 
SIH 6163,1,1,163,1,1163,1,A2,Kll $ COND SLIDING SPACER 
SIH 6164,1,1,164,1,1164,1,A2,Kl0 $ EHO CAP RADIAL COHO 
C ONCOMMENT NEXT TWO LINES FOR LN2 CASES 
C GEN 7042,13,1,42,1,2000,0,1000.0 $ 
C GEN 7138,27,1,138,1,2000,0,1000.0 $ 
C GEN 8042,73,1,2000,0,1042,1,1000.~ 
C GEN 8138,27,1,2000,0,1138,1,1000.~ 
HEADER FLOW DATA,LINE,FID-7732 
LO DEF, XL-0.0,PL-100.0,TL--291.0 
PA DEF, DH-2.9/12.,OPF-0.5 
LO PLEN,1000,PL-400.0 
LINE TO LN2 
LINE TO LN2 
JACKET TO LN2 
JACKET TO LN2 
M HX,l,D, 1,1, 1,PIPE.1, 1000, NSEG-ll, TLENT-ll. ,DHS-2. 9/12. , LO-JONC,PA-STUBE 
M HX,2,D,12,12,12,PIPE.12,11,NSEG-1,TLENT-1.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-LOSS,FK-.3S 
M HX,3,D,13,13,13,PIPE.13,12,NSEG-2,TLENT-2.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-STOBE 
M HX,4,D,15,15,15,PIPE.15,14,NSEG-1,TLENT-1.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-LOSS,FK-.35 
M HX,5,D,16,16,16,PIPE.16,15,NSEG-2,TLENT-2.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-STOBE 
M HX,~,D,18,18,18,PIPE.18,17,NSEG-1,TLENT-1.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JUNC,PA-LOSS,FK-.3S 
M HX,7,D,19,19,19,PIPE.19,18,NSEG-2,TLENT-2.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-STOBE 
M HX,8,D,21,21,21,PIPE.21,20,NSEG-1,TLENT-1.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-STOBE 
H HX,9,D,22,22,22,PIPE.22,21,NSEG-1,TLENT-l.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-LOSS,FK-O.O 
M HX,10,D,23,23,23,PIPE.23,22,NSEG-4,TLENT-4.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-STOBE 
M HX,11,D,27,27,27,PIPE.27,26,NSEG-1,TLENT-1.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JUNC,PA-LOSS,FK-.3S 
M HX,12,D,28,28,28,PIPE.28,27,NSEG-S,TLENT-5.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-STOBE 
M HX,13,D,33,33,33,PIPE~33,32,NSEG-1,TLENT-1.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-LOSS,FR-.3S 
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M HX,14,D,34,34,34,PIPE.34,33,NSEG-2,TLENT-2.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-STOBE 
M BX,15,D,36,36,36,PIPE.36,35,NSEG-l,TLENT-l.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JUNC,PA-LOSS,FK-.35 
M HX,16,D,37,37,37,PIPE.37,36,NSEG-4,TLENT-4.,OHS-2.9/12.,LO-JUNC,PA-STOBE 
M HX,17,D,41,41,41,PIPE.41,40,NSEG-l,TLENT-l.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JUNC,PA-LOSS,FK-.35 
M HX,18,O,42,42,42,PIPE.42,41,NSEG-72,TLENT-72.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JUNC,PA-STOBE 
M HX,19,D,114,114,114,PIPE.114,113,NSEG-l,TLENT-l.,DHS-2.9/12., LO-JONC,PA-LOSS,FK-.3S 
M HX,20,D,115,115,11S,PIPE.115,114,NSEG-7,TLENT-7.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-STOBE 
M HX,21,D, 122, 122, 122,PIPE.122,121,NSEG-1,TLENT-1.,DHS-2. 9/1 2., LO-JONC,PA-LOSS,FK-.35 
M HX,22,D,123,123,123,PIPE.123, 122,NSEG-6,TLENT-6.,DHS-2. 9/1 2.,LO-JUNC,PA-STOBE 
M HX,23,D,129,129,129,PIPE.129,128,NSEG-1,TLENT-1.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-LOSS,FK-.3S 
M HX,24,D,130,130,130,PIPE.130,129,NSEG-7,TLENT-7.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-STOBE 
M HX,2S,D,137,137,137,PIPE.137,136,NSEG-l,TLENT-l.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-LOSS,FK-.3S 
M HX,26,D,138,138,138,PIPE.138,137,NSEG-8,TLENT-1.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-STOBE 
M HX,27,D,146,146,146,PIPE.146,14S,NSEG-1,TLENT-1.,DHS-2.9/12., LO-JONC,PA-LOSS,FK-. 19 
M BX,28,D,147,147,147,PIPE.147,146,NSEG-9,TLENT-9.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-STOBE 
M BX,29,D,lS6,lS6,lS6,PIPE.1S6,lS5,NSEG-l,TLENT-l.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-LOSS,FK-.19 
M HX,30,D,157,lS7,lS7,PIPE.157,156,NSEG-7,TLENT-7.,DHS-2.9/12., LO-JONC,PA-STOBE 
M HX,31,D,164,164,164,PIPE.164,163,NSEG-1,TLENT-l.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-LOSS,FK-.3S 
M HX,32,D,165,165,165,PIPE.165~164,NSEG-7,TLENT-7.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-STOBE 
M HX,33,D, 172, 172, 172,PIPE.172,'171,NSEG-l,TLENT-l.,DHS-2. 91 12.,LO-JONC,PA-LOSS,FK-.35 
M HX,34,D,173,173,173,PIPE.173,172,NSEG-l,TLENT-l.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-STOBEBE 
M HX,3S,D,174,174,174,PIPE.174, 173,NSEG-1,TLENT-l.,DHS-2. 9/1 2.,LO-JONC,PA-LOSS,FK-.35 
M HX,36,D,175,175,175,PIPE.175,174,NSEG-2,TLENT-2.,DHS-2.9/12., LO-JONC,PA-STOBE 
M HX,37,D,177,177,177,PIPE.177,176,NSEG-1,TLENT-l.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-LOSS,FK-.35 
M HX,38,D,178,178,178,PIPE.178,177,NSEG-10,TLENT-10.,DHS-2.9112.,LO-JONC,PA-STOBE 
M HX,39,D,188,188,188,PIPE.188,187,NSEG-l,TLENT-l.,DHS-2.9/12., LO-JONC,PA-LOSS,FK-.35 
M HX,40,D,189,189,189,PIPE.189,188,NSEG-6,TLENT-6.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-STOBE 
C STRAIGHT SPLIT 
M HX,41,D,19S,195,19S,PIPE.19S,194,NSEG-l,TLENT-l.,DHS-2.9/12., LO-JONC,PA-LOSS,FK-. 15 
M HX,42,D,196,196,196,PIPE.196,19S,NSEG-5,TLENT-S.,DHS-2.9/12., LO-JONC,PA-STOBE 
C VENTURI 
M RX,43,D,201,201,201,PIPE.201,200,NSEG-1,TLENT-1.,DHS-2.9112.,LO-JONC,PA-LOSS,FK-O.O 
CVALVE 
M HX, 44,D,202,202,202,PIPE.202,201,NSEG-2,TLENT-2.,DHS-2. 9/1 2.,LO-JONC,PA-STOBE 
M HX,4S,D,204,204,204,PIPE.204,203,NSEG-l,TLENT-1.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-LOSS,FK-.15 
M HX,46,D,20S,205,205,PIPE.205,204,NSEG-4,TLENT-4.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JUNC,PA-STUBE 
M HX,47,D,209,209,209,PIPE.209,208,NSEG-l,TLENT-1.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-LOSS,FK-.35 
M HX,48,D,210,210,210,PIPE.210,209,NSEG-6,TLENT-6.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-STOBE 
M HX,49,D,216,216,216,PIPE.216,215,NSEG-l,TLENT-l.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-LOSS,FK-.35 
M HX,50,D,217,217,217,PIPE.217,216,NSEG-1,TLENT-1.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-LOSS,FK-.35 
M RX,Sl,D,218,218,218,PIPE.218,217,NSEG-3,TLENT-3.,DHS-2.9/12., LO-JONC,PA-STOBE 
M HX,52,D,221,221,221,PIPE.221,220,NSEG-1,TLENT-l.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-STOBE 
M HX,53,D,222,222,222,PIPE.222,221,NSEG-1,TLENT-1.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-LOSS,FK-O.O 
M RX, S4,D,223,223,223,PIPE.223,222,NSEG-l,TLENT-l.,DHS-2. 9/1 2.,LO-JONC,PA-STOBE 
M HX,S5,D,224,224,224,PIPE.224,223,NSEG-l,TLENT-l.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-LOSS,FK-.35 
C END OF LOX LINE 
M HX,56,C,225,225,22S,PIPE.22S,224,2000,NSEG-1,TLENT-1.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JUNC,PA-STOBE 
C TORN SPLIT 
M HX,S7,D,301,301,301,PIPE.301,194,NSEG-l,TLENT-l.,DHS-2.9/12., LO-JUNC,PA-STOBE 
M HX,58,D,302,302,302,PIPE.302,301,NSEG-l,TLENT-l.,DHS-2.9/12'., LO-JONC,PA-LOSS,FK-.3S 
M HX,S9,D,303,303,303,PIPE.303,302,NSEG-6,TLENT-6.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-STOBE 
C VENTURY 
M HX,60,D,309,309,309,PIPE.309,308,NSEG-l,TLENT-l.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-LOSS,FK-O.O 
M HX,62,D,310,310,310,PIPE.310,309,NSEG-2,TLENT-2.,DHS-2.9/12., LO-JONC,PA-STOBE 
M HX,63,D,312,312,312,PIPE.312,311,NSEG-1,TLENT-1.,DHS-2.9112.,LO-JONC,PA-LOSS,FK-.35 
M HX,64,D,313,313,313,PIPE.313,312,NSEG-l,TLENT-l.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JUNC,PA-STOBE 
M HX,65,C,314,314,314,PIPE.314,313,204,NSEG-1,TLENT-1.,DHS-2.9/12.,LO-JONC,PA-LOSS,FK-.70 
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LO PLEN,2000 $ EXAOST 
HEADER ARRAY DATA, PIPE 
C It FOR AISI 304L SS (BTO/HR-FT-F) 
2, -400.0, 2.0 
-350.0, 4.0 
-300.0, 5.1 
-250.0, 6.0 
-150.0, 7.0 
-50.0, S.O 
100.0, 9.0, END 
C It SOFI BX-250 
4, -460.0, 0.00259 
SOO.O, 0.031696,ENO 
HEADER OSER DATA, PIPE 
1 -0.0 
2 -0.0 
3 -0.0 
4 -0.0 
S -0.0 
6 -0.0 
7 -10.E-5*.01934*144. $ IN-HG--->PSIA 
S -0.0 
9 -.022S/3600. 
10 -0.0 
II -0.0 
12 -0.0 
13 -0.0 
14 -0.0 
HEADER OPERATIONS DATA 
BOlLO PIPE, PIPE 
OUMOD PIPE 
$ PIPE SURFACE AREA 
$ GN2 gaa viae (LBM/FT-SEC) 8250 R 
$ A/X FOR RADIAL CONO END CAP 
$ A/X FOR CONO SLIDING SPACER 
$ A/X FOR CONO 45 OEG SPACER 
$ A/X FOR CONO FIXED ANCHOR WING 
$ A/X FOR CONO FIXED ANCHOR TO GROUND 
XK2 - PI*(XPIPOO**2-XPIPIO**2)/4./144./1.0 
XK1 - XK2/2. 
XK3 - PI*(XVJOO**2-XVJIO**2)/4./144./1.0 
XK4 - 2.*PI*1.0/ALOG(XSOFOD/XPIPO~FOR 1" OF BX-2S0 
XK10- 2.''-PI*.25/12./ALOG(XVJOO/XPIPOO) $ RADIAL CONO END CAP 
XX11- 6.*(.2S+.5)/1.43/12. $ CONO SLIDING SPACER 
XX12- 4.*.2S*2.1/1.05/12. $ CONO 45 DEG SPACER 
XX13- 6.*.2S/1.43/12. $ CONO FIXED ANCHOR WING 
XK14- S.*.5/9.56/12. $ CONO FIXED ANCHOR TO GROUND 
F 00 10 ITEST-0,40 
M CALL CONTRN('PIPE',4001+ITEST,JTEST) 
M CALL CONTRN('PIPE',SOOl+ITEST,KTEST) 
C SOFI CONVECTION TO AMB 
M GLOBAL.G(JTEST)-CONV*PI*XSOFOO/12.*1.0 
C SOFI RADIATION TO AHa 
M10 GLOBAL.G(KTEST)-.1714E-S*.9*1.*PI*XSOFOD/12.*1.0 
F 00 20 ITEST-O, 72 
M CALL CONTRN('PIPE',2042+ITEST,JTEST) 
M CALL CONTRN('PIPE',4042+ITEST,KTEST) 
M CALL CONTRN('PIPE',S042+ITEST,LTEST) 
C VAC JACK INTERNAL RAe 
M GLOBAL.G(JTEST)-.1714E-S*.lS*1.*PI*XPIPOO/12./1.0 
C VAC JACK CONV TO AMB 
M GLOBAL.G(KTEST)-CONV*PI*XVJOO/12.*1.0 
C VAC JACK RAe TO AMB 
M20 GLOBAL.G(LTEST) •• 1714E-S*.90*1.*PI*XVJOD/12.*1.0 
F DO 30 ITEST-0,22 
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M CALL CONTRN('PIPE',411S+ITEST,JTEST) 
M CALL CONTRN('PIPE',SllS+ITEST,KTEST) 
C SOFI CONVECTION TO AMB 
M GLOBAL.G(JTEST)-CONV*PI*XSOFOD/12.*1.O 
C SOFI RADIATION TO AMB . 
M30 GLOBAL.G(KTEST)-.1714E-S*.9*1.*PI*XSOFOO/12.*1.O 
F DO 40 lTEST-0,26 
M CALL CONTRN('PIPE',213S+ITEST,JTEST) 
M CALL CONTRN('PIPE',413S+ITEST,KTEST) 
M CALL CONTRN('PIPE',S13S+ITEST,LTEST) 
C VAC JACK INTERNAL RAe 
M GLOBAL.G(JTEST)-.1714E-S*.lS*1.*PI*XPIPOD/12./l.0 
C VAC JACK CONY TO AMB 
M . GLOBAL.G(KTEST)-CONV*PI*XVJOO/12.*1.0 
C VAC JACK RAD TO AMB 
M40 GLOBAL.G(LTEST)-.1714E-S*.9*1.*PI*XVJOO/12.*1.0 
F DO SO lTEST-O,60 ~ 
M CALL CONTRN('PIPE',416S+ITEST,JTEST) 
M CALL CONTRN('PIPE',S16S+ITEST,KTEST) 
C SOFI CONVECTION TO AMB 
M GLOBAL.G(JTEST)-CONV*PI*XSOFOD/12.*1.O 
C SOFI RADIATION TO AMB 
MSO GLOBAL.G(KTEST)-.1714E-S*.9*1.*PI*XSOFOD/12.*1.0 
F DO 60 lTEST-O,13 
M CALL CONTRN('PIPE',4301+ITEST,JTEST) 
M CALL CONTRN('PIPE',S301+ITEST,KTEST) 
C BI-PASS SOFI CONVECTION TO AMB 
M GLOBAL.G(JTEST)-CONV*PI*XSOFOD/12.*1.O 
C BI-PASS SOFI RADIATION TO AMB 
M60 GLOBAL.G(KTEST)-.1714E-8*.9*1.*PI*XSOFOD/12.*1.0 
BOlLeF PIPE, LINE 
CALL FASTIC 
C 
F 
F 
F100 
F 
F 
F 
CALL LMPTAB ( , LINE' ) 
CALL TIETAB ( , LINE' ) 
CALL PTHTAB ( , LINE' ) 
CALL QMAP('PIPE','QDB',O) 
CALL TPRINT (' PIPE' ) 
WRITE (NOSER1, 100) 
WRITE (NOSER2, 100) 
FORMAT (lX, '8' , I 
, LENGTH TLOX TPIPE 
QMOLC QCONV ORAD' , I 
• '1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S') 
F DO 70 ITEST-0,148 
M CALL CONTRN('PIPE',2001+ITEST,JTEST) 
M CALL CONTRN('PIPE',3001+ITEST,KTEST) 
M CALL CONTRN('PIPE',4001+ITEST,LTEST) 
M CALL CONTRN('PIPE',SOOl+ITEST,MTEST) 
TSORF PLOX QCON IRAe ' 
M CALL QMETER(T(l+ITEST),T(lOOl+ITEST),GLOBAL.G(JTEST),QCOR) 
M IF (l+ITEST.GT. 41.AND.1+ITEST.LT. 114) THEN 
M CALL ROTNQS(T(lOOl+ITEST),T(l+ITEST),GLOBAL.G(JTEST),QCOR) 
M CALL QMETER(T(l+ITEST),T(lOOl+ITEST),GLOBAL.G(KTEST),QMOLC) 
M ELSE IF(1+ITEST.GT.136.ANO.1+ITEST.LT.16S)THEN 
M CALL ROTNQS(T(lOOl+ITEST),T(l+ITEST),GLOBAL.G(JTEST),QCOR) 
M CALL QMETER(T(l+ITEST),T(lOOl+ITEST),GLOBAL.G(KTEST),QMOLC) 
F ELSE 
QMOLC-O.O 
F END IF 
M CALL OMETER(T(1001+ITEST),T3000,GLOBAL.G(LTEST),QCONV) 
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M CALL ROTNQS(T3000,T(1001+ITEST),GLOBAL.G(MTEST),QRAD) 
M10 WRITE (NOSER1, 101) (l+ITEST),LINE.TL(l+ITEST),T(l+ITEST), 
M • T(lOOl+ITEST),LINE.PL(l+ITEST),QCOR,QMOLC,QCONV,QRAD 
F DO 11 ITEST-149,224 
M CALL CONTRN('PIPE',2001+ITEST,JTEST) 
M CALL CONTRN('PIPE',3001+ITEST,KTEST) 
M CALL CONTRN('PIPE',4001+ITEST,LTEST) 
M CALL CONTRN('PIPE',SOOl+ITEST,MTEST) 
M CALL QMETER(T(l+ITEST),T(lOOl+ITEST),GLOBAL.G(JTEST),QCOR) 
M IF(1+ITEST.GT.41.AND.1+ITEST.LT.114)THEN 
M CALL ROTNQS(T(lOOl+ITEST),T(l+ITEST),GLOBAL.G(JTEST),QCOR) 
M CALL QMETER(T(l+ITEST),T(lOOl+ITEST),GLOBAL.G(KTEST),QMOLC) 
M EI.SE IF(1+ITEST.GT.136.AND.1+ITEST.LT.165)THEN 
M CALL ROTNQS(T(lOOl+ITEST),T(l+ITEST),GLOBAL.G(JTEST),QCOR) 
M CALL QMETER(T(l+ITEST),T(lOOl+ITEST),GLOBAL.G(KTEST),QMOLC) 
F EI.SE 
QMOLC-O.O 
F END IF 
M CALL QMETER(T(1001+ITEST),T3000,GLOBAL.G(LTEST),QCONV) 
M CALL ROTNQS(T3000,T(1001+ITEST),GLOBAL.G(MTEST),QRAD) 
M11 WRITE (NOSER2, 101) (l+ITEST),LINE.TL(l+ITEST),T(l+ITEST), 
M • T(lOOl+ITEST),LlNE.PL(l+ITEST),QCOR,QMOLC,QCONV,QRAD 
F10l FORMAT(lX,IS,lX,lPE9.2,lX,lPE9.2,lX,lPE9.2, lX,lPE9.2, lX, lPE9.2, 
F • lX, lPE9 .2, lX, lPE9.2, lX, lPE9 .2) 
HEADER VARIABLES 1,PIPE 
C CHECK FOR GAS MOL COND 
F 00 10 ITEST-O,12 
M TTEST-(T(42+ITEST)+T(1042+ITEST»/2.+460. 
XK6-(1.4+1.)/(1.4-1.)*«32.2*1545.)/(8.*PI*28.*TTEST»**.5*1. 
XKS-PI*XPIPOD/12.*1. 
CALL CONTRN('PIPE',3042+ITEST,JTEST) 
M GLOBAL.G(JTEST)-XK6*XK1*XK8*3600./118. 
XLAMOA-3.*XK9/XK1*«PI*1545.*TTEST)/(8.*32.2*28.»**.5 
M10 IF (XLAMOA.LE. «XVJID-XPIPOD)/2./12.»GLOBAL.G(JTEST)-0.0 
C CHECK FOR GAS MOL COND 
F 00 20 ITEST-0,26 
M TTEST-(T(13S+ITEST)+T(1138+ITEST»/2.+460. 
XK6-(1.4+1.)/(1.4-1.)*«32.2*1545.)/(8.*PI*2S.*TTEST»**.5*1. 
XKS-PI*XPIPOD/12. *1. . 
M CALL CONTRN('PIPE',313S+ITEST,JTEST) 
M GLOBAL.G(JTEST)-XK6*XK1*XK8*3600.111S. 
XLAMOA-3.*XK9/XK1*«PI*1545.*TTEST)/(S.*32.2*2S.»**.5 
M20 IF (XLAMDA.LE. «XVJ1D-XPIPOD)/2./12.»GLOBAL.G(JTEST)-O.O 
HEADER FLOGIC 0, LINE 
C CONVERT CV TO FK FOR VALVES AND VENTURIES 
FK22-3. OE1* (AF22/VLVCV) **2 $ VALVE 
FK201-3.0E1* (AF201/VLVCV) **2 $ VENTURI 
FK202-3.0E1*(AF202/VLVCV) **2 $ VALVE 
FK222-3.0E1*(AF222/VLVCV) **2 $ VALVE 
FK309-3.0E1* (AF309/VLVCV) **2 $ VENTURI 
FK310-3.0E1*(AF310/VLVCV) **2 $ VALVE 
HEADER OOTPUT CALLS, PIPE 
C------------------------------HEADER FPROP DATA,7732,SI,O.O 
C 
C MORE COMPLETE OXYGEN TWO-PHASE (FROM 10 TO 120K, NEAR 90 K) 
C VAPOR PROPERTIES ARE FOR SATURATED VAPOR 
C 
RGAS - 8314.34/31.9988 
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C 
C 
TCRIT 
PCRIT 
ST 
TMIN 
PGMAX 
TGMAX 
- 154.6 
- 5.04£6 
- 0.0132 
- 70.0 
- 1.0E6 
- 120.0 
C * * * ALTERNATE INPUTS FOR SUPERHEATED VAPOR PROPERTIES AT 1 ATM 
C THEN OSE THE FOLLOWING LINES INSTEAD: 
TGMAX - 700.0 
AT,VG, 80.0,6.27E-6, 100.0,7.68E-6, 120.0,9.12E-6, 130.0,9.85E-6 
140.0,10.6E-6, 155.0,11.6E-6, 170.0,12.7E-6, 200.0,14.7E-6 
300.0,20.7E-6, 400.0,25.9E-6, 500.0,30.5E-6, 600.0,34.7E-6 
700.0,38.5E-6 
AT,KG, 100.0,9.1E-3, 120.0,0.0109, 130.0,0.0119, 140.0,0.0128 
155.0,0.0142,170.0,0.0156,200.0,0.0182,300.0,0.0267 
400.0,0.0342,500.0,0.0412,600.0,0.0480,700.0,0.0544 
C *** END ALTERNATE INPUTS 
C . 
C THE NEXT TWO LINES ARE FOR SATURATED VAPOR 
CAT,VG, 80.0,6.27E-6,100.0,7.72E-6, 120.0,9.49E-6, 130.0,1.057E-5 
CAT, KG, 100.0,9.3E-3, 120.0,0.0124, 130.0,0.015. 
C 
AT, DOME, 54.34, 145.3, 242.37E3 
C ELSE: 60.0, 724.9, 238.26E3 
C ELSE: 70.0, 6253.0, 230.50E3 
90.19, 101325.0, 213.03E3 
C ELSE: 100.0, 0.254E6, 202.57E3 
C ELSE: 110.0, 0.534E6, 189.69E3 
C. ELSE: 120.0, 1.022E6, 173.75E3 
AT,n, 80.0,0.1623, 100.0,0.1372,120.0,0.1096,130.0,0.0949 
C 140.0,0.0796,150.0,0.0610 
AT, VL, 80.0, 2.57E-4, 100.0, 1.56E-4, 120.0, 1. 117E-4, 130.0,9. 6E-5 
C 140.0,7.8£-5, 150.0,5.1E-5 
C 
AT,CPG, 80.0,909.8, 170.0,909.8, 200.0,910.2, 300.0,918.4 
400.0,941.5, 500.0,970.9, 600.0,1002., 700.0,1031. 
AT,DL,53.34,1309., 60.0,1282., 65.0,1259., 70.0,1238., 
75.0;1214., 80.0,1190., 85.0,1167., 90.0,1142. 
95.0,1116., 100.0,1091., 105.0,1064., 110.0,1035. 
115.0,1006., 120.0,973.7, 125.0,939.8 
C 130.0,902.5,135.0,861.3,140.0,813.0,145.0,755.3 
END OF DATA 
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SUMMARY 
Algorithms have been developed using Monte Carlo techniques to determine the thermal 
network parameters necessary to perform a finite difference analysis on Combinatorial Solid 
Geometry (CSG) models. Orbital and laser fluxes as well as internal heat generation are modeled to 
facilitate satellite modeling. The results of the thermal calculations are used to model the infra-red 
(IR) images of targets and assess target vulnerability. Sample analyses and validation are 
presented which demonstrate code products. 
INTRODUCTION 
CSG models of targets have been used for many years in performing various phenomenologic 
analyses such as nuclear particle transport, kinetic energy weapon effects, survivability, susceptibility, 
and lethality studies. Many CSG vehicle target description databases are under construction and 
include highly detailed, three dimensional solid geometry models of red and blue, high value strategic 
and tactical targets. Ideally, these data sets include all of the information necessary to perform 
detailed thermal analysis for thermal performance simulation. Applications of thermal analysis on 
these data sets include thermal design analysis, laser weapon effects survivability analysis, and IR 
image synthesis for sensor and seeker performance of target susceptibility, acquisition and tracking, 
simulation of system IR imaging, and automatic target recognition algorithm training. 
SINDA and other network methods for thermal analysis algorithms have been successfully 
employed to model many complex thermophysical systems. Their success may be partially credited 
to the simplicity of modeling very complicated thermal control, radiative transfer and nonlinear 
thermal problems. However, these codes are not usually linked directly to geometric solid geometry 
models, and therefore the burden of constructing the input data has been placed on the code user. 
Often, the only cross correlation for temperature predictions. is a sketch or drawing and a node 
number penciled in by hand. . 
At the Phillips Laboratory and Battelle Memorial Institute, algorithms have recently been 
developed to marry the two technologies, allowing high resolution thermal analysis of these CSG 
target sets for such studies. The algorithms include three dimensional geometry discretization, 
thermal network parameter computation including interelemental radiative transfer computation, 
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orbital and external thermal environment simulation, transient source computation including internal 
heat generations and thermal control. The computed data is then reformatted to a SINDA input file 
format for transient or steady state thermal predictions. The resultant thermal profiles are explicitly 
linked to the geometric models. This correlation increases the usefulness of the data by allowing IR 
image and signature predictions from the total set of geometry, thermophysical, thermoradiative and 
temperature data. Although originally created for imagery analysis, the algorithms were modified to 
include time and space resolved laser fluxes. The thermal results of the laser loads on a target can be 
used in vulnerability analysis. All of the algorithms are combined in a suite of codes collectively 
named AutoSINDA. 
THERMAL SOLVER CHOSEN 
S.INDA was chosen as the thermal solver for AutoSINDA for a variety of reasons. Its 
application is tlexible, able to model time and temperature dependent parameters, convection, 
conduction, internal and external radiation, heat pipes, thermal control systems, and phase changes. 
SINDA also allows programmable access through user defined variables and has many solution 
schemes which allow both transient and steady state solutions. In addition, SINDA has been used and 
tested for many years and has a heritage as a thermal analysis code in the satellite community. The 
SINDA code has a broad base of users within the community from which to draw expertise. 
ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT 
Overview 
An overview of the AutoSINDA codes is presented in Figure 1. The model is first discretized. 
The discretized model has the same format as the original model and has lost no geometric tidelity. 
Next the thermal network parameters are calculated using a Monte Carlo technique. Orbital loadings 
are applied using only first incident absorption of solar and earth fluxes. Diffuse fluxes such as earth 
shine is modeled as a distributed impressed flux. The result is an element/load table as a function of . 
time. All thermal network parameters and loads are reformatted for SINDA input. SINDA is then 
used for transient thermal analysiS. There is a one to one correspondence between the discretized 
elements in the solid model and the SINDA nodes. The temperatures correlated to the discretized 
geometry are used to determine laser effects or the resulting IR image of the target. 
Assumptions 
The AutoSINDA model is limited by the following assumptions: 1) all materials are opaque, 
2) all materials are perfect diffuse or perfect specular, and 3) only first incident external radiative flux 
absorption is modeled. 
CSG Geometric Description 
A combinatorial solid geometry model is described by Boolean combinations of solid 
primitives. The lowest hierarchial unit of these models is called the "element" (not related to element 
as in Finite Element). Each element should be composed of a contiguous solid material and have a 
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single surface property or coating. An example of a single element would be a base plate for an 
antenna or a panel for a structural housing. 
Each element is a built by a combination of solid primitives. This entails complex intersections 
and unions of void and solid eJIipsoids, elliptical cones and polyhedra. Note that in general these 
combinatorial intersections of volumes allows very complex solid descriptions in a compact format. 
The target model is comprised of many elements assembled in a series of hierarchial sets to 
describe the complete system model. Many of these models are quite detailed, modeled down to the 
electronic card level. 
Algorithm Basic Processes 
In order to perform thermal analyses on the CSG descriptions, five basic processes are 
executed on the geometry model. These are: 
Process 1: Model Discretization 
Process 2: Thermal Network Parameter Computation 
Process 3: Environmental Simulation 
Process 4: Application of Environmental Flux & Internal Heat Generations 
Process 5: Data Reformatting to SINDA Input Deck 
Model Discretization 
For each element in the CSG model, a bounding box is found using the minimum and 
maximum x, y, and z coordinates for the element. The number of divisions in each direction which 
will produce a length less than or equal to the maximum mesh size, lmax for that element is determined 
by, 
(1) 
where r is the axis being divided and "int" takes the truncated integer of the expression. Each axis is 
divided into n,. equal segments. A plane going through each division is cut perpendicular to the axis. 
Planes which cut through the x, y, and z axis intersect to form new boxes whose sides are at most l",..x 
long. Each box created that overlaps with any part of the original element is "ANDed" with the 
original element using boolean algebra. This creates a new element in the discretized model. This 
algorithm discretizes .all elements in this "rectangular" manner and may create "strange" or very small 
new elements. If an element from the original model has a convex surface, this discretization scheme 
is undesirably susceptible to creating elements that are in two discontiguous pieces. In this case, 
increasing the discrete resolution will reduce this anomaly. 
Thermal Network Parameter Computation 
A Monte Carlo technique is employed to determine volumes, surface areas, conductive 
resistances, and radiative resistances. For each element, I, a sphere is found which completely 
surrounds the element. The sphere is found by determining the minimum and maximum coordinates 
for each primitive in the element (an element can be composed of several primitives which are 
"ANDed" and "ORed" together). The maximum coordinate for the element is determined by the 
maximum coordinate of all element primitives that are "Ored" and the minimum maximum coordinate 
for all the primitives that are "ANDed". The minimum coordinate for the element is found similarly. 
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Note that this technique is very simply and efficiently evaluated but does not necessarily find the 
smallest sphere containing the element, which may be extremely complex. 
The radius of this sphere is determined by, 
y(xmu - ~f + (Ymu - Yuf + (Zmu - ~2 
R,..,. - -- 2 
(2) 
The center of the sphere is located at the average coordinate, 
x -
Xmu + x. 
c 2 
Yc • 
Y1IU1 + YDIia (3) 
2 
% -
Zm.z + Zmm 
t: 2 
The cross-sectional area through the center of the sphere is given by, 
(4) 
Rays are shot in an inward random direction from a random location on the surface of the 
surrounding sphere. A total of D",y. are shot. The number of times a ray hits the surface of the 
element, nhill is recorded. Every time a ray hits the surface of the element, there is one entrance and 
one exit point. For every hit, the distance traveled through the element from the entrance to the exit 
point, dL, is recorded. The total length traveled through the element is determined by summing the 
distances traveled through the element from each hit, 
. ...,. .,.J.Q 
L- L 
I-I 
L tIL, 
j-I 
. The volume of the element is determined by, 
The surface area of the element is determined by, 
4 "7J1&t Ano.tf Aof,1 - _..:.=---:;= 
IInzys . 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
For every entrance and exit point that a ray found, a ray is shot from that location on the 
surface of the element in the outward normal direction. The ray is tracked until it either hits another 
element or escapes to space. If the ray hits another element, k, the distance traveled to the element k 
is determined. If the distance traveled is less than a tolerance distance for conduction, the point 
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where the ray originated is located on a conductive surface. The number of times a point on a 
conductive area is found from the element I to element k, is collected in Ileoad.k' If the origination 
point is located on a conductive surface, a ray is shot from that location in the inward normal 
direction until it exits the element. The distance traveled to the exit of element I is recorded in the 
array dk • When the ray exits element I, a check is made to see if it conducts to the same element, k, 
at that location. If it does, dlt is divided by two. The distance to the conductive center from element 
I to k will be determined by half the average value of dt. The reason dk is divided by two if the ray 
conducts to element k on both sides of element I, is that instead of heat flowing through element I, 
heat will flow in the inward/outward direction from the element. 
For every entrance and exit point found that is not located on a conductive area, the energy 
that is. emitted from the element to all the other elements and space is found. A ray is shot in a 
random outward direction. The ray is given an initial energy weight, w, of: 
(8) 
The ray is tracked until it either hits another element or escapes to space. If the ray escapes to space, 
the remaining weight, w, is added to E.-.I and the ray is terminated. If the ray hits an element, k, 
the energy deposited in E,-ok is determined by, 
(9) 
The weight of the ray is reduced by the energy deposited in the element it hit, 
(10) 
The ray continues in a random direction from the point it hit on element k until an exit criteria is met. 
Exit criteria are in the form of a maximum number of reflections made by the ray and fraction of 
original weight left in the ray. 
The thermal network from element I to all other elements and space is determined. For every 
element k that element I conducts to, the conductive area between I and k is found by, 
(11) 
The average length, I..v •• I-ok, from the "center" of element I that is normal to the conductive area, 
Acoad.I-ok is found by, 
.-PJ 
I 1 ~ d 4l16,J1i; - £.J I 2nCOlld,l 1-1 
(12) 
. The non-linear radiative conductance (inverse of resistance) from element I to element k is contained 
in E,-ok' 
Upon completion of this algorithm for every element, the arrays from i to j and j to i are 
combined. Since the conductive area between element i and j is computed separately for element i 
and element j, they must be combined. A weighted average between the two areas is taken. They 
are weighted by the cross-sectional area of the other's surrounding cylinder, 
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A w. _ CI06I,J 
" ACI06I,J + A-J. 
(13) 
Aft - w~C4IIIIJ-J + wzAlCIIId,H 
The conductive resistance from element i to element j can then be determined by, 
l R _ 4'11,1-/ 
'eOM,l-/ k A ~ II 
(14) 
where kmerm is the thermal conductivity. The "resistive" conductor between element i and element j is 
found by adding the two resistors in series from the elements to the conductive area, 
(15) 
The conductive heat tlow between element i and j is then found by taking the inverse of the 
resistance. 
To find the radiative heat tlow between element i and j, a weighted average between Ei-<; and 
Ej-oi is taken. They are weighted the same way as the areas, 
(16) 
Environmental Simulation 
Environmental simulation is accomplished using a standard orbital code which reads the orbital 
elements and epoch of the satellite and writes the satellite ephemeris to a data file. This information 
includes the direct solar flux and direction, the earth shine flux, the solar albedo flux and the 
orientation of the satellite with respect to the earth. 
Application of External Fluxes & Internal Heat Generations 
The direct sun, laser tlux, and earth albedo are modeled as collimated loads. Although the 
earth albedo is by no means collimated, this model is implemented for computational simplicity. This 
model does conserve the energy of the earth albedo, primarily making the gross approximation in the 
directional distribution. 
Earthshine is modeled in a distributed fashion. The distributed earthshine is modeled as 
originating from a tlat earth disk, broken into 13 sections of equal area. Each area radiates one 
thirteenth of the total earth flux on the space object. The disk radius is detined as, 
(17) 
where 
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and 
a: -
and ro is the IR apparent radius of the earth, 
al:titude of satellite 
T. 
T. - 6378.2 Jan + 30 bn(1R apparent atmosphere) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
The disk is broken into an inner disk, a four-piece middle annulus, and an eight-piece outer annulus. 
The area of each of the thirteen sections is, 
The radius of the inner circle is, 
'" rlNwr --{fJ 
The outer radius of the middle annulus is, 
r .... _-r~l.. 13 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
The middle annulus is sectioned at 0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees. The outer annulus is sectioned at 0, 
45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270, and 315 degrees. 
The effective directions for each section to impinge the satellite is modeled deterministically as 
coming from a point at the center of each sector. The center is defined by the area average radius for 
the annulus sectors and the center of the circle for the inner circle sector. Each direction is assigned 
one thirteenth of the total earthshine flux. 
The flux and direction of all external loads are applied to the solid model by ray tracing. 
Currently only first-incidence actions of externally applied loads are modeled. The absorbed flux 
going into each element is numerically evaluated by ray tracing the entire model in a semi-systematic 
uniform grid. The grid is defined by the square which surrounds the circle defined by the model-
~nveloping sphere. The enveloping sphere is defined as the sphere centered on the models bounding 
. rectangular box with a radius extending to the bounding box's comer. Ray tracing is accomplished 
through a user-specified mesh size. 
The radiant heat transfer into each element from loads other than laser loads is calculated by 
mUltiplying the number of hits on the element, the area each ray represents, the spectral (or banded) 
absorptivity of each element, and the uniform incident flux of the load. Since laser loads do not have 
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uniform flux, the laser model employs rays with an energy equal to its representative area times the 
radial variation of flux according to the gaussian laser profile, 
(24) 
where qp is the peak flux (central intensity) of the laser, r is the radial distance from the ray being 
traced to the aim point of the target, and a is the Gaussian deviation parameter for characterizing the 
spot size. 
Internal Heat Generations 
Internal loadings can be specified as a constant heat generation or an on/off thermal control 
heat generation. The internal heats are assigned to the geometry model's original elements before 
discretization and are then distributed to the discrete elements based on mass fraction. 
Data Reformat to SINDA Input Deck 
Upon completion of the four previous processes, all necessary data to perform thermal analysis 
now exists. The data is formatted to a SINDA compatible input deck and subsequently submitted to 
the SINDA process. This reformatting operation allows the use of both temperature dependent or 
independent material properties. The option to cyclically repeat a single orbit is also allowed. Any 
of the SINDA transient solution schemes may be used as well as the steady state solvers. 
SAMPLE CASES 
Conductive Model Validation 
Case 1: Solid Cube with a Zero Temperature Boundary Condition 
Two samples cases were created to test the validity of the conduction method, the tirst sample 
case is a box with sides length 5 em. The temperature of the box is initially 100 K when a zero 
temperature is imposed at the boundary for times greater than O. In order to apply the above 
algorithms, a thin shell .1 cm thick is modeled around the box. The analytical solution for a box with 
sides of 5 and 5.1 cm is compared to the solution predicted by the algorithms for different mesh sizes 
in Table 1. In the table, n is the number of divisions in the x, y, and z directions. 
As the mesh size gets finer (n gets larger), the algorithms approach the analytical solution with 
the exception of the finest discretization. The final column in Table 1 shows a divergent behavior as 
the number of divisions was increased to 17 in each direction. This is probably caused by numerical 
round-off errors. 
Case 2: Sphere with a Zero Temperature Boundary Condition 
The second sample case is a sphere with radius 5 cm initially set to 100 K when a zero 
temperature is imposed at the boundary for times greater than O. Again, in order to apply the above 
algorithms, a thin shell 0.1 cm thick is modeled around the sphere. The analytical solution for the 
sphere with radii of 5 and 5.1 cm is compared to the solution predicted by the algorithms for different 
mesh sizes in Table 2. 
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Table I Comparison of the temperature at the center of the box between the analytical solution 
and the numerical approximation 
time anal anal n=3 n=6 n=9 n=l1 n=17 
(s) (Scm) (S.lcm) 
1 69.8 72.0 88.2 79.7 74.2 71.6 73.8 
2 26.9 29.0 33.2 21.7 29.8 28.8 30.4 
3 9.8 11.0 0.0 7.4 11.2 10.9 11.7 
4 3.S 4.1 0.0 2.3 4.2 4.1 4.S 
S 1.3 1.6 0.0 0.7 1.6 I.S 1.7 
6 O.S 0.6 0.0 0.2 0.6 0.6 0.7 
7 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 
8 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Radiative Transfer Validation 
In order to validate the radiative transfer model, a simple test geometry was constructed using 
the solid geometry modeling software. A 6 sided hollow box was created 3 x 4 x S cm in internal 
dimensions x, y and z respectively. Note that the radiative transfer mechanism accounts for both 
internal and external radiative heat transfer, so it was necessary to ensure that this box was 
constructed with no external view factors. Two methods were used to compute the radiative heat 
transfer coefficients. 
The first method involved using a 6 facet analytical model for 6 simple view factors. This 
method assumes uniform distribution of all irradiance and radiosity. The method of Gebhart was used 
to tind the radiative interchange factors and the K,u matrix. . 
The second method involved discretizing each face of the box and numerically computing view 
factors for each small element within the faces. Upon determining the hundreds of view factors, the 
method of Gebhart was used to compute the radiative transfer factors. The large matrix of radiative 
interchange factors then had to be summed over each face using the appropriate summation principles. 
Note that the AutoSINDA algorithms inherently model the second case more accurately as it does not 
assume the uniform irradiance and radiosity distribution. 
The two distinct methods were chosen to allow complete comparison, knowing that the second 
method models the radiative transfer more accurately. Table 3 summarizes the model of the 6 sided 
box and its 300K broad band radiative properties. 
Case 1: 6 Node Analytical Radiative Transfer 
The internal radiative interchange factors for this geometry, K12d, were computed using a 
simple 6 node view factor analysis of the 6 sides of the box. This was done analytically using the 
view factor formula for two right plates with a common edge. The method of Gebhart was used to 
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Table II Comparison of the temperature at the center of a sphere between the analytical 
solution and the numerical solution 
time anal anal n=4 n=6 n=l1 n= 13 
(s) (5.0) (5.1) 
1 99.6 99.7 93.3 97.1 99.4 99.5 
2 88.7 90.0 78.5 84.7 91.1 91.2 
3 68.9 71.2 62.8 68.5 75.1 74.9 
4 50.6 53.2 49.2 53.2 58.3 57.9 
5 36.5 38.$ 38.0 40.5 44.2 43.7 
6 26.1 28.2 29.2 30.6 33.1 32.6 
7 18.6 20.4 22.4 22.9 24.6 24.2 
8 13.3 14.7 17.1 17.2 18.3 17.9 
9 9.5 10.6 13.1 12.9 13.6 13.3 
10 6.7 7.7 10.0 9.6 10.1 9.8 
11 4.8 5.5 7.6 7.2 7.5 7.3 
12 3.4 4.0 5.8 5.4 5.6 5.4 
13 2.4 2.9 4.4 4.0 4.1 4.0 
14 1.7 2.0 3.4 3.1 3.1 3.0 
mathematically compute the radiative interchange factors and the resultant K",d matrix. 
Case 2: 6 Node, Discretized Radiative Transfer 
The internal radiative transfer was modeled by discretizing each face of the box. Ideally this 
will increase the accuracy of the radiative interchange. However, since the AutoSINDA radiative 
transfer algorithms only tabulate this data in the 6x6 matrix, this very large set of data had to be 
summed over the subelements within each face to back out the net radiative interchange for each of 
the six faces. 
Radiative Transfer Validation Results 
AutoSINDA was executed on the 6 sided solid geometry model using 10 thousand rays per 
element, allowing a maximum of 30 reflections per ray. A mixed mode reflective model was chosen 
allowing both photon analog radiative transfer propagation as well as the continuous ray progression. 
The execution time for this case is on the order of 30 seconds wall clock time for a SunSPARC 10. 
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Table III Physical Model of the 3x4x5 cm Box for Validation 
Box Outward Face Area, Material Broadband 
Face Normal cm2 Emissivity 
1 -X 20.0 Cast Aluminum Alloy, Type 360 0.200 
2 +X 20.0 Aluminized Kapton 1, Kapton side out 0.740 
3 -y 15.0 Carbon Black Tedlar Film 0.800 
4 +y 15.0 Highly Reflective Aluminum Alloy, 0.030 
2024-AI 
5 -z 12.0 White Paint, Chemglaze A276 0.881 
6 +z 12.0 Black Paint, Chemglaze A382 0.975 
Table IV shows the results of AtitoSINDA in comparison to both of the methods described 
above. Overall, the mean deviation for the six node view factor method is about 4 % with a 
maximum deviation of 24 %, so the comparison against the simple 6 node model is quite unacceptable. 
However, using the more accurate many node model, the mean deviation falls to only 2 % with 
a maximum deviation on the order of 5%, an increase of almost 5 times the accuracy. Hence it is 
concluded that the AutoSINDA algorithms compare very well with the more accurate method of 
computing the radiative transfer. 
SAMPLE OF COMPLICATED GEOMETRY 
As a sample of a complicated geometry, Figure 2 shows a spiral antenna attached to a flat plate 
which has been subjected to orbital and laser loadings. This example is not presented to compare to 
analytical or measured data, but merely to show the range of applications and the usefulness of data 
visualization. 
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Table IV ResultS of the Radiative Transfer Validation 
Box AutoSINDA Results Analytic Results 
Faces ~ [W/K4] 6 Surface Elements 600 Surface Elements 
KRAO %E KRAD %€ 
1-2 7.06995xl()"12 7.22104xlO"12 2.14 7. 16098xlO-12 1.29 
1-3 5.04044xlO"I2 5. 1071 Oxl 0"12 1.32 5.10193xlO-12 1.22 
1-4 1.65488xl(tl3 1.68235x1 0"13 1.66 1. 73681xl 0-13 4.96 
1-5 4.52019xlO"12 4.55183xlO"12 0.70 4.56767xlO-12 1.05 
. 
1-6 4. 87479x 10"12 5.09267xlO"12 4.47 5.06076xlO-12 3.82 
2-3 2. 11906x 1 0"11 2. 18800x 10"11 3.26 2. 17028xlO'll 2.42 
2-4 . 7.23058xlO"13 7.20755xl()"13 -0.32 7.32650xl0-13 1.33 
2-5 1.90117xlO"I1 1.95011xlO"Il 2.58 1.93365xl0-11 1.71 
2-6 2.09295xlO"Il 2.18181xlO"Il 4.25 2. 14510xl0'11 2.49 
3-4 5.39125xH)"13 5.66541xlO"13 5.09 5.40254xlO·13 0.21 
3-5 1.47630xlO"u 1.56077x 10"11 5.72 1.53137x 10-11 3.73 
3-6 1.68516xl0"1l 1.74621xlO"Il 3.63 1.69953x 10-11 0.85 
4-5 5.11129xlO"13 5. 14137xlO"13 0.59 5. 19854xlO-13 1.71 
4-6 5.64379xiO"13 5.75225x 10"13 1.92 5.75496xlO-13 1.97 
S-6 1.10285xlO"u 1.36538xlO"ll 23.8 1. 12036xl0-u 1.5 
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ABSTRACT 
The determination of the boundary conditions for a component-level analysis, 
applying discrete finite element and finite difference modeling techniques often requires 
an analysis of complex coupled phenomenon that cannot be described algebraically. For 
example, an analysis of the temperature field of a coldplate surface with an integral fluid 
loop requires a solution to the parabolic heat equation and also requires the boundary 
conditions that describe the local fluid temperature. However, the local fluid temperature 
is described by a convection equation that can only be solved with the knowledge of the 
locally-coupled coldplate temperatures. Generally speaking, it is not computationally 
efficient, and sometimes, not even possible to perform a direct, coupled phenomenon 
analysis of the component-level and boundary condition models within a single analysiS 
code. An alternative is to perform a disjoint analYSiS, but transm it the necessary 
information between models during the simulation to provide an indirect coupling. For this 
approach to be effective, the component-level model retains full detail while the boundary 
condition model is simplified to provide a fast, first-order prediction of the phenomenon 
in question. Specifically for the present study, the coldplate structure is analyzed with a 
discrete, numerical model (SINDA) while the fluid loop convection equation is analyzed 
with a discrete, analytical model (direct matrix solution). This indirect coupling allows a 
satisfactory prediction of the boundary condition, while not subjugating the overall 
computational efficiency of the component-level analysis. In the present study a 
discussion of the complete analysiS of the derivation and direct matrix solution algorithm 
of the convection equation is presented. Discretization is analyzed and discussed to 
extend of solution accuracy, stability and computation speed. Case studies conSidering 
a pulsed and harmonic inlet disturbance to the fluid loop are analyzed to assist in the 
discussion of numerical dissipation and accuracy. In addition, the issues of code melding 
or integration with standard class solvers such as SINDA are discussed to advise the user 
of the potential problems to be encountered. 
= 
= 
= 
NOMENCLATURE 
Courant Number (U at I ax) 
specific heat 
total specific energy 
(W s / kg °C) 
(W s / kg) 
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E .. = global error G. = thermal conductance (W / °C) 
h = enthalpy (W s I kg) h-
= effective heat transfer coefficient (W 1m2) 
H = enthalpy flux (W) 
k = thermal conductivity (W I m °C) 
L = total tube length (m) 
rh = mass flowrate (kg / s) p 
= pressure (N 1m2) 
Q = heat load (W) 
t = time (s) 
T = temperature (OC) 
t = temperature, actual equation solved (OC) 
u = specific internal energy (W s I kg) 
U = flow velocity (m / s) 
x = space (m) 
Greek 
a = thermal diffusivity (k / pCp) (m2/ s) 
- (S'l) a = effective thermal diffusivity flux 
f1 = denotes difference 
p = density (kg / m3) 
t = fluid transit time (s) 
Superscripts and Subscripts 
= space increment j = time increment 
INTRODUCTION 
The process of convection (or advection) involves the transport of a scalar property 
within the confines of a motive flow, traveling a finite velocity. If the convected quantity 
represents the fluid enthalpy (or temperature as will be shown), then energy is transported 
by the convection of the fluid at a particular enthalpy and flow velocity. In this case, a 
disturbance in the inlet temperature (enthalpy) would be convected along the length of 
a conduit in space and time. By constructing a differential control volume and performing 
a transient energy balance, the first-order wave or convection equation can be d~rived 
by balancing heat addition with transient heating and convection enthalpy. Figure 1 
shows the control volume with an inlet and outlet enthalpy flux (H) and differential heating 
(dQ) from a target sink surface (coldplate). The transient energy balance can be written 
according to: 
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Condu t ax 
~-------------------~ Hx ! ! Hx+dx 
I I 
-----------~: ~ ----------~ 
I 
I 
I u ~-------- -------~ 
Coldplate 
dQ 
Figure 1. Convection Model 
dO.. :t f tIMe dM + Hx •• - Hx 
dO· dOr + dOA 
u 
(1) 
Terms e, H, dO are the total specific energy, enthalpy flux and total heat conduction 
respectively. The total specific energy is the sum of the internal, kinetic and potential 
energies while the enthalpy flux is a product of the local mass flowrate and local flow 
enthalpy. Terms dOT and dQA are transverse and axial heat conduction terms, 
respectively. The transverse heat conduction term represents the conduction into the 
control volume from the local coldplate, while the axial heat conduction term represents 
the net heat conduction into the control volume from the upstream and downstream fluid 
layers. Generally, the axial heat conduction term is assumed to be small in comparison 
to,the convection process and for the present stUdy, axial conduction is neglected1• The 
above terms can be expanded according to: 
1 By normalizing the equations, ~uming the convection term is of the same magnitude as the 
capacitance term, it can be shown that the axial conduction term will be negligible provided that: . 
-1L .. .!!. c: 1 
L2pC L2 
For the present study this ratio is approximately 0.1. 
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• thh - (thh + arhh dx) 
1C 1C ax 
e=u+KE+PE 
u-h- P 
p 
dO m dG (T. - T) 
(2) 
At this point it is appropriate to make several simplifying assumptions. First, we 
can generally neglect changes in kinetic and potential energy. Next, if we assume an 
incompressible fluid, then the pressure dependence can be eliminated and we can 
formulate a simple state equation to relate enthalpy to temperature. With this, Eqns. 1 
and 2 can be combined to yield: 
aT + u aT .. «.(~ - T) 
at ax • 
L u--
t 
(3) 
Equation 3 is the first-order convection equation that describes the local fluid 
temperature m as a function of both time and one-dimensional space along the length 
of the conduit. Parameters U and (J.- are the fluid flow velocity and effective thermal 
diffusivity flux, respectively, and is a compact notation to describing the relevant features 
of the convection process (geometry, flow velocity and coldplate coupling, thermal-
physical properties). The effective thermal diffusivity flux is written: 
h* D L IX. • H 
tmC 
(4) 
This parameter describes the relative strength of the thermal coupling between the tube 
and the local sink surface. For Example, when t -+ 0, the energy transport is dominated 
by local conduction to the sink; when h- -4 0, the energy transport is dominated by fluid 
convection. 
In its appearance, .Eqn. 3 is linear, in-homogeneous2 with constant coefficients and 
should yield to an analytical solution.3 However, as addressed in the abstract, the present 
2 The equation is in-homogeneous because of the presence of the source term, T .. which varies in 
time and space. 
8 An inhomogeneous ordinary differential equation can be described along a characteristic line ('I' = 
x - Ut) and solved specifically for those regions where either the initial conditions or the boundary 
conditions effect the solution. 
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study deals with the feature of a coupled boundary condition. The source term in Eqn. 
3 is determined from the coupled boundary condition of the local coldplate temperature.4 
Thus the source term cannot be decoupled from the dependent variable - at least not 
analytically. This interdependence between boundary conditions is the impetus for the 
present study - to develop a suitable means to coordinating a solution of Eqn. 3 with the 
boundary conditions (coldplate temperatures) put forth from a discrete finite difference 
model. 
ANALYSIS 
If, because of the coldplate coupling, that analytical solutions to Eqn. 3 are 
intractable, we must resort to a numerical solution, preferably a finite difference technique. 
Consider then a discrete numerical approach. Equation 3 appears innocuous. The partial 
derivatives are first order, not mixed and the equation is linear. It would be desirable to 
develop an explicit discrete equation, or discretization, that would not require iteration at 
each time step - this in order to generate a rapid disjoint solution discussed in the 
abstract. To satisfy this, we could use forward differencing in time and central 
differencing in space: 
aT rt1 -T/ 
-at "'-"'--A-t""';" 
(5) 
aT Tt1 -T!-1 
- ==--~-ax 2Ax 
Superscripts 0) indicate time and subscripts (i) indicate space. Substituting Eqns. 5 into 
Eqn. 3, and assuming for the sake of convenience that the fluid loop is thermally 
decoupled from the coldplate (a: = 0), we can write the discrete difference equation (kernel): .. 
rt1 • T/ + C (Tt1 - T!-1) 
2 
C. UAt 
AX 
(6) 
This kernel is referred to as the Euler forward, centered difference (EFCD). 
Equation 6 is explicit such that we solve for the future time 0+1) temperatures based on 
old 0) values, so the numerical solution would consist of a simple marching scheme. 
Without the need for iteration, the EFCD kernel is computationally efficient. However, this 
is not a sufficient criteria to select this kernel - above all, the scheme must also be 
numerically stable. We can evaluate stability in a macroscopic manner by computing the 
., The coldplate temperature is given from the solution of the parabolic heat equation with the 
boundary conditions determined from the local fluid temperature. . 
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actual equation solved by the discrete representation of Eqn. 6. We do this by letting the 
discrete values interpolate the continuous values of an effective temperature (t), where 
Til -+ t(~, Xt). If we expand, in a Taylor series, those discrete values away from, i,j, then 
the actual equation solved is simply the original convection equation with a remainder 
term: 
(7) 
The remainder term is composed of a second partial of T with respect to x (and 
other higher order mixed partials). This term is exactly representative of axial diffusion 
or conduction, but it is numerically generated and not physical. It is true that the 
magnitude of the axial conduction is small for a small value of ilt, but the fact that the 
leading coefficient is negative results in a solution that will always grow without bound 
after a finite number of recursive solutions of Eqn. 6. Thus, the Euler forward, centered 
difference kernel (Eqn. 6) is unstable and should not be used. 
While the use of Taylor series to determine the actual equation solved is a suitable 
approach to eliminate those kernels that create deleterious artificial phenomenon, there 
are more sophisticated approaches to determining the subtleties of numerical stability of 
a differencing kernels (Strauss, 1992). These techniques are used to analyze some 12 
difference kernels applied to the one-dimensional convection equation in Anderson et al. 
(1984); some general conclusions from the Anderson et al. study are: 
o all differencing kernel possess inaccuracy as a result of truncation error 
o truncation error creates numerical dissipation and dispersion phenomenons 
Crank-NIcolson Kernel 
Selection of a kernel requires a careful trade of the computational requirements 
(explicit versus implicit solutions) and the effects of the spurious numerical phenomenon 
weighed against the assumptions applied to the system at handS. In the present study, 
we desire a kernel that will produce a negligible dissipation and will require a minimum 
of computation. The former criteria tends to associate with implicit, centered point 
kernels, while the latter criteria, with non-iterative explicit kernels. 
The Crank-Nicolson centered-difference (CNCD) kernel is implicit, can be 
S Dissipation results from even order partial derivative terms and has the effect of introducing a spurious 
axial conduction. Dispersion results from odd order partial derivative terms and has the effect of changing 
the phase relationships between waves. The combination of diSSipation and dispersion is terms diffusion 
(Anderson et aI., 1984). 
, To elaborate, one should weigh the assumptions made in the analysis with the noted effects created 
by the kemel. For example, if the convection equation is derived by neglecting an axial conduction term, 
then a comparable amount of spurious diSSipation would be considered acceptable. However, it is difficult 
to determining the magnitude of the injected numerical dissipation. 
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described in a matrix form suitable for a direct matrix inversion and possess second order 
accuracy in time and space. The kernel is formed analogous to the EFCD kernel above, 
but includes a present-time space difference for stability: 
aT rt1 -T/ 
- =-=.....;....-..;.. 
at I1t 
rt+11 _ ort11 orJ _ orJ 
I? ' i- ' 1+1 '/-1 
.....;...;-....;....;..+ 
(8) 
_aT = ___ ~=x~~ __ ~==x~ 
ax 2 
The actual equation solved by the CNCD kernel creates numerical dispersion, (a 
remaining odd-ordered partial derivative term), but is unconditionally stable for any time 
step. 
At this pOint, we have discussed the development of the kernel with a constant 
space incremental (~). We can generalize the CNCD kernel to apply a variable spatial 
step size7• We begin by creating a differencing scheme to approximate the space 
derivative with varying step size according to: 
dI . 
dx #IS a "-1 + b " + C "+1 (9) 
T This is necessary in order to simulation fluid networks that have variable sized nodes - a feature 
in the present study. 
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The leading coefficients. a. b. c are determined by applying a Taylor series 
expansion to approximate the function away for the discrete local i values8: 
a .. _-....,;1_ 
AXs(1 +F1) 
1 - R2 b·~~-
AXs(1 +F1) 
R2 
C - ----.;~-
AXs(1 +F1) 
AXs "'.lj - Af-1 
~ .. XI+1 - XI 
By combining Eqns. 9, 10 with Eqn. 3, the extended CNCD kernel can be written: 
A Jtt1 + 8 Tr + a T/.~1 .. D Tt1+ E T/ + F T~1 + a.·T..,1 
A. SU 
2 
1 b U a.. 8--+-+-At 2 2 
a. cU 
2 
D· -A 
1 b U a.. E .. -----At 2 2 
F- -c 
(10) 
(11) 
Equation 11 describes a system of discrete equations for each node (i = 1 to N). 
In order to apply the kernel over the discrete domain from i = 1 to N we need to perform 
a conditioning of the first and last equations. At the first node (i = 1), a boundary value 
of TI-1-o is required. This value is the specified inlet fluid temperature to the fluid loop (as 
a function of time). At the last node, the kernel requires a value of TN+1, but this value 
- does not exist. This is circumvented by simply adjusting the local values of the derivative 
, The details of this are excluded, but can be found in most treatise on numerical analysis 
techniques. Briefly, the method involves substituting the Taylor series expansions for each discrete 
value and observing the coefficients of each derivative terms. Three independent equations are 
created to solve for a, b, c. 
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coefficients, a, b, c to apply a backwards-differencing in space at this last node9: 
for I=N 
! ... ...:!. 
Ax, 
6 __ 1 
AX, 
" .. 0 
We can now generate a tri-diagonal matrix equation according to: 
11 1 71 CX*T..,1 + D TJ - A 76+1 
BO 72 EF 72 cx*r. -,2 
ABC 73 DEF 73 CX*T..,3 A Be DEF 
• • • 
• • • .. • • • + 
• • • 
• • • • • • 
A B TN-2 DE TN-2 «*T-,N-2 
AB TN-1 E - TN-1 cx*T..,N-1 
TN TN CX*T"'N 
(12) 
(13) 
In compressed form, Eqn. 13 can be simplified and we can solve for the future time 0+1) 
. values of temperature by multiplying both sides by the inverse of the leading matrix: 
[MJI7]1+1 .. [NJ[7J' + [TJ 
[7]1+1 .. [MJ-1[NJ[7]I + [MJ-1[TJ 
(14) 
At this stage, Eqn. 14 is usually solved numerically, typically with a Gauss-Siedel or an 
over-relaxation method. Under the best of conditions, either of these methods converge 
to a solution with a finite number of iterations with sucessive substitutions of pervious 
solutions. This process can be computationally expensive especially if the boundary 
conditions need to be updated frequently. Alternatively, because matrix M is sparse, 
square, tri-diagonal, we can apply a direct solution technique to determine Mo1. A well-
established approach to finding the solution of Eqn. 14 is to use LU decomposition. 
Briefly, this technique involves creating lower and upper diagonal matrices that are 
. manipulated to yield a direct solution with minimal storage requirements. Development 
, Because the backwards difference is only first order accurate in space at the last node, the overall 
order of the entire solution is somewhat less than second order - unfortunate indeed but unavoidable. 
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of this method is quite standard and is excluded for the sake of brevity. The interested 
reader is referred to Gerald and Wheatly (1984). 
The necessary conditions for the LU decomposition is that M must be diagonally 
dominant. This in effect, does pose a limit on the selection of time step at for a given ax 
because these parameters describe the respective diagonals of M. Diagonal dominance 
will be observed if: 
~+bU+~~~+~ 
rAt 2 2lmr21 
(15) 
In the special case of b = 0 (uniform node size) and a." = 0 (coldplate decoupled), 
Eqn. 15 can be more appropriately expressed as a function of the Courant number (C): 
c. AtU 
Ax 
~2 
(16) 
This restriction is mitigated by the fact that diagonally dominance will be enhance by 
coldplate plate coupling. Therefore, Eqn. 16 should be considered a rough criteria in 
selecting the time step. Regardless, the user should be aware that accuracy decreases 
with increasing time step, and so in general, C should be made as small as possible. 
CASE STUDIES 
In this section, the direct solution to Eqn. 14 is presented in both time and space 
for the cases of the inlet fluid temperature described by: a pulse function; a harmonic 
function. The pulse function will be used to demonstrate the features of spurious 
dispersion. The harmonic function, for which an exact solution exists, is used to 
determine the global error and method order. In both cases, the fluid is decoupled from 
the baseplate in which case we are solving the homogeneous convection equation. The 
space domain is divided into 100 equal sized nodes with C = 1. 
Pulse Inlet Temperature 
A pulse boundary condition is analogous to a sudden burst change in inlet fluid 
temperature for a finite length of time, then reverting back to the original pre-disturbance 
value. The pulse or square wave, in the absence of any dissipation, should retain its 
original shape and form along the characteristics. That is, the temperature disturbance 
should be convected at the velocity U and should retain the stepped nature of the original 
disturbance along lines where x - Ut is a constant. In this test, the magnitude and time 
duration of the pulse are both unity. Figure 2 presents a three dimensional plot of 
temperature versus time and space. The general trends indicate that the pulse does not 
dissipate forward into the flow as indicated by the sharp ridge that defines the leading 
characteristic. However, in regions behind or downstream of the pulse, the surface is 
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Figure 2. Pulsed Disturbance 
wavy which means that there are residual effects of the disturbance that has since left 
the region. This is the result of dispersion, and is exacerbated by the fact that we have 
used a discontinuous step function for the disturbance. 
Harmonic Inlet Temperature 
A harmonic disturbance is-useful to study from the standpoint of determining the 
global error and the overall method order. In this case we define the inlet temperature 
as To = sin(2 = t) ; the exact solution is given: 
1{( x) .. sln(2 =(t - V» (17) 
Figure 3 presents the time-space plot of temperature. We immediately see that 
dispersion of the waves is diminished in comparison to the pulse disturbance. 
The global error (E.J of a method is the maximum absolute difference between the 
numerical and exact solutions. We can compute E. for several values of Courant number 
to establish the dependence between discretization on accuracy. In general, the global 
error increases with Courant number as depicted in Figure 4. We can determine an 
approximate method order if we assume that the global error is a function of the time and 
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Figure 3. Harmonic Disturbance 
space increments according to: 
(18) 
For a constant space increment, we can rewrite Eqn. 19_ as a function of the Courant 
number: 
(19) 
Now if we have two successive values of E .. for corresponding values of C, and if we 
assume the coefficients I, 6 do not change for the small change in C, then we can 
compute the method order P according to: 
p. log(E..,t) - log(E~ 
Iog( Ct) - log( CJ 
(20) 
Equation 20 predicts a nominal value P = 1.8. This means that the overall order 
of the method is slightly less than second order. This is expected because a backwards 
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Figure 4. Global Error 
difference kernel, of first order- accuracy, is applied at the node N. First order 
inaccuracies generated at the last node tend to propagate into the solution domain, 
reducing the overall solution order. Overall, a specified method order should be 
considered approximate and will yield to the practical considerations of discretization and 
the application of boundary conditions. 
MELDING WITH STANDARD CLASS SOLVERS 
The CNCD solution algorithm with LU matrix decomposition routine was 
programmed in FORTRAN in a structured subroutine form. The inputs to the code are 
the time, time step (Courant number), appropriate geometry and thermal physical 
properties and boundary and initial conditions (coldplate and inlet fluid temperatures 
respectively). The code can be executed independently to return a temperature array 
describing the local time and space values of the fluid temperature. This would be an 
acceptable output as a utility routine if the code could be melded and referenced (called) 
within a standard class solver such as SINDA. Of this melding or integration, there are 
several important considerations that the user must be aware of: 
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o clashing of variable names between the convection code and the general 
purpose code (SINDA) 
o creating common blocks required by the convection routine and defining 
global parameters . 
o. conversion of absolute and relative node locations to the temperature 
values in array format to be referenced10 
Without elaboration, these above problems with code melding are considered rudimentary 
and can be managed with careful programming. However, the most important 
consideration is that of time-step synchronization. 
Standard solvers that analyze transient phenomenon, have internal discretization 
structures, similar to those of the present study, but are typically removed from the user. 
Removed in the sense that the local variables are not known, these discretization 
structures select the appropriate time step during the simulation to ensure a specified 
accuracy. Because the present algorithm is not an integral accessory to the standard 
solver, the time and time-step of the standard solver must be sampled during a melded 
simulation between solver and convection equation algorithm. Ideally, we desire to make 
a single subroutine call to the convection code to update the boundary conditions. 
However, as observed from the present stUdy, the time-step used in the standard solver 
is typically larger than that limited by the Courant criteria (Eqn. 16). Thus we cannot 
make a single call to the convection routine to update the boundary conditions, rather, a 
sub-integration must be performed. 
This sub-integration is simply a moving time window. If the standard solver is 
sampled to indicate a local time of 1 and time step if 0.1, and if the Courant criteria 
requires a time step of 0.01 (say for C = 1), then we must perform 10 sub-integrations 
of the convection equation to integrate from time t = 1 to t = 1.1. Upon completion of the 
sub-integration, the user must whether decide to update the outer integration.11 If the 
outer integration step is large (the step internal to SINDA), then it may be necessary to 
reenter the outer-integration upon completion of the sub-integration and iterate the 
solution. If a relative small ()_uter-Ioop time step is applied (this can be done by limiting 
the time step selection mechanism in SINDA) then this iteration step can be eliminated. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A numerical study of the solution of the one-dimensional convection equation is 
10 This is a SINDA convention specific to the SINDA code. The user names nodes with absolute 
numbers, i.e. nodes 1 to 100. While, SINDA applies a relative numbering convention internally. To 
reference the temperatures of those nodes that are boundaty conditions, the user must convert the 
numbering convention with a utility routine. 
11 An update or iteration is required because the convection solution forms a coupled boundary 
conditions with the standard solver. 
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presented. A solution kernel has been presented that will yield satisfactory accuracy with 
minimal computation complexities. The features of stability, accuracy and spurious 
numerical phenomenon have been addressed in a general fashion to provide the user 
with a cursory insight into problematic features of numerical convection equation 
solutions. The key feature of time-step synchronization, as it applies to standard solver 
code melding, has been discussed in considerable detail. 
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Simulation of Unsteady Flows Through Stator and Rotor Blades 
of a Gas Turbine Using the Chimera Method 
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Abstract 
A two-dimensional model to solve compressible Navier-Stokes equations for the 
flow through stator and rotor blades of a turbine is developed. The flow domains 
for the stator and rotor clades, are coupled by the Chimera method that makes grid 
generation easy and enhances 'accuracy because the area of the grid that have high 
turning of grid lines or high skewness can be eliminated from the computational 
domain after the grids are generated. The results of flow computations show 
various important features of unsteady flows including the acoustic waves 
interacting with boundary layers, Kannan vortex shedding from the trailing edge of 
the stator blades, pulsating incoming flow to a rotor blade from passing stator 
blades, and flow separation from both suction and pressure sides of the rotor 
blades. 
1. Introduction 
Most of computer codes currently used to simulate aerodynamics in compressors and turbines 
are based on the steady basis with a turbulence model. However these time-averaged steady-state 
approaches are limited in their capabilities to compute some of the most critical features 
encountered in turbomachinery. Among their most serious shortcomings are their inability to 
predict phenomena associated with unsteady nature of the flows, and their inability to accurately 
simulate heat transfer. This is particularly evident when computing flow through a stator and rotor 
combination. Because of the non-uniform flow velocities from the stator exit plane, the moving· 
rotor blades always encounter a time-varying, or pulsating, inlet flow. This constantly changing 
flow distribution of the inlet flow causes deviations from the steady inflow and changes the flow 
characteristics in the rotor blade passage. The importance of simulation of unsteady flows in the 
rotor blade passages has been recognized as a critical capability for performance analysis and 
design. 
The development of a code to analyze the three-dimensional transient flow through a stator and 
rotor is a difficult task for various reasons. To analyze the flow through a stator and rotor blades, 
it is necessary to include at least 5 to 6 blades in the computations because of differences in the 
blade pitches between the rotor and stator blades. The rotor blades are constantly moving relative 
to the stator blades. The computation takes significantly more cpu time not only because of the 
large number of blades to be considered but also because of the unsteady flow simulation. The 
development of more advanced codes requires both new mathematical methods for numerical 
computations and significantly more powerful computer resources . 
. The present study [1] was initiated with the background thus stated. Two major objectives of 
the study are, flrSt, (a) to examine some numerical methods suitable for the flow through stator 
and rotor rows, and second, (b) to analyze the effect of unsteady flow from the stator to the rotor. 
The present work is perfonned using a two-dimensional model. However, the experience and 
results of the investigation will be useful in developing three-dimensional models. . 
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Preceding Page Blank 
The remainder of this paper describes a computational model for the transient flow through 
stator and rotor blades based on the two-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes equations and 
shows results of flow computations. We assume the pitch of stator blades is identical to that of the 
rotor blade. Therefore, only one stator blade that is stationary and one rotor that moves linearly to 
the negative direction of the y-coordinate are considered in the computations. For the direction 
tangential to the rotor movement, periodic boundary conditions are used for both rotor and stator 
flow channels. The body-fitted grids are used in both stator and rotor regions, but the grid for the 
rotor region moves with the rotor blade. The compressible Navier-Stokes equations are solved in 
each domain, and coupled to each other by the Chimera method[2]. 
2. Basic Equations and the Solution Methods 
The compressible Navier-Stokes equation for the stator domain is written as 
Qt + Ex + Fy = Rx + Sy (1) 
where 
QS[:U]' E =[PU~: P). F a[ :U~ l R =[~~xl s =[ ~~y] pv puv pv2 + P t xy tyy 
e . u(e+p) v(e+p) r . s (2) 
with 
txx .= [0. + 2J.L)ux + AVy]lRe 
t xy = J.l.(uy + vx)!Re 
tyy = [(A. + 2J.L)vy + Aux]lRe . (3) 
r = utxx + vtxy + ~(a2)x 
s = utxy + vtyy + ~(a2)y 
Here, p is the density, u and v are the velocity components, p is the pressure, e is the total energy, 
and all the variables are non-dimensionalized by . 
x = XIL. y = ylL 
P = plpo, u = \iTao. v = v!80 
(4) 
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Here the quantities with an overbar is the dimensional quantity, and those with subscript a is the 
value at the inlet. The variables x and y are coordinates, L is a reference length, J.I. and i.. are 
viscosities, a is the sound speed. The pressure is related to the conservative flow variables by 
(5) 
For the rotor domain that moves with the rotor blade, Eq.(l) holds but the variables are 
redefined by 
--p pu 
-- pU2+ p Q= pu E= , F = 
--, ..... -pv puv 
- u<C+P> e 
txx = [(A. + 2J.1)ux + AVyJJRe 
txy = J.1(iiy + v JJRe 
--pv 
R =[!~Xl --puv py2 +p , 'txy 
v<c+p) -r 
The pressure is related to the conservative flow variables by 
Other nondimensional variables are 
-
- -J.1 = iitJ.1o, A = A ().. 0 
and t and Re are common for the two domains. 
s =[~~y] 
'tyy 
-s (6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
At the interface between the stator region and the rotor region, the relations between the 
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variables are 
u=u, v=v-V, p=p, p=p 
where V is the nondimensional velocity of the rotor given by 
v= V/30 
Introducing Eq.(4) and Eq.(8) into 
-p=p 
yields 
e - *,,(u2 + v2) = e -~(tr2 + "y2) 2 2 
or equivalently 
or 
- 1_ 2 -2 e = e -~[v - (v - V )] 2 
3. Computational Procedure 
(10) 
(11) 
The Navier-Stokes equations are transfonned onto a rectangular computational domain, and 
solved by the implicit method based on the LU decomposition [4]. The Navier-Stokes code is 
based on the second-order accurate implicit method. However, the boundary condition along the 
trailing cut and the Chimera coupling both use the computed results from the previous times step .. 
Therefore, the accuracy of the whole solution reduces to the first order in time at least locally. The 
grid for each region is generated independently by the elliptic-hyperbolic method(3]. Two grid 
systems are used, one 3"8x220 points per blade, and another 55x658 points per blade. The grid 
points along the trailing cut in the gird are not made continuous across the cut because otherwise 
very high skewness of grid occurs under the periodicity constraints of the grid. 
The inflow boundary conditions for the rotor domain are taken from the most updated 
computational results for the stator domain by the Chimera method. At the same time, the exit 
boundary conditions for the stator domain are taken from the most updated computational results 
from the rotor flow domain. The points along the inlet for the rotor regions are not same as the left . 
boundary of the rotor grid so the front area of the rotor grid with significant turning can be 
avoided. Likewise, the exist boundary for the stator domain does not coincide with the right 
boundary of the stator grid. 
The conventional method of coupling the two domains is as follows. The grid line which is 
vertical at the exit of the rotor domain would match the vertical grid line at the flow entrance of the 
rotor grid. However, the rotor grid is moving with the rotor blades, so flow boundary conditions 
are exchanged between the two domains by means of one-dimensional interpolations. Since the 
rotor grid is constantly moving relative to the stator grid, the interpolation relations also constantly 
changes. With the conventional approach, the grid for the flow exit of the stator and the grid at the . 
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entrance to the rotor should be carefully aligned. Whenever the distance between the stator and the 
rotor is altered, a new set of grids should be generated. Generally the grid lines in a c-grid for a 
turbomachinery blade have high turns at the top left and bottom left comer of the grid for a blade 
where the accuracy of the coordinate transfonnation is poor. 
With the Chimera method, a code developed for a single rectangular computational domain is 
applied for each of the flow domain belonging to one blade. Therefore, it is not necessary to match 
the grid line of the exit boundary of the stator domain with the grid line of the inlet boundary of the 
rotor domain. With the Chimera coupling, the front area of the rotor grid with high turning of grid 
lines may be removed from the actively used computational domain. Likewise the rear domain of 
the stator where high skewness of the grid tend to occur can be removed. The Chimera coupling 
requires two-dimensional interpolation to exchange boundary conditions between the stator and 
rotor. The interpolative exchanges of the boundary conditions disturb continuity of the field v.alues 
_cross the boundaries of the two domains, but the conventional methods have the same problem. 
The Chimera method may be applied not only for the blade rows, but can be easily applied when 
additional flow domains are involved. This feature will become attractive in three-dimensional 
simulation particularly when the additional flow geometries such as inlet eye, volute, and exit 
diffuser are included (for a radial turbine). 
4. lllustration of Results 
. The coarser grids for the stator and rotor are shown in Figures 1, where only every other grid 
lines that are parallel to the blade surface are omitted for clarity. The finer grids of 55x658/blade 
were generated by interpolation of the coarser grids (not shown here). 
Figures 2 illustrates density distribution at two different stator-rotor positions, which were 
developed as follows. The coarser grids of 38x220/blade were used for this flow computation. 
There are some overlapping between the computed flow domains for the stator and the rotor 
blades. The mid point in the overlapping area will be denoted by x=A. The density distribution ts 
plotted for x<A, and the density distribution from the rotor calculation is plotted for x>A. 
Discontinuity of the density contours is due to the interpolating scheme to couple the two domains 
in the Chimera scheme. Note, however, that even if no smearing effect due to interpolation exists, 
the wake from the trailing edge of the stator blade does not go into the rotor domain, because the . 
plotting on the rotor domain is based on the relative coordinate. The grid size in the wake region of 
the stator is significantly smaller than that in front of the rotor blade. The difference of the grid 
sizes is also responsible to the discontinuity of the contours than Chimera coupling effects. 
An examination of Fig.2 reveals that shapes of density contours at these different time points, 
namely at different stator-rotor positions, are different. It is caused by the unsteady inlet flow to . 
the rotor primarily because of changing relative position of the rotor to the stator blades. To show 
the effect of the moving relative positions, distribution of several flow quantities along a vertical 
line indicated in Figure 1 are plotted in Figure 3 in order of increasing time in cycle 8. The initial 
numerical transient of the solution such as propagation of acoustic waves disappears after two 
cycles. At the eighth cycle, the same time-dependent flow distribution repeats during each cycle. 
The computation with the finer grid of 55x658 was performed for the same geometry and 
physical constants as for the computation illustrated in Figure 2 and 3. Because of a massive 
amount of data from the finer grid computations, we have not yet been able to analyze the results to 
a full extent. However, snapshots of density distribution for a few selected time steps are 
illustrated in Figure 4. Figure 4a is a density distribution that occurs during the initial numerical 
transient and shows interaction between acoustic waves and boundary layers. Although the initial 
num~cal transient is not a true physical phenomena, the flow behavior during that period still 
proVldes important information because similar transient should occur in case a sudden change of 
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inlet or exit flow conditions change or the load to the turbine impulsively changes. Figure 4b is for 
a later time than Fig. 4a but still in a late stage of the initial numerical transient. This figme shows 
Karman vortex shedding from the trailing edge of the stator blade, and flow separation from the 
suction side of the rotor blade. Figure 4c is for a time step after the rotor blades has passed stator 
blades seven times. The figure shows a flow separation at the lower surface of the rotor blade and 
a vortex being shed. A periodic shedding of vortices from the same location has been observed. 
At this time of writing it is not certain, however, if this vortex shedding phenomena is simply due 
to periodic change of the inlet flow to the rotor blade or induced by the Kannan vortices from the 
trailing edge of the stator. But the latter is be highly likely. Karman vortices from the trailing edge 
are also observed in Figure 4c (Karman vortices are more clearly shown in the next figure). Figure 
4d (the number of contour lines are significantly increased to show details more clearly) shows 
Karman vortex street from the trailing edge of the stator blade at a different time step. Unlike the 
vortex shedding from a simple circular cylinder, the geometrical pattern of Karman Vortices from a 
turbine blade seem to be much irregular. 
5. Concluding Remarks 
Two dimensional modeling of the flow through stator and rotor rows based on the Chimera 
method has been described. The computational results show several important aspects of the 
unsteady flow through stator and rotor passages. The unsteady flow phenomena captured in the 
present computational simulation are not only interesting from academic curiosity but also worth 
funher investigation of practical interest, particularly to understand the mechanism of heat transfer 
in turbomachinery. 
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Stator 
Figure 1 Grids for the stator and rotor domains (only half of the points in 
the directions intersecting the blades and trailing cut are plotted) 
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2 
Figme 2 Density contour plot for two different positions of 
rotor blades matlve to stator blades 
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Figure 3 Tfme-dependcnt variations of spatial distributions of field variables in front 
of the rotor blade leading edge (sec A-A line in Figure 1) 
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Figurc4 
4a: during the initial numerical transient 
Snapshots of density contours at different time steps (SSx6S8 points/blade) 
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4b: a later stage of the initial numerical ttansient 
Figure 4 continued 
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4c: a time step long after the initial numerical transient 
Figure 4 continued 
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, 
4d: another time step long after the initial numerical transient 
(with a higher contour density than 4c) 
Figure 4 continued 
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4d': repeat of 4d (with a much higher contour density) 
Figure 4 continued 
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ABSTRACT 
The relationship between act;ual and predicted re-entry maximum dynamic pressure is 
characterized using a probability density function and a cumulative distribution function 
derived from sounding rocket flight data. This paper explores the properties of this 
distribution and demonstrates applications of this data with observed sounding rocket re-entry 
body damage characteristics to assess probabilities of sustaining various levels of heating 
damage. The results from this paper effectively bridge the gap existing in sounding rocket re-
entry analysis between the known damage level/flight environment relationships and the 
predicted flight environment. 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Figure 1 shows a schematic of a typical re-entry configuration for a Terrier-Black 
Brant sounding rocket payload. Historically at NASAlGSFClWallops Flight Facility, 5 
degree-of-freedom trajectory simulations (Reference 1) have been used to predict sounding 
rocket re-entry body flight environment parameters such as maximum dynamic pressure, 
Mach 1 altitude and parachute deployment conditions. The aerodynamic characteristics used 
in these simulations have been computed using the CDCG computer program which 
incorporates a hybrid theoretical I empirical nonlinear crossflow aerodynamics model. 
As the NASA Sounding Rocket Program has shifted toward larger payload size and 
increased vehicle perfonnance capability, concern over aerodynamic heating during re-entry 
has become more than just an academic issue. Re-entry heating damage to sounding rocket 
recovery systems has been a source of refurbishment cost, and a cause for apprehension over 
possible recovery system failure. The level of heating damaged sustained by any given 
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sounding rocket payload during the re-entry leg of the flight has been found to be directly 
related to the peak level of dynamic pressure encountered and the static margin of the re-
entry body. A crude characterization of the relationship between the aerodynamic heating 
damage and maximum dynamic pressure was detennined in Reference 2. In this report, a 
"damage line" is defined which separates values of flight dynamic pressure and re-entry body 
static margin that constitute a "cool region", within which no heating damage has been 
experienced, from values of flight dynamic pressure and static margin which constitute a 
"hot" region where varying degrees of heating damage have been experienced . 
. Flight levels of maximum dynamic pressure can vary significantly from the predicted 
values. In Reference 2, the limitations of the analysis tools used to make predictions of the 
re-entry environment parameters were investigated, and several sources of prediction error 
were isolated. In particular, a statistical characterization of the prediction error in the 
aerodynamic properties was determihed. 
Before the study of Reference 2, NASAlGSFCIW allops Flight Facility imposed a 
fixed limit on predicted maximum dynamic pressure to prevent recovery system failure due 
to re-entry heating. Payloads were ballasted to meet this constraint. Once the study of 
Reference 2 was published, NASA began using the observed properties of the prediction 
error of re-entry body aerodynamic characteristics to analytically determine the dispersion of 
re-entry environment parameters such as maximum dynamic pressure (Wand Mach 1 
altitude (References 2 and 3). Re-entry bodies are then ballasted to bring the envelope of 
predicted levels of maximum dynamic pressure beneath the "damage line" given in Reference 
2. Although this technique does address the variability in predicted re-entry dynamic pressure 
levels, the inherent noise involved in the detennination of the prediction error of the body 
aerodynamics combined with the extreme sensitivity of the re-entry environment to variations 
in body aerodynamic characteristics makes it difficult to interpret the results from this 
approach. 
During the post flight mission analyses of Terrier-Black Brant V Flights 36.079 and 
36.089 it was observed that the predicted re-entry maximum dynamic pressures (Clp) were 
20.2% and 15.3% lower, respectively, than the actual re-entry maximum dynamic pressures 
(qJ. Flight 36.089 was a refly of the 36.079 payload. Further analysis revealed that there 
was an apparent center of pressure shift away from the S-19 canards for both flights. 
Reference 2 noted that for the 28 analyzed cases, the apparent center of pressure shift was 
towards the S-19 canards. Approximately 9 Lbs. of re-entry ballast were incorporated on 
these flights to bring Clp below the "damage line" of Reference 2. These flights illustrate the 
difficulty in applying the results of Reference 2 to payload ballast design. 
In this report, the direct statistical. relationships between predicted. and actual 
maximum dynamic pressure are developed, and the relationship between re-entry heating 
damage and maximum dynamic pressure is refmed. These results are combined into a 
coherent method for relating results from simulation to probability of sustaining various 
levels of aerodynamic heating damage during re-entry. 
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2.0 CHARACTERISTICS OF RE-ENTRY ENVIRONMENT PREDICTION ERROR 
2.1 Prediction Error Detennination 
The re-entry environment prediction error is characterized by the percent error in 
predicting <Ia (%qerr), which is given by: 
(1) 
The percent error was determined for the 49 flights listed in Table 1. As was done in 
References 2 and 4, 'lp was determined by initializing a GEM 5-DOF re-entry simulation 
(containing nonlinear aerodynamics from the CDCG program) with radar data at some time 
prior to re-entry. This was done to eliminate trajectory dispersion effects. 
2.2 Generation of an Empirical Probability Density Function 
It can be seen in Table 1 that %qerr varies widely, from -54.5% to +232.5%. 
However, closer inspection of the data reveals that the majority of cases fall within ± 30 % 
error range. A distribution for %~ was determined by generating a normalized relative 
frequency histogram h(x); that is, dividing the %<Ierr values into 10 %qerr class intervals and 
determining the frequency of %~ values within each interval. The intervals are represented 
mathematically by 
where k is the number of class intervals (10 in this case). The above notation denotes that 
the class intervals are closed on the left; that is, a value on a boundary point is assigned to 
the class interval that has this value as its lower boundary. The interval widths were chosen 
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to give a more or less continuous distribution. The nonnalized relative frequency histogram 
is defined by 
hex) = for Ci- 1 ~ XCi' i=1,2, ... , 10, (2) 
where n is the number of observations and fj is the frequency of the class [ci.1t Cj). The . . 
normalized relative frequency histogram is an approximation of the probability density 
function for %qcrr' Probability values for the event that a random variable, x, faUs within a 
certain interval are given by the area beneath the probability density function, f(x), over the 
interval. Figure 2 presents the normalized relative frequency histogram for the %qcrr of the 
49 subject cases. As was observed in Table 1, the distribution of %~ is skewed to the right 
with the majority of cases being between ±30%. 
The relative frequency of an interval [a, b), where Co S; a < b S; Cit, can be 
computed by the integral 
b fa h(x)dx. 
Since the relative frequency is an approximation to probability, this integral can be 
thought of as an approximation to the probability that X, the random variable under 
consideration (%qcrr), is in the interval [a, b). It follows that a cumulative distribution 
function F(x) can be derived from 
F(x) = P(X ~x) = P(X<x) = f_:j{W)dw, (3) 
where f(x) is the limit of h(x) as n increases and the lengths of the class intervals go to zero. 
2.3 Discussion of the Cumulative Distribution Function 
The cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) in Equation 3 gives the probability of 
having a value of the variable X (in this case, %qcrr) less than some given value x. Figure 3 
presents the c.d.f. for %<lcrr. The c.d.f. shows that while there is a 47.7% probability of 
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having a negative %qerr (that is, <Ia greater than qp), there have been no recorded cases of 
%qerr exceeding -60%. Qualitatively, the c.d.f. shows that most of the time the re-entry qrnax 
prediction is fairly accurate, and is about as likely to be under the flight value as it is over, 
but the over predictions are of a much larger magnitude than the under predictions. Of 
course, it is the under predictions of re-entry qmax that are of greater concern, in tenns of re-
entry heating damage. 
3.0 COMPUTING DAMAGE RISK USING THE EMPIRICAL ERROR 
DISTRIBUTION 
Figure 4 shows the re-entry flight envelope of maximum dynamic pressure and re-
entry static margin for the Terrier-Black Brant V family. The different symbols on the plot 
represent the different levels of heating damage sustained during the flight according to the 
following classifications: 
Re-entry Heating Damage Classifications 
o - No damage. (36.096) 
1 - Exterior discoloration. (36.053) 
2 - Minor exterior erosion, especially near surface 
discontinuities. (36.049) 
3 - Melting at surface discontinuities and erosion making 
its way into interior. (36.034) 
4 - Major exterior damage. Skin eroding and peeling away 
from joint. (36.057) 
5 - All above exterior damage plus significant interior 
damage. (36.086) , 
6 - Failure due to re-entry heating (no known cases) 
The lower line in Figure 4 separates the region in the flight envelope of Level 0 and 1 
heating damage from the region of Level 2 and 3 heating damage. This line was previously 
published in Reference 2 and is given by the equation . 
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(4) 
where 
<lmax = Flight maximum dynamic pressure (pst) 
SM = I xcg - xclal (% Total Body Length). 
The upper line in Figure 4 separates the Level 2/3 region from the higher level 
heating damage regions in the flight envelope. This line is defined by several borderline 
flights and is given by the equation . 
q:! ~ 4600 - 10.5 *SM2• (5) 
For a re-entry body with a fixed static margin, values of <lmax (1) and <lmax (2) can be 
computed using Equations 4 and 5. A value of ~ is determined using the nonlinear 
aerodynamics of the CDCG program and the GEM 5-DOF simulation. At this point the 
probability of falling into the three regions of the flight envelope can be computed using the 
cumulative distribution function derived in Section 2.2. This is done as follows: 
1. Calculate the prediction errors associated with flight values of maximum 
dynamic pressure equal to <lmax (1) and <lmax (2): 
(1) 
(1) qp - quwc * 100% %qerr = (1) 
qmax 
(2) 
(2) qp - quwc * 100% %qerr = (2) 
quwc 
2. Compute the following probability values from the cumulative distribution 
curve (CDF) of Section 2.2: 
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where 
P3 = 1 - PI - PZ 
Pl = Probability of flight ~ (qJ falling into the level 0/1 region. 
P2 = Probability of ~ falling into the higher level damage region 
(3/4/516). 
P3 = Probability of ~ falling into the level 2/3 damage region. 
The procedure outlined above has been automated in a FORTRAN program called 
REPROB. The damage demarcation curves and the empirical cumulative distribution function 
will be updated as new cases are added to the re-entry database. 
CONCLUSIONS 
An empirical probability density function describing the re-entry environment 
prediction error has been derived by comparing predicted re-entry maximum dynamic 
pressure (CIp) to flight maximum dynamic pressure (~ for 49 flights. From this, a 
cumulative distribution function has been generated relating CIp to qa; allowing the mission 
analyst to predict, to a given probability, if ~ will be in a possible heating damage region. 
The re-entry error distribution and the damage region defmitions can easily be updated as 
new cases are flown and as previous flight data is found. 
\ 
The methods given in this report utilize the properties of the re-entry environment 
prediction error to give a more direct means of assessing possible re-entry heating 
difficulties. Future work in refming the aerodynamic models should address the effect of 
changes on the prediction error distribution. 
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= 875.00 Ibs. 
= 203.05 in. 
= 127.62 in. TNT 
= 138.76 in. TNT 
= 11.14 in. 
= 8.61 Slug-tt2 
= 665.47 slug-tt2 
Table 1. CDCG Comparison with Flight Data 
Pred. Flight 
Flisht Qmax Qmax %Qerr 
27.075 3565.6 2481.5 43.69% 
27.106 2502.1 3071.5 -18.54% 
27.121 2599.4 781.7 232.53% 
27.122 945.6 821.0 15.17% 
27.123 1888.3 1317.0 43.38% 
27.124 2335.9 2388.0 -2.18% 
27.129 1057.0 1116.0 -5.29% 
27.130 1160.0 894.0 29.75% 
27.133 1056.5 305.5 245.83% 
36.016 2305.0 5061.6 -54.46% 
36.025 3740.1 4271.6 -12.44% 
36.027 ~2703.4 1505.4 79.58% 
36.030 2616.5 4103.5 -36.24% 
36.032 2609.4 3090.7 -15.57% 
36.034 2067.7 4110.0 -49.69% 
36.035 3317.0 2673.2 24.08% 
36.041 2874.5 3n8.3 -23.92% 
36.043 2730.0 1408.5 93.82% 
36.047 1808.0 1230.9 46.88% 
36.048 2800.0 2700.0 3.70% 
36.049 3607.7 4334.9 -16.78% 
36.052 1536.0 919.4 67.07% 
36.053 1965.0 2938.5 -33.13% 
36.054 1635.0 2344.1 -30.25% 
36.057 4949.0 4739.7 4.42% 
36.058 4643.0 4285.0 8.35% 
36.059 2749.9 12n:l. 115.31% 
36.060 1633.0 622.2 162.46% 
36.062 3958.0 4744.6 -16.58% 
36.063 2342.0 3888.7 -39.n% 
36.066 3383.1 3760.3 -10.03% 
36.067 2715.3 1946.0 39.53% 
36.068 4907.0 5238.2 -6.32% 
36.069 3443.3 3352.5 2.71% 
36.070 3365.0 3701.2 -9.08% 
36.072 1916.3 1888.9 1.45% 
36.073 4964.0 4267.6 16.32% 
36.074 3146.4 2608.9 20.60% 
36.077 5020.6 3268.3 53.62% 
36.078 4584.0 4341.1 5.60% 
3tj.079 3794.8 4757.0 -20.23% 
36.085 4190.0 4230.0 -0.95% 
36.086 4919.0 4413.5 11.45% 
36.087 3153.2 3500.0 -9.91% 
36.088 2124.7 2600.0 -18.28% 
36.089 3921.0 4631.0 -15.33% 
36.090 3800.0 3940.0 -3.55% 
36.096 1907.7 812.7 134.74% 
36.098 2740.0 2740.0 0.00% 
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PREDICTION OF THREE SIGMA MAXIMUM DISPERSED DENSITY 
FOR AEROSPACE APPLICATIONS 
Tern L. Charles 
Michael D. Nitschke 
General Dynamics Space Systems Division 
San Diego, California 92186-5990 
SUMMARY 
Free molecular heating (FMH) is caused by the transfer of energy during collisions 
between the upper atmosphere molecules and a space vehicle. The dispersed free molecular 
heating on a surface is an important constraint for space vehicle thermal analyses since it can be 
a signiflCant source of heating. To req.uce FMH to a spacecraft, the parking orbit is often 
designed to a higher altitude at a the eXpense of payload capability. Dispersed FMH is a function 
of both space vehicle velocity and atmospheric density; however, the space vehicle velocity 
variations are insignificant when compared to the atmospheric density variations. The density of 
the upper atmosphere molecules is a function of altitude, but also varies with other 
environmental factors, such as solar activity, geomagnetic activity, location, and time. 
A method has been developed to ~ three sigma maximum dispersed density for up 
to 15 years into the future. This method uses a state-of-the-art atmospheric density code, MSIS 
86, along with 50 years of solar data, NASA and NOAA solar activity predictions for the next 
15 years, and an Aerospace Corporation correlation to acc;ount for density code inaccuracies to 
generate dispersed maximum density ratios denoted as 'K-factors'. The calculated X-factors can 
be used on a mission unique basis to calculate dispersed density, and hence dispersed free 
molecular heating rates. These more accurate X-factors can allow lower parking orbit altitudes, 
resulting in increased payload capability. 
FREE MOLECULAR HEATING 
Free molecular heating (FMH) is caused by the kinetic transfer of energy during the 
collisions between the rarefied upper atmosphere molecules and a space vehicle traveling at high 
velocities. The dispersed free molecular heating on a surface nonna! to the velocity vector can 
be a significant portion of the space heating environment (Figure 1). Therefore; the FMH during 
the period between payload fairing (PLF) jettison and spacecraft separation is an important 
constraint for space vehicle thermal analysis. 
Nominal FMH is predicted by the following equation which relates the free molecular 
heat flux, Qtmh, to the atmospheric density, p , and to the vehicle velocity relative to the 
atmosphere velocity, Vrel! 
(1). 
Units conversion factors for Equation 1 are listed in Table 1 for various standard English 
units of density and velocity. Dispersed free molecular h~g is predicted by using the 
dispersed density, Pdispt in Equation 1: 
(2). 
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Table 1. Units Conversion Factors for Free Molecular Heating Equation (1) 
Common Common Common Conversion Conversion 
Density Velocity FMH Factor Factor 
Units Units Units Value 1. Units 
slug/ft3 ft/sec BnJ/hr-ft2 4.62268 BTIllhr-f.t2 
(slug/ft3)(ft3/sec3) 
Ibm/ft3 ft/sec BW/hr-ft2 0.143677 BTIllbr-ft2 
(lbmlft3Xft3/sec3) 
Ibr-sec2/ft4 ft/sec BnJ/hr-ft2 4.62268 BTIlw-ft2 
(lbr-sec2/ft4)(ft3/sec3) 
Note 1. The follOWIng values were used to detemune the convemon factors: ] =- mechanical equivalent of heat, 778.770 ft-lb;Bru 
Sc • proportionality cOllSWlt between mass and force. 32.1741bm-ftllbr-sec2 
Figure 1 
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The dispersed density, Pdisp , can be calculated from the Equation 3 which relates the 
dispersed density to the U.S. Standani 1976 nominal density (Reference 1), P76, by a density 
dispersion factor, Ie, also called a 'K-factor': .. 
pdisp=K P76 (3). 
Both the density and the density dispersion factor are functions of altitude. The U.S. 
Standard 1976 density is a nominal, mid-solar cycle density which is tabulated as a function of 
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altitude. The density dispersion factor 'K' is a function of several parameters, but is affected 
primarily by altitude and level of solar activity. 
Free Molecular Flow Regime 
In the upper atmosphere, the density of the gas molecules is so low that the 
intermolecular collisions are negligible. This is the free molecule flow regime where the kinetic 
theory of gasses takes over from the continuum fluid mechanics of the lower atmosphere. The 
basic free molecular flow assumption is that the flow of atmospheric gas molecules incident on a 
body is undisturbed by the presence of that body. Thus, there is no boundary layer and no flow 
around a body, and collisions between the body and the gas molecules only take place on . 
surfaces which are normal to the velocity vector (Reference 2). 
The transition between the free molecule and continuum flow regimes depends on 
whether or not the molecules' collisions with each other affect their collisions with the body. In 
other words, the free molecule regime is characterized by single collisions between the gas 
molecules and the body, which means that the mean-free path of the molecules has to be much 
greater than the characteristic length of the body. The ratio of the mean-free path in the gas, A, to 
the characteristic dimension, d, is called the Knudsen number, Kn: 
Kn=A./ d (4). 
Free molecule flow is assumed for Kn ~ 10. The mean-free path varies with density and 
is a function of altitude. Assuming a space vehicle characteristic dimension of 3.0 In, the vehicle 
will be fully in free molecule flow when the molecules have a mean-free path greater than 
10 x 3.0 m or 30 m. This mean-free path length has been measured at about 130 lcm (70 nmi or 
425 kit, Reference 1), which is below the 80 to 100 nmi typical low Earth parking orbits. 
Free Molecular Heat Flux 
Free molecular heating occurs when the incident rarefied molecules are reflected from a 
surface. These reflections are characterized as diffuse, specular, or some combination of these 
two extremes. A diffuse reflection is one in which the molecules are momenani1y absorbed by 
the surface and then emitted according to a Maxwell Velocity distribution corresponding to the 
surface temperature. A specular reflection is one in which the nominal velocity of the molecules 
is reversed and the tangential velocity remains the same. Diffuse reflections are very common 
for most surfaces, whereas, specular reflections are only common for very highly polished, non-
oxidized metals or for very small grazing angles (Reference 3). 
The thermal accommodation coefficient, a, is the measure of how close the actual energy 
transfer to the wall is to the purely diffuse energy transfer. For purely diffuse reflections, a=1.0 
and for purely specular reflections, a=O.O. The accommodation coefficient increases with 
increasing oxidation, with increasing surface roughness, and with increasing wall temperature 
(Reference 4). For most cases involving space vehicles, diffuse reflections are predominant and 
accommodation coefficients of at least 0.9 are appropriate (Reference 3). An accommodation 
coefficient of 1.0 is often used for a maximum heating analysis and an accommodation 
coefficient of 0.0 is often used for a minimum heating analysis (Reference 5). The heat flux 
absorbed by a surface normal to the flow is calculated by 
(5). 
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The velocity and altitude are determined from the trajectory. The dispersed density is 
determined from the altitude and the appropriate density dispersion K-factors (Equation 3). The 
derivation of this equation from the kinetic theory of gasses is described in Reference 4 and 
requires many simplifying assumptions. The main assumptions are: 
1) free molecular flows, Kn ~ 10 
2) surfaces are normal to the flow 
3) vehicle velocities much greater than molecular velocities 
4) surface temperatures much lower than gas stagnation temperatures. 
Nominal Atmospheric Density 
The nominal free molecular heating from Equation 1 is calculated using a nominal 
atmospheric density from a standard atmosphere modeL The most widely used nominal 
atmosphere model is the U.S. Stan~ Atmosphere, 1976 (Reference 1). This atmosphere 
model is a hypothetical, constant, vertical distribution of atmospheric temperature, pressure and 
density which, by international agreement, is roughly representative of year-round, mid-latitude 
conditions for the range of solar activity that occurs between sunspot minimum and sunspot 
maximum. In the model, the gasses of the atmosphere are assumed to obey the perfect gas law, 
p := p R T. and hydrostatic cquatio~ dP/dh := -pgc, which, when taken together, relate 
temperature, pressure and density with altitude. The U.S. Standard 1976 Atmosphere is the base 
atmosphere on which the density dispersion factors (K-factors) are calculated. 
These nominal atmosphere models are designed to fit the available atmospheric data. 
From 50 to 90 Jan, the atmospheric measurements of temperature, density, and pressure were 
made almost exclusively with rocket-borne instruments, mass spectrOmeters and density gauges. 
From 140 to 1000 km, these values were determined from satellite-related observations (satellite 
drag calculations and satellite-borne instnlments) and radar incoherent scatter techniques 
(Reference 1). 
Atmospheric densities calculated from both composition measurements made with 
rocket-borne mass spectrometers and from values inferred from satellite drag calculations have 
been compared over the range from 100 to 200 Jan (54 to 108 nmi). The mass spectrometer-
calculated densities were usually lower than satellite drag-calculatcd densities (Reference 1). 
The U.S. Standard 1976 atmosphere (Reference 1) relics principally on the satellite drag data. 
Dispersed Atmospheric Density 
The atmospheric density, though principally a function of altitude, is dynamic and 
variations in it occur frequently. The range of density variation which occurs is illustrated in 
Figure 2. Several types of variations occur which are attributed to: different levels of solar 
activity, fluctuations in geomagnetic activity, geographical location, seasonal variations, and 
variations between day and night levels. Low Earth orbiting satellites passing through the upper 
atmosphere are significantly affected by these density variations due to increased satellite drag 
and increased free molecular heating. Changes in satellite drag due to density variations can 
cause satellite lifetimes to vary by a factor of ten between nUnimum to maximum conditions 
(Reference 6). The sudden density variations from SQlar storms can significantly change satellite 
orbits, which requires relocation and reacquisition of the satellites and uses on-board propellant 
to correct deviations (Reference 7). For launch vehicles, the main effect of this dispersed density 
is from increased free molecular heating on vehicle and payload surfaces. 
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Solar Cycle Effects 
The largest atmospheric density dispersion is from the variation in the solar flux received by Earth's atmosphere. The waning and waxing of the solar flux, known as the solar cycle, lasts approximately 11 years (Figure 3). At the peak: of the solar cycle, large energetic events occur on the Sun which greatly increase the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation arriving at the Earth. All of the EUY is absorbed in the Earth's lower thermosphere, a layer which is located approximately between 83 to 120 kIn (45 to 65 nmi) in altitude. The lower thermosphere layer absorbs the EUY energy and expands outward, decreasing the density at the very lowest altitudes but greatly increasing the density in the higher altitudes where the low earth parking orbits are (from 148 to 185 Jan) and above. Above 296 kIn (160 nmi) the density can vary by an order of magnitude due to solar cycle effects (Figure 2). 
Because none of the EUV radiation reaches the ground, the EUV cannot be monitored using ground-based techniques. Measurements have been made by a few specially equipped satellites over relatively short periods. The solar 10.7 cm (radio wavelength) flux is measurable from Earth and varies closely with the EUY flux as can be seen in Figure 4, which compares satellite EUY measurements with coincident ground measurements of 10.7 em flux. Therefore, the FIO.7 index, which is a measure of the 10.7 em radio flux levels with units of 10-22 Watts m-2 Hz" I , is used as a proxy index in atmospheric density models in place of the EUY flux levels (Reference 7). 
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Figure 2. Atmospheric Density Variation: Nominal, Minimum and Maximum (Reference 8) 
The solar cycle, as recorded from the 10.7 cm flux, shows significant daily variation (Figure S). The trend is difficult to see in this data; therefore, a 13-month running mean, using data from both sides of the given day, is used to eliminate the daily fluctuations. Use of this mean allows easier tracking of the solar cycle progress and easier comparison from one solar cycle to another. The 10.7 em flux also correlates well with the historical method of recording solar cycles by the number of appearances of sunspots (used in Figure 3). This correlation is clearly seen over the last few solar cycles in Figure 6. There are significant diff~nces between the activity levels during different solar cycles, with Cycle 19 having the highest activity level recorded to date. 
. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) provides regular updates on solar 10.7 cm radio flux activity and also provides a nominal prediction of the FIO.7 
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index with 90% bounds for a full solar cycle (approXimately 11 years) which is used in dispersed 
density predictions. The FIO.7 index over the last few solar cycles is shown in Figure 7 along 
with the NOAA prediction for the cUITent solar cycle. 
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Figure 4. Comparison/or Solar 10.7 cm Flux Levels Recorded on Earth to EUV Flux Levels 
Recorded by the AE-E Satellite During Solar Cycle 21 (Reference 7). 
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Figure 7. Smoothed Solar 10.7 em Flux/or Past and Predicted Cycles (Reference 10) 
Geomagnetic Activity Effects 
Geomagnetic storms are caused by bursts of charged particles from the sun colliding with 
the Earth's magnetosphere. Large amounts of energy are deposited at high latitudes during these 
storms and can significantly increase the atmospheric density at low Earth parking orbit altitudes 
in a matter of hours. Unlike the 10.7 em iadio flux, the geomagnetic activity has a relatively 
short term effect of only a few days. The geomagnetic activity effects are a strong function of 
latitude and are much stronger near the poles than at the equator (Reference 7). 
The Ap index is a measure of the intensity of atmospheric activity due to geomagnetic 
storms. It is a derived index which is unitless and varies from 0 (quiet) to 400 (maximum storm 
activity). There is a pronounced maximum magnetic storm frequency during the declining phase 
of the solar cycle, which is illustrated in Figure 11. Increased geomagnetic activity begins about 
halfway between the solar maximum and the solar minimum and continues until the solar cycle 
minjmum is reached (Reference 7). 
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The Ap level is determined by mapping the Kp level, which varies from 0 to 9. onto the 
Ap range of 0 to 400. The Kp index is a quasi-logarithmic measure of the amplitude of 
geomagnetic disturbances, where the change from 1 to 2 represents a small increase in amplitude 
while the change from 8 to 9 represents a major increase in amplitude. The Kp index is a 24-
hour combination Df the eight 3-hour K indices reported from twelve observatories around the 
world. The K index varies from 0 to 9 like the Kp index and is a measure of the local magnetic 
character for each 3-hour period recorded at each location (Reference 8). Marshall Space Flight 
Center (MSFC) produces a monthly update on the geomagnetic activity and provides a nominal 
Ap prediction with 97% bounds for a full solar cycle. 
Diurnal, Seasonal. and Geographical Variations 
There is a diumal or daily variation in atmospheric density which also occurs. The time 
at which the maximum occurs is around 1400 local solar time and varies with altitude (see 
Appendix). The amount of variation in density levels is latitude- and altitude-dependent. At the 
higher altitudes, above 200 Ian (l08 nmi), the density during the day can be up to eight times 
higher than the density at night (References 11 and 12). However, the effects are not as 
pronounced at the lower parking orbit altitudes. 
There is a semiannual variation in the atmospheric density levels. This variation is clearly 
shown in the figures in the Appendix. There is a primary minimum in July, followed by a 
primary maximum in October, a secondary minimum in January, followed by a secondary 
maximum in April (References 11 and 12). This variation depends principally on solar activity 
levels. 
The atmospheric density also varies depending on the latitude and longitude. This 
variation extends down to about 150 Ian (81 nmi) and is shown in the Appendix. Some of the 
latitude variation is due to the geomagnetic activity having a more pronounced effect nearer the 
poles (Reference 12). 
Atmospheric Density Codes 
There are two principal atmospheric density calculation codes available for altitudes 
above 90 Jan (50 nmi). These are the lacchia model, developed by L. G.lacchia from satellite 
drag data, and the MSIS model, developed by A. E. Hedin from mass lpectrometer and 
incoherent lcattering measurements made from satellites and ground stations respectively. Both 
have been shown to have an estimated error of around 15%. These codes require the user to 
input values for all of the principle density variations mechanisms: altitude, FIO.7, Ap, time of 
day, day of year, latitude, and longitude. Based on these inputs, these atmospheric models 
calculate nominal atmospheric densities. The Free Molecular Heating K-Factor Calculation 
Section discusses the use of the MSIS code to calculate K-factors. 
K-Factors 
To calculate a three-sigma dispersed density, the nominal atmospheric densities have to 
be increased to account for the solar activity and other dispersion mechanisms. The atmospheric 
density calculation codes, with suitably dispersed input parameters and suitably applied error 
estimates, could be used in each calculation of dispersed density; however, an easier approach is 
generally used. Atmospheric density dispersion factors called "K-factors" have been developed 
to disperse the nominal densities, for different altitudes and for different times in the solar cycle. 
These K-factors can be conservatively calculated to bound a given time period by dividing the 
three sigma dispersed density calculated from the density codes by the nominal density. 
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The dispersed density is then regenerated by multiplying the nominal density at a given 
altitude by the corresponding K-factor for that altitude and for the range of years desired as in 
Equation 3. The method for deriving K-factors is discussed in the following section. 
FREE MOLECULAR HEATING K-FACTOR CALCULATION 
Free molecular heating (FMH) is calculated by cubing the relative velocity and multiplying it by 
one half the atmospheric density (Equation 1). Given nominal atmospheric density and velocity, 
nominal FMH fluxes can be calculated. However, standard engineering practices require 
additional conservatism to account for possible dispersions. These dispersions are accounted for 
by multiplying the nominal density by a dispersion factor or K-factor . 
To calculate dispersed atmospheric density, four primary sources are used: 1) 
Atmospheric density model, which predicts nominal atmospheric density given the atmospheric 
location with respect to the Earth, and the solar, and geomagnetic index parameters; 2) Forecasts 
of solar activity; 3) Measured daily solar and geomagnetic index data collected over the past 59 
years; and 4) Atmospheric model uncertainty equation used to disperse nominal predicted 
densities. Using a Monte Carlo statistical technique and the U.S. Standard 1976 atmospheric 
density (Reference 1), K-factors can be determined. To automate this process a computer 
program. has been developed by the authors. . 
Atmospheric Density Model (MSIS-86) 
Due to the significant effect that the upper atmospheric density has on space vehicles and 
satellites, a great deal of work has been done in developing a method for detennining 
atmospheric densities and temperatures. Through the years, several mathematical models have 
been developed (Figure 8) based on atmospheric calculations from satellite drag data, incoherent 
scatter data from ground sites, and measured atmospheric conditions from mass spectrometer 
measurements on numerous satellites. Not only can these models provide estimates of density, 
but atmospheric composition, temperature, molecular mass, pressure scale height, and density 
scale height for altitudes between 85 and 2500 Ian (46 and 1350 nmi). . 
The MSIS-86 (Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent Scatter) model (Reference 13) is one of 
the latest in the series of Cl}lPirical models developed. This model uses user-provided values of 
day of year, time of day, altitude, latitude, longitude, local solar time, geomagnetic index, 
predicted three month average FIO.7 em radio solar flux (FIO.7), and daily FIO.7 solar flux. The 
model predicts atmospheric temperature, total density, and densities ofN2, 02, 0, N, He, Ar, and 
H. This model is based on atmospheric composition and temperature data from eight scientific 
satellites (000-6, San Marc-3, Aeros-A, AE-C, -D, -E, ESR0-4, and DE-2) and numerous 
rocket probes, as well as five ground-based incoherent scatter stations (Millstone Hill, St. Santin, 
Areclbo, Jicamarca, and Malvern) (Reference 14). 
ODSS has adopted the MSIS-86 atmospheric code to predict nominal atmospheric 
densities as a function of altitude and year. This decision was based on the Reference 14 
comparison study, identifying the MSIS-86 model as the most up-to-date atmospheric model. 
However, an additional study (Reference 15) was petformed that showed disctepancies in the 
MSIS-86 predicted density results for latitudes near the north pole. To overcome this 
discrepancy, a~ospheric densities calculated with latitudes greater than 60 degrees were 
changed to reflect the southem hemisphere values. 
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Figure 8. Historical Development of Empirical Thermoshpere Models (Reference 14 J. 
Solar and Geomagnetic Activity Forecast 
Upper atmospheric density fluctuations are strongly influenced by changing levels of 
solar activity. The FlO.7 em solar flux and geomagnetic index inputs are ground measurements 
used to indicate the level of solar activity. This solar activity data is collected and summarized in 
monthly publications provided by NASA-Marshall Space Fight Center (MSFC) (Reference 16) 
and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) (Reference 10). This data is 
used as input data to upper atmospheric models to predict upper atmospheric conditions. 
The MSFC solar flux (FIO.7) and geomagnetic index (Ap) long range statistical estimates 
are based upon historical FIO.7 em solar flux and geomagnetic index measurements. These 
estimates (1992 to 2008) are based on the statistical data of solar cycles 9 through 22 (1850 to 
1992). Figure 9 illustrates the MSFC 13-month average FIO.7 cm solar flux predictions. As 
shown in Figure 9, nominal predictions as well as 2-sigma dispersed high and low predictions are 
provided. The nominal curve represents .the most likely curve that is expected in the future based 
on the most recent observed data. To provide additional conservatism to the calculation of FMH, 
the 2-sigma (97.7%) high 13-month FlO.7 solar flux average predictions were used. 
Due to the variations in daily FIO.7 em solar flux and geomagnetic index, these 
parameters cannot be projected into the future with any acceptable degree of statistical 
confidence. Because these parameters are required input to the MSIS-86 pro~ alternate 
techniques of determining these values have been developed (see Measured Solar and 
Geomagnetic Index Data and Computer Program Sections). 
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Figure 9. MSFC (Ref. 18) Long Range Esti1TllJtes 9f Solar Activity for Solar Cycles 22 and 23. 
Measured Solar and Geomagnetic Index Data 
Measured daily geomagnetic and solar activity summaries were obtained through the 
National Geophysical Data Center (Reference 17). The available data contains daily snmmary 
records from January 1, 1932 through June 30, 1990. The planetary geomagnetic index (ap) is 
provided every three hours throughout the day and n:presents the planetary average based on 13 
observations between 46 degrees nonh and 63 degrees south latitudes. The daily Ap average is 
determined from the arithmetic mean of the day's eight ap values. The daily Ap index is used in 
the calculation of atmospheric density. The daily F10.7 em solar flux n:presents the value 
measured in Ottaw~ Canada at 1700 GMT. The F10.7 em solar flux measurements began on 
February 14, 1947 and ate expressed in units of 10-22 Watts m·2 &1. Figures 10 and 11 illustrate 
the measured daily FlO.7 cm solar flux and Ap values for solar cycles 18 through 22. 
Based on this measured da~ a new data file was generated which consists of the date, 
daily average Ap and daily FlO.7 cm solar flux. Additionally, for each day, the 3-month and 13-
month FlO.7 cm solar flux averages were calculated and added to the data rue. Because the 
F10.7 pn:dictions are only available in 13-month averages and the MSIS-86 program requires 3-
month FlO.7 averages as input, it was necessary to generate these 3-month averages. The 3-
month F10.7 em average solar flux for a given day was calculated by averaging the preceding 
and following 45 daily FlO.7 cm solar flux measUIements (90 total values). Similarly the 13-
month FlO.7 em solar flux averages wen: calculated by averaging the previous and following 
195 daily FlO.7 em solar flux 11lCasUIements (390 total values). FigUIe 12 illustrates the resulting 
3 and 13-month averages for solar cycle 19. 
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Figure 10. Measured Daily FIO.7 cmSolar FluxforSolar Cycles 18 through 22 (Ref.17)~ 
I 
t .. 
Figure 11. Measured Daily Geomagnetic Index (Ap)for Solar Cycles 18 through 22 (Ref. 17). 
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Figure 12. Calculated 3 and 13-month FID.7 Solar Flux Averagesfor Solar Cycle 19. 
Atmospheric Model Uncertainty 
Even though the inputs to MSIS-86 are selected so as to maximize density, the 
atmospheric densities calculated by MSIS-86 represent the best approximation of density and are 
considered nominal values. To account for MSIS model prediction uncertainties another 
dispersion factor was incorporated. D. Kayser, Aerospace Corp., developed analytical functions 
to predict dispersed atmospheric density within 99.865% (approximately 3-sigma) confidence 
level relative to MSIS-83 atmospheric model (Reference 15). Predictions from the MSIS-83 
model were compared to the available Aerospace density data base to derive these equations. 
Knowing that the differences in predicted atmospheric density between the MSIS-83 and MSIS-
86 models are small between latitudes -90 and 60 degrees, the authors applied the model 
uncertainty equations developed for the MSIS-83 model to the MSIS-86 model. 
The Reference IS derived expression for the calculation of dispersed density as a function 
of altitude is provided below: 
where: 
where: 
rc(h) = (0.769-0.307 exp{ -[(h-l02.5)/126.21]4)) (6) 
rc(h) is the 3-sigma confidence level as a function of altitude (h) in kilometers. 
Pdisp = Pnominal exp(rdh» 
Pdisp = 3-sigma dispersed atmospheric density 
Pnominal = MSIS-86 predicted density 
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(7) 
Monte Carlo Statistical Technique 
There have been a large number of calculations of the drag exened by the atmosphere on 
satellites and measurements made by density gauges and mass spectrometers aboard rockets and 
satellites. These calculations and measurements have revealed several different effects other 
than altitude that result in variations of density, temperature, and composition of the upper 
atmosphere. The parameters and assumed ranges used as input to the MSIS-86 program are 
listed below: 
IYD - Day of the year (1 through 365 days) 
UT - Universal time or GMT (0 to 86400 seconds) 
ALT - Altitude (440 to 1000 kft) 
LAT - Latitude (user provided) 
LONG - Longitude (0 to 360°) 
LST - Local solar time (0 to 24 hours) 
FI07 A - Predicted 3-month avbrage FIO.7 em solar flux 
FI07 - Daily FIO.7cm solar flux 
Ap - Geomagnetic index 
The MSIS-86 input parameters associated with defining solar activity are FI07 A, FI07, 
and Ap. The remaining input parameters define the Earth's position relative to the sun (IYD, 
UT), point of interest within the Eanh's atmosphere (ALT, LAT, and LONG), and location on 
Earth with respect to the sun (LSn. A parametric analysis was performed to identify the 
sensitivity of atmospheric density as a function of each parameter. Results from this study are 
shown in the Appendix. 
Since these parameters are dependent on each other, it is not a simple task to identify 
which combination of parameters will result in maximizing atmospheric density for a given set 
of solar conditions. To simplify this procedure, a Monte Carlo statistical approach was 
incorporated to predict maximum dispersed atmospheric density values. 
Fora given altitude, random values ofIYD, UT, LAT, LONG, andLST were selected 
within their valid ranges. Additionally, daily and 3-month average FIO.7 solar fluxes and Ap 
values for a given day were randomly selected from a generated data fIle (see Measured Solar 
and Geomagnetic Index Data Section). Based on these inputs atmospheric density was 
calculated using the MSIS-86 program. Using this process, 1000 density values were calculated 
and a 3-sigma dispersed density was determined using the following equation: 
where: 
RH03SIG = RHOAV + 3[~flHo. - RHOA vT l'S 
N-l j 
RH03SIG = 3-sigma dispersed density 
RHOA V = calculated average density 
RHOi = a given density value 
N = number of density values calculated 
K-Factor Computer Program 
(8) 
To automate the calculation of K-factors, a computer program was developed. Figure 13 
illustrates the program flow chart. The only program inputs required are the predicted 13-month 
FIO.7 em solar flux, and latitude range for which the K-factors are to apply. Variations in 
latitude were incorporated to allow flexibility for missions which may have unique parking orbit 
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latitudes. Results presented herein were based on latitudes between ±60 degrees which will 
encompass all typical geosynchronous transfer orbit trajectories and latitudes between ±90 
degrees to include polar orbit trajectories. Based on the parametric study results (see the 
Appendix), K-factors tend to increase as a function of increasing latitude. 
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Figure 13. FMH K-Factor Calculation Computer Program Flow Chart 
FMH K-factors were calculated at various altitude heights ranging from 134 to 305 km 
(72 to 165 nmi). For altitudes up to 133 Jan (72 rum), 3-sigma dispersed densities calculated 
specifically for the Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle (Reference 18) are used. For altitudes greater 
than 305 km (165 rum) the density is assumed to be negligible. 
The entered FlO.7 em solar flux 13-month predicted average is used to determine the data 
set of daily values ofFlO.7, Ap, and calculated 3-month FlO.7 averages extracted from measured 
historical data (see Measured Solar and Geomagnetic Index Data Section). The l3-month FlO.7 
average solar flux value, for a given day, represents the average of the 195 preceding and 
following F10.7 measured daily values. Using the Reference 17 measured historical data, a data 
set of daily FlO.7 and corresponding Ap values can be determined which are representative of 
the predicted 13-month FlO.7 solar flux value (user provided). When the predicted 13-month 
FlO.7 value intersects the measured l3-month FIO.7 value for past solar cycles, the previOUS and 
following daily measured FIO.7 and Ap values are written to a data file for each intersection of 
measured l3-month FlO.7 values. Additionally, because the MSIS-86 atmospheric model 
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requires 3-month FlO.' averages as input, these values are calculated and included in this data 
set. Figure 14 illustrates the methodology of this data selection process. 
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• Daily F10.7 and corresponding Ap data values extracted for density calculations. 
Figure 14. Illustration o/the Data Selection Methodology in Determining Daily FID.7 and 
Ap Measured Values/or the Calculation o/FMH K-Facto1'3. 
Values of Ap and FlO.' daily and 3-month averages are randomly selected from this data 
file in performing the Monte Carlo statistical method (sec Monte Carlo Statistical Technique 
Section). After performing this operation 1000 times, the 3-sigma dispersed atmospheric density 
is calculated using Equations 7 and 8. 
After another 1000 density values are calculated and added to the data set, a new 3-sigma 
dispersed density is determined and comparcci to the original calculated 3-sigma density value. 
If the difference between these two values is less than the convergence criterion (set to 0.0009) it 
is assumed that a solution has been determined. If the convergence criterion has not been 
satisfied, the process is repeated. Once the convergence criterion has been satisfied, the FMH K-
factor for a given altitude is ca1culatcd by dividing the 3-sigma dispersed density by the U.S. 
Standard 1976 atmospheric density (Reference 1). 
K-Factor Results 
Tables 2 and 3Ust the caIculated 3-sigma K-factors for the maximum recorded solar flux 
value (worst case) and worst case yearly values from 1992 to 2008. Table 2 lists the K-factors 
which are valid for missions with low Earth parking orbits circling the Earth betwccn latitudes of 
±60 degrees and Table 3 lists K-factors valid for alllatitudcs (±90 degrees). The predicted K-
factor for a given year is based on the Reference 161argest monthly predicted 2-sigma high 13-
month FIO.7 em solar flux average for that year. If the month t)f a scheduled launch is known, 
less conservative K-factors could be calculated based on actual monthly values; however, it is 
recommended that yearly values be used to avoid invalidating analysis results due to a possible 
launch delay. . 
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Because the K-factors are calculated using atmospheric densities based on random inputs. 
slight variations in the results can occur. The magmtude of these variations has been observed to 
be a function of altitude and entered l3-month average F10.7 solar flux with the variations 
increasing with increasing altitude and F10.7 value. Table 4 illustrates the calculated worst case 
predicted K-factors from six separate runs using the same input values. For low altitudes (less 
than 19lkm (625 itt» differences in results are approximately ±O.02. For altitudes greater than 
191 km (625 kit) the variation in the results were found to be approximately ±a.03. 
It is noted here that the results of this analysis are only as good as the FlO. 7 cm solar 
flux predictions. The farther into the future the FMH K-factors are calculated, the greater the 
uncertainty of the prediction. Even though great effort has been made to predict conservative 
K-factors there have been recorded instances where abnormally high levels of geomagnetic 
disturbances and solar fluxes have occmred (Reference 19). In the unlikely event this were to 
happen. the predicted K-factor values would not be bounding. Even though there is a chance 
(beyond 3-sigma) this could occur, it would be unrealistic to design a space vehicle to withstand 
these levels. 
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Table 2. Worst Case Free Molecular Heating X-Factors \IS. Altitude as a Function of Year for 
lAtitudes Between :t600 
Worst 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1991 1998 1999 
Case 
Altitude (244.0) (188.9) (151.0) (134.0) (112.3) (96.6) (18.5) (91.4) (186.6) 
Kft nm1 
440.0 12.42 1.86 1.19 1.13 1.12 1.69 1.68 1.66 1.68 1.18 
450.0 14.06 1.91 1.82 1.11 1.75 1.72 1.10 1.68 1.69 1.82 
415.0 18.18 2.08 1.95 1.86 1.83 1.18 1.14 1.70 1.15 1.95 
500.0 82.29 2.26 2.09 1.97 1.93 1.86 1.81 1.73 1.82 2.09 
525.0 86.40 2.49 2.25 2.09 2.03 1.94 1.87 1.17 1.87 2.23 
;;50.0 90.52 2.69 2.41 2.21 2.15 2.03 1.93 1.80 1.95 2.41 
575.0 94.63 2.96 2.59 2.36 2.26 2.13 2.00 1.84 2.01 2.59 
600.0 98.15 3.24 2.81 2.52 2.44 2.24 2.10 1.87 2.08 2.81 
625.0 102.86 3.55 3.06 2.10 2.59 2.38 2.19 1.91 2.20 3.06 
650.0 106.98 3.92 3.31 2.89 2.78 2.50 2.29 1.98 2.30 3.31 
615.0 111.09 4.31 3.60 3.10 2.95 2.66 2.39 2.03 2.40 3.59 
700.0 115.21 4.12 3.96 3.34 3.16 2.80 2.51 2.01 2.53 3.89 
800.0 131.66 6.71 5.33 4.34 4.02 3.45 2.95 2.26 2.99 5.32 
900.0 148.12 8.93 6.73 5.29 4.77 3.94 3.28 2.32 3.36 6.12 
1000.0 164.58 11.15 8.04 5.95 5.31 4.23 3.37 2.26 3.45 1.91 
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2001 
Altitude (231.4) (243.0) (231.0) (200.5) (154.3) (122.6) (109.9) (96.1) 
Kft nm1 
440.0 12.42 1.84 1.86 1.84 1.19 1.74 1.10 1.69 1.68 
450.0 '74.06 1.89 1.91 1.88 1.84 1.78 1.13 1.71 1.69 
415.0 18.18 2.04 2.01 2.05 1.95 1.81 1.81 1.78 1.75 
500.0 82.29 2.22 2.28 2.21 2.09 1.98 1.89 1.85 1.80 
525.0 86.40 2.41 2.48 2.42 2.21 2.12 1.99 1.94 1.81 
550.0 ·90.52 2.61 2.69 2.63 2.43 2.26 2.08 2.02 1.93 
515.0 94.63 2.87 2.94 2.85 2.62 2.40 2.21 2.12 1.99 
600.0 98.75 3.15 3.23 3.13 2.85 2.56 2.34 2.23 2.09 
625.0 102.86 3.43 3.56 3.43 3.10 2.16 2.46 2.35 2.19 
650.0 106.98 3.18 3.90 3.76 3.34 2.95 2.62 2.49 2.29 
615.0 111.09 4.13 4.29 4.12 3.67 3.11 2.80 2.63 2.38 
100.0 115.21 4.53 4.75 4.55 3.97 3.44 2.96 2.78 2.50 
800.0 131.66 6.46 6.76 6.42 5.44 4.49 3.71 3.40 2.95 
900.0 148.12 8.44 8.94 8.43 6.96 5.41 4.35 3.85 3.26 
1000.0 164.58 10.42 11.12 10.38 8.31 6.27 4.10 4.15 3.39 
Note: Values in parentheses are entered 13-month averaged FIO.7 values 
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Table 3. Worst Case Free Molecular Heating K-Factors vs. Altitude as a Function o/Year for 
Latitudes Between :t 90 0 
Worst 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
Case 
Altitude (244.0) (188.9) (151.0) (134.0) (112.3) (96.6) (78.5) (97.4) (186.6) 
Kft nmi 
440.0 72.42 1.90 1.82 1.79 1.77 1.74 1.72 1.70 1.73 1.82 
450.0 74.06 1.97 1.87 1.83 1.79 1. 78 1.75 1.73 1.7S 1.87 
475.0 78.18 2.14 2.00 1.93 1.90 1.86 1.82 1.77 1.83 2.00 
500.0 82.29 2.36 2.16 2.06 1.99 1.94 1.90 1.82 1.89 2.16 
525.0 86.40 2.56 2.34 2.19 2.13 2.04 1.98 1.88 1.99 2.33 
550.0 90.52 2.78 2.51 2.33 2.26 2.14 2.05 1.93 2.03 2.49 
575.0 94.63 3.06· 2.71 2.46 2.38 2.26 2.12 1.96 2.14 2.69 
600.0 98.75 3.34 2.91 ~.66 2.56 2.36 2.22 2.02 2.25 2.93 
625.0 102.86 3.70 3.16 2.83 2.72 2.50 2.33 2.08 2.33 3.17 
650.0 106.98 4.05 3.46 3.01 2.90 2.64 2.43 2.11 2.44 3.41 
675.0 111.09 4.44 3.74 3.24 3.10 2.78 2.53 2.18 2.56 3.72 
700.0 115.21 4.88 4.05 3.50 3.29 2.93 2.63 2.20 2.65 4.04 
800.0 131.66 6.90 5.43 4.48 4.18 3.55 3.05 2.39 3.09 5.42 
900.0 148.12 9.03 6.83 5.35 4.92 4.01 3.31 2.40 3.38 6.74 
1000.0 164.58 11.05 7.99 5.96 5.35 4.20 3.38 2.25 3.42 7.94 
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
Altitude (231.4) (243.0) (231.0) (200.5) (154.3) (122.6) (109.9) (96.7) 
Kft nmi 
440.0 72.42 1.88 1.90 1.87 1.81 1.79 1.76 1.75 1.73 
450.0 74.06 1.92 1.97 1.93 1.87 1.82 1.79 1.78 1.75 
475.0 78.18 2.09 2.13 2.10 2.00 1.93 1.88 1.85 1.83 
500.0 82.29 2.29 2.33 2.27 2.15 2.06 1.98 1.95 1.90 
525.0 86.40 2.49 2.57 2.49 2.33 2.22 2.07 2.05 1.98 
550.0 90.52 2.69 2.79 2.71 2.51 2.35 2.18 2.14 2.05 
575.0 94.63 2.98 3.03 2.96 2.71 2.51 2.32 2.24 2.13 
600~0 98.75 3.24 3.36 3.19 2.96 2.69 2.44 2.39 2.21 
625 0 102.86 3.54 3.70 3.55 3.20 2.88 2.59 2.49 2.32 
650 0 106.98 3.89 4.07 3.90 3.48 3.08 2.75 2.62 2.45 
615.0 111.09 4.27 4.41 4.26 3.78 3.30 2.90 2.75 2.50 
700.0 115.21 4.68 4.85 4.68 4.14 3.56 3.09 2.91 2.66 
800.0 131.66 6.56 6.90 6.57 5.49 ·4.59 3.82 3.50 3.08 
900.0 148.12 8.50 9.03 8.49 7.03 5.S4 4.38 3.93 3.32 
1000.0 164.58 10.26 10.97 10.30 8.17 6.17 4.71 4.12 3.40 
Note: Values in parentheses are entered 13-month averaged FIO.7 values 
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Table 4. Worst Case Variations in the Calculation 0/ FMH K-Factors 
Altitude Calculated K-Factors Aasuminq Averaqe 
Kft nmi Latitude 90 de~ and Fl0.7 - 244.0 
440.0 72.42 1.90 1.90 1.90 1.90 1.90 1.89 1.90 
450.0 74.06 1.97 1.96 1.95 1.97 1.96 1.96 1.96 
475.0 78.18 2.14 2.12 2.14 2.13 2.13 2.14 2.13 
500.0 82.29 2.36 2.33 2.34 2.33 2.33 2.36 2.34 
525.0 86.40 2.56 2.57 2.56 2.56 2.55 2.56 2.56 
550.0 90.52 2.78 2.80 2.79 2.80 2.78 2.78 2.79 
575.0 94.63 3.06 3.06 3.04 3.04 3.07 3.05 3.05 
600.0 98.75 3.34 3.36 3.36 3.35 3.35 3.35' 3.35 
625.0 102.86 3.70 3.69 3.68 3.68 3.68 3.70 3.69 
650.0 106.98 4.05 4.04 4.05 4.04 4.01 4.04 4.04 
675.0 111.09 4.44 4.42 4.47 4.43 4.45 4.45 4.44 
700.0 115.21 4.88 4.90 4.87 4.88 4.87 4.90 4.88 
800.0' 131.66 6.90 6.89 6.88 6.90 6.86 6.89 6.89 
900.0 148.12 9.03 9.01 9.00 9.02 9.02 9.01 9.01 
1000.0 164.58 11.05 11.07 11.03 11.01 11.01 11.04 11.04 
Note: Max Delta = Maximum difference between average and 
predicted value for a given altitude 
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APPENDIX 
MSIS-86 Input Parameters Parametric Analysis 
To determine the trends and sensitivity each MSIS-86 input parameter has on the 
calculation ofK-factor, a parametric analysis was performed. For this analysis "standard" 
values were assumed for each input (Table AI). By varying one parameter at a time 
between its minimum and maximum value, while ~nstraining the remaining inputs, 
nominal K-factors were calculated as a function of altitude and MSIS-86 inputs. Table Al 
lists the assumed standard values and the dispersed ranges for each parameter. 
Table AI. MSIS-86Input Parameters Staru:lard Values and DisperSions Assumed in the 
Parametric Analysis 
PARAMelER 
Latitude (de g) 
Longitude (deg) 
Local Solar Tune (hr) 
Universal Tune (sec) 
Day of Year (day) 
Average F10.7 Solar Flux 
Daily F10.7 Solar Flux 
Geomagnetic Index 
STANDARD VALUE 
-30 
150 
13 
25200 
300 
125 
150 
20 
DISPERSION 
-60 to 60 
Oto36O 
o to 24 
o to 90000 
Oto36O 
75 to2S0 
75 to 300 
5 to 80 
The results for each input parameter are illustrated in Figures Al through A8. Since these 
parameters are dependent on each other, a different set of standard values can significantly 
change the results. These results are only presented to show the sensitivity and trends for 
each input in the calculation of K-factor, and are not to be used as a method to determine 
K-factors. 
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MIXING AND UNMIXEDNESS IN 
PLASMA JETS 1: NEAR-FIELD ANALYSIS 
Olusegun J. negbusi 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
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SUMMARY· 
The flow characteristics in the near-field of a plasma jet are simulated with a two-fluid 
model. This model accounts for both gradient-diffusion mixing and uni-directional sifting 
motion resulting from pressure-gradient-body-force imbalance. This latter mechanism is 
believed to be responsible for the umixedness observed in plasma jets. The unmixedness is 
considered to be essentially a Rayleigh-Taylor kind instability. Transpon equations are 
solved for the individual plasma and ambient gas velocities, temperatures and volume 
fractions. Empirical relations are employed for the interface transfers of mass, momentum 
and heat. The empirical coefficients are first established by comparison of predictions with 
available experim.ental data for shear flows. The model is then applied to an Argon plasma 
jet ejecting into stagnant air. The predicted results show the significant build-up of unmixed 
air within the plasma gas,. even relatively far downstream of the torch. By adjusting the inlet 
condition, the model adequately reproduces the experimental data. 
INTRODUCTION 
Plasma jets have imponant applications in materials processing, some of which 
include spray deposition, melting and refining, heat treatment and materials synthesis. In a 
typical reactor, the hot plasma stream enttains a surrounding gas and the resulting heat and 
mass transfer and the condition of operation of· the torch, determines .to a large extent, the 
performance of the unit. The entrainment may prevent uniform mixing and produce regions of 
unmixed hot/cold gases and non-uniform deposits as a result of insufficient melting of deposit 
in cold regions. This phenomenon may also affect chemical reaction rate in plasma systems 
for NOx reduction in exhaust gases. 
The study of plasma phenomena is often conveniently divided into three parts namely, 
the plasma torch, the plasma jet and analysis of the panicles carried in the jet. The present 
work concerns processes occuring in the near-field of the plasma jet i.e. just downstream of 
the torch. 
The early modeling approaches on. plasma jets were based on the solution of 
momentum integral equations (refs. 1 and 2), and on highly simplified boundary layer 
equations (refs. 3 and 4). These techniques, while providing useful insights into the gross 
behavior of plasma jets, were inadequate due to their inherent approximations. A fully elliptic 
approach was employed later by several workers (refs. 5-10), with varying degrees of 
success. Such works ranged in complexity, depending on the assumptions made for the inlet 
conditions, propeny variation and treatment of the surrounding gas. They have shown that: 
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(i) the velocity and temperature profiles within the reactor are strongly dependent on the 
torch exit conditions, 
(ll) plasma jets operating in a fully laminar regime could be adequately modeled by existing 
methodologies, and, 
(iii) plasma jets operating in a fully turbulent regime could not be adequately simulated with 
existing conventional turbulence models. Specifically, such models could not account for 
the inherent non-isotropic, intennittent nature of the turbulence field. 
Recent studies (refs. 11 to' 14) have shown that contrary to earlier beliefs, the flow 
emanating from most standard torches is highly transitional over most of the domain of the 
reactor, and mixing of the plasma jet with the cold surrounding gas is dominated by large 
scale coherent structures. Oearly, prediction methods which assume unifonn properties 
resulting from small-scale mixing processes (such as the popular k-e model) will be highly 
unreliable. Specifically, the phenomenon of unmixedness cannot be predicted by conventional 
turbulence models. 
The objective. of this study is to employ a two-fluid model (refs. 15 to 17) to predict the 
degree of mixing and unmixeness in the near-field region of a typical plasma reactor. The 
two-fluid idea has been employed in various forms by many authors (refs. 18 to 23). The 
present model has however refined those ideas by employing' the mathematical techniques 
that have been developed for two-phase flows. The model requires solution of conservation 
equations of two sets of velocities and temperatures, and also of the volume fractions. It 
also requires mathematical representation of each of the processes of interaction between the 
the two fluids such as momentum and heat exchange and entrainment of one fluid by the 
other. Additional relations are required to express the transport of fluid fragments' due to 
relative motion of the two fluids. The model has been applied successfully to boundary layers 
and. internal flows in. earlier publications (refs. 16,17, and 24 to. 26). .. In the present paper, the 
main features of the model are presented and applied to flow in a plasma reactor. 
A parabolic solution technique has been employed to ·ensure adequate grid resolution 
and numerical accuracy of the results. It should be mentioned that while a fully elliptic model 
does not suffer from the approximations to the governing equations imposed by the parabolic 
scheme, it requires calculation of the whole domain of the reactor, including the stagnant 
region outside the jet, where little or no property variations occur. Indeed, ellipticity (or flow 
recirculation) is confined essentially to this outer ambient region and its neglect is not 
expected to have significant effect on the results within the plasma jet. The present parabolic 
approach allows us to concentrate the computational grid within the jet region of interest. 
The paper is divided into five ·main sections of which this introduction is the first. In 
the following section, we describe a brief mathematical fonnulation of the two fluids model. 
Section 3 provided details of the computational method employed to solve the governing 
transport equations. The results are presented and discussed in section 4. Finally, section 5 
contains the concluding remarks. 
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 
The Two-Fluid Idea 
We propose that the. observed mixing and unmixedness in plasma jets could be 
explained to a signific'ant extent, by a "sifting" phenomenon, in which fragments of fluid 
subjected to larger body forces move through those subjected to smaller body forces in a 
pressure gradient field. This phenomenon is similar to the Rayleigh-TaylQr kind instabilities. 
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The body forces are here due to the large thermal field gradient between the plasma gas and 
the ambient air. This sifting motion is essentially one-dimensional. Conventional turbulence 
models such as the k-e model have tenns to express gradient diffusion fluxes or shear 
stresses which in the present situation represents only an additional mechanism responsible 
for mixing. These models have no terms to accountfor the often counter-gradient unmixing 
phenomenon. 
The sifting phenomenon can be represented mathematically by considering space as 
containing a mixture of fragments of two distinct fluids, separated by sharp (but flexible and 
permeable) boundaries on which surface tension arc inactive. In effect, while conventional 
models are concerned with time-averaged properties of fluid, the present two-fluid model 
focuses on averages of conditioned quantities. At any location, we thus have two average 
densities, two velocities in each coordinate direction and two temperatures. 
The most general means of distinguishing. between the two fluids is to suppose that 
fluid 1 has a greater time-averaged velocity VI, and fluid 2 a lesser one, V2. in the body-force 
direction. This definition allows a direct qualitative physical relationship to Prandtl's mixing-
length theory (ref. 19). Fortunately, in the present situation, this implies that fluid 1 is the 
hot plasma gas while fluid 2 is the cold ambient air sUITOunding the jet The two fluids are 
assumed to share space in proportion to their existence probabilities or volume fractions, f1 
and r2, such that: 
rt + 1'2 = 1.0 
In this and subsequent equations, subscript 1 refers to the plasma gas (Argon) while 
subscript 2 refers to the ambient air (or Nitrogen). 
(1) 
Transport equations are required for each fluid, with empirical relations to express the 
entrainment and transfer of momentum and heat at the interface. 
General Conservation Equation (Fluid i) 
In . light of the above, the set of partial differential conservation equations governing 
the transport of a generic flow variable cj> for fluid i (i=l for plasma gas, i=2 for ambient air) in 
plasma jet can be represented as: 
in which, 
cj> == dependent variable (= 1 for continuity) 
r == volume fraction 
(2) 
r == relevant transport property (exchange coefficient, representing effect of diffusion 
within one fluid) 
U == velocity vector 
S == intra-fluid source terms (e.g. pressure gradient and buoyancy forces) 
S* == inter-fluid source tenns (friction, entrainment, heat conduction at interlace) 
The dependent variables and the associated definitions of r , S and S * are presented in 
Table 1. Details of the derivation of these expressions are contained in refs. 16 and 17. The 
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set of values of the model constants employed in the analysis is presented in Table 2. These 
values have been established in earlier work on boundary layers and free shear flows (refs. 
16, 17 and 24). In, Table 1, subscripts i and j refer to the two fluids, E represents the 
entrainment rate, F is the interface friction and Q is the heat conduction at the interface. 
Auxiliary relations are employed to express these terms as follows: 
Entrainment Rate; We assume that the rate of entrainment is proportional to the relative 
velocity of the· two fluids and to the surface area of the fragment. Assuming j represents the 
fragment phase, the entrainment rate per unit volume can thus be expressed as: 
Eij = CmPilirj (rj-0.5)laUIII (3) 
where Cm is an empirical constant and I is a measure of the linear scale of the fragment and 
characterizes the interaction processes between the two fluids, laUI represents the relative 
velocity between the fluid and its ~UITOunding. The term. (rj-0.5) is used to enforce symmetry 
and ensure generality of application of the model to free and confined flows. 
Inter-Fluid Friction Forces: The friction forces per unit volume that fluid j extens on fluid i is 
expressed as: 
(4) 
in which Cf is an empirical constant and U represents either the cross-stream or stream wise 
velocity components, depending on the momentum equation of interest. Equation (4) implies 
that the slower-moving fluid gains momentum from the fast-moving fluid. This momentum 
transfer is of course in addition to that 4ue to the mass transfer as a result of entrainment 
between the fluids. 
Inter-Fluid Heat Transfer: The heat conduction at the interface from fluid j to fluid i is 
expressed in analogy to the above inter-fluid momentum flux as: 
(5) 
where Ch is an empirical constant (established in ref. 24) and cp is the specific heat of the hot 
fluid at constant pressure. In effect, the hot fluid looses heat to the cold fluid at any spatial 
location. 
Shear Source SVi,: By analogy to Prandtl's hypothesis, we postulate that there should be a 
shear-related source in the cross-stream momentum equations (for VI and V2) that is 
proportional to the gradient of the mean streamwise velocity. This source term can be 
expressed as: 
dW 
Svi = CvPi laUI I dy I (6) 
in which Cv is an empirical constant and w is the mean velocity in the main flow direction. This 
equation implies that VI will increase and V2 will decrease, whenever the two fluids are in 
relative motion and the x,nain flow exhibits shear (i.e. Idwidyl > 0). This term thus expresses 
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the well-known instability of shear layers and their tendency to break: up into a succession of 
eddies or train of vortices which are convected downstream at the mean-flow velocity. 
Len~th Scale /: While the actual entrainment process in shear flows and perhaps plasma jets 
may depend in detail on viscous action, evidence abounds indicating that the entrainment rate 
is controlled by the large-scale motion (refs. 11 and 26). We here employ the following 
transpon equation to obtain the length scale thus: 
~tl + U. VI = AIUI _ B 1 (ov + ow) 
a oz oy (7) 
in which A and B are constants. The first term on the right hand side expresses the growth· of 
fragment size by entrainment and agglomeration. The second term represents the decrease 
of fragment size by shear distortion. The preliminary values employed for the constants are 
A = 0.05 and B = 0.01. 
Boundary and Initial Conditions 
Svmmetry Plane: The physical situation considered is symmetrical about the jet axis, and so 
calculations are perfonned only over one half of the flow. A no-flux boundary conditionis thus 
imposed at the symmetry plane. 
Free stream; At the outer edge of the computational domain which is located in the ambient 
air stream just beyond the jet boundary, a flXedpressure condition is imposed. Thus, mass 
transfer or entrainment of air across this boundary is calculated from continuity. The main-
stream velocities and temperatures are prescribed to equal the values in the surrounding air. 
The parabolic numerical approach employed implies there is a predOminant direction of . 
flow. The nature of the governing equations is such that the downstream boundary condition 
is of no consequence' and needs not (and indeed, should not) be prescibed. 
Initial Conditions: Since the calculations must start from an inlet plane, the initial distribution 
of the dependent variables (velocities, temperatures, volume fractions) must be specified. At 
the torch exit which represents the inlet plane to the computational domain, parabolic velocity 
and temperature profiles are prescibed within the jet using the following relations: 
VI = vmax [ 1 - (r/ro)2] 
Tl = T~ax [ 1 - (rlro)2] 
(8) 
(9) 
wherein vmax(=400m!s), T max (=11500K) are the maximum velocity and temperature at the 
axis, VI and Tl are the velocity and temperature of the Argon (plasma gas) respectively, r is 
the radial coordinate and ro is the radius of .the torch. The values employed for these 
parameters are contained in Table 3. The volume fraction of the plasma gas (q) is also 
specified to be unity at this location. 
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COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS 
Qri.d;, A total of 40 non-uniform grids are employed in the radial direction, with about 90% 
located within the jet. The· computational domain is allowed to expand linearly with the 
downstream direction ~ the fonn: 
Tg/rO = a+bz (10) 
where Tg is the radial extent of the grid, To is the torch exit radius Get radius at inlet plane), z 
is the streamwise distance from the inlet and a and b are empirical constants. The 
established spreading rate of axisymmetric jets is used to estimate the initial magnitudes of a 
and b. The estimated values are then systematically modified until the computational grid 
spreads slightly faster than the jet. The values employed in the present study are a = 1.0 
and b =18.50. 
Solution Procedure: The above governing differential equations are solved using the Inter-
Phase Slip .(IPSA) . algorithm embodied in the PHOENICS computational code (ref. 27). The 
IPSA algorithm has been described in detail in several publications (refs. 28 to 30). This 
algorithm allows for· shared pressure between the two fluids and employs a Partial 
Elimination Algorithm (PEA) to accelerate convergence of the solutions of the finite domain 
equations' for the temperatures and velocities. 
The thermodynamic and transport properties of the plasma gas (Argon) and air are 
obtained from the literature (refs. 31 to 33). The principal input parameters employed in the 
computation are presented in Table 3. . 
RESULTS 
Prelimianry Application to Shear Flows 
Figs. 1 shows a comparison of the mean and conditioned temperature similarity 
profiles with the experimental data (refs. 34 to 39), for a plane jet ejecting into stagnant 
environmepts. The corresponding results for an axisymmetric jet are presented in Fig.2. 
The predicted and measured shear stresses and heat fluxes are presented in Figs.3 and 4 for 
a plane jet and an axisymmetric jet, respectively. The predicted gross characteristics of jets 
are compared with the values deduced from the experimental data in Table 4. 
The mean characteristics and fluxes in the above and subsequent figures are 
calculated from the individual fluid variables and the volume fractions using the following 
relations: 
«P = rl«Pl + r2«P2 
V$ = rlr2(vl-v2)(«Pl-<<P2) 
where «P represents velocity or temperature. 
(11) 
(12) 
These results have shown that the two-fluid model, employing the model constants 
presented in Table 2, can adequately predict the flow characteristics of turbulent shear flows. 
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Application to Plasma lets 
Fig. 5 ~hows a schematic sketch of the calculation domain considered. The initial 
width of the grid is located at the torch exit, and the forward step size is progressively 
increased until a distance of about 8 torch diameters is reached. This ensures that 
predictions are restricted to the near-field region of the jet. Figs. 6" and 7 show respectively 
the velocity. vectors and mean temperature profiles in the plasma jet. These figures clearly 
show the spread of the jet along the reactor. and the decay of the jet velocity and temperature 
downstream of the torch. The hot and fast-moving core of the plasma is clearly visible from 
these figures. as well as the slow. cold region near the edge of the jet. 
The decay of centerline mean velocity and temperature are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. 
Fig. 10 shows the increase in fraction of Nitrogen (or ambient air) along the centerline while 
Fig. 11 presents· the profiles of the volumetric entrainment rate in the jet.· Clearly, there occur 
sharp decreases in the velocity and temperature profiles at locations corressponding to the 
increase in entrainment rate. Fig. 11 shows that at any axia11ocation, the entrainment rate 
reaches a maximum near the edge of the jet. It should be remarked that the outer edge of 
Fig. 11 (as in other figures showing the complete domain) corresponds to the outer edge of 
the computational grid, while the edge of. the jet is somewhat narrower. 
Equally significant is that Fig. 10 indicates that a significant portion of the core region 
of the jet consists of ambient Nitrogen downstream of the torch. While subsequent mixing 
might allow this to decay farther downstream. this result clearly confirms the occurence of 
unmixed fragments of ambient fluid within the plasma. 
Figs 12 and 13 show the radial profiles of predicted conditioned velocities and 
temperatures respectively. ata location z!D=S. downstream of the torch. D being the 
diameter of the torch exit. Figs. 14 and 15 show the field profiles of Argon temperature and 
Nitrogen (Air) temperature respectively. In Figs. 16 and 17 are presented the Argon and 
Nitrogen temperature profiles. respectively..; at three axia1locations (zID=3, 5 and 8). These 
figures show that Argon temperature is generally higher than Nitrogen temperature; the 
difference progressively decreasing downstream as entrainment increases. At a location just 
downstream of the torch (z!D=3). the plasma temperature decreases rapidly due to large 
entrainment of Nitrogen, and then decreases towards the free stream. Fig. 16 shows that at 
large radial locations. the plasma temperature near the torch is smaller than that far 
downstream due to the spread of the jet. For instance. while location r = 6mm might be 
located in the low temperature, ambient region at zID=3. the same radial position would be 
located well within the expanding jet at zID=8. father downstream of the torch. 
In Figs. 18 and 19 are presented a comparison of the predicted temperature centerline 
and radial temperature profiles respectively with the experimental data (ref. 40). To obtain 
this fit, the inlet velocity and temperature profiles have been expressed using the following 
relations: 
v = Vmax [ 1 - (r/ro)3] 
T = T max [ 1 - (r/ro)3] 
(13) 
(14) 
where vmax=60Om/s and T max = 11500 K. This approach was taken due to lack of available 
data for the conditions at the torch exit. While the results appear satisfactory, the work is 
still very preliminary at this stage. A more detailed study of this problem will be considered 
in a subsequent publication. These figures however show that, with the appropriate inlet and 
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boundary conditions, the experimental data on jets can be well simulated by the two-fluids 
model. 
CONCLUSION 
A two-fluid model of turbulence has been trresented that accounts for unidirectional 
"sifting" resulting from body-force-pressure gradient imbalnace, as well as the stress induced 
(gradient diffusion) mechanism. The sifting mechanism is believed to be responsible for the 
observed unmixing in many systems including plasma reactors. 
Empirical correlations are employed to represent interfluid phenomena including 
entrainment rate, friction and heat conduction at the interface. The model constants were 
established from prior work by comparison of predictions with available mean arid conditional 
sampling data for shear layers. 
The model was then applied to predict the flow characteristics in a plasma jet issuing 
into a stagnant ambient air in a reactor. It allows for the prediction of not only the mean 
velocity and temperature profiles, but also, the spatial distribution of the Argon (Plasma gas) 
and Nitrogen velocity and temperature, volume fractions and entrainment rate. 
The results appear to be qualitatively realistic and the model appears to be a useful 
tool· for predicting mixing and unmixedness in plasma jets. We have been able to predict the 
decay in flow velocity and temperature asa result of entrainment of ambient Nitrogen. There 
appears to be a significant concentration· of Nitrogen in the core of the plasma even at 
relatively long distance downstream of the torch, indicating the occurence of unmixed zones. 
A preliminary calculation also shows that by adjusting the inlet profiles, we can successfully 
reproduce. the experimental data for a plasma jet. Details of this work will appear in a 
subsequent paper. 
Further work is being planned to compare predictions with more experimental data. 
The ultimate objective is to combine this model with a large eddy simulation scheme to 
predict the large structures observed experimentally, and to study the transitional flow 
behavior in the plasma reactor. . 
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List of Symbols 
D Diameter of torch at exit 
Eij Volumetric entrainment rate of fluid j by fluid i 
F ij Volumetric inter-fluid friction 
k Turbulence kinetic energy 
I Length scale 
P Static pressure 
Qij Heat transfer by conduction at the interlace 
r Volume fraction 
r Radial coordinate 
. ro Radius of torch at exit (0/2) 
rg Radial extent of computational grid 
S Intra-fluid source tenn 
S* Inter-fluid source tenn 
Sv Shear source in radial velocity equations 
T Temperature 
U Velocity vector 
v Velocity component in radial direction 
Yi.. Velocity component in streamwise direction 
vT Turbulent heat flux· 
vw Turbulent shear stress 
y Radial coordinate direction 
z S treamwise coordinate direction 
a Momen~m boundary layer thickness 
aT Thennal boundary layer thickness 
£ Rate of dissipation of turbulence energy 
q, Generic flow variable 
r Diffusion flux coefficient 
p Fluid density 
(j Prandtl number 
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Equation 
Mass balance 
MomenDlm (Radial) 
Momentum (Axial) 
Energy 
Table 1: Exchange Coefficients and Source Tenns 
ri Si 
0 0 
CtlrirjlVI -qVP +Svi 
ctlr~jlVI -riVP 
ctlr~jlVI/OT 0 
Table 2: Values of the Two-Fluid Model Constants 
~Qn~tru.u V!lly~ 
em 10.00 
Cy 0.30 
Cd 1.00 
cf 0.05 
Ct 10.00 
Ch 0.05 
Sli Hl.2 
Table 3: Principal Input Parameters 
Plasma Torch Diameter 
Maximwn Plasma Temperature 
Maximwn Plasma Velocity 
Nitrogen Temperature 
8mm 
llSOOK 
40Om/s 
300K 
Table 4: Predicted and Measured Integral Characteristics of Jets 
Parameter Round Jet Plane Jet 
Data Prediction Data Prediction 
d81dz 0.086 0.087 0.110 0.120 
d~dz 0.110 0.105 0.140 0.145 
VWmu 0.019 0.014 0.024 0.020 
VTmu 0.021 0.020 0.028 0.029 
.~ 0.051 0.050 0.060 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Fig.! Predicted mean and fluid temperatures compared· with measured 
similarity profiles of mean and conditioned data for plane jet 
Fig.2 Predicted.mean and fluid temperatures compared with measured 
similarity profiles of mean and conditioned data for round jet 
Fig.3 Predicted and measured similarity profiles of shear stress 
and heat flux for a plane jet 
Fig.4 Predicted and measured similarity profiles of shear stress 
and heat flux for a round jet 
Fig.5 Schematic sketch of the calculation domain employed for plasma jet 
Fig.6 Velocity vectors in the plasma jet 
Fig.7 Mean temperature profile in the plasma jet 
Fig. 8 Mean velocity decay along the jet axis 
Fig.9 Mean temperature decay along the jet axis 
Fig.1O Volume fractions of Argon and Nitrogen along jet axis 
Fig.II Profile of volumetric entrainment rate in the plasma jet 
Fig.I2 Predicted radial variation of velocities of Argon and Nitrogen at z/D=5 
Fig.I3 Predicted radial variation of temperatures of Argon· and Nitrogen· at z/D=5 
Fig.I4 Proflle of Argon temperature in the jet 
Fig.IS Profile of Nitrogen temperature in the jet 
Fig.I6 Radial variation of Argon temperature at z/D=3,S and 8. 
Fig.I7 Radial variation of Nitrogen temperature at z/D=3,S and 8 
Fig.18. Predicted centerline proflle of mean temperature compared 
with the experimental data of ref. 40. 
Fig. 19 . Predicted radial profile of mean temperature at z=2Omm compared 
with the experimental data of ref. 40. 
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Fig.6 Velocity vectors in the plasma jet 
Fig.7 Mean temperature profile in the plasma jet 
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Fig.II Profile of volumetric entrainment rate in the plasma jet 
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SUPERSONIC MINIMUM LENGTH NOZZLE DESIGN 
FOR DENSE GASES 
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ABSTRACT 
Recently, dense gases have been investigated for many engineering applications such as for turbo-
machinery anpwind tunnels. Supersonic nozzle design for these gases is compucatedby their nonclassical 
behavior in the transonic flow regime. In this paper a method of characteristics (MOC) is developed for 
two-dimensional (planar) and, primarily, axi.1ymmetric flow of a van der Waals gas. Using a straight sonic 
line assumption. a centered expansion is used to generate an inviscid wall contour of minimum length. The 
van ·der Waals results are compared to previous perfect gas results to show the real gas effects on the flow 
properties and inviscid wall contours. 
INTRODUCTION 
A miDimum.length nozzle (MLN) produces.a uniform supmonic flow with a minimum ratio of 
throat height or radius to total nozzle length. Argrow and Emanuel (refs. 1, 2) present detailed discussion 
of MLN designs, comparisons of different types, computational flow field analysis, and engineering ap-
plications. Until this paper, all MLN analyses, that we are aware of. have focused only on perfect gas re-
sults. Several authors (refs. 3-10) have recently investigated nozzle flows for nonideal gases .. References 
3-5 and 8-11 discuss steady flows of dense gases. Cramer (ref. 11) refm to these gases as BZT (Bethe-
Zel'dovich-1'hompson) to recognize the individuals that first theorized their nonclassical behavior. Such 
behavior includes local a minimum of the Mach number during steady isentropic expansion. expansion 
shocks, increase in ,the critical Mach number, and other DOnclassical behaviors. BZT fluids typically have 
large polyatomic molecules with comparatively large specific heats. 
All the previously mentioned references that investigate BZT fluids discuss the thermodynamic 
condition that governs the classical or nonclassical behavior. The governing thermodynamic parameter is 
where 
_ (a,) 1/2 
a'"'" -ae J 
is the speed of sound, e, p, and s are the density, pressure, and entropy, respectively. The overbar indicates 
dimensional quantities. The parameter r is referred to by Thompson (ref. 13) as the fundamental derivative 
of gas dynamics. 
Por most fluids r> 0 under normal conditions, but for BZT fluids may have r < O. The r < 0 
region of a BX! gas (dense gas) occurs in the dense gas region near the saturated vapor curve in the pv 
plane. Practical uses for the nonclassical behavior of BZT fluids include turbomachinery and heavy-gas 
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wind tunnels. Discussion of the various applications that may capitalize on the nonclassical behavior of 
BZT fluids can be found in refs. 3,5, and 8-12. 
The most apparent application of a MLN designed for dense-gas flow is for heavy-gas wind tun-
nels. Anderson (ref. 9) shows Navier-Stokes calculations for the flow of sulfur hexaflouride (HF6) over a 
NACA Q() 12 airfoil. This study investigated the feasibility of using this large-molecule gas for wind tunnel 
applications. While most of the previous references speculate that nozzles can be designed to produce su- . 
personic flow of a BZT fluid. the calculations have been limited to one-dimensional cases (refs. 3-5, 8, 10, 
U). 
THERMODYNAMIC MODEL 
The van der Waals equation of state is 
P- = RT _ a v - b V2' 
where R is the specific gas constant, ;; is the specific volume, and 
The c subscript refers to conditions at the critical point The following thermodynamic development and 
nondimensionalization scheme follows that of ref. 12. The enthalpy Ii and speed of sound a are given by 
h = er + - 1 + 0--- --=-, - . RT( V) 2Ci o . V-b v 
Here er is an arbitrary reference energy and 
Because there is minimal temperature variation for the flows investigated, we assume a constant cy = cy oc , 
where Cv co is the ideal gas specific heat. The temperature variation for isentropic flow of a van der Waals· 
gas is given by 
where the 0 subscript refers to stagnation conditions. 
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The nondimensional (reduced variable) form of the van der Waals equation is written as 
8T _2 
P = 3v - I v2 ' 
and the critical compressibility is 
z = (PV) = d 
c RT 8 c 
with the reduced variables 
The nondimensional form of the other thermodynamics relations are 
where 
h = Ii - 'i,. 
- RTc ' b 
- b _ 1 
==--8Z' VC c 
METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS FOR REAL GASES 
The method of characteristics (MOC) used by Argrow and Emanuel (ref. 1) assumes an isentropic, 
irrotational flow of a perfect gas. For this case, the governing two-dimensional partial differential equation 
reduces to a set of four algebraic equations, two characteristic and two compatibility equations. For the 
axisymmetric case. the characteristic and compatibility equations form a. set of four ordinary differential 
equations that are solved simultaneously. Details of the solution procedures can be found in ref. 1. 
A MOe for the isentropic two-dimensional or axisymmetric flow of a real gas (ref. 14) is used for 
the present study. The method is completely general and we use the van der Waals thermodynamic model 
more for simplicity than for accuracy. The governing partial differential equations (PDEs) are given by the 
gas dynamic equation, the irrotationality condition, and the speed of sound relation, 
2 2 Tr2 2 oVx a2Vy (VX - a )Vx + (v y - a )~v + 2VxVy oy - (J-y = 0, 
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OV.f _ oVy = 0 
ay ax ' 
a =a(V) = a(Vx, Vy), 
where u = 0 for two-dimensional flow or u = 0 for axisymmetric flow, x and y are the axial and radial 
(transverse) coordinates nondimensionalized with respect to throat radius or half-height, Vx and. Vy are the 
cOlTesponding velocity components, and V is the velocity magnitude, all velocities are nondimensionalized 
in the same manner as the speed of sound a. Along the characteristic lines, that correspond to Mach lines in 
the flow, this system of PDEs reduces to two ordinary differential equations called compatibility equations. 
Fig; 1 is a schematic of the supersonic flow field showing the MLN geometry and the flow geometry 
associat~d with an arbitrary point on a streamline. The angle 8* is the initial inclination of the supersonic 
contour. The left and right running characteristics designated as C+ and C_ are Mach lines inclined at the 
Mach angle ~ with respect to the velocity vector V. The cOlTesponding characteristic and compatibility 
equations are 
C:I: characteristic equation: (:):1: = A.:I: = tan(O ± p.), (la) 
The gas is assumed to enter the supersonic portion of the nozzle along the straight sonic line OA 
uniform and parallel to the axis. It is then expanded and accelerated (or possibly decelerated in the r < 0 
region) through the nozzle and exits the nozzle with a unifonn flow crossing the terminating characteristic 
BC at the exit Mach number MI. For the two-dimensional nozzle, the centered expansion generated by the 
sharp throat is a Prandtl-Meyer expansion. In the axisymmetric case, the flow at the wall is locally two-di-
mensional, thus at the throat the expansion is locally Prandtl-Meyer. Construction of the flow field begins 
by discretizing the centered expansion into equally~spaced velocity increments. Each velocity increment 
LiVhas an associated isentropic flow turn angle incrementLi(}: The angle incrementLiO is computed from 
the relation 
(2) 
For a perfect gas, the LiM associated with an angular deflection Li(} can be easily determined from the 
Prandtl-Meyer function. For a real gas, the Prandtl-Meyer computation requires the solution of a system of 
ordinary differential equations as shown by Cramer (ref. 10). We avoid the Prandtl-Meyer computation by 
using the angle-velocity relation, equation (2). 
With the position of the throatspecified and the velocity components (Vx. Vy) computed from V and 
0, the necessary independent variables are determined at the throat. Equations (1) are solved simultaneous-
ly using the second-order average-property Euler predictor-colTector scheme described in ref. 14. The 
characteristic net of the kernel region OAB and the transition region ABC is constructed using the unit pro-
cesses described in ref. 1. The wall contour cOlTesponds to the streamline that passes through points A and 
C. This streamline is determined by also using the average-property Euler predictor-colTector scheme to 
integrate the equation 
dyw = tan8\\' 
d-c 
from the initial condition, 8w = 8* at x = 0 to the exit condition 8w = 0 at -"f = O. 
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The accuracy of the characteristic computations and the wall contour are affected by the spacing of 
the characteristic hodes. The C_ characteristics that emanate from the comer at point A reflect from the axis 
as C+ characteristics and bend away from the center of the expansion. This causes relatively large spacing 
between characteristic node points and the subsequent computed wall points just downstream of the throat 
where the gradients are largest. To alleviate this situation, the characteristic net is compressed toward the 
sonic line by decreasing the step size of the speed increments iri the centered expansion discretization. The 
Prandtl-Meyer and tum angles in ref. 1· are discretized and compressed in a similar manner. 
RESULTS 
For the nominal case of To =1.01, c5 = 0.02,and Vo = 0.70, dV &II c5V = 10-6 for equation (2). The 
flI'St characteristic is chosen at c5 V, then the step size is increased until a characteristic is generated at every 
200 V. This allows characteristics to be compressed towards the sonic line for improved accuracy. For the 
nominal case, the limits of integration for equation (2) are set at the sonic speed Vl = 0.26 to V2 = 0.9Vmax 
with V max = 9.93. Characteristic spacing in the transition region is controlled by an aspect ratio that keeps 
the shape of the characteristic cells as uniform as needed. For the relatively short nozzles produced in this 
study, the aspect ratio was set at 0.5. Reference 1 gives a complete description of how the characteristic 
compression and transition region aspect ratio affect the overall computational accuracy. 
Figures 2 show the wall contour and the variation of M, (}, and r along the axis and along the wall 
for a two-dimensional nozzle with To =1.01, c5 =0.02, and vo =0.70,0.85. Figure 2(a) indicates the increase 
in nozzle leng$ required for the more dense gas. Note that (J* is fIxed at 2.50 for the comparisons in Figs. 
2. This is near the maximum value of (J* where the C_ characteristic, near AB of Fig. 1, begin to overlap 
other C_ characteristics in the kernel, or there is overlapping from C+ characteristics near BC with both. 
instances producing an oblique expansion shock. Once a shock occurs (compression or expansion), the 
flow is no longer isentropic and the MOC cannot be applied without some special procedure to account for 
the placement of the shock (We do not to incorporate such a procedure in the MOC used for this study.) 
For Figs. 2(b-d), the axis curves are terminated at the end of the kernel because the uniform flow 
region begins at point B as shown in Fig. 1. The wall curves extend to the end of the contour at point C as 
also shown in Fig. 1. The density (} decreases smoothly along the axis and wall for both cases as shown in 
Fig. 2(b). Figure 2c shows that the gas is expanded into a r < 0 region that extends through the nozzle exit 
for the nominal Vo =0.70 case. This produces a uniform supersonic flow with r < O. For this case, the 
Mach number reaches a maximum of about 1.88 along the axis and along the wall, as shown in fig. 2d. 
This agrees with the quasi one-dimensional results obtained by Cramer and Best (ref. 12). 
A comparison of the wall contours at th~ maximum Mf for the two-dimensional and axisymmetric 
nominal cases is shown in Fig. 3. Note that in the contour plots, the y-axis is not to scale. Although diffi-
cult to see, the axisymmetric contour contains an inflection point just downstream of the throat that is not 
present in the two-dimensional contour. Also, (J* is larger for the two-dimensional case as will be shown in 
more detail in the following fIgures. The results of this plot agree with the perfect gas results of Argrow and 
Emanuel (ref. 1). 
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the (J • vs. Mf variation for tb:e axisymmetric and two-dimensional cases, 
respectively. These figures show the nominal case, a perfect gas with nominal conditions, and nominal 
conditions with vo = 0.85. Varying stagnation conditions for the perfect gas does not effect the nondimen-
sional results. The dense gas case, vo = 0.7, shows BZT gas behavior, reaching a maximum Mf of about 
1.88 for (J* near 10 for the axisymmetric case shown in Fig 4(a). Then Mf decreases until reaching a maxi-
mum (J * value of about 2.50 • The maximum Mf for the two-dimensional case is at (J. 5! 2.50 : The decrease 
of Mf for (J. > 2.50 is not shown in Fig. 4(b), although the maximum (J. for this case is about 3.50 • 
Figures 5 and 6 also show (J. vs. Mf for the for the nominal axisymmetric case. Figure 5 shows the 
effect of varying To, keeping other nominal conditions fIxed, compared to a perfect gas. This shows that 
slightly increasing To moves the flow away from the dense gas region. Figure 6 shows the effect of varying 
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cv/R, keeping the other nominal conditions fixed, compared to a perfect gas. This shows a tendency to ap-
proach peIfect gas behavior as cv/R is decreased. 
Figures 7 and 8 show the variation of the kemellength.tg and nozzle length."'I vs. Mf' respectively. 
Note that for the two-dimensional case, the figures show the increase to the maximum lengths but the de-
crease as (J * increases (and Mf decreases from ~e· maximum) is not shown in these plots. The BZT gas 
behavior is indicated in the nominal cases. Because the gas is more dense, the lengths are longer and reach 
a maximum before decreasing. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The MOC is applied to the steady. isentropic flow of a dense gas. A method is presented for gener-
ating inviscid MLN contours to produce a uniform supersonic flow. The MLN procedure presented is lim-
i~.·:!d to cases where there is only one sonic point. Inclusion of more than one sonic point will require the 
coupling of the present method with a subsonic contour design procedure. In order to continuously isen-
tropically· expand the gas from a stagnation state to M ~ co, reference 12 shows that for the nominal case 
investigated in the present study, M first reaches a local maximum value of about 1.88 before decreasing to 
a supersonic minimum of about 1.05. We have shown that it is not possible for a nozzle to use a single 
centered expansion to accomplish this. At best, the single centered-expansion MLN can generate an isen-
tropic expansion slightly beyond the local maximum before an expansion shock is generated. The maxi-
mum allowable (J* appears to occur as the r < 0 region approaches the throat, resulting in a shock. We 
speculate that a design that employs two centered expansions separated by a finite converging wall may be 
able to accomplish the expansion in a minimum length. This will be investigated in the future. 
It was shown that the nozzle designs presented may be used to produce a steady supersonic flow of 
a BZT gas in a r < 0 state. This raises the possibility of producing interesting wind tunnel experiments to 
study the supersonic external flow of a dense gas over aiIfoils and other aerodynamic shapes. 
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Fig. 1 MLN supersonic flow field geometry, upper half-plane. 
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SUMMARY 
Self pressurization by propellant boiloff is experimentally studied as an alternate· pressurization 
concept for the Space Shuttle external tank (ET). The experimental setup used in the study is an open 
flow system which is composed of a variable area test tank and a recovery tank. The vacuum jacketed 
test tank is geometrically similar to the external LOx tank for the Space Shuttle. It is equipped with 
instrUmentation to measure the temperature' and pressure histories within the liquid and vapor, and 
viewports to accommodate visual observations and Laser-Doppler Anemometry measurements of fluid 
velocities. A set of experiments were conducted using liquid Nitrogen to determine the temperature 
stratification in the liquid and vapor, and pressure histories of the vapor during sudden and continuous 
depressurization for various different boundary and initial conditions. 
The study also includes the development and calibration of a computer model to simulate the 
experiments. This model is a one-dimensional, multi-node type which assumes the liquid and the vapor 
to be under non-equilibrium conditions during the depressurization. It has been tested for limited number 
of cases. The preliminary results indicate that the accuracy of the simulations is determined by the 
accuracy of the heat transfer coefficients for the vapor and the liquid at the interface which are taken to 
be the calibration parameters in the present model. 
INTRODUCTION 
The analytical study conducted previously (11 has demonstrated that self-pressurization due to 
boiloff during discharge of liquid from a cryogenic tank is possible under certain boundary and initial 
conditions. The boiloff phenomena depends on various parameters such as: initial pressure and 
temperature of the vapor, initial temperature of the liquid, initial ullage volume, discharge rate (exit valve 
setting), initial concentration of bubbles in the liquid, impurities in the liquid, external heat transfer, 
nucleation sites on the walls of the container, and variation in liquid-vapor interfacial area that are due 
to changes in cross-sectional area [2,3, and 4]. It also depends on parameters that are directly related 
to the thermophysical properties of the cryogenic fluid. It is important to know which of these parameters 
play an important role in determining the rate of pressure recovery in the ullage and to what extent. Such 
information helps one to explore the possibility of passive type of self-pressurization in cryogenic tanks. 
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The scope of this study includes the investigation of the impottant parameters that effect the self-
pressurization phenomena. They are chosen to be the parameters that are set at the· beginning of the 
discharge such as : initial ullage volume, discharge rate (exit valve setting), and initial ullage pressure. 
The study was planned to be conducted under a controlled environment; therefore,a scaled down model 
of the liquid Oxygen (Lox) tank [5] with the necessary piping and recovery system was constructed and 
equipped with various instrumentation in the Cryogenics Laboratory at the University of New Orleans. 
A numerical analysis is also carried out to predict the time dependent pressure, temperature, 
density, and velocity distributions within the liquid and vapor phases of the Nitrogen in the tank as it goes 
through a sudden depressurization. The mathematical model adopted for this purpose is a one-
dimensional, non-equilibrium thermal-hydrodynamic model. A more simplistic but practical model 
approach that is cited in the literature [6,7, and 8] assumes a single temperature and pressure for both 
of the phases. These thermal equilibrium models cannot predict the evaporation rates correctly during the 
initial stages of depresurization; therefore are not reliable in predicting the pressure transients. This fact 
may lead to underestimation (or overestimation) of the time for pressure recovery within the tank. More 
elaborate models use three-dimensional, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations [9] which fail to predict 
the transient behavior of the vapor in the ullage which exhibit non-equilibrium characteristics during the 
depressurization process. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
The schematic of the Space Shuttle Liquid Oxygen (LOx) External Tank (ET) is given in Figure 
1. The tank is filled from an eccentrically placed pipe at the bottom which serves also as the outlet. The 
LOx tank: has slosh baffles on the lower interior and anti-vortex baffles at the bottom as shown in Figure 
1. The gaseous Helium is injected from the bottom of the LOx tank for geysering protection and is 
injected from the top for pressurization. There'is also a vent/relief valve at the top of the tank. The model 
tank and the rest of the experimental setup is described below [10 and 11]. Nitrogen - which has 
thermodynamical properties similar to that of Oxygen - was chosen as the working fluid because it is safe 
and cheaper to obtain. 
Model Tank and Flow System 
The flow diagram for the experimental setup is shown in Figure 2. The setup consists of a test 
tank which is filled· with liquid Nitrogen (LN2) that is supplied through a 112 inch line from a supply 
tank. The 1 112 inch discharge line from the test tank leads to a recovery tank within five feet or to a 
dewar which is open to the atmosphere. The liquid line is equipped with four monitoring stations and also 
accommodates a cryogenic liquid pump. The recovery tank exhausts to the atmosphere through a 2 inch 
pipe which is also equipped with a monitoring station. The exhaust piping.is designed to accommodate 
a cryogenic vapor blower. Both the liquid and vapor lines are equipped with ball valves to shut-off or 
control the flow of Nitrogen. There is a 112 inch Helium line which is used to pressurize the liquid in 
the test tank. A 114 inch line diverts the flow of Helium through a needle valve to the bottom of the test 
tank for Helium injection simulation. The gas is supplied from a high pressure Helium tank. The test and 
recovery tanks and all the monitoring stations have individual relief lines which open to the 2 inch 
exhaust line. 
Test Tank: The test tank is vacuum jacketed and has a capacity of SS gallons. The inner tank 
was designed in order to simulate both changing and constant liquid surface area as the liquid· is drained 
from the tank. This is accomplished with a conical section at the top tapering out to a cylindrical mid 
section and a dome section on the bottom. The test tank currently has six penetrations: one 1112" outlet 
(liquid) on the bottom, four 112" outlets (instrumentation ports and a vent port) and one 2" instrument 
port at the top. A 114" Helium inject port is located on the elbow of the 1112" bottom outlet. In addition, 
two 2" viewing ports, 180 degrees apart, are located on the cylindrical section of the tank to be used in 
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conjunction with a Laser Doppler Anemometry and a video camera to capture the velocity and geometry 
of the bubbles formed in liquid during sudden depressurization. The viewing ports consist of quartz 
lenses attached to the inner tank and a Pyrex glass attached to the outer shell of the test tank. The test 
tank is made of stainless steel 304L _ and has a maximum operating pressure of 150 psig. Figure 3· is a 
drawing of the test tank. -
Recoyery Tank and Dewar: The recovery tank has a volume of 100 gallons in a cylindrical shape 
with a diameter of 28 inches. It is also vacuum jacketed. It has one 1 1/2 inch vacuum jacketed inlet at-
the bottom and one 1 112 inch outlet at the top. The recovery tank is also made from stainless steel 304L 
and has a maximum operating pressure of 150 psig. It is designed to stand pressures up to 150 psig. The 
dewar is a vacuum jacketed stainless steel tank which is open at the top. It can hold liquid Nitrogen in 
excess .of 20 gallons. 
Ligpid Nitrolen Supply Tank: During the experiments, the liquid Nitrogen is supplied from a 
DURA-MAX 550 dewar. The dewar is vacuum jacketed and has a capacity of 55 gallons. It has a 
maximum operating pressure of 350 psig. 
Instrumentation 
The tanks and the piping are equipped with various types of instrumentation to monitor the 
pressure, temperature and flow rate at appropriate locations. There are five monitoring stations that are 
located along the liquid and vapor line. Each monitoring station has a pressure gage and a transducer, 
a flow-thru thermocouple, _ a purge valve and a pressure relief valve. 
The test tank is instrumented separately to monitor the- instantaneous changes in pressure in the 
ullage, temperature in the vapor, and temperatures at various levels of the liquid. 
PresSUre Gages : Analog pressure gages are placed at various points along the liquid line to 
visually monitor the pressures in the tanks arid in the associated-piping. These MATHESON cryogenic 
pressure gages are Bordon tube type and have a pressure range of 0 to 100 psig. 
Pressure Transducers: The cryogenic pressure transducers are placed in the system as to continu-
ously monitor the ullage pressure, the pressure of the liquid at the exit of the test tank ( see Figure 4), 
and the pressure of the vapor in the recovery tank. They are KELLER Series 420 cryogenic transducers 
with a range of 0 to 100 psia and are factory calibrated for -320 deg F. 
Thermocouples : Flow-thru thermocouples are placed on the tanks and on the piping to monitor 
the temperatures of the vapor and the liquid Nitrogen in the system. They are T type (OMEGA 304-T-
- MO-12S), 24 WG, and shielded with stainless steel. 
Another set of thermocouples are placed _ 2 inches (5 cm) apart on a 112 Teflon tubing which is 
suspended from the instrument port at the top of the test tank (see Figure 4). These thermocouples are 
T type (OMEGA TT-T-30-2oo), 32 WG and teflon coated, and are secured to the teflon tube by a special 
epoxy. 
Flow Meter : A turbine flow meter is placed on the liquid line at the outlet of the test tank to 
monitor the flow rate. It is by SPONSLER and is designed to operate at cryogenic temperatures. 
Laser Doppler Anemometer: The setup is equipped with a Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) 
to measure the velocity of the liquid particles in two directions near to the liquid-vapor interface. This 
will enable one to determine any circulation that may be present within the liquid, especially adjacent to 
the interface. The LOA can also be used to determine the velocity of the bubbles (Helium or Nitrogen). 
The pres~nt LDA system comprises of a 2 watts Argon-Ion laser manufactured by COHERENT, LDA 
optics by DANTEC which include a beam waist adjuster, retarder, beamsplitter, Brag cell, PM s~ction, 
beam translator, beam expander, and front lens. 
Data Acquisition Systems _ 
-Three different types of data acquisition systems are used, depending on the type of signal, to 
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'collect and analyze the data coming from the thermocouples, pressure transducers, and the LDA 
photomultipliers [10.and IIJ. 
Data Acquisition with D12801 AID Board: A Data Translation AID board, 12801, is used to 
digitize the analog signals coming from the amplifiers that are connected to the pressure transducers. The 
analog signals from the KELLER cryogenic pressure transducers are amplified with HONEYWELL 
Acudata 218 bridge amplifiers then fed into the termination board for the D12801. The·D12801 AID 
board digitizer the signals coming from the amplifiers at a 10 Hz frequency and feds them into the 
ZENITH Z-286 personal computer. Here a software called ADA processes the digitized signals and stores 
them in a user named data file. The stored data can be retrieved any time and plotted using the 
GRAPHER plotting software. 
Data Acquisition with LabYiew : The LABVIEW software and the associated AID board is used 
to collect and process the signals coming from the thermocouples. The very low potential signals are fed 
into a SC-2070 breadboard and then into the NB-MIO-16 AID board. The digitized signals from the AID 
board are fed into a MACINTOSH IIsi personal computer which runs the NATIONAL INSTRUMENT's 
LABVIEW software package. LABVIBW package is configured to display the temperatures by virtual 
instruments like thermometers or recordings on a strip-chart recorder. All the data that is processed by 
the system can be retrieved at a later time for further analysis and display. 
Data Acquisition for LDA : The data acquisition system for the LDA is made by DANTEC and 
include two counter processors, a frequency shifter, a traversing mechanism for two-dimensional velocity 
measurements. The signals from the photomultipliers are fed into the counters for both channels through 
a frequency shifter. The processed data is·fed into a ZENITH Z-386 personal computer which runs the 
enCOUNTER data acquisition software. This software package stores and analyzes the data and can 
represent the results in graphical form. 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 
The calibration of the instruments, preparation.and execution of the experiments using LN2 as 
the working fluid are explained below. 
Calibration 
It was necessary to calibrate the temperature reference junction on the AID bread board by using 
a reference thermocouple which is suspended into LN2 which is stored in a very small dewar open to 
atmosphere. The reference thermocouple was continuously monitored during the experiments. Further-
more, each thermocouple in the test tank was calibrated by suspending it into LN2under atmospheric 
pressure and then comparing the readings to the readings of the reference thermocouple. The maximum 
deviation was +1- 0.5 degrees F. The data acquisition system for the thermocouples has an overall 
accuracy of 0.2 degree F. 
The signals from the pressure transducers were also calibrated. For this purpose the vapor 
Nitrogen line was equipped with a pressure transducer and a analog pressure gage. A simple calibration 
test was conducted where the pressure in the line was reduced slowly at a controlled rate. All the 
readings, including the pressure gage, multimeter, and digitized signal readings, were recorded at equal 
time intervals. Using these recordings, calibration curves were constructed for each pressure transducer. 
Third order polynomials that approximate these curves were then implemented into the software (ADA) 
which converts the digital readings from the AID board to psia. The accuracy of the pressure transducers 
is within + 1- 0.2 psia. 
Experimental flrocedure 
The 55 gallon supply tank is tilled with liquid Ni.trogen one hour before the experiments start. 
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The pressure relief line on the supply tank is connected to the exhaust line and the valve is adjusted to 
keep the pressure in the tank below 300 psig. Before filling the test tank with liquid Nitrogen, the liquid 
and vapor exhaust lines are conditioned with liquid Nitrogen. Then the liquid Nitrogen is introduced to 
the test tank from . the bottom with the discharge valve completely open. The vent valve at the top of the 
test tank is opened partially to keep the pressure in the tank lower than the pressure in the discharge line 
so that the liquid flows into· the test tank. When the required level of liquid· Nitrogen in the test tank is 
obtained, the 1 1/2 inch liquid outlet valve is closed. Then the liquid Nitrogen is allowed to boil until 
the saturation temperature at atmospheric pressure is attained. At this point the 112 inch vent line is 
closed. Then the liquid Nitrogen in the test tank is pressurized with cold Nitrogen gas to a predetermined 
ullage pressure. The system is ready for a blowdown experiment when the pressure and temperature of 
the vapor in the ullage are stabilized at predetermined values. 
The experiment starts by activating the data acquisition systems. Then all the ball valves in the 
system except the liquid outlet valve at the bottom of the test tank are opened fully. Ten seconds after 
the activation of the acquisition system the discharge valve is opened to a predetermined setting in one 
quick stroke. The temperature and pressure readings are monitored continuously while the liquid Nitrogen 
discharges into the dewar or the recovery tank. 
Experimental Results and Discussion 
A typical history of pressure in the ullage during a sudden depressurization - TESTN41 - is 
showninFigure 5. The recorded history of temperature of the vapor in the ullage (TCI) and the history 
of the temperatures in the liquid (TC2, TC3, and TC4) for the same experiment are shown in Figure 6. 
Sudden depressurization causes a drop in the recorded temperatures and then an increase as the liquid 
turns into vapor. The existence of temperature stratification within the liquid can be easily observed from 
this figure. _. , 
Three different sets of experiments were conducted to determine the effect of various operational 
parameters on pressure recovery. A detailed description of the experimental results can be found in 
reference [10 and 11]. , 
Ullage Pressure : In one set of experiments, three different initial ullage pressures were studied: 
21 psia, 18 psia, and 16 psia. The tank was full with liquid Nitrogen and the discharge valve was fully 
opened (90 degrees) in this set of experiments. The fluid inside the test tank was observed through the 
viewports during one of the high pressure experiments and has been recorded by a high speed, digital 
video camera. The pressure histories for these experiments as registered by the pressure transducer (PT2) 
located on the discharge line (Figure 4) are given in Figure 7. In all of the cases studied the pressure 
starts to recover after a sudden, sharp decrease in pressure. 
Dischara-e Rate: Four different discharge rates were studied in another set of experiments. 
Different discharge rates were .attained by setting the discharge valve to four different valve opening 
positions: 15, 30, 60, and 90 degrees. The pressure histories for these experiments are shown in Figure 
8. The initial ullage pressure was 20 psia in all of these experiments. It can easily be observed from these 
figures that a slower discharge rate provides a faster rate of pressure recovery. 
Initial Ullaa-e Volume: The effect of the initial ullage volume was studied during the last set of 
experiments. The pressure histories for each experiment is shown in Figure 9 where the tank is filled with 
50 , 40, and 30 gallons of liquid Nitrogen at a time. In these experiments the ullage pressure is 20 psia 
and the discharge valve is fully opened. Studying these figures one observes the increase in susceptibility 
of the fluid to flow oscillations with increase in ullage volume. 
NUMERICAL STUDY 
To improve upon the numerical simulations given by the existing thermal equilibrium model [7], 
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it was necessary to assume the vapor and the 'liquid phases to be at nonequilibrium conditions which is 
expected to exist under sudden depressurization. Furthermore, the nonequilibrium model can be made 
more realistic if each phase is assumed to be made up of multiple layers of unequal temperatures. Such 
a model which will be referred to as "one-dimensional multi-node nonequilibrium model" is adopted for 
the present analytical study. 
Mathematical Model 
In this study the liquid and vapor phases of the cryogenic fluid in the sample tank is assumed to 
be separated by a well defined interface which is modelled by a film of liquid of infinitesimal thickness. 
The mass interaction between the phases occurs only through this well defined boundary. The location 
of the interface is determined by the continuity equation written for the differential volume that encloses 
the interface. It is assumed that vapor is located only above this interface whereas the liquid rests below. 
Conservation EQuations : The aonservation equations of mass, momentum and energy for the 
liquid and the vapor phases for one-dimensional fluid flow are given by similar equations with the 
exception of certain terms for the liquid which are assumed to be negligible. These terms are identified 
by various Greek letters which take on the values -1, 0, or + 1 as described in the nomenclature, section 
of this paper. 
Continuity 
o / I, 0 / I I 
'Y -IPV + -IPi U,) = ~ r ot oz (1) 
momentum 
(2) 
energy 
(3) 
where (4) 
and (5) 
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The continuity equation for the vapor or liquid adjacent to the interface for a variable differential 
volume is given by 
(6) 
Equation of State : The thermodynamic equation of state is used to close the above set of 
equations. For this. purpose, the vapor phase is assumed to behave like an ideal gas and the liquid phase 
is assumed to incompressible. Thermophysical properties of the fluid are assumed to be functions of 
temperature and are represented by appropriate polynomials. 
vapor generation rate : The rate of vapor generation is assumed to be a function of evaporation 
at the liquid-vapor interface. . 
Constitutive Relations for Interfacial Eyaporation : The mass of evaporation term is determined 
from the energy balance at the interface: and is .given by 
(7) 
where the heat transferred to any phase is given as 
(8) 
The heat transfer coefficient in the above equation is give in terms of Nusselt number which is 
function of Grashof and Prandlt numbers : 
Nu = CGrapr" (9) 
The coefficient C in this equation is used as a calibration parameter. 
Constitutive relations for Friction: The wall drag force is given by the relation 
(10) 
where the friction factor is based on the Blassius formula. 
Boundary and Initial Conditions : The above governing equations are subject to the following 
boundary conditions for the problem under considerations: The top of the tank is closed, therefore the 
velocity at this end of the domain is assumed to be zero at all times which requires the continuity, 
momentum, and energy equations modified for zero influx of mass, momentum, and heat. The velocity 
at the bottom of the tank, however, is a known quantity calculated from the given (time dependent) 
discharge rate. The other thermodynamic properties at the exit are extrapolated from the calculated values 
inside the tank. Initially, the vapor and the liquid is assumed to be at rest with specified temperature and 
pressure distributions. The unknown properties are determined from the equation of state for each phase 
at the· given pressure andlor temperature. 
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Assumptions and Limitations of the Model 
Although the mathematical model is applied to a geometrically three dimensional case, i.e., the 
test tank in this study, the variations in thermodynamic and physical properties are assumed to be only 
in one dimension which is chosen to be the direction of the flow. Certainly, one expects to have 
variations in all three dimensions for a process that continues for minutes under nonequilibrium 
conditions •. Also it is very possible that the initial conditions exhibit variations of properties in all 
directions. However, all these factors are minor compared to the role of the heat and mass transfer at the 
vapor-liquid interface which is basically a one-dimensional phenomena. The assumptions that the vapor 
is ideal and the liquid is incompressible are valid ones considering the magnitudes of temperatures and 
pressur~ attained by each phase during the initiation (and also the continuation) of the boiling process. 
The ET LOx tank has some features that were not considered in this initial study. The vapor 
above the liquid Oxygen contains a certain amount of Helium gas. It is understood that the mixture of 
Helium and GOx will have different thermodynamic properties than GOx alone. However, these 
variations in properties do not change ehe magnitude of mass and heat transfer at the interface which 
ultimately determines the pressure and temperature of the vapor. Also. it should be noted that the effect 
of the Helium wiU substantially decrease as GOx concentration increases due to evaporation. The 
existence of Helium bubbles in the liquid, initially, is also ignored in this study. 
Solution Technique 
Finite-Difference Formulation: The numerical technique adopted to solve the governing equations 
under the boundary conditions given above is an explicit one which approximates the partial differential 
equations of the problem by finite-differences. 
DiScretization: The cryogenic tank (Figure 4) with a variable area. section is approximated by 
a function given by the user of the program. This function is then used to determine the radius of each 
computational cell and thus the cross sectional area. The variable area section can be divided into as many 
cells as one wishes. A staggered spatial mesh is used in the numerical scheme. In this scheme, the fluid 
properties such as density and temperature are defined at the center of the computational cells, while the 
liquid and vapor velocities are defined at the cell boundaries. Furthermore, a dual velocity concept is used 
at the cell boundaries which defines a velocity just upstream and another one just downstream of the 
boundary [13]. The relation between these two velocities for any phase is based on the steady state mass 
conservation across the interface. 
Finite-Difference Approximations : The basic concepts used in developing the finite-difference 
approximations of the governing equations are summarized below ( See reference [1] for details ): 
(i) The mass and energy equations are approximated by forward differencing in time and space, 
while momentum equations are approximated by forward differencing in time and central differencing 
in space. 
(ii) The mass and energy conservation equations are integrated from the right boundary of each 
cell to the right boundary of the next cell with temperature and density held constant over the length of 
each cell. The velocity is assumed to vary linearly within each cell between the value at the left boundary 
and the value at the right boundary. Momentum conservation equation on the other hand, is integrated 
from. the· center of the computational cell to the center of the next cell. 
Using the above principles the governing differential equations are approximated by finite 
differences and then the continuity equation is solved for the future value of density, momentum equation 
is solved for the future value of velocity. and energy equation is solved for the future value of 
temperature. 
Solution Algorithm 
The algorithm developed to solve the present problem using the above finite-difference 
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approximations of conservation equations uses a specific order of calculations. First, the velocities in the 
liquid and the liquid-vapor interface is calculated by a backward sweep because the exit velocity is known 
at all times. Then the velocities in the vapor are calculated. Next, the density and then the temperature 
is calculated. Knowing the temperature and density, the algorithm then uses the equation of state to 
determine the pressures. Finally, the continuity equation at the interface is used to predict the future 
location of the liquid-vapor interface~ The mass of evaporation, heat transfer rates at the interface and 
other physical properties are updated before the next set of calculations. A flow chart of the computer 
program is given in reference [14]. 
Numerical Stability Criteria : As in all explicit finite-difference techniques, the Courant stability 
criteria is used to obtain numerically stable solutions. 
Calibration and Model Verification 
The heat transfer coefficients for the liquid and the vapor at the liquid-vapor interface are chosen 
to be the calibration parameters of the proposed model. The value of C in Equation 9 is determined by 
trial and error. This is not a very difficult task because the results are very sensitive to the magnitude of 
these coefficients. A plus or minus 20 to 30 % deviation in the assumed values of these parameters result 
in physically unreasonable temperatures andlor pressures for the vapor phase. 
The analytical model has been tested, by numerical experimentation, for various possible initial 
and boundary conditions. First, the program was run for a case where only gaseous Nitrogen existed 
inside the test tank. The results. were comparable to the one expected for an ideal gas going through a 
polytropic expansion. In the next test run the evaporation rate was taken to be zero. As in the "all gas" 
case, the vapor phase went through a process which resembles a polytropic process. In another study the 
discharge was terminated after O.S seconds of sudden depressurization [1]. The results showed that the 
pressures and temperatures attained stable values very close to the ones given by the thermal eqUilibrium 
conditions. These expected results confirm the success of the model in predicting the dynamic behavior 
of the fluid under sharp changes in boundary conditions. 
Results of the Numerical Simulations 
The results of a numerical experiment (sample run), are given in Figures 10 and 11. Figure 10 
shows the variation of vapor pressure in the ullage, specifically in the second computational cell, during 
blowdown. During initiation of boiling the pressure drops down below 16 psia then recovers mainly due 
to increase in evaporation, then gradually decreases. Similarly, the temperature of the vapor in the ullage 
decreases very sharply during the initiation of boiling then increases considerably due to increase in 
pressure as shown in Figure 11. It attains its maximum value around the time the pressure is maximum 
and then decreases gradually. The density and velocity histories were also plotted together with the 
distributions of each at certain time intervals. 
CONCLUSIONS 
An experimental study was undertaken to determine the effect of various operational parameters 
on the characteristics of pressure recovery for cryogenic fluids that undergo a sudden depressurization 
process. It is concluded that the relative discharge rate is the most important parameter that determines 
the rate of pressure recovery. Lower discharge rates give more time for vapor generation which increase 
the rate of the recovery. Initial ullage volume is important in determining the characteristics of the 
discharge: a high initial ullage volume amplifies pressure oscillations that exist during the blowdown. The 
magnitude of the initial ullage pressure effects the discharge rate therefore plays a role in the initial stages 
of the recovery. 
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The numerical analysis was carried out using a one dimensional, multi-node, nonequilibrium 
thermo-hydrodynamic model. This model was also used to determine the important parameters that effect 
the vapor generation rate during boUoff initiation and continuous boiling. IIi general, the numerical study 
also confirms the fact that self-pressurization is possible only under certain combinations of initial and 
boundary conditions. Various specific conclusions can be drawn from this study: The initiation of boiling 
is determined by the pressure and temperature of the liquid. at the vapor-liquid interface. The rate of 
evaporation at the interface during the initiation of boiling is largely determined by the temperature 
gradients that exists on both sides of the interface. These gradients are determined by the rate of heat 
exchange between each phases. The important parameters that effect this heat exchange are the interfacial 
heat transfer coefficients and the interfacial area. A higher heat transfer coefficient means higher rates 
of evaporation which in tum means quicker recovery in vapor pressure. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
A cross sectional q heat flux 
C constant, calibration parameter q heat input per reference volume of fluid 
D diameter of the cell Q total heat input 
f friction factor T temperature 
g gravitational constant t time 
h,g heat of evaporation u velocity 
hIM interfacial heat transfer coefficient V volume 
k thermal conductivity z spatial coordinate in axial direction 
p pressure 
Greek Symbols 
p = 0, for all vapor or all liquid; 
." = 0, for liquid; = 1, for vapor 
= 1, for vapor or liquid at interface (J area ratio 
'Y = 0, for liquid; = I, for vapor I' dynamic viscosity 
r rate of mass of vapor generation p density 
E =-1, for vapor; = I, for liquid p density times area ratio 
~ = 0, for all vapor or all liquid; l' wall drag force 
= I, for vapor at the interface; l' wall drag force per reference volume 
=-1, for liquid at the interface 
Subscripts 
in interface between liquid and vapor m = inlet, for vapor; = exit for liquid 
g vapor phase ref reference 
k k th phase: liquid or vapor s saturation 
I liquid phase w wall 
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ABSTRACT 
An advanced 3-D Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model was developed to analyze the 
flow interaction between a gas turbine combustor and an integral bleed plenum. In this model, the elliptic 
governing equations of continuity, momentum and the k-e turbulence model were solved on a 
boundary-fitted, curvilinear, orthogonal grid system. The model was first validated against test data from 
public literature and then applied toa gas turbine combustor with integral bleed. The model predictions 
agreed well with data from combustor rig testing. The model predictions also indicated strong flow 
interaction between the combustor and the integral bleed. Integral bleed flow distribution was found to 
have a great effect on the pressure distribution around the gas turbine combustor. 
INTRODUCTION 
The onboard gas turbine auxiliary power unit (APU) generally is designed to deliver bleed air 
either from a basic APU or from a separate compressor. The bleed air supplied by the APU normally is 
used for starting the main engines and operating the air-cycle air conditioning and pressurization system. 
On the direct-bleed APU (also called integral-bleed APU), bleed air is extracted from a point between the 
compressor and combustor, as shown in Figure 1, arid is routed to the airplane pneumatic system via a 
bleed valve attached to a port on the turbine plenum. 
The bleed air. extraction from the turbine plenum has long been recognized among APU 
combustor designers to have a significant effect on combustor performance. However, knowledge in this 
field is limited and has been acquired only as a result of rig or engine testings. No theoretical modeling 
has been conducted and reported in the literature. The purpose of this study is to do a comprehensive 
theoretical investigation into the flow interaction between a gas turbine combustor and an integral bleed 
plenum. Findings from this study should prove useful in the design and development of a gas turbine 
combustor with integral bleed. 
The flow interaction between a gas turbine combustor and an integral bleed is fully 
three-dimensional and extremely complicated. To do 3-D Computational .Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 
modeling of this complex flow interaction using a cylindrical grid system requires a huge number of grid 
nodes and complex treatment of wall boundary conditions. Recently, a large variety of numerical grid 
generation methods [1] have been developed to simplify wall boundary condition treatment for any 
complex flow geometry. These methods can generate either orthogonal or non-orthogonal 
boundary-fitted grid systems for any complex flow geometry. In this study, a boundary-fitted, 
curvilinear, orthogonal grid system is used for the two-dimensional (x,y) plane and the angular (z) 
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Figure 1. A Typical Gas Turbine Combustor with Integral Bleed. 
dimension is considered as a body of revolution. The choice of a curvilinear orthogonal grid system in 
the present flow modeling is motivated by easier wall boundary condition treatment. inclusion of most of 
the grid nodes in the computational domain. and no extra terms of cross-derivative appearing in the 
transformed governing equations. 
ORTHOGONAL GRID GENERA nON 
As mentioned above, the flow geometry of a gas turbine combustor with integral bleed is quite 
complex for 3-D CFD modeling. A boundary-fitted, curvilinear, orthogonal grid system is therefore used 
here. The orthogonal grid system used in this study was obtained numerically based on the following 2-D 
orthogonal grid generation model: 
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Governing Equations: 
~"" + ~yy = p (1) 
11"" + l1yy = ° (2) 
Boundary Conditions: 
BCI: ~ %11 % + ~ yl1 y = 0; Fl (~,11) = 0 (3) 
BC2:. ~%11 JC + ~ yl1 y = 0; Fa (~, 11) = O. (4) 
BC3:; ~ %11 % + ~ yl1 y = 0; F3(~,11) = 0 (5) 
BC4: ~ x1l x+ ~ y11 y = 0; F, (L 11) = 0 (6 ) 
where (x,y) are the Cartesian coordinates of the grid points in the physical plane, as shown in Figure 2, 
and (~, tl) are the coordinates of the corresponding grid points in the transformed plane. The control 
functions P and Q in equations (1) and (2) are used to concentrate grid lines as desired. The function F 
denotes user-specified boundary C\lrves. In order to facilitate numerical solution for the above equations 
(1) to (6), they were transformed inttl the following equations: 
Governing Equations: 
v 
• 
CXX~~ - 2 PX~l'I + Y x1\l'1 = -J2 (x~P + x1\O) (la) 
cxy~~ - 2PY~1'I + YYl'Il'I = -J2 (Y~p + Yl'I0) (2a) 
I 
!'HVSICAI. PlANE 
I I 
I I 
I I 
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I I (~ .. .,. 
(lI· 1) 
I II· 
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Figure 2. Coordinate Transformation. 
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BC4 
where 
Boundary Conditions: 
BCl: x~~ 
BC2: X~Xl1 
BC3: X~Xl1 
BC4: X~Xl1 
p = (x~~ + Y~Yl1) 
y = {xl + yl} 
J = X~Yl1 - x"y~ 
+ Y~Yl1 = 0 G1 (x, y) 
+ Y~Yl1 ="0 G2 (x, y) 
+ Y~Yl1 = 0 G3 (x, y) 
+ Y~Yl1 = 0 G4 (x, y) 
= 0 (3a) 
= 0 (4a) 
= 0 (Sa) 
= 0 (6a) 
These transformed equations are solved numerically using a finite difference technique. This grid 
generation modei only generates a boundary-fitted. curvilinear, orthogonal grid system in two 
dimensions. The present tlow calculation requires a 3-D orthogonal grid system. obtained by rotating this 
2-D onhogonal grid system about an axis in the same plane. Using this approach, a typical 3-D grid 
system for the' combustor with integral bleed flow calculation is shown in Figure 3. 
MATHEMA TICAL ~ODEL 
The transport equations for a 3-D incompressible turbulent flow can be written as 
where q, represents a general variable, p is density, U, V, and W are velocities. r is effective turbulent 
diffusivity, and S. is the source term for variable 4» • 
The above transport equations are given in Cartesian coordinates (x.y,z). Prior to their numerical 
solution. these equations are transformed into general orthogonal coordinates ( ~, TI,'). The resulting 
transport equations are expressed as follows: 
a~ {h:zh3 {puq,- { ~!» + ~ {h3h t (pvq, - r ~» + 
* {~llz (pM!» - ~ ~)} = ~h-zh3S. 
where h represents scalar coefficients. 
In order to solve the above partial differential equations governing the flow of fluid through a 
combustor annulus with integral bleed. boundary conditions must be specified at the appropriate 
locations. In the present study, the boundary conditions at the annulus inlet and the bleed duct exit are 
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provided from the engine cycle analysis, while the airflow through the various orifices in the combustor, 
as shown in Table 1, are calculated using a 1-0 annulus flow model. 
GC11478-3 
ATOMIZER 
X -ZPLANE 
IGNITOR 
X-y PLANE 
Figure 3. A Typical Orthogonal Grid System for the Combustor 
with Integral Bleed Flow Calculation. 
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TABLE 1. AIRFLOW DISTRIBUTIONS AROUND THE COMBUSTOR 
QIl m 
Primary Holes 4.28 9.90 
Dilution Holes 5.59 5.69 
Film Cooling 10.90 7.15 
Dome Cooling 11.21 
-'-
Bleed 42.01 
-'-
Shroud Air 1.10 
-'-
L=ilkiJ.i= l.ZB Q,B2 
Total 76.37% 23.63% 
The solution of the curvilinear transport equations is accomplished using a finite volume, 
structured grid. sequential solution. numerical method. The differential equations are integrated over 
discrete volumes in the domain of interest using assumptions of linear and stepped profiles to obtain their 
numerical counterparts. Interaction between the convective and diffusive terms is handled numerically 
using Upwind Hybrid Differencing [2]. while the coupling between the continuity and momentum 
equations is treated by the SIMPLER algorithm [3] and the turbulence closure is accomplished by the 
standard k-e model. At each iteration step, the set of linear equations is solved using the Whole Field 
Solver (WFS) routine of Przekwas [4]. The WFS has proven to be very efficient as it is formulated for 
structured grids and cyclic boundary conditions which are used in this analysis. 
The use of orthogonal coordinate systems adds effort to the grid generation process, as numerical 
equations must be solved to determine the position of the coordinates in the physical space. It is also 
frequently the case that the shape of the domain is such that a completely orthogonal grid system cannot 
be generated and a certain amount of deviation from orthogonality must be tolerated. However, the 
benefits of this extra work are realized when the flow equations are solved. The terms associated with 
grid non-orthogonality are usually treated in an explicit manner and in situations of skewed control 
volumes, can be the same order of magnitude as the normal implicit convection and diffusion terms. As a 
result. convergence can be hindered. Orthogonal grids create a more implicit nature to the numerical 
equations and have inherently better convergence rates. 
The combination of the SIMPLER algorithm and the orthogonal grid structure has proven to be 
extremely robust. In all but a very few situations. relaxation factors of 0.5 are used on all equations 
(except for pressure and the velocity correction which require 1.0 relaxation factors). Converged 
solutions using up to 400,000 cells have been obtained in the order of 750 iterations. At convergence. the 
sum of the absolute continuity error of all the control volumes, normalized by the total system flow rate, 
is less than 0.1 percent. 
NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The predictions of the CFD model used in this study have been compared to numerous sets of 
experimental data found in the literature. In order to illustrate the predictive capability of the code, two 
such cases have been included below, both of which are 2-D flows. For these situations. the 3-D code 
was run with three circumferential planes. 
The first case is from the experiment of Roback and Johnson [5] and consists of two coaxial 
tlowing water jets that discharge into a confined region (illustrated in Figure 4). The inner jets are 
swirling while the outer are not. Velocity data was taken at several axial stations downstream of the jet 
discharge. Figure 5 shows the comparison of the predicted and measured axial, radial, and tangential 
velocity components respectively. The comparison is as good as should be expected considering the well 
known deficiencies of the k-e model for swirling flow and the uncertainty in the boundary conditions of 
the data. 
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Figure 4. Axisymmetric Swirling Flow Geometry. 
The second case described is that of Sovran and Klomp [6] and consists of a 6-degree wall 
annular diffuser with an area ratio of 1.955. The computed static pressure contours (Pascals) are shown in 
Figure 6. The experimental data for this 'case consist of the static pressure recovery coefficient, Cpo For 
the configuration analyzed, the measured Cp was 0.6 which should be compared to the value of 0.643 (7 
percent high) calculated from the CFD model output, indicating resonable accuracy in the pressure 
calculation methods used in the code. 
After validation of the 3-D CFD model using experimental data found in the literarure, the present 
model was then used to 'simulate complex external flow of a gas rurbine combustor with integral bleed. 
The computed results using a grid system of 91x21x97 nodes, as shown in Figure 3, are discussed in the 
following: 
Figure 7 shows the predicted U-V velocity field at K-planes 1,38, and 59. The predicted results 
illustrate a, strong recirculation zone formed ne,ar the annulus inlet. The formation of this recirculation 
zone is due to the presence of a backward-facing step in the flow path. This recirculation zorie has caused 
pressure loss near the combustor 0.0. dilution holes. As a result. the dilution jet penetration will be 
reduced because of less pressure drop across dilution holes. Based on gas rurbine combustor design 
experiences. inadequate dilution jet penetration usually cannot break up the hot gas regions efficiently and 
will result in high pattern factor at the combustor exit. 
The predicted results. as shown in Figure 7, also illustrate non-uniform bleed air extraction from 
the rurbine plenum. The bleed air extraction at K-plane 59, which is closer to bleed port (K-planes 
61-65), is higher than that at K-plane 38. The non-uniform bleed air extraction indicates that the present 
integral bleed design has not been optimized and has caused some flow separations in the annulus. It is 
also interesting to note that bleed air enters the bleed duct like an impinged jet and creates a vortex pair in 
the duct. 
Figure 8 shows the predicted U-W velocity field on the unwrapped surface of combustor liner. 
The predicted results indicate that a forward stagnation point. where the air is brought to rest with an 
accompanying rise in pressure, was formed upstream of a fuel atomizer or an ignitor. The predicted 
results also indicate that a strong wake was formed downstream of a fuel atomizer or an ignitor. 
The presence of eight fuel atomizers and one ignitor has a profound effect on pressure 
distributions around the combustor liner. This can be seen in Figure 9, where the predicted static pressure 
distributions around the combustor liner is plotted using color graphics. In this figure, each fuel atomizer 
was found to be associated with a high pressure region upstream and a low pressure region downstream. 
The same pattern was observed for the ignitor. Figure 9 also shows non-uniform bleed extraction has a 
great effect on pressure distribution around the combustor liner. This is illustrated by results of 
non-uniform pressure distribution on the dome. Based on gas turbine combustor design experience, 
non-uniform pressure distribution around the combustor liner usually causes non-uniform airflow 
distribution and will result in hot and cold spots at the combustor exit. 
Figure 10 shows the predicted static pressure distributions around the turbine plenum. The 
predicted results further illustrate that the presence of eight fuel atomizers and one ignitor has a 
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significant effect on pressure distributions around the turbine plenum. The predicted results also show 
non-uniform pressure distributions on the bleed duct wall. The predicted results oinon-uniform pressure 
distributions on the bleed duct wall (at 1::43 and J=20) were compared to combustor rig test data in Figure 
11. This comparison indicates model predictions agreed well with test data from combustor rig. 
Having obtained good predictions of non-uniform pressure distribution on the bleed duct wall. it 
is then possible to consider another 3-D case run in order to study the effect of intergral bleed extraction 
on the pressure distributions around the combustor liner. Figures 12 and 13 show the predicted pressure 
distributions at various hole locations for a gas turbine combustor with and without an integral bleed. 
Comparison of Figures 12 and 13 confirms that integral bleed flow distribution has a great effect on the 
pressure distributions around the gas turbine combustor. 
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Figure 13. Predicted Pressure Distribution at Various 
Combustor Hole Locations (without Integral Bleed). 
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· CONCLUSIONS 
An advanced 3-D CFD model based on a boundary-fitted. curvilinear, orthogonal grid system has 
been developed. The model is capable of predicting the complex external flow field of a gas turbine 
combustor with integral bleed. Several important findings from this study of Combustor-Integral Bleed 
flow. interaction are summarized below: 
(I) Integral bleed flow distribution has a grealt effect on the pressure distribution around the gas 
turbine combustor. 
(2) The presence of atomizers and ignitors has a profound effect on pressure distribution around 
the combustor 0.0. liner. Each atomizer or ignitor was found to be associated with a high pressure region 
upstream and a low pressure region downstream. 
(3) The non-uniform pressure distribution usuaJly causes non-uniform airflow distribution around 
the combustor liner and will result in hot and cold spot~i at the combustor exit. 
(4) The recirculation zone formed near the annulus inlet has caused pressure loss near the 
combustor 0.0. dilution holes.. As a result, the dilution jet penetration is reduced and will result in high 
pattern factor at the combustor exit. 
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NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF A VORTEX CONTROLLED DIFFUSER 
Robert E. Spall 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
University of South Alabama 
. Mobile, AL 36688 
SUMMARY 
A numerical study of a prototypical vortex controlled diffuser is performed. The basic diffuser 
geometry consists of a step expansion in a pipe of area ratio 2.25:1. The incompressible Reynolds 
averaged Navier-Stokes equations, employing the K - e turbulence model, are solved. Results are 
presented for bleed rates ranging from 1 to 7 percent. Diffuser efficiencies in excess of 80 percent 
are obtained. Reattachment lengths are reduced by a factor of up to 3. These results are in qualita-
tive agreement with previous experimental work. However, differences in some basic details of 
experimentally observed and the present numerically generated flow fields exist. The effect of 
swirl is also investigated. 
INTRODucnON 
The central idea behind the vortex controlled diffuser (VeD) is that highly efficient diffusion may 
be achieved by bleeding off fluid through a small gap located at a region of rapid expansion. This 
concept appears to have been first introduced by Heskestad [1]. In that work, edge suction was 
applied through a Slot situated at the edge of a convex comer. It was found that the flow turned the 
comer in a manner that significantly decreased the extent of the recirculation region. Heskestad 
later [2] experimented with edge suction at the step expansion of a circular pipe, evaluating the 
effectiveness of the configuration as a short diffuser. That study employed a uniform inlet profile 
with a thin boundary layer. Heskestad also [3] considered the effectiveness of edge suction in pro-
ducing a short diffuser when the inlet profiles were fully developed. High static pressure recover-
ies were produced in both cases. 
The desirability of a short diffuser between the compressor and combustor in gas turbine 
applications provided the incentive for further development of the VCD concept. Adkins [4] . 
obtained data for a series of research diffusers with area ratios ranging from 1.9:1 to 3.2:1. He 
found that, for moderate bleed rates, efficiencies in excess of 80% could be achieved with diffuser 
lengths 1/3 that required with conventional conical diffusers. A hybrid diffuser (a combination 
VeD and conventional diffuser) was later studied by Adkins et aI. [5]. Results showed that bleed 
rates were reduced from those required for the previously studied step VeD configuratio~. Most 
recently, Sullerey et ai. [6] have investigated the effect of inlet flow distortion on a veo. Results 
revealed that as inlet distortions were increased, so too were the levels of bleed required to main-
tain diffuser efficiency. 
It appears that the only previous numerical work concerning the vcn was perfonned by 
Busnaina and Lilley [7]. In that work, the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations were solved 
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for the flow in a two-dimensional veo geometry. ,Although the effects of turbulence were not 
modeled, and the grid employed was quite coarse, the general trends followed those observed 
experimentally. 
The mechanism by which the VCD operates is still unclear. One explanation is that a 
region of high shear is produced resulting in alayeI' of turbulence that inhibits flow separation [4]. 
Othem [3] have suggested that the primary result of suction is to simply deflect or tum the mean 
flow around the sharp comer, thus diminishing the length of the recirculation zone. 
In the present work the performance of a prototypical VCD is investigated numerically. 
The incompressible, axisymmetric Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations are solved for the 
flow through a pipe containing a step expansion of area ratio 2.25:1. The vortex chamber and 
bleed gap height-to-Iength ratio are representative 4Jf those employed in previous experimental 
works. The effect of turbulence is modeled using the K - e model. (The standard K-e model has 
predicted the reattachmentlength for flow in a sudden pipe expansion within experimental uncer-
tainty [8D. Calculations are performed for bleed raltes ranging from 1% to 7%. For comparative 
purposes, results for a step expansion without the benefits of bleed are also presented. Details of 
the flow structure are studied and presented using velocity vectors and contour plots of pressure, 
turbulence kinetic energy, and axial velocity. . 
NUMERICAL AJ>PROACH 
The incompressible Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations are appropriate to describe the 
motion within a prototypical VCO configuration. Although the governing equations are solved in 
cylindrical polar coordinate form, for purposes of brevity they are presented below in cartesian 
tensor form. The continuity and momentum·equatioDS are given as: 
aUf 
--0 ax, (1) 
(2) 
respectively, where Ui is the mean velocity, p is the density, fA. is the viscosity, p is the mean pres-
sure and Rij - U'jU'i are the Reynolds stresses. The: Boussinesq hypothesis provides an expres-
sion for the Reynolds stresses in terms of the gradie:nts of the mean flow [9] as: 
2 fA.t au. au· 
-Rij - -'3 {)i}K + -p (ax~ + a;) 
} , 
(3) 
where fA.t is the turbulent viscosity and K is the turbulent kinetic energy. The turbulent viscosity is 
expressed, in terms of K and the dissipation rate, It" as: 
(4) 
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Transport equations for K and s, respectively, are given as [10]: 
DK 0 (v, oK) OUI (OUI OUj ) 
----- +V--+--S Dt OXI a"ox, 'ox} ox} ox, 
. Ds a v, oS SOUl OU, OU} S2 
- - -(--) +C1v --(-+-) -C2 -Dt ox} a.ox} 'Koxj OXj ox, K 
(5) 
(6) 
It remains to specify the empirical constants in the above equations. Although investigators have 
attempted to optimize these values for recirculating anellor swirling flows (c.f. [8D, most of these 
attempts have been ad hoc, and thus the standard values for bQundary-Iayer flows ( C f& - 0.09, 
C1 - 1.44, C2 - 1.92, af( - 1.0 and a. - 1.3) have been taken. Near the wall, it is assumed 
that the log-law holds. 
The above equations were solved using the cQmmercial cQde FLUENT [11]. FLUENT 
uses a control volume technique with non-staggered grids. All variables are stored at cQntrol VQl-
ume centers. QUICK [12] interpQlation is used to provide values Qf the variables on. cell faces. 
Pressure-velocity coupling is implemented using the SIMPLE [13] algorithm. CQnvergence Qf the 
sQlution is assumed when the normalized residual fQr each cQnservation equation is decreased to' 
10~3. (The residual for a given equation CQnsists of the summation Qf the unbalance in the equa-
tion for each cell in the domain.) Since the above solution techniques are well known and widely 
discussed in the literature, they will not be elabQrated uPQn here. 
GEOMETRY AND BOUNDARY CONDmONS 
A prototypical axisymmetric veo of expansion area ratio 2.25:1 is cQnsidered (see Figure 1). 
(The radius of the diffuser upstream Qf the expansion is 1 unit; downstream, 1.5 units.) The dif-
fuser geometry is typical Qf that employed in dump cQmbustQrs. The essence of the diffuser is the 
suctiQn slot at the expansiQn CQmer. Small quantities of fluid (typically 5% Qf the mass flQw) are 
bled Qff thrQugh the suctiQn slQt into' a VQrtex chamber. Fluid exits the chamber thrQugh a channel 
(as shQwn in Figure 1). In the present study, the axial extent Qfthe sIQt(L) is taken as 0.1 units, 
and the radial depth (D), 0.05 units. Thus, the slQt length-tQ-depth ratio. is 2.0, typical Qf thQse 
emplQyed in experimental wQrks appearing in the literature. The tQtallength Qf the VCDconfigu-
ratiQn is 25 units, with the gap beginning 2.4 units dQwnstream frQm the inflQw plane. A length of 
2S was chQsen so. that QutflQW bQundary conditiQns CQuid be specified with reasQnable accuracy. 
The radius Qf the pipe upstream Qf the expansion is 1 unit; the radius dQwnstream, 1.5 units. A 
cylindrical grid cQnsisting Qf 85 cells in the axial directiQn and 45 cells in the radial direction is 
emplQyed. Cells were clustered tQward the VQrtex fence (the aft wall of the VQrtex chamber) and 
the lateral diffuser walls. To. assure a grid cQnverged sQlutiQn, calculatiQns are also. perfQrmed 
using double the number Qf grid PQints in each coQrdinate directiQn (fQr the 5% swirl case). 
FQr all cases, a unifQrm inflQw axial velocity profile was specified. PreviQus experimen.tal 
studies [2, 3] reveal that thin inlet bQundary layers result in higher pressure recQveries than fully 
develQped turbulent profiles, and thus it is expected that pressure recQveries in the present study 
WQuid be sQmewhat decreased if fully develQped turbulent inlet prQfiles were used. HQweveJ; the 
underlying physical principals shQuld nQt be affected. The ReynQlds number, based on inflow 
pipe diameter and velQcity is 200,000. This is representative Qf ReynQlds numbers emplQyed in 
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most experimental investigations, which range from 100,000 [4] to 840,000 [5]. The inlet turbu-
lence intensity is 10%. Given the turbulence intelll;ity, the turbulence kinetic energy and dissipa-
tion rates are calculated from: 
K_~(U')2 (7) 
3 
3 -
-J(l (8) e - C;T 
where I is a turbulence length scale given as 0.07R~ (R is the inlet pipe radius). At the outlet, fully 
~veloped Bow conditions are assumed; that is, strc~amwise gradients of the Bow properties are set 
to zero. 
RESULTS 
Results have been obtained for the YCD with bleed rates ranging from 1% to 7%, and for a step 
expansion (without the vortex chamber). In addition, results for the 5% bleed case with swirl have 
been obtained. For the sake of brevity, contour anell velocity vector plots are provided only for the 
case of the step expansion, andthe YCD5% bleeell case. In addition, only the portion of the 
domain near the suction slot is shown. (Note that grey contour lines signify negative values.) 
Before delving into a description of the Bowfield, it is first desirable to provide some 
means of quantifying improvements in diffuser effectiveness as a function of bleed rate. Toward 
this end, a one dimensional correction may be applied to the usual definition of diffuser effective-
ness, which results in the expression [4]: 
'T1 _ P'1. - PI 
1:-:2( 1-B'1. 2 PVI a l - ( AR ) ) 
(9) 
where B is the bleed rate, AR is the area ratio and ICl is a kinetic energy coefficient. For the case of 
uniform inBow profiles, a equals unity. (For fully developed turbulent Bows in circular pipes, 
a. 1.05.) The dramatic effect of bleed on effecth'eness is demonstrated in Figure 2, in which 
effectiveness is plotted as a function of distance downstream from the step expansion (or fence). 
In the case of the step expansion, the maximum effectiveness reaches approximately 52%, and is 
not achieved until nearly 20 step heights (H) downstream from the expansion. Maximum effec-
tiveness increases to 67%, 82%, 90% and 92%, for VCD bleed rates of 1 %, 3%, 5%, and 7%, 
respectively. In addition, the distance required for maximum diffusion to take place decreases 
from approximately 13 H for 1 % bleed to 3 H for 7% bleed. The increase in effectiveness begins 
to asymptote as the bleed rate is increased beyond 5%. For the 3, 5, and 7% bleed rates, losses to 
friction cause the effectiveness of the diffuser to diminish slowly beyond about 10 H (downstream 
of the fence). These results are in qualitative agreement with experimental results for both tubular 
and annular YCD's presented by Adkins [4]. The rlesults do differ in one important aspect. Adkins 
[4] suggests that at low bleed rates, diffuser effectIveness increases slowly with increased bleed. 
Then, at some bleed rate, Buid begins to enter the suction slot from the freestream (as opposed to 
entering over the vortex fence). At this point, diffuser effectiveness increases rapidly with respect 
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to slight increases in bleed rate. Finally, at some critical rate (described as the rate necessary for 
the formation of a stagnation point at the top of the fence) increases in effectiveness with 
increases in bleed rate become minimal. The numerical. results however, show no such trends at 
low bleed rates. That is, at low bleed rates, numerical results indicate that diffuser effectiveness 
increaseS gradually with respect to increases in bleed rate. . 
One benefit of numerical solutions is that detailed flow patterns are obtained. In the 
remainder of this section, results in terms of contour plots and velocity vectors are examined. 
Velocity vectors forthe step expansion and for the VCO with 5% bleed are shown in Figures 3a,b, 
respectively. For clarity, the vectors are plotted at every other gridpoint in both the radial and 
streamwise coordinate directions. The effect of bleed in reducing the extent of the recirculation 
region is clearly revealed in Figure 3b. A stable vortical structure within the vortex chamber is 
also clearly indicated. However, most important is the rapid directional change and acceleration 
of the fluid around the comer under the influence of bleed. For the step expansion, a clean separa-
tion from the comer is obtained. 
More accurate indications of the extent of the recirculation regions, described by contours 
of constant axial velocity, are shown in Figures 4a,b. Figure 4a reveals that for the step expansion, 
the length of the recirculation zone is approximately 7 H. This value is less than the values of 8-9 
H reported experimentally [c.f. 14] over a range of expansion ratios. Numerical results using the 
K - E model range from 7-9 H for an area expansion ratio of 4:1 [c.f. 8] which agree fairly well 
with the experimental results. However, as the expansion ratio diminishes, one might expect the 
K - E model to begin to underpredict the separation length, in accordance with well known results 
for the 20 backward facing step. Implementation of 5% bleed reduces the length of the separated 
region to 2.5 H. In addition, the rapid diffusion downstream of the expansion is well illustrate~. 
The diffusion process appears to be nearly complete at a distance of 5 H downstream from the 
expansion. This correlates well with the optimum length for the diffuser predicted using wall 
pressure data as shown in Figure 2 (where the efficiency reaches approximately 85%). One also 
notes an acceleration of the fluid in the near wall region just upstream of the expansion due to the 
. presence of the low pressure vortex chamber. This is followed by a region in which a rapid 
decrease in the axial velocity of the fluid occurs as it passes over the gap and, due to the expan-
sion, encounters a strong adverse pressure gradient. The net result is the creation of a region of 
high localized shear. 
Contours of constant pressure are shown in Figures 5a,b for the step expansion and VCO 
geometries, respectively. The pressure variations presented are with respect to a reference pres-
sure located adjacent to the duct inlet (given as PI in Equation 9). Figure 5b reveals that, away 
from the wall, a significant adverse pressure gradient fonns upstream of the suction slot. This 
occurs due to the flux of fluid through the bleed slot. That is, due to mass removal at the slot, the 
axial flux decreases away from the wall. Nearer the wall, the influence of the vortex chamber 
results in a decrease in the pressure with a corresponding increase in the axial velocity. A local 
minimum in the pressure occurs at the slot entrance and thus serves to deflect the oncoming fluid 
toward the outer wall. Of further interest is the pressure distribution on the back face of the step. 
Here, the pressure is not constant along the wall (as is the case with the step expansion, Figure Sa) 
but increases in the·radial direction. To assess the effects of grid refinement, shown in Figure 5c 
are pressure contours computed using a 170 x 90 grid. Only very minor differences in the con-
tours (appearing near the downstream portion of the shown flowfield) are visible. Thus, the origi-
nal 85 x 45 grid is deemed sufficient for the purposes of this study. 
Contours of turbulence kinetic energy are shown in Figures 6a,b. As previously men-
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tioned, the region near the slot is one of high sheall', and is thus responsible for the generation of 
considerable turbulence energy, as revealed in Figure 6b. In addition to this local maximum, an 
additional maximum appears downstream, near tbe aft portion of the recirculation region. How-
ever, the turbulence levels at this downstream point are below the levels near the slot. This may be 
contrasted to the case of the step expansion,shown in Figure 6a. Here, only one local maximum 
appears near the aft portion of the recirculation region. In addition, maximum turbulence levels 
are below those shown in Figure 6b. 
Since many practical VCD applications involve some level of swirl in the approach Bow, 
the effect of swirl on veo flow patterns is briefly investigated. Again, the bleed rate is taken as 
5%, and other flow field conditions remain identic:a1 to those described earlier. A solid body rota-
tion is superimposed on the axial velocity at inflow such that the ratio of the maximum swirl 
velocity to axial velocity equals 0.5. This repreSetlts a significant level of swirl, although well 
below that at which reversed flow is expected to olccur. Shown in Figure 7a are contours of con-
stant axial velocity. By comparison with Figure 4b, it is apparent that the length of the recircula-
tion region has been diminished. This is consistent with experimental results reported by, for 
instance, Dellenback [14] for the step expansion with swirl. (Apparently, no experimental or 
numerical results on veo performance under the influence of swirl exist in the open literature.) 
Pressure contours are shown in Figure 7b. One notes that near the axial location of the bleed slot, 
radial variations in pressure are similar to those for the zero swirl case. However, downstream 
from this position, a significant radial gradient exists, as one would expect in the case of swirling 
Bows. 
DISCUSSION 
The' numerical results shed light on several points which have been previously discussed in the lit-
erature. The existence of a region of high shear (with corresponding turbulence) has been men-
tioned as one of the physical mechanisms responsible for the drastic improvements in 
effectiveness of the VCD over the step expansion:ag a diffuser [4]. That a region of high turbu-
lence is formed near the suction slot is borne out in the present study. However, that this region is 
necessary or responsible for preventing flow separation seems unlikely. Indeed, the flow separates 
at the top of the chamber fence. It appears that the primary contribution of the suction slot is to 
deflect the fluid toward the outer wall. 
It has been suggested [4] that at low bleed rates fluid is drawn into the vortex chamber 
from this lee side of the fence, reSUlting in only minimal improvement in diffuser effectiveness. 
For higher bleed rates, it has then been proposed that this process is diminished, eventually result-
ing in the formation of a stagnation point on the top of the fence. This bleed rate is termed the crit-
ical rate. However, results from the present study do not confirm this process. Even at the 1 % 
bleed level, the results indicate that fluid does not enter the chamber from the lee side of the fence. 
In addition, a sudden increase in efficiency with respect to bleed rate is not observed, regardless of 
the chosen length of the diffuser. 
There are several possible reasons for the discrepancy regarding the details of the process 
as observed experimentally, and computed numeric::ally. Of primary concern is the ability of the 
K - s turbulence model to accurately predict fine flow details of this complex recirculating flow-
field. Perhaps inclusion of a full Reynolds stress model could be of benefit in this respect. The 
present study does indicate however, that numerica~ solutions of the Reynolds averaged Navier-
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Stokes equations provide a useful tool to aid in the analysis and design of practical VCD configu-
rations. 
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3D NUMERICAL STUDY OF AIRFLOW 
IN THE COMPRESSOR/COMBUSTOR PREDIFFUSER 
AND DUMP DIFFUSER OF AN INDUSTRIAL GAS TURBINE 
* Ajay K. Agrawal and Tab-teh Yang 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Cemson University, Cemson, SC 29631-0921 
SUMMARY 
This paper describes the 3D computations of a flow field in the compressor/combustor dif-
fusers of an industrial gas turbine. The geometty considered includes components: such as the 
combustor support strut, the transition piece and the impingement sleeve with discrete cooling·air 
holes on its surface. Because the geometty was complex and 3D, the airflow path was divided 
into two computational domains sharing an interface region. The body-fitted grid was generated 
independently in each of the two domains. The governing equations for incompressible Navier-· 
Stokes equations were solved using the fmite volume approach. The results show that the flow 
in the prediffuser is strongly coupled with the flow in the dump diffuser and vice versa., The 
computations also revealed that the flow in the dump diffuser is highly nonunifonn. 
INTRODUCfION 
In gas turbine engines the air exiting the compressor is decelerated in the annular predif-
fuser before it is discharged into the dump diffuser. The dump diffuser then distributes the air to 
the combustor(s) through the annular jacket(s). Typical aircraft engines use an annular combus-
tor, which extends over 360 degrees continuously around the turbine axis. In contrast, the 
industrial gas turbines use several can combustors discretely and equispaced in the circumferen-
tial direction. Each of these combustor cans has an annular jacket around it which receives air 
from the dump diffuser and then feeds it to the combustor can for combustion. 
From the gas turbine's compressor exit to the combustor, frictional losses in the diffuser 
flow path adversely affect the efficiency of the gas turbine. The diffuser system must unifonnly 
distribute air to the· hot-sections of the turbine to maintain combustion, to improve thennal ' 
mixing and to avoid local burnout. Thus, high efficiency advanced gas turbines require an 
aerodynamic design of the prediffuser and dump diffuser for minimizing energy losses and for 
maintaining combustion stability and perfonnance~ The design of these flow systems is compli-
cated because of two main reasons (1) the perfonnance of the prediffuser is affected by the flow 
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conditions in the dump region· and vice versa and (2) the flow geometry in the dump region is # 
3D. The complex geometry and the flow interaCtions between the components of the 
compressor/combustor region present a significant design challenge. 
The test model in figure 1 depicts the air flow path in the compressor/combustor region of 
an industrial gas turbine. After passing through the annular prediffuser. a portion of the air flows 
through the cooling holes in the impingement slc:eve into the space between the impingement 
sleeve and the transition piece; then it flows throlLlgh this annular space towards the combustor 
can and finally mixes with the balance of the air flowing through the bypass air ports. Next, the 
air enters the combustor can through primary. secondary. dilution and cooling holes. Several 
components in· the flow path disrupt the circumf<erential unifonnity; hence. the resulting flow 
field is 3D. The authors of this study are aware 4~f only one other similar investigation. which 
was conducted by ~ki et al. (ref. 1). Their blvestigation considered a typical combustor-
diffuser in aircraft engines. The diffuser geometry and the flow path in the present study are far 
more complex than that in the study by Kar1d et at (ref. 1). 
The primary purpose of this work was to simulate the cold airflow in the test model of an 
industrial gas turbine. Thus, the reacting flow in the combustor can and the hot-gas flow through 
the transition piece were not considered. However, the geometric details of the transition piece 
and the surrounding· impingement sleeve were included to add. realism to the simulations. In 
computations, the airflow exited at the annular spw:e' between the combustor casing and the com-
bustor can. In the circumferential direction. the ex:!Ct same geometry of the combustor/transition 
piece assembly repeats cyclically. Additionally, each' of these assemblies: is symmetric about its 
midplane. Therefore, the computations in the circumferential direction were required in only one-
half of the distance between the adjacent combustc,r/transition piece assemblies (which is 1/28th 
of the full 360 degrees). . 
COMPUTATIONAl, PROCEDURE 
Because the geometry was complex and 3D" the airflow path was divided into two com-
putational domains. The lower domain included the prediffuser, a part of the combustor support 
strut and the lower dump diffuser. The upper domain included the details of the 
combustor/transition piece assembly, the upper dump diffuser and a part of the combustor sup-
port strut. These two domains shared an interfw:c region through which boundary condition data 
were communicated between the two dornain~ and 11pdated during the computations. 
Grid Genell'8tion 
The body-fitted, curvilinear coordinate system was used to incorporate the geometric 
details in the computational analysis. Internal solild objects, such as the support struts and the 
surface of the impingement sleeve were, simulated by blocking the flow through the grids repre-
senting these areas. Figure 2 shows the computatio1nal grid in the two domains on a longitudinal 
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plane between 'the combustor suppo~· struts and .. also ·the midplane· of the combustor/transition piece assembly. The shaded grids in figure. 2 were impervious to the flow. Thu~ they represent internal solid objects, such as the impingement sleeve and the transition piece~ The procedure for generating the 3-D computational grid is described below. 
EasyMesh-3D, a 3-D mesh-generation program (ref. 2), was used to independently gener-
ate a structured grid in each of the two domains. FIrSt, the' computational domain was divided into subsections or subvolumes. These subvolumes represented specific objects inside the com-putational domains. The mesh was generated within each subvolume, which allowed local· grid 
refinement and accurate representation of flow obstructions •. The computational grid in the lower domain consisted of 62,208 grids with 18 in the circumferential direction, 32 in the radial direc-
':on and 108 in the axial direction. 
The computational grid in the upper domain represented the complex 3-D shape of the 
combustor/transition piece and the combustor casingfnnpingement sleeve. The combustor and its casing are circular in cross-section. The transition piece and impingement sleeve are circular 
at the combustor end and are nearly rectangular at the turbine inlet. Moreover, the spacing be-
tween the adjacent combustor/transition piece assemblies varies along the axial direction. This 
spacing is maximum at the combustor end and zero at the turbine inlet. The computational grid 
on the surface of the combustor can/transition piece is shown in figure 3. The mesh was con-
structed by prescribing geometric details at 5 axial locations. Azimuthal planes at each of these 
axial locations were divided into 6 subsections. Therefore, a total of 30 subvolumes formed the 
upper computational domain. Figures 3 and 4 show, respectively, the azimuthal planes at the 
combustor exit and the turbine inlet. As seen in figures 4 and 5, the surface of the impingement 
sleeve was broken into three segments, each of which belonged to a subsection. This procedure 
allowed flexibility in generating the mesh and improved grid resolution and grid orthogonality. Figures 4 and 5 identify also the grids that were blocked to the flow and that represent the solid 
objects. The computational grid in the upper domain consisted of 63,648 grids with 18 in the cir-
cumferential direction, 52 in the radial direction and 68 in the axial direction. 
In the test model, the air enters the space between the impingement sleeve/transition piece 
and the combustor casing/combustor through cooling air holes on the impingement sleeve and 
the bypass air holes on the combustor casing. The combustor casing has 3· rows of bypass air holes, and each of these rows consists of several discrete holes equally spaced in the circum-ferential direction. The impingement sleeve has several rows of smaller cooling air holes. The finite grid in the present analysis could not precisely and indivisibly resolve the large number of 
cooling holes. Therefore, only 12 holes were considered in each row. These holes were dis-
tributed nearly unifonnly in the circumferential direction. Although the exact shape and 
orientation of the holes in a row could differ, the area of each hole was kept the same. If the ac-tual number of holes in a row exceeded 12, then the total area of these 12 holes was made to 
equal the actual total area of the holes in that row. Each hole. comprised of at least 1 or more grids. When the area of a grid exceeded the area of the hole it represented. the grid was partially blocked to the flow. 
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Because the mesh was generated independe:ntly in each of the two domains~ the grids differ 
at the interface between these domains. Linear interpolation was used to compute boundary data 
at the proper interface location before the information was transferred from from one domain to 
another. 
Governing I~quations 
Using Cartesian tensor notation, governing c~uations for incompressible turbulent flow are 
expressed in time-averaged fonn: 
a 
---(pV.) = 0 
ax. J 
J 
(1) 
a ap a aVi 
---(pV.V.) = - --_. + ---[J.I. ---] ax. J 1 ax. ax. effax . J 1 J J 
(2) 
The effective viscosity, J.I. eff was defmed by the relation 
(3) 
The turbulent viscosity, J.l.t' in equation (3) was obtained from the standard k-e model of 
turbulence. 
Boundary COlllditions 
Because of the symmetry, the mass flow rate lmd the gradients of dependent variables were 
specified as zero at the two circumferential boundmies. 
lDls:L.-- In the lower domain, the axial velocity at the inlet of the prediffuser was prescribed 
according to the measured data. Inlet radial and circumferential velocities were assumed to be 
zero. The inlet turbulence intensity was taken as 10%. The inlet turbulent energy dissipation 
was calculated from 
(4) 
where the length scale, 1, was the annular gap. Thle axial diffusion at the prediffuser inlet was ignored. 
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The interface between the·domains was·also the inlet to the upper.domain. Values of all the dependent. variables· at the inlet to the upper domain were determined from flow computa-
tions in the lower domain. The diffusion at the interface was neglected. 
Walls.- The wall function approach for turbulent flow was employed. This approach re-quires that the logarithmic velocity protile' bridge the region between·a wall and a nearwall·node 
on the outside of the viscous sublayer. Turbulence in the near wall region was in local equi-librium. 
Outlet.-- The fluid leaves the. upper domain through the annular gap between the combus-tor and the combustor casing. A constant static pressure was specified at this outlet. The axial diffusion at the outlet was ignored. 
The interface between the domains was also the outlet to the lower domain. The static pres-
sure at this outlet was detennined from flow computations in the upper domain. The radial diffusion at the interface was neglected. 
Solution Procedure 
The governing equations for each dependent variable could be reduced to a single general fonn: 
(5) 
where, represents the dependent.variable, V is the velocity vector, 1 «I» is the diffusive flux vector (-
r «I» V«I») and S «I» is the volumetric source of «1». Integration of the generalized equation (5) over 
control volumes resulted in the' finite difference equations of a general fonn. Convection-diffusion tenns in the governing equations were discretized using the upwind scheme. The set of 
coupled nonlinear equations was solved implicitly in an iterative manner. Coupling between 
velocity and pressure fields was provided by a variant of the SIMPLE algorithm (ref. 3) called SIMPLEC. 
The computational steps to implement the subdomain procedure can be described as fol-lows: 
(1) Prescribe a guess pressure distribution at the outlet of the lower domain (or the interface) (2) Compute the flow field in the lower domain 
. (3) Compute the flow field in the upper domain. The flow solution in the lower domain provides boundary condition data at the inlet to the upper domain (or the interface). (4) Return to step 2 with an updated guess for the pressure distribution at the interface ob-
tained from the solution in the upper domain. Continue these trials until the pressure distribution at the interface no longer changes. 
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It was necessary to undenelax the changes in the pressure disUibution at the interface. 
Underrelaxing prevented large differences betwelcn the successive updates of the pressure field at 
the interface which otherwise led to oscillations., In the present work, an underrelaxation value 
of 0.2 was used. The computations proceeded SCltially on a single CPU. Thus, at the end of com-
putations in a domain, both geometric and tlOIW field data were· saved on disk files before 
computations were initiated for another domain. Each trial took approximately 120 flow itera~ 
tions. The flow field calculated for an earlier trial served as the initial guess for the new trial. 
The flow field converged after 6 to 10 trials. Each trial took 6 to 8 CPU hours on a Sun 
Sparkstation 10 Model 30. 
RESULTS AND :OISCUSSIONS 
Flow Field 
The computed flow field at the midplane of the combustor/transition piece assembly (also 
in between the combustor support struts) is shown in Figure 6. The air in the prediffuser's outer 
region accelerates as it exits the prediffuser. 1ben, it tums almost 180 degrees to enter the 
bypass air holes on the combustor casing. This short-circuiting of the diffuser flow is referred to. 
as the sink effect of the combustor bypass air holes on the flow field in the pre- and dump dif-
fusers. Flow acceleration is detrimental to' a diffuser's perfonnance because the primary function 
of a diffuser is to diffuse or decelerate the flow. 
The flow separates' underneath the impingement sleeve close to the turbine inlet. Nearly 
half the distance between the prediffuser exit and the turbine inlet is occupied by the recirculat-
ing flow. The flow separates also in the lower dump diffuser at the tip of the prediffuser's outer 
wall and in the space between the combustor casing and the prediffuser's outer wall. However, 
the size and strength of these eddies are relatively small. All recirculating flows dissipate the 
energy received from the main flow. thus conUibuldng to frictional losses. 
The flow field at the midplane of the strut and also in between the combustor/transition 
piece assembly is shown in Figure 7. The combu~'tor support strut completely blocks the predif-
fuser flow, which is then redirected in the circumferential direction. ThUs, the flow in the pre-
and dump diffusers is 3-0. The flow remains separated underneath the impingement sleeve near 
the turbine inlet. 
Figures 8 and 9 show projections of velocity vectors on axial planes PI and P2 identified 
in Figure 6. At plane PI (figure 8),~ the support snuts block a large portion of the flow area, and 
the impingement sleeve is nearly circular in CfO!IS-section. The fluid underneath the support 
struts tums azimuthally before joining the fluid flc)wing towards the impingement sleeve. Fluid 
velocity near the side panel (3 or 9 o' clock positior.l) of the impingement sleeve is high while that 
near the outer panel (12 o'clock position) is relatively small. Thus, the outer region of the dump 
diffuser behaves as a large reservoir. At plane P2, the blockage due to the support strut is 
reduced, and the impingement sleeve is nearly rectangular in cross-section. The flow field at 
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plane P2"shown in Figure 9, is similar to that at plane PI, except that the fluid velocity, near the 
side panel is even higher because of the sIIlauer gap between the adjacent impingement sleeves. 
Overall System Performance 
PerfQanance Parameters.- At any plane the mass flow rate, in was obtained as 
in=I pudA=puA 
wh~ u is the velocity component perpendicular to the flow area. 
and 
The mass-averaged pressures at a plane were derived as 
p =! IppudA 
in 
- 1 p=-IppudA 
m 
where P and p are the local total and static pressures, respectively. 
The total pressure P at a point is related to the static pressure p at that point as 
P=p+O.S p y2. 
where V is the total velocity at that point. 
«(5) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
The wall static pressure recovery coefficient (C ) and the total pressure loss coefficient (1..) 
. P 
are defined as 
and 
C =[p-p lib pad 
I.. = [P -P 1lhd 
a-c c a 
where hd is the dynamic head at the prediffuser inlet [P -P 1. 
a a 
(10) 
(11) 
Prediffuser Wall Static Pressure Recoyex:y.- Figure 10 shows the static pressure recovery 
coefficients along the inner and outer walls of the prediffuser. The pressure increases linearly 
along the inner wall of the prediffuser, and a C of nearly 0.6 is reached at the prediffuser exit. 
. . p 
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The prediffuser outer wall C is nearly zero owning to the flow acceleration at the prediffuser p 
exit because of the sinkeffect 
Because the prediffuser flow is highly coupled with the flow in the dump diffuser, the wall 
pressure recovery coefficients may not approprinte performance parameters. The mass-averaged 
total pressure loss coefficients presented below provide a quantitative description of the predif-
fuser performance. 
Total Pressure Loss.-- The mass-weighted total pressure loss coefficients in the diffuser 
systems are summarized in Table 1. The comp'ltalions indicate th~ more than 1 dynamic head 
at the prediffuser inlet (or the compressor discharge) is lost in the diffusers. Approximately 80% 
of this loss occurs in the upper dump diffuser where the fluid must pass through the narrow gaps 
and pathways between the adjacent combustor/ltransition piece assemblies. The total pressure 
loss in the prediffuser is relatively sniall: only 3% of the total pressure loss in the diffusers. The 
remaining 17% of the pressure loss occurs in the lower dump diffuser. 
Flow Uniformity around the Impingement Sleeve 
Figure 11 shows the static pressure disnibutions along the impingement sleeve at 3 circum-
ferentiallocations: 12 o'clock, 3 o'clock and 6 o'clock. The reference pressure in Figure 11 is 
the static pressure at a point on the 12 o'clock pc.sition. Figure 11 shows that the static pressure 
varies both along the length and the periphery ()f the sleeve. The pressure is highest at the 6 
o'clock position and is lowest at the 3 o'clock pClsition. At the 12 o'clock position. the pressure 
is nearly constant along the length of the sleeve, iindicating that the outer most dump diffuser be-
haves as a plenum. At the 3 o' clock position (or Ithe side panel). the pressure decreases along the 
length of the sleeve because of the increased veIlIturi. effect induced by a smaller space. between 
adjacent sleeves. Three-O computations indicate: reverse flow from the side panel. When the 
reverse flow occurs, the air exits into the dump diffuser through cooling holes on the impinge-
ment sleeve. 
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Table 1. Mass-Averaged Pressure Loss Coefficient 
Combustor. 
Prediffuser 
Dump Diffuser 
Lower Pan 
Upper Pan 
Total 
~mg ____ ~~~~~ 
-
0.04 (3%) 
0.22 (19%) 
0.93 (78%) 
1.19 (100%) 
Combustor Suppon 
Struts 
Figure 1. Airflow Path in the Compressor/Combustor Region of an 
Industrial Gas Turbine 
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Figure 2. Computational Grid in the Two Domains 
(Between Ithe Combustor Support Struts) 
Figure 3. Computational Grid on the Surface of the Impingement Sleeve 
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Figure 4. Upper Computational Domain Divided into 6 Subvolumes 
(Azimuthal Plane Near the Combustor Can) 
Figure 5. Upper Computational Domain Divided into 6 Subvolumes 
(Azimuthal Plane Near the Turbine Inlet) 
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Figure 6. Velocity Vectors on a Longitudinal ·Plane 
(Between the Combustor Support Struts) 
Figure 7 • Velocity Vectors on a Longitudinal Plane 
(Midplane of the Combwitor/fransition Piece Assembly) 
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SUMlMARY 
A mathematical model for a two-phase flow laminar airfoil in simulated heavy 
rain has been established. . 
'!he set of ~on-linear partial differential equations has been converted into a set 
of finite difference equations; approprialte initial and boundary conditions are 
provided. The numerical results are cmnpared with the experimental 
measurements. They show good agreeDtlent in quality. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper investigates the rain effec:ts to the airfoil during landing and take-off. 
When the heavy rain hits the airfoil,.thE~ fine water drops near to the wing surface 
form a liquid film while the water vapor above the wing surface establishes a 
gaseous fog; The former is in liquid statE~, the latter is in gaseous state. This is the so-
called two-phase phenomenon. The thin liquid film dose to the wing surface 
usually forms a laminar boundary layer .. However, the heavy rain fall may cause a 
premature turbulent boundary layer. That is, the. heavy rain effects may cause the 
laminar boundary layer transit into turbulent boundary layer. As a result, the lift is 
appreciably decreased, while the drag is considerably increased. In a amore serious 
situation, the decrepse in lift and increase in drag may develop into wind shear 
which causes an airplane catastrophe involving loss of human life and property 
damage. This important knowledge should keep the pilot well-informed as a 
precaution of flight safety .. A variety of e~xperimental and analytic methods used to 
investigate the heavy rain effects on airfoil may be referred to in previous works, 
notably references # 1 through # 13. This paper has established a mathematical 
model for the airfoii under the simulated heavy rain. The said mathematical model 
consists of a set of non-linear partial differential equations for which a numerical 
solution has been obtained. A comparison between theory and experiment has been 
made and will shed some light on flight safety. 
ll. FOlUr1ULATION 
As in the following figure, the two-phase-flow around an airfoil is dearly 
RAlNDROfIS JNTERACTJHG wmi AN AIRFOIL 
, , 
•. ~ .. :.: FIGURE(l) 
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described. To simplify the problem the following assumptions are made: 
1. The fluid flow is non-steady, viscous, and incompressible. 
2. There is laminar boundary in the flow region. 
3. The airfoil is represented by a flat plate. The physical coordinates are shown 
in Figure (2). 
For a two-dimensional, nonsteady two-phase flow, we obtain the following 
sets of fundamental equations under boundary layer approximation: For the liquid 
pha~e . 
Equation of Continuity: au av -+-ax ~y 
Equation of 2..u. u au + v au = l!:.... a
2
u W L Vf sin~cos~ 
'dt + ax ay Momentum : 
Film thickness: 0 = 5~UX/U2 
For the fO'gphase Equation of Continuity: 
Pw ay2 'Pwo 
au ' Ow 
-+ - = 0 
ax. ay 
Equation of Momentum: au au au 
a-c + '-:l ax + v ay = 
The initial conditions are: 
at t = 0, u = U (x,O), V = 0, 0 = 0 
2 
The boundary conditions are: 
y = 0, for the liquid phase 
u = 0, v = 0 (no slip condition) 
at y = 0 (liquid-fog interface) 
(u)1 = (u)f (v)1 = (v)f 
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] 
(1) 
(2) 
. .. ... (3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
In other words, V, V, and au/ay for both liquid and fog must be compatible at the 
interface, as y -+~ (for the fog phase), U == U (x, t) . .. ... (9) 
ill. NON-DTh-1ENSIONALIZATION 
In order to non-dimensionalize the.set of fundamental equations, we 
introduce the following: 
x=~ y=y L L 
5= ~ 't= U{T 
_ u 
u=-Uc 
- v· v - I i-U 
c 
v 
v=·-
U c } ... . .. (10) 
where Uc is the reference velocity, and L is the chord length of the airfoil. 
Substituting the above relations into Equati10ns (I), (2), (3), (4) and (5), and omitting 
the bar notations, we obtain: 
au av 
-+- = 
ax ay 
au au ou 
-+u-+ v-
a't ax oy 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
In Equ. (12),. WI has the dimension of M/L3', so does the density p. WI/ Pw is a 
non-dimensional quantity, where (RN)! = pwU2x/J..L Reynolds number of the liquid 
water. We let (l = WI/ Pw = non-dimensional ratio of the liquid water content to the 
water density. 
For the fog phase 
Equation of Continuity: 
au av 
ax + oy = 0 ..... . 
Equation of momentum 
( 1 4 ) 
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au au au 
-+ u-+ v-ere a_x dy 
P UL where (RN), = ' J.l2 = Reynolds number of the fog. 
The corresponding initial and boundary conditions are: 
at't = 0, u'= U(x,o), V = 0 }, .... 
(15) 
(6.a) 
for the liquid phase, at y = 0, u = v=o (No slip condition) . .. .... (7.a) 
at y = oil (Liquid-vapor interface) 
(U)l = (u)( 
(8. a) 
Asy -7 00 u = U(x,'t) (9.a) 
IV. FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
The previously derived set of non-dimensional partial differential equations can 
be transformed into the finite difference equations in the following manner: An 
explicit method is used. Let U', V' and 8' denote the values of U,'V and b at the 
end of a time-step. Then the appropriate sets of finite difference equations are: 
For the liquid 
Equation of Continuity: 
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(ll.a) 
Equation of Momentum: 
u~ -, U ... +u (U~, - u; ..... ) + V (11 ... +.-U..,) 
fl't ... Ax LI fly 
1 (U - 2U + U ) - a 1.1+" LI 1.1-1 + _ "\lZ sin A. cos t3. • . 
= (RN). (flY}'" 5~,".I.· to' (12.a) 
Film thickness: 
a; I = 5 ~VIllx / L ~ .. 
. U2 
(13.a) 
For the fog 
Equation of Continuity: 
• U' V" V' Ui•i - '-1.j + I.i - 1.1-1 = 
~ t:..y 
o ... . .. (14.a) 
Equation of Momentum: 
(1S.a) 
The boundary conditions are 
at 1:= O. v = 0 }... '" 
~= 0 
(16) 
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for the liquid phase, y= 0, U=V~O ',. . .. ... (17) . At the interface 0 < x < L, 0 < y 
y < Bmax. We €hoose integers M~ and My such that 
(v . .,)\ = (V -I)' 
(16.a) 
(VL~)\ = (V~), (VI•My )\ = (V ~y), 
(u.) = (u .) 0,) 1 0.) f (U .. ,JI = (U .... J), 1 ... 
(16.b) 
(U;'''')I = (Ut ... ,) J 
All the points denoted by Equations (16.a) and (16.b) are boundary points at which 
the values of U and V are already known. Furthermore the shearing force of the 
interface is denoted by the following relation" 
Since an explicit procedure is used, we wish to know the larges't time-step 
consistent with stability. Equation of continuity is ignored since i.\'t does not appear 
in it. The general terms of the Fourier expansion for U at a time arbitrarily called 
't=O are both eia.x eiJ3y, apart from a constant (Here i = H). At a time 't later, these 
terms will become 
Substituting the above into Equation (12.a), regarding the coefficients U and Vas 
constants over anyone step, and denoting the values after time-step by '1" gives 
_1 2'1'('t)[cos(132i.\y) -1] + _a.. V.2 = - sin 13 cos j3e-i(ax+13Y) 
RN (i.\y) Bi ' i I (18) 
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Through a very tedious algebraic manipulation, there obtains the criterion of 
stability: 
U Ll't _ V ~'t + 2~'t 2 ::::; 1 ... '" .,. 
LlX ~y RN(~Y) 
(19) 
~:the present research, RN ,the Reynoldls number, is in the order of 106. 
Equation (19) follows automatically. However, the coefficientsU and V, treated as 
constants over anyone time-step, will vary from one time-step to the next in·a 
manner which cannot be predicted as a priori. That is the maximum permissible 
time-step consistent with stability and is its,:!lf variable, but its· value can always be 
the..:ked during computation if necessary. 
VI. CALCULATION OF LIFT COEFFICIENT 
According to Glauert, the lift coefficiE!nt is given by 
CL = rc«:x.+£o) (20) 
where d is the angle of attack, 
(21) 
and f (x/ c) 1 (22) = ... . .. 
1 
'7T(1- ~J.A (1- . ...z. ) c c c 
The relationship between (x/c) and f (x/ c) is 
(x/c) 0.025 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 
f 1(x/c) 2.090 1.54 1.18 1.00 0.99 1.08 
(x/c) 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 0.95 
f 1(x/c) 1.27 1.62 2.31 3.98 10.60 29.20 
For Wortmann airfoil, the value of (y I c) for each (xl c) can be found. The 
integration can be performed easily. HOWeVE!r, for flat plate airfoil, £0 = 0, the lift 
coefficent reduces to CL = 1CCX. 
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W. CALCULATION OF DRAG COEFFICIENT 
A body of buff form, particularly if it has sharp edges like a flat plate (which is 
the case here) will shed strong vortices and will have a large form drag. As a first 
approximation, the form drag coefficient may be written 
CD = 2.83(h)_ U = 0.281..!.. . .. ... (23) 
b V bV 
where K = 2-../2 a U, -is the.strength of each point v.ertex, the 50- called. Karman vortex 
street, a is the distance separating the successive vortices of each row,U is the 
induced velocity, h is the distance between the two rows, i.e. the breadth of the 
street. A sketch for von Karman vortex street is given as follows : 
A1 A2 A3 
a a 
1}-4 h 
a 
81 82 
Two Vortex Rows 
-- ) f -.-,.. 
V I .. h I 
....... '--~ t ) 
Von Karman Vortex Street 
Figure (3 >. 
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The skinfric~ional drag coeffitient of a flat. plate is given by a 
classical formula: 
Cd- 1.32Sj;P.N (24) 
The historical results and the currentcomputation are tabulated.as.fo~lows: 
Reynolds No. 4 4 5 6 
6 
l.l4x10 0.57x10 :~xlO 10 7xlO 
Experimental' . 
.. 0.0057 0.0047 0.0035 
Measurement 
Karman 0.0058 0.0045 0.0031 
Blasius 0.0024 00013 0.0005 
Current 0.0124 0.0176 
Computation (Dry) (Wet) 
As shown in the above table, the dralg coefficient of the airfoil with 
rain is higher than that without rain. 'Ihe computed results are NUch·· 
lower than those measured by Hansman(in references 5,and 6).The reason for 
this is that the over-simpti"ried mathema,tical model of an airfoil by a flat 
plate does not cover the physical reality of a true airfoil which has proper 
thickness and suitable chord. length. 
Also the premature transition of laminar flow into turbulent flow may 
cause higher drag coefficient . This possible turbulent phenomenon is not 
covered due to our previous assumptions. 
The superposition of form drag to the skin frictional drag should improve 
the agreement in quantity with the experimental measurement. However, the 
analytic determination of form dr~g in Eq.(23) remains to be a difficult 
task for further investigation. 
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VIII Conclusion and Discussion 
The set of finite difference equations has been converted into Fortran language, 
and a numerical solution is obtained. The complexity and computation time are far 
beyoneJ. the inv~stigator's anticipation. For the numerical results it was found that 
there is" decrease in lift and increase in drag due to the heavy rain effects. The reason 
for this is that the heavy rain causes roughness on the wet surface of the airfoil. A 
comparison of the present numerical calculation with Hansman's (6) experimental 
measurement is shown in Figure (5). According to Hansman, the Wortmann 
section had the greatest lift degradation: nearly 25%. The computed decrease in lift 
a.nd increase in drag are both lower than that of the experimental measurements. 
The reason may be" that "the over-simplified mathematical model could not cover 
the physical reality, such as the premature boundary layer transition near the 
leading edge of the airfoil and the three~dimensional effects. 
The laminar layer thickness of both the liquid film and fog is shown in Figure 
(6). The velocity profile near the surface of the airfoil is shown in Figure (4). It is 
evident that the U-component of the velocity near the surface of the airfoil is 
decreased due to the .rain-effects. 
It requires fur.ther investigation for a turbulence model and three-dimensional 
wing in order to accomplish perfect agreement between analytical investigation and 
experimental measurements. 
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TRANSIENT STUDIES OF CAPILLARY-INDUCED FLOW 
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SUMMARY 
This paper presents the numerical and experimental results of a study performed on the transient 
ri.,e of fluid in a capillary tube. The capillary tube problem provides an excellent mechanism from which 
to launch an investigation into the transient flow of a fluid in a porous wick structure where capillary 
forces must balance both adverse gravitalional effecl .. :tml frictional losses. For the study, a capillary tube, 
initially charged with a small volume of wClter, was lowt:red into a pool of water. The behavior of the 
column of fluid during the transient that followec.l as murs:: water e;:ntercc.l the tube from the pool was both 
numerically and experimentally studied. 
INTRODUcrION 
A capillary tube, initially charged with a small volume of distilled water, is lowered into a pool 
of distilled water to initiate the experiment. The amount of time required for the water within the capillary 
tube to reach steady-st.:'lte, the final height of the column at steady-state and the behavior of the column 
during the transient were all sought. The solution to the problem will be accomplished both. numerically 
and experimentally. The numerical solution will be discussed first. The experimental portion will be used 
, to provide data to verify the numerical solution. 
THEORY AND NUMERICAL SOLUTION 
One dimensional, unsteady continuity anc.l momentum equations were derived for the capillary tube 
flow problem. The energy equation was not used since this problem bad no measurable transfer of energy 
taking place (ie., no external heat addition or subtraction). 
Consider the cylindrical control volume sct:n in Figure 1. This control volume encompasses all 
of the tluid within the c.1pillary structure at any given time. The lower boundary is the only one which 
mass can flow across and is the interface betwe;:en the pool of fluid and the bottom of the tube. The upper 
boundary of the control volume is the bottom of the meniscus which is formed due to surface tension 
effects between the water in the tube and the tube wall. No mass transfer is allowed to occur across the 
meniscus. The distance between the bottom of the control volume and the bottom of the meniscus is 
defined as h. The unsteady, one-dimensional continuity equation applied to this control volume, assuming 
a constant density fluid, is . 
• Doctoral Candidate 
•• Associate Professor of Aerospacl! Engineering 
dh =V 
dt I 
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(1) 
where VI is the velocity of water entering the bottorn of the tube. 
Figure 2 depicts. the same control volume with the appropriate forces and momentum fluxes 
present. The capillary force (o23tr cos 9), is depictled as a single force acting on the top of the control 
volume. This assumption results partly from the work done by Swanson and Herdt (1:434-441), who 
investigated the evaporating meniscus in a capillary tube, and partly from observations from this work on 
the behavior of the meniscus during the early portion of the transient. Swanson and Herdt's numerical 
study showed that the local capillary pressure remained constant for varying degrees of superheat and that 
the mean curvature of the meniscus asymptotically a.pproached that of a hemispherical meniscus. In the 
experimental portion of this study, a capillary tube with a small volume of water was lowered into a pool 
of water just until the transient began (ie., tluid began climbing up the capillary tube). From observations 
of the very eady portion of this transient, the column of fluid began to rise immediately after coming in 
. contact with the fluid in the reservoir. This implied! that the capillary force was present at the onset of 
the transient Close observation of the meniscus revealed that it did not appreciably change shape 
throughout the entire transient, implying that the magnitude of the capillary force remained relatively 
constant. Based on these observations, the capillary force was therefore treated as a constant that formed 
instantaneously at time equal to zero. 
The unsteady, one-dimensional momentum t:quation for the control volume in Figure 2 yields, 
d (I V) V:! I 2"th 2l1cos9_0 
- 1 I - I + Ig+--- -
dt P~ ~r 
(2) 
Where g is the acceleration due to gravity, PI is the water density, cr is the water surface tension, 9 is the 
contact angle between the fluid and the tube wall, aDld r is the capillary tube radius. The shear stress, "t, 
represents the overall shear between the fluid and th(: capillary tube. Note at steady-state conditions, the 
time derivative, velocity and shear stress go ~o zero, and Eq. r21 reduces to, 
., _ 2ocos9 
1-_- (3) 
Plgr 
which is the classic equation given in any physics text, describing the steady-state height rise of a column 
of water in a capillary tube (2:30). 
Combining Eqs. [11 and [2} into the matrix form required by the time integrating scheme used in 
this work (3:357-372) yields the following forms for the U and F matrices, 
The integrating scheme was, 
V· 
I 
F= V2 J 2"th 2 ocos 9 
1- Ig'- +---
< -P;i='" Plr 
U,,+l = U" +/ltF" 
which is a forward-time integrating scheme using values for F at the previous timestep. 
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(4) 
The initial conditions of this problem are easily specified. The initial height of flujd in the groove 
is known, ie., h(t=O) is a measurable or specifiable quantity, and the velocity of the fluid in the groove 
is initially zero, V.(t=O)=O. The only thing left to be determined is the shear stress, 'to An expression 
given in White (4:292) provides a correlation for the apparent friction factor for laminar flow in a circular 
tube, 
~ 3.44 fReD +K .. /(4~) -3.44/~·/2 ), Re =_+ _____ ~_--
app D ~112 1 +C/~2 
(5) 
where ReD is the hydraulic Reynold's number, ~ = (h/D)/ReD, fReD = 16.0 from the Hagen-Poiseuille flow 
solutiont and K"" and c are constants given as 1.25 and 0.000212 respectively. The apparent friction factor 
is the local friction factor, integrated over the length of channel of interest, taking into account the 
entrance region effects. The overall shear stress can then be calculated from, 
(6) 
While Eqs. [5] and [6] provide a compact, closed-form solution to the shear stress, they are 
somewhat lacking for this work. The reason is thut the flow in a capillary tube is not really accelerating 
tube flow, as is implied by Eq. [5]. In the region of the tube entrance, the equations should apply; 
however, the fact that the meniscus does not change shape throughout the transient implies that the 
velocity profile in the vicinity of the meniscus is uniform and equal in magnitude to the average velocity 
in the tube (from continuity). Boundary layer growth begins at the tube entrance .but must disappear by 
the top of the fluid column. The difficulty is explaining what happens to the velocity profile between the 
entrance to the tube and the meniscus region. . : 
Consider a shock wave passing over a flat plate through a mt:dium initially at rest. It is known 
that a boundary layer forms behind the shock as it passes over the plate. A second boundary layer can 
be seen at the leading edge of the plate where the now is fully develuped. If we consider the rise of the . 
meniscus to be similar to the shock as it passes down the plate, then it is reasonable to assume that a 
boundary layer may form behind the meniscus as it rises in the tube. If this is true, thtm the discrepancy 
noted above can be explained. During the initial portion of the transient, a boundary layer is formed as 
fluid enters the tube. Additionally, as the meniscus rises, another boundary layer forms behind it. These 
two boundary layers combine to form a kind of diffuser shape within the c.1pillary tube, which basically 
allows the boundary layer to grow, and then diminish, with approximately uniform velocity profiles at the 
tube entrance and top of the fluid column. 
Assuming merging boundary layers exist, then an approximate expression for the overall shear 
stress may be derived by dividing the length of the tube into two regions, one where the boundary layer 
grows from the tube entrance, the other where the boundary layer grows from the advancing meniscus (see 
Figure 3). The force on each region is given simply as Fj = tjrrrh(i = 1 or 2) and the overall force is given 
as F = F1 + F2• If it is further assumed that the two boundary layers grow at the same rate, then fappJ .. 
fappl and the overall friction coefficient is simply the Shah friction coefficient, Eq. [5], evaluated at (h/2) 
instead of h. This method of calculating the shear stress results in an overall increase iii the total shear 
on the fluid element and is referred to as the modified Shah friction model. 
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
The experimental equipment consisted of two glass capillary tubes, approximately 0.15 m in length 
with diameters equal to 0.876 and 1.778 mm (flush cut at each end), a small reservoir full of distilled 
water, and a mechanism for precisely lowering the (:apillary tubes into the pool of water. The wetting 
angle between the glass and water was assumed to be zero radians. A Kodak SP2000 high-speed video 
motion analyzer (5) was utilized to capture the transie:nt rise of water height within the capillary structure. 
The SP2000 was capable of capturing from 60 to 2000 frames per second (fps); 60 fps provided adequate 
resolution of the transient and was utilized in this study. Calibration of the internal clock was 
accomplished by videotaping a precision stopwatch and comparing the watch movement to the videotape 
movement at 60 fps. Accuracy of the time measurement was ;to.01 sec. Length calibration was done 
by videotaping a precision ruler and comparing the distance between ruler markings on the videotape with 
the SP2000 crosshair movements. Accuracy of length measurements was ;to.1 mm. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Prior to insertion into the pool of water, the tubes were thoroughly cleaned with a general cleaning 
detergent and rinsed with several distilled water baths. The tubes were initially charged with small 
amounts of distilled water and placed in the lowering mechanism and clamped in place. The video was 
activated and the capillary tubes lowered into the pool of water until the column of water began to rise, 
at which point the tube lowering was halted. The video was stopped after the fluid rise transient was over. 
A quick review of the video after each experimcnlal run indic.1tcd whether or not the run was valid. The 
method of determining a valid run consisted of measuring the height to which the column of water rose 
in the video and comparing this to the steady-state value calculated from Eq. [3]. If the measured height 
was equal to the calculated value, the run was deemed valid. If however, the final rise height was lower, 
then the run was discarded and the video erased. A rise height lower than that predicted by Eq. [3] 
indicated a fault with the cleaning procedure describt:d above. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Oose observation of initial data runs indicated that the formation of the meniscus occurred over 
a time increment much shorter than what was able to be measured with the equipment at hand. 
Additionally, the general shape of the meniscus on <fmac..'Toscopic level, did not change appreciably 
throughout the transient, whether the fluid was rising or falling within the tube. Therefore, the assumption 
of a fully-formed meniscus throughout the transient, modeled as a constant capillary force, appeared to 
be valid. 
Figures 4 through 6 show the results of thrc!e data runs with the large bore tube, each figure 
representing a different initial charge. Several general observations are made. For the range of initial 
charges investigated, the transient was oscillatory in nature, with the behavior essentially damped out after 
0.8 seconds. Additionally, the final height rise for all the cases was identical to that predicted by Eqn [3]. 
This basically answered two of the three questions posed by the problem statement. The last question 
dealt with how the fluid achieved its final steady-stalle height. The dnshed line indicates the numerical 
solution using the modified Shah friction model. In 3,11 three cases, the oscillatory nnture of the solution 
was predicted by the modified Shah model; however, it predicted an overshoot of the final rise height 
slightly greater than what was observed, indicntive of insufficient numerical friction. The lower than 
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predicted rise height during the transient was not believed to be caused by a "dirty" capillary tube, since 
the final rise height was consistent with that predicted by the steady-state solution. The anomalous 
behavior was suspected to be caused by either an incorrect assumption in the modeling of the boundary 
layers or in the omission of additional loss mechanisms. The boundary layer modeling was believed to 
be accurate due to experimental observations of the meniscus behavior, so additional loss mechanisms 
were investigated in order to explain the discrepancies. 
In all pipe flow systems, there are major losses, primarily due to the friction associated with Jong, 
straight sections of pipe. These losses are calculated by well-established friction models. However, there 
are additional losses, termed minor losses, that occur due to the presence of valves, bends and obstructions 
to the flow. In most cases, these losses are small compared to the major losses. The minor losses are 
generally categorized as to their effect on the recovery of the flow kinetic energy, and are given as head 
loss coefficients, cpo The loss coefficient is a percentage of the incoming kinetic energy that is lost due 
to the obstruction and is defined as, 
(7) 
The loss coefficient is proportional to a friction factor, and for this example, that factor, f., is easily shown 
to be, 
(8) 
This friction factor is then added to the modified Shah friction factor calculated previously, and the sum 
is used in the calculation of the overall shenr stress. 
The only minor loss present in this experiment is that due to the method in which the flow enters 
the capiJJary tube. The entrance of the tube was !lush cut; in other words, there was little, if any, rounding 
of the inlet, which meant the tlow had to turn a relatively sharp angle at the entrance to the tube. Based 
on the level of rounding at the entrance, the loss coefficient could vary anywhere from 0.004 (well-
rounded) to 0.500 (no rounding) (2:504-517). Because of the nush cut, this loss coefficient was expected 
to be closer to 0.5 than to 0.004. 
Using a conservative value of cp=0.5, the improvement in the friction model is seen as the solid 
line in Figures 4 through 6. The trend is obviously in the correct direction; the match with the 
experimental data was better than with no minur losses included. There was still some discrepancy 
between this model and the data; however, the difference wns well within the experimental scatter. 
Figures 7 and 8 show the comparison of the modified Shah friction model with the experimental 
data for the small bore capillary tube. The obvious difference between this and the large bore tube was 
the exponential shape of the transient curve. In this case, there was no overshoot, but a smooth rise to 
the final steady-state value predicted by Eq. [3]. The fact that there was no overshoot in this case was 
most probably due to the fact that because the small bore tube rise height was much greater than the large 
bore, the overall friction was greater, and the greater friction prevented the overshoot. Including the minor 
losses improved the match with the experimental data, although the difference between including and not 
including the minor losses was much less pronounced in the small bore tube as compared to the large bore 
tube. This was because the losses due to the nush cut acted over a greater percentage of the total rise 
height in the large bore tube than the small bore, hence their effect was more pronounced. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Control volume analysis was utilized to numerically study the behavior of a simple, capillary-
induced flow. The steady-state rise height, along with the transient behavior of the flow, was accurately 
modeled with numerical techniques. The nature of thc~ fluid rise in a capillary tube was highly dependant 
on the tube geometry; the smaller diameter tubes providing higher rise heights and less overshoot during 
the transient to steady-state. The majority of the frictional losses in capillary tube flow were handled with 
simple friction models that provided adequate results. Inclusion of minor flow losses in the numerical 
model improved the correlation between theory and <::xperiment. 
The use of high speed video was used to provide transient experiment.:'ll data on capillary-induced 
flow. Because of the short transient times in capillary tube now, a means of capturing the flow behavior 
was necessary. High speed video was shown to be a viable means of collecting transient data. 
Finally, the importance of properly preparing capillary tubes for the experimental portion of the 
work was perhaps the most valuable lesson learned. ][nadequate cleaning of the tubes resulted in several 
invalid data runs. The only means of v~ifying prope:r cleaning of the tubes was an a priori knowledge 
of the steady-state rise height solution for the given tUlbe geometry. Without this, there was no means of 
determining if the tubes were properly cleaned prior t.o testing. However, this knowledge did provide a 
means of choosing a preferred cleaning procedure ami once this proct!dure was followed, few problems 
were encountered in obtaining valid transient data. 
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ON THE DETER~A TION OF LOCAL INSTANTANEOUS 
A VERAGES IN P ARTICULATE FLOW MEASUREMENTS 
R. E. Van de Wall and S. L. Soo 
Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering 
University of Dlinois at Urbana-Champaign 
1206 West Green Street 
Urbana, ~ 61801-2906 
SUMMARY 
Determination of instantaneous local average particle density of a gas-particle 
suspension requires satisfying both the time scale relation and the volume scale relation 
or its continuum counter part of time averaging. This procedure was validated by 
comparing simultaneous velocity and mass flux measurements and the laser phase 
Doppler measurements. 
INTRODUCTION 
In an earlier discussion, the cOlTCsponding scale relations of both volume- and 
time-averaging were identified (Soo, 1991). It was noted that almost all measuring 
techniques in particulate flows are based on time-averaging. Recent work on laser phase 
Doppler particle analyzer (PDPA) (Aerometrics, 1987) raised the question of probing 
volume or characteristic dimension of probe in relation to the particle size. This is 
because the collecting volume of laser beams of the dimension of 100 JlII1 was used to 
determine the density from mass flux measurement of particles of similar diameters. The 
long time average density thus determined, with some careful consideration of the 
effective flow area (Saffman, 1987), is accurate when the flow is nearly fully developed. 
The same is true in the use of an electrical conductance probe of diameter small than that 
of bubbles in liquid (Nassos and Bankoff, 1963). This is true as long as the criterion of 
time-scale relation based on passage of interfaces at an observation point is satisfied 
according to (Soo, 1991): 
Us/(dUs/dt) > T > Att (1) 
where Us is the velocity of an interface, t is the time, such that the acceleration time be 
longer than the averaging time T, and Atk is the passage time of a phase. There is no 
question that Eq. (1) is sufficient when dealing with one-dimensional motion. It is also 
sufficient for determining long time averages, such as isokinetic sampling of the average 
mass flux of particles of a suspension. However, no provision was made for determining 
the local instantaneous density. 
EFFEcr OF DIMENSION OF PROBES 
Previous experience has been that most of the characterisitc dimensions of probes 
for particle mass flux such as isokineric sampling (Soo et al., 1969) and electrostatic ball 
probe (Cheng and Soo, 1970; Zhu and Soo, 1992) were much larger than the size of 
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particles. Therefore, the concept of volume- or area- averaging given in Soo (1989) were 
satified first of all, or 
L> vl13 > ytll3 (2) 
for volume-averaging of local instantaneous fl()w properties, where L is the charactristic 
dimension of the physical system, v is the control volume, and Vt is the characteristic 
volume of phase k. It was taken for granted that the inlet opening (diameter D) of the 
isokinetic sampling probe be larger than the particle (diameter d). Fig. 1(a) shows that 
this condition is conceptically significant in me:asurements based on time-averaging, with 
mass flux of particles of various sizes determin~:d by the area 1tD2/4. However, when d is 
large compared to D, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (b)., the accuracy of measured mass flux and 
the deduced density from average velocity of particles become questionable when the' 
former is based on the probe diameter. This i~. because many large particles which are 
within the projected area of the area of exclusilon of the probe and the particle would be 
excluded. 
When the electrostatic probe is calibralted by the isokinetic sampling probe, the 
above large (compared to probe diameter) pardcle effect are not readily corrected from 
the results of one to the other when dealing wi.th long time averages of density or mass 
flux. By using a larger probe diameter than the: particle diameter, one effectively satisfy 
the scale relation in Eq. (2) to average the electrostatic charge transfer of a number of 
particles over the projected area of the probe. The electrostatic probe thus calibrated can 
be used to determine the instantaneous mass flux of particles based on the projected area 
Tt1tD2/4; Tt being the fraction impacted based on the projected area of exclusion of 
particles (see for instance, Soo, 1989). This relation is shown in Fig. 2(a) for D>>d. 
Instantaneous mass flux is given by the probe current due to simultaneous collision of 
particles of average number Nc given by: 
(3) 
where AB is the collision free path of the probe by particles, n is the number density of 
particles, and n-l13 is the mean interparticle spac::ing (Zhu and Soo, 1992). This number is 
of order 10 for the present example of 2.4 Dnn diameter probe and 44-62 Ilm glass 
particles at a mass flux to give nearly 1 kg parti:cles/kg of air, or an inter-particle spacing 
of 10 particle diameters. 
A different situation arises when the particle size is large when compared to the 
diameter of an electrostatic probe (Fig. 2); the effective projected probe area would be 
Tt1t(D+d)2/4. This illustrates the significance ()f probe dimension in comparison to the 
particle size in the above calibration procedure:. One also has to rely on the the average 
from a number of longitudinal spacings of panicles to attain a corresponding averaging 
time to the area average for the instantaneous mass flux. 
FLUcruATIONS OF DENSITY FROM PDPA OUTPUT 
To improve -the theoretical basis of detennining fluctuating density of particles by 
phase Doppler particle analyzer (PDPA), we have to extend the scaling relation of 
volume averaging (see Soo, 1989), given by Eq., (2). Because the collecting volume had a 
characteristic length of, say, 102 J.1m, it does nOlt satisfy the criterion of volume averaging 
(Eq. 2) for particles of 44-62 fJlD diameter. It~. counterpart in local instantaneous time 
averaging is seen to be over At with (Fig. 3): 
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(4) 
where Ati is the duration allotted to the passage of a particle i, At is the duration 
corresponding to a "continuum" sampling frequency over a number of particles in say, 
ms, and T is the overall averaging time in seconds. In Fig. 3, the phase difference 
between two detectors in PDPA gives the particle size, and the width indicating passage 
of a particle i gives its velocity Upi; Ati UpiAi gives its averaging volume. Ai is the 
corresponding cross-section of the path of particles and is a function of a given particle 
size di as shown in Fig. 4 (Saffman, 1987). Correspondence to the case in Fig. 2(b) is 
noted. The average density given by the procedure of Aerometrics (1987), for a total of N 
particle over the duration T: 
(5) 
where mpi is the mass of particle of diameter di (mpi = 1tppdi3/6, Pp is density of particle 
material), Ll is the characteristic path length in the laser collecting volume v. The local 
instantaneous density is given by, over the duration At corresponding to (schematically 
shown in Fig. 3): 
i==n 
At= 1: Ati 
i=l 
i=n i==n 
(6) 
Pp = <pp> + pp' = 1: (NimpVAti UpU(LVV)i =1: (NimpvAti UpiAi ) (7) 
i=l i=l 
Fluctuation in density of particles affects the transport processes in a suspension. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
A complete description of the cyclone-standpipe recirculating pipe flow loop 
system for a dense suspension of particles and metering is given in Chapter 9 of Roco 
(1993), Plumpe et al. (1993), or Zhu and Soo (1992a). Th~l,.exellaser facility (5 W two-
color argon laser) for laser Doppler (LOV) and phaSe Doppler particle analyzer (PDP A) 
(Liljegren and Vlachos, 1990) has been modified for vertical traverse in a horizontal pipe 
of 127 mm diameter (in a cyclone-standpipe recirculating test loop). The LOY has the 
capability of measuring fluctuating velocity in two dimensions (longitudinal and 
transverse ). 
This system, in combination with an electrostatic probe (Fig. 5), was used in the 
determination of local velocity and density fluctuations by Slaughter in his thesis (1992) 
and in Soo et al. (1993). This provides a check for the PDPA measurements of 
instantaneous local density. The use of a 2.4 mm diameter electrostatic' probe gave area 
average in detennining mass flow or density fluctuations with time. 
The PDPA ·has been placed for forward scattering as shown in Fig. 6. The 
Aerometric software has been modified to give density fluctuation besides average 
density according to the theory of continuum counterpart of time averaging following Eq. 
(7). 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The PDP A gives density fluctuations :from a continuum approximation in time 
corresponding to sampling time in the electrostatic probe. These results on glass particles 
of 44-62 J.I.Dl diameter at a mean air velocity of 15m/s and mass flow ratio m llc of 1.5 kg 
particles/kg of air are shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7 (a) gives the long time average density as 
determined by PDPA, the data for large mass flow ratio m* of 1.5 did not extend to 
positions close to the bottom of the pipe because of interference of the bottom dense layer 
of particles with the PDPA position in Fig. 6. Fig. 7(b) compares the results of PDPA 
with the electrostatic probe and LOV measurc:ments, showing general agreement for a 
sufficient averaging time.1t (11256 s) in Eq. (7) for averaging, while .1ti (Fig. 3) may be 
less than 1/10-th of that. The frequencies of fluctuations of the two measurements are 
comparable. Fig. 8 shows the mean particle :iize distribution for various m llc over the 
height of the vertical diameter as measured by PDPA; large particle tend to sink toward 
the bottom of the pipe as expected. Table 1 compares the average particle density and 
RMS fluctuation of density as detcmnined by the PDPA and the LOV - electrostatic (ball) 
probe at two averaging times of 11256 s and 1/128 s for m llc = 0.4 and 1.5, showing that 
the continuum scale relation was satisfied. 
Table 1 Comparison of the average particle density <rp> and RMS density 
flucturation <pp'pp'>l/2 as determined by PDPA 
Method 
PDPA 
LOV - Ball Probe 
PDPA 
LDV - Ball Probe 
PDPA 
LOV- Ball Probe 
PDPA 
LOV- Ball Probe 
m*=0.4 
<Pp>, kg/m3 <Pp'pp'>1/2, kg/m3 Averaging time, s 
0.95 
0.95 
0.95 
0.95 
1.68 
1.70 
1.68 
1.70 
1.02 
0.62 
0.98 
0.48 
m* = 1.5 
1.14 
1.12 
0.95 
0.99 
CONCLUSIONS 
1/256 
1/256 
1/128 
1/128 
11256 
1/256 
1/128 
1/128 
Measurements of instantaneous local particle density calls for satisfying the 
criteria of both time and volume averaging or ilts continuum counter part. 
The PDPA provides a means for detennining the instantaneous local particle 
density when the soft ware satisfies the critc~rion of continuum counter part of time 
averaging. 
The present procedure as applIed to PDP A provides a primary standard for 
particle density measurement. 
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(a) D>>d, 7tI)2/4 gives sampling flow area. (b) ~ meaningful sampHDg flow area < 1CD2/4 
(many large panicles are lost). 
Fig. 1 Influence of probe size in isokinetic sampling. 
o 
d 
d 
(a) D>>d, 117d)2/4 gives sampling flow area. (b) D-d, meaning ful sampling IRa> 117tD2/4. 
Fig. 2 Influence of size of elCCU'Olnatic ball probe. 
Phase Difference in Dcl'pp/er Signal . 
Fig. 3' TmlC scale relation in determining local density from phase Doppler particle 
analyzer output. 
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Fig. 4 Passage of particles through collecting area of beam and the equivalent flow 
areas. 
Laser 
Measuring 
Volume 
to Electrometer ----
127mm 
Fig. 5 mv and electroatatic ball probe immediately behind the LOV collecting volume 
in a 127 DUD diameter horizontal pipe.' . 
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Fig. 6 PDPA system oriented for forward scattering measurement of particle density 
along vertical diameter. 
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(b) Density fluctuation as given by the PDPA at 1/256 s averaging time and the 
_ _ electrostatic ball probe at mass flow ratio of 1.5 along th~ center line of the 
pipe. 
Fig. 7 Particle density distribution <pp> at 15 m/s mean air velocity and glass particles of 
44-62 J..I.ID diameter in 127 mm diameter pipe. 
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velocity at various mass flow ratio of solid to air m*. 
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THREE·DIMENSIONAL SOLIDIFICATION AND MELTING USING 
MAGNETIC FIELD CONTROL 
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ABSTRACf 
A. new two-fluid mathematical model for fully three-dimensional steady solidification under 
the influence of an arbitrary acceleration vector and with or without an arbitrary externally applied 
steady magnetic field have been fonnulated and integrated numerically. The model includes louIe 
heating and allows for separate temperature-dependent physical properties within the melt and the 
solid. Latent heat of phase change during melting/solidification was incorporated using an enthalpy 
method. Mushy region was automatically captured by varying viscosity orders of magnitude 
between liquidus and solidus temperature. Computational results were obtained for silicon melt 
solidification in a parallelepiped container cooled from above and from a side. The results confirm 
that the magnetic field has a profound influence on the solidifying melt flow field thus changing 
convective heat transfer through the boundaries and the amount and shape of the solid accrued. This 
suggests that development of a quick-response algorithm for active control of three-dimensional 
solidification is feasib.le since it would require low strength magnetic fields. 
INTRODUCTION 
Possible means of devising controlling mechanisms for solidification and bulk: single 
crystal growth from a melt is of practical importance to many industrial processes [Kosovic, 
Dulikravich and Lee 1991; Dulikravich, Kosovic and Lee 1992]. We will demonstrate the 
quantified effects of a fully three-dimensional solidification control using magnetic fields. If there 
are no electric charges in the melt and no external electric field is applied, a magnetohydrodynamic 
(MHO) model [Stuetzer 1962] can be applied. MHO flows without solidification have already 
been numerically analyzed in three-dimensions [Ozoe and Okada 1989; Lee and Dulikravich 1991]. 
It was only recently that various researchers have demonstrated numerically the effects of the 
magnetic field in two-dimensional [Salcudean and Sabhapathy 1990; Dulikravich, Kosovic and Lee 
1991; Kosovic and Dulikravich 1991] and in three-dimensional [Dulikravich, Ahuja and Lee 
1993a, 1993b; Dulikravich and Ahuja 1993] solidification. . 
Our objective is to use a single system of governing equations in the entire domain which 
could consist of the melt, mixture of the melt and the solid (mushy region), or the solid alone. In 
other words, we want to use a single system of partial differential equations thal treats both the 
melt and the solid as liquids, while allowing each of the two liquids to have its own set of 
temperature-dependent physical properties (density, heat capacity, thenna! conductivity, electric 
pennitivity, thennal expansion, magnetic penneability, etc.). A crucial difference between the two 
liquids is that the liquid which models the solid phase (T < T solidus) must be assigned extremely 
high viscosity. Hence, velocities interior to the regions occupied by the liquid that models the solid 
phase will be practically zero. Consequently, we will refer to this artificially extremely viscous 
liquid as "solid", while the pure melt (T > Tliquidus) will be called "liquid". 
• Associate Professor . 
•• Graduate Research Assistant. 
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Mass fraction of the liquid at any point in the domain detennines locally to what extent 
should physical properties of the liquid or the solid be taken into account Since latent heat 
released or absorbed per unit mass of the mushy region is proportional to the local volumetric 
fraction, f, occupied by the liquid in a particular computational cell, this ratio is often modeled 
[Voller and Swaminathan 1991] as 
_ Vliquid _ 9 - 9soUdus n 
f - Vli 'd + V I'd - ( ) qUI so I 9liquidus - esoUdus 
(1) 
where the exponent "n" is typically 0,2 < n < S. Hefie, the non-dimensional temperature is defined 
as e = (T - TO)/6.To where Tis the temperature measured in degrees. Typically, either 
6.To = Tliquidus - Tsolidus and TO = Tsolidus or 6.1'0 = Thot - Tcold and TO = Tcold. The latent 
heat, L, is released in the mushy region (where Tliqllidus > T > T solidus) in proportion to the 
fraction f of the liquid in the mixture. Liquid density, PI is assumed to vary linearly as a function 
of non-dimensional temperature 
(2) 
with a similar expression for the solid phase. We will use subscripts "1" and "s" to designate liquid 
and solid phase, respectively. If subscript "0" desigrlates reference values, then the non-
dimensionalization can be performed as follows 
* v 
v = IVol 
* POI PI =-PI' 
Po 
* H H =IHol * x x=lo * p p = 2 Po IVol 
(3) 
(4) 
with similar expressions for the solid phase. Here, V', g, H and x are vectors of velocity, gravity 
acceleration, magnetic field and spatial position vector, respectively. Similarly, Il, k, c and (X are 
coefficients of viscosity, heat conductivity, heat capa.city and thennal expansion, respectively. 
Hydrodynamic pressure, coefficients of electric conductivity and magnetic permeability are 
designated with p, <1 and 'Y, respectively. In this work we assumed that <1 and y do not vary with 
* * * * temperature (<11 = <101/<10' <1s = <10s/<10' Yl = YOl/"{o and 'Ys = "fOs/Yo). Since the reference values 
designated with the subscript "0" are arbitrary, the n()n-dimensional numbers can be defined as 
PO'vo 10 2 2 
Re= 2 IVol IVol (S) Fr = Ec = Co 6.To J.Lo Igollo 
Pr= Ilo Co Ste= 
co6.To 
Pm= 
'Yo <10 Ilo (6) ko La Po 
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(
O'0JI12 Ht = 'Yo 1Hollo J,10 (7) 
Then, adopting an extended Boussinesq approximation [Gray and Giorgini 1976] to MHD flows, 
the non-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations for phase-changing mixtures of two liquids 
[Dulikravich and Ahuja 1993] become: 
Mass conservation for two-phase MHO flows 
* * V·v =0 
Linear momentum conservation for two-phase MHO flows with thermal buoyancy and 
magnetic force 
- ov* * * * * -* * * * * -* p ot* +fP1V,'(v v +PII)+(1-t)Ps V ·(v v +psI) 
* J,11 * * Ht2 * Gre 
=f[V*'(Re (V*v* + (V*v*)T)) + PI ('YI 2 (V*x H*)x H*+ Clt -rg*)] 
PmRe Re 
* 
(8) 
J,1s * * Ht2 * Gre 
+(1-f)[V*'(Re (V*v*+ (V*v*)T)) +Ps ('Ys 2 (V*x H*)x H*+ <ls -r g*)] (9) PmRe Re 
Energy consexvation for incompressible two-phase MHO flows including Joule heating 
* 2 
( 1 * * * 'YI Ht Ec * * * * = f RePr V ·(ki V e) + ,. 2 3 (V x H )·(V x H )) 
0'1 Pm Re 
(10) 
Magnetic field transpon equations for two-phase MHO flows 
* * * * 
aH* * * * f/(0'1'Yl)+(1-0/(O's'Ys ) *2 * 
-a * - V x (v x H ) = V H 
t = Pm Re P 
(11) 
= * * Here, P = f PI + (1 - f) Ps ' where f = 1 for e > 9Uquidus and f = 0 for 9 < 9solidus. Non-
dimensional hydrostatic, hydrodynamic, and magnetic pressures were combined to give 
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* * "1* H 2 
=* L <P 'S t * * Ps = * +? + 2 H ·H 
Ps Fr- PmRe 
(12) 
where <p * is the non-dimensional gravity potential defined. as g * = v* <p *. We used an enthalpy 
method to fonnulate the equivalent specific heat coc:~fficients in the liquid and the solid phases are 
* * 1 af * * 1 af . cel = ci - -S - and ces = Cs - -S - ,respectively. This expression allows latent heat to be te ae te ae 
released in the mushy region according to the empiIicallaw given in equation (1). 
At the solid walls, the velocity components were set to zero and the wall pressure was 
detennined from the normal momentum equation. vV' all temperatures were either specified or 
oL~ed from the specified. wall heat fluxes and the~ points on the first grid layer off the walls. 
Magnetic field was either specified as unifonn on a particular wall, or its nonnal derivative to the 
wall was set to zero. The governing sY$tem of eight partial differential equations (8-11) was 
transfonned into a non-orthogonal curvlIinear coordinate system compatible with a typical three-
dimensional boundary-conforming structured computational grid. In such a way, the resulting 
finite difference algorithm for an iterative integratiO)l of the system can be applied to relatively 
arbitrary three-dimensional configurations. Since the system is singular (its time-dependent term in 
the mass conservation equation is zero), it can be integrated. simultaneously only after introducing 
an artificially time-dependent term [Chorin 1967] ill the mass conservation. Consequently, such an 
"artificial compressibility" iterative process does not follow physical time, but rather an artificial 
time coordinate. As a result, intermediate solutions are not time-accurate pictures of the flow field, 
bu~ the final converged steady solution is accurate since the artificial compressibility term variation 
with iterations then becomes zero. 
We are using an explicit four-step time-integration and central differencing in space. Since 
the magnetic field transport equations (11) are strongly parabolic (for the given velocity field), their 
allowable integration time step is much smaller than in the case of the Navier-Stokes equations (7-
10). Consequently, we coded the three magnetic transport equations separately from the three-
dimensional Navier-Stokes equation~ [Lee and Dulikravich 1991] so that we can use different time 
steps for the two systems. Communication between the two systems based on periodically 
updating source terms (thermal buoyancy and magn.etic effect s) in the Navier-Stokes system. 
NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Based on this analytical model for a two-fluid MHO solidification, a fully three-dimensional 
MHO flow analysis computer program was developed. Numerical results from this code were 
compared with known three-dimensional MHO analytical solutions in the case of no heat transfer 
[Lee and Dulikravich 1991] and in the case of heat transfer but without solidification [Ozoe and 
Okada 1991]. In both cases the code proved to be highly accurate [Dulikravich, Ahuja and Lee 
1993a]. This code was then augmented to incorporate temperature-dependent physical properties of 
the melt and the solid phase and the effects of latent heat release with an adequate account of the 
mushy region. 
We decided. to study the three-dimensional MHD effects on solidification by numerically 
analyzing an MHO solidification in a parallelepipeciall closed container initially filled with molten 
silicon. The container was discretized with 40 x 20 )< 20 grid cells that were clustered 
symmetrically towards all the walls (Figure 1). Gravity was assumed to act vertically downward in 
the positive z-direction. If not indicated. otherwise, lthe solid walls were thermally insulated. The 
values of the reference parameters were: IVol = 0.02342 m s-l, 10 = 0.02 m, Igol = 9.81 m s-2. 
Physical properties for silicon were compiled from ~L number of references (Table 1) which lead to 
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the following values of the non-dimensional numbers: Gr = 2.89 x 106, Re = Gr1l2 = 1702, Ec = 
2.589 x 10-8, Pr = 0.01161, Pr = 4.255 x 10-6 and Ht = 837.3 Bo, where Bo is measured in 
Teslas. The exponent used in the model for latent heat release (1) was n = 5. Test cases were run 
with Ht = 0, 20, 30, 60 corresponding to the magnetic fields having strengths of 0 Tesla, 0.02389 
Tesla, 0.03583 Tesla and 0.07166 Tesla, respectively. 
Solidification From the Top 
In this case the container had dimensions 0.04 m x 0.02 m x 0.02 m. Top wall was 
uniformly cooled below freezing temperature (9 = - 0.5) and the bottom wall was uniformly heated 
(9 = 0.5). A solidification case was first run without the magnetic field (Ht = 0). The computed 
contours of equal vertical velocity magnitude evaluated in the z * = 0.3 horizontal plane (Fig. 2a) 
indicate strong upward melt motion mainly along the short vertical walls and a centrally located 
downward jet. This is more evident in Figures 2b (evaluated at y* = 0.5 vertical mid-plane) and 2c 
(evaluated at x* = 0.5 vertical mid-plane) where it is clear that almost one-third (4926 solidified 
cells out of 16000 computational cells in the container) solidified starting from the top wall [Kerr et 
al. 1990]. Evidently, heat transfer is carried out by both conduction and convection. The computed 
isotherms in the vertical y* = 0.5 mid-plane (Fig. 2d) and in the vertical x* = 0.5 mid-plane (Fig. 
2e) indicate that the solid/melt interface is somewhat pulled down in the central part of the container 
due to the strong centrally located downward melt jet. After reaching the bottom of the container, 
the jet spreads out and starts mowing upwards along the side walls thus forming a deformed 
. vertical thoroidal melt motion. 
A uniform steady magnetic field of Ht = 20 was then assigned in the vertically downward 
direction (same as the gravity direction). The computed contours of equal vertical velocity 
magnitude evaluated in the z* = 0.25 horizontal plane (Fig. 3a) now indicate that the peak: upward 
melt motion is mainly along the long vertical walls, while the centrally located downward jet 
became narrower and developed a non-parabolic profile. It is especially important to notice that the 
velocity profiles close to the walls and the solid/melt interface became steeper (Fig. 3b and 3c) 
which is typical of MHO flows. This in turn caused enhanced heat convection in the mushy region 
resulting in less accrued solid (4773 solidified computational cells). Because of the stronger 
downward centrally located jet the computed isotherms in the vertical mid-planes indicate slight 
sagging of the solid/melt interface (Fig. 3d and 3e). 
Finally, a uniform steady magnetic field of Ht = 60 was assigned in the vertically . 
downward direction. The computed contours of equal vertical velocity magnitude evaluated in the 
z* = 0.25 horizontal plane (Fig. 4a) indicate a dramatic change as compared to the two previous 
cases. Specifically, the peak: upward melt motion is contained in a narrow region along the short 
vertical walls, while the centrally located downward jet became wider and developed a strongly 
double-parabolic profile (Fig. 4a). The magnitudes of velocity vector components in the entire flow 
field were substantially reduced (Fig. 4b and 4c) to about 30% of those in the case with Ht = 20. 
Because of the weaker and less concentrated downward centrally located jet the computed isothenns 
in the vertical mid-planes indicate that the solid/melt interface is more planar (Fig. 4d and 4e). In 
this case there were 4676 solidified computational cells. 
Solidification From a Side 
The solidification was then tested for the case where one vertical wall (x* = 0) was kept 
uniformly hot (9 = 0.5) and the opposite vertical wall (x* = 1) was at a uniformly below freezing 
temperature (9 = - 0.5). Three runs were perfonned; one without the magnetic field (Ht = 0) and 
the ~ther two with a uniform external magnetic field (Ht = 30) applied in the vertical z-direction and 
honzontal x-direction, respectively. The container size in this case was 0.01 m x 0.01 m x 0.02 m. 
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In the case of no magnetic field (Ht = 0), thc~ computed contours of equal z-momentum 
evaluated in the z* = 0.5 horizontal mid-plane indicate (Fig. Sa) a single large vortex that rises the 
melt at the hot wall and descends it at the solid/melt interface (Fig. 5b). The computed isotherms in 
the vertical y* = 0.5 (Fig. 5c) and x* = 0.5 (Fig. 5d) mid-planes show that the solid/melt interface 
is highly curved and three-dimensional. In this casc~ there were 3990 solidified computational cells. 
When the uniform magnetic field of Ht = 30 was applied downward, the computed contours 
of equal z-momentum evaluated in the z* = 0.5 horizontal mid-plane indicate (Fig. 6a) that the 
intensity of the single large vortex decreased (Fig. 6b). Also, a recirculation mini-vortex that 
existed at the lower comer of the hot vertical wall in the case without a magnetic field (Fig. 5b) was 
now eliminated. Computed isotherms in the vertic:a} mid-planes (Fig. 6c and 6d) indicate that the 
solid/melt surface in this case became essentially two-dimensional. The number of solidified 
computational cells in this case increased significantly to 4283. 
A uniform magnetic field ofHt = 30 was thc~n applied horizontally in the hot-to-cold x-
direction. The computed contours of equal z-momc~ntum evaluated in the z* = 0.5 horizontal mid-
plane indicate (Fig. 7a) that the in~nsity of the single large vortex decreased even further (Fig. 7b). 
Computed isotherms in the vertical mid-planes (Fig .. 7c and 7d) indicate that the solid/melt interface 
became essentially two-dimensional. The number (If solidified computational cells in this case 
increased significantly to 4311. 
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PI [kg m-3] 2550 
Ps [kg m-3] 2330 
ci [J kg-1 K-l] 1059 
Cs [J kg-I K-l] 1038 
kl [W m-1 K-l] 64 
ks [Wm-1 K-l] 22 
Tl [K] 1685 
Tm[K] 1683 
Ts [K] 1681 
J.l. [kg m-1 s-l] 7.018 x 10-4 
(Xl [K-l] 1.41 x 10-4 
(xs [K-l] 1.41 x 10-4 
L [J kg-I] 1803000 
al [W-l m-1] 12.3 x 105 
as [W-l m-1] 4.3 x 104 
Y[Tm A-I] 41t x 10-6 
Table 1. Physical properties used for silicon. 
Figure 1. Computational grid and coordinate system 
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Figure 2. Solidification from the top: Ht = O. 
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e 
a) constant vertical velocity component contours at z* = 0.3 horizontal plane; b) velocity vector field 
in vertical y* = O.S mid-plane; c) velocity vector field in vertical x* = O.S mid-plane; d) isotherms in 
vertical y* = O.S mid-plane; e) isotherms in vertical x* = O.S mid-plane. 
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Figure 3. Solidification from the top: Ht = 20. 
a) constant vertical velocity component contours at z* = 0.3 horizontal plane; b) velocity vector field 
in vertical y* = O.S mid-plane; c) velocity vector field in vertical x* = 0.5 mid-plane; d) isothenns in 
vertical y* = O.S mid-plane; e) isothenns in vertical x* = 0.5 mid-plane. . 
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Figure 4. Solidification from the top: Ht = 60. 
a) constant vertical velocity component contours at z* = 0.3 horizontal plane; b) velocity vector field 
in vertical y* = 0.5 mid-plane; c) velocity vector field in vertical x* = 0.5 mid-plane; d) isothenns in 
vertical y* = 0.5 mid-plane; e) isotherms in vertical x* = 0.5 mid-plane. 
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field in vertical y. = O.S mid-plane; c) isotherms in vertical y. = O.S mid-plane; d) isotherms in 
vertical x* = O.S mid-plane. 
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Figure 6. Solidification from the side: Ht = 30 applied vertically. 
a) constant vertical velocity component contours at z* = O.S horizontal mid-plane; b) velocity vector 
field in vertical y* = O.S mid-plane; c) isotherms in vertical y* = O.S mid-plane; d) isotherms in 
vertical x* = O.S mid-plane. 
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Figure 7. Solidification from the side: Ht = 30 applied in hot-to-cold direction. 
a) constant vertical velocity component contours at z* = 0.5 horizontal mid-plane; b) velocity vector 
field in vertical y* = 0.5 mid-plane; c) isotherms: in vertical y* = 0.5 mid-plane; d) isotherms in 
vertical x * = 0.5 mid-plane. 
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UNSTEADY THREE·DIMENSIONAL THERMAL FIELD 
PREDICTION IN TURBINE BLADES USING NONLINEAR BEM 
Thomas 1. Martin * and George S. Dulikravich * 
Department of Aerospace Engineering -
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SUMMARY 
A time-and-space accurate and computationally efficient fully three-dimensional unsteady 
temperature field analysis computer code has been developed for truly arbitrary configurations. It 
uses Boundary Element Method (BEM) formulation based on an unsteady Green's function 
approach, multi-point Gaussian quadrature spatial integration on each panel, and a highly clustered 
time-step integration. The code acCepts either temperatures or heat fluxes as boundary conditions 
that can vary in time on a point-by-point basis. Comparisons of the BEM numerical results and 
known analytical unsteady results for simple shapes demonstrate very high accuracy and reliability 
of the algorithm. An example of computed three-dimensional temperature and heat flux fields in a 
realistically shaped internally cooled turbine blade is also discussed. 
INTRODUcrION 
For linear boundary-value and initial-value problems it is computationally more efficient to 
use BEM rather than :finite differencing or finite element technique. An additional benefit is that 
the BEM requires a relatively coarse grid and that it can be easily extended to non-linear 
conduction problems via Kirchoff's transformation. Probably the most important fact is that the 
BEM is essentially a non-iterative technique thus making the BEM codes more reliable 
[Dulikravich and Hayes 1988; Dargush and Banerjee 1991]. . 
THEORY OF 3-D BOUNDARY ELEMENTS 
The governing equation for heat conduction in the absence of heat generators is 
(1) 
whem a is the thermal diffusivity such that a = k/pc. k is the thermal conductivity, p is the mass 
density, and c is the specific heat. As the problem is now time-dependent, the weighted residual 
statement must be integrated with relation to time and space. After integration by parts twice 
[Brebbia and Dominguez 1989], one obtains 
j J(V2u * - .!. d u .) u em d-r + j f q u. dr d-r = j f u q'" dr d-r + [f u u * ctn]1'=OI 
taO a d t ta i ta i 0 ~ta 
(2) 
whem to < 't < t and the au-!at term was obtained integrating by parts with respect to time . 
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The corresponding fundamental solution for this equation is 
u· - e 1 [ _r2 ] ~ [4na(t- 1')]D/2 xP 4a(t- 1') (3) 
where D is the number of spatial dimensionality, that is, D = 3 for three-dimensional problems 
and r is the distance from the point of integration" Xj, to the observation point, Xi. The 
fundamental solution satisfies the auxiliary equation 
V2u* _ lou· = ° 
a at 
and fort = t, 
u* dO = 1 {Oforr¢o Q 1 forr = ° 
Using these relations, one obtains the boundary el,ement equation for the ith control point 
eiui + j 1 u q * dr d1' = j 1 q u * dr d'Z' + [1 u u * dO] 
ID r ID r Q-S-ID 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
The last term in the above formula represe:nts the contribution of the initial state at t = to. 
Since the fundamental solution is time dependent, one does not need to solve this equation with 
an iterative scheme as is usually done in finite elements or finite differences. Instead, this 
equation can be solved for any time step after a known initial state although small time intervals 
are recommended. In the latter case. the potential at each node within the domain needs to be 
evaluated at the end of each time step in order to determine the initial conditions for the next time 
step. Although the primary advantage of boundary elements is lost (for unsteady problems, the 
discretization of the volume is necessary), the matlrix is much smaller than those in finite elements 
and the inversion needs only be performed once if'time-independent boundary conditions are 
enforced. 
The region, Q, and bounding surface, r, 3.lre discretized into NCELL volume cells utilizing 
a total of N:xgr nodes and Nsp surface elements lllsing a total N nodes. Nodal quantities are 
interpolated linearly across each individual cell or surface paneL One also needs to assume a 
variation in time for the functions u and q. If thesl' functions do not vary significantly with 
respect to time, they may be treated as constant ovc:r small time intervals and the time integration 
may be performed stepwise. If greater accuracy i~; required, these functions may be assumed to 
vary linearly such that 
(7) 
where the subscript ° indicate the variable- at the p:'eVious time level and t is the current time level. 
The time step is defined as ~t = t - to. Once fullly discretized, the boundary element equation 
may be expressed as 
[H] U = [G] Q + P (8) 
for constant time elements. If linearly varying 1ime elements are used. the boundary element 
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equation becomes 
[H] U + [Hol Uo = [G] Q + [GO] QO + P (9) 
The term U = (ul ,~,u3, ••• ,uN) is the vector of potentials and Q = (ql ,Q2,Q3, ... ,qNsp) is a 
vector of fluxes where each term Qi contains four potential derivatives corresponding to the comer 
vertices of the NSp quadrilateral surface panels. In addition, each tenn in the [G] matrix contains 
four tenns corresponding to each qi term. The terms in the [II] matrix are the properly summed 
coefficients corresponding to the potential at a specific node. The boundary element algorithm 
developed for use in tbree-dimensions with the inverse design code was formulated with 
isoparametri~ quadrilateral smface panels and eight-point linearly defonned parallelepiped 
volume cells. Integration in space was done numerically with Gaussian quadrature and time 
integration was perfonned numerically using the trapezoid rule. Since the fundamental solutions 
contain a singularity at the end of.each time step (at the time level 't = t), the time integration points 
were clustered strongly near the singularity, 't = t. 
A trans(ormation from the global (~T1,C) coordinate system is necessary to a localized (~l '~2) 
coordinate system defined over the surface of the body or to a (~,T1,C) coordinate system defined 
for the volume cell of integration. The volume integrals are transformed such that 
I u u * dO = III u u * III d~ d77 de (10) 
o 
where LJI is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix of the transformation, that is, 
III = det ( d(X,y,z»). (11) 
d(~,77,e) 
The terms of the G and H matrices for constant time elements may be written as 
t 
Gijk = I J ~ u * drj d~ (12) 
torJ 
for the jth surface paneL The subscript m indicates the node number corresponding to the kth 
vertex of the jth surface panel and NC is the number of surface panels connected to the mth node. 
The function ft is the kth interpolation function corresponding to the value at the kth comer vertex 
of the jtb surface paneL Discretization of the surface is identical to that described in section 2.2. 
If linearly varying time elements are used, the terms of the [G] and [H] matrices are similar and 
are fonned into pairs of coefficient matrices due to the initial state and the cUITent time level at the 
boundary. 
(13) 
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The vector P indicates the contribution of the initial state throughout the domain on the ith 
observation point and is of the form 
(14) 
(15) 
where cI»tc is the kth trilinear interpolation function of the linearly deformed parallelepiped cell and 
is of the form 
(16) 
The term ~k is the potential on the kth vertex. of the jth parallelepiped volume cell at time 1: = ro-
In diSCIetizea form, the fundamental solution c.ontains the term r representing the distance from 
the point of integration on the jth volume cell ()I' surface panel to the ith control point. The nonnal 
derivative of the fundamental solution may be determined as 
c1u·ar -d [ -r ] q. = -- = ~exp ---or an [4na(t-1')t':l2a(t-1') " 4a(t-1') (17) 
where d is defined by the normal distance from the ith point under consideration to the surface 
panel If the control point is on the surface of integration, then q. = 0 and the diagonal of [H] 
may be computed implicitly by the application of a uniform potential over the whole domain, 
which will give zero normal fluxes at the boundaries such that . 
(18) 
NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The accuracy and reliability of the BEM formulation governing three-dimensional, 
unsteady heat transfer problems bas been verified versus the analytical solution for a fmite length 
rod. Total surface of a cylinder of 0.5 m radius and 1.0 m in length was modeled with 216 nodes 
and 108 surface panels as shown in Figure 1. The thermal diffusivity, a, was specified to be 1.0 
m2 r 1. The initial temperatUre of the cylindeJ' was uniformly 0 oC and contained no heat sources 
or sinks. Then, suddenly, the boundary condidons on the cylinder were specified as 100 0C on 
the front face, 0 OC on the back face while the outer radial surface was kept adiabatic. The BEM" 
algorithm used constant time interpolation, 3-plOint Gaussian quadrature for the surface and 
volume integration and a" linear variation of the temperature and heat flux along the surface panels 
and volume cells. The analytic solution for this: test case corresponded to the one-dimensional 
UDSteady heat flow in a finite thin rod. Tempel1ttures were obtained at-various time levels and at 
several axiallocatioDS and are compared to the: analytic results shown in Figure 2. As seen in this 
figure, there is a discrepancy between the numerical and analytic solutions averaging about 6 oc. 
The geometry of the cylinder was then modeled differently by slightly clustering the surface 
panels and volume cells near the hot end. Figure 3 shows the results of the BEM in this case. 
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Notice that the average error has reduced to about 4 oc. The unsteady BEM algorithm was then 
developed with a linear variation within each time step for the temperatures and heat fluxes. This 
test case used the same slightly clustered geometry with identical boundary and initial conditions. 
A single BEM analysis run using linear time interpolation consumed about 15% more CPU time . 
than the BEM formulation with constant time interpolation. It resulted in a solution which 
averaged a 3 OC error compared to the analytic solution. Figure 4 shows the computed 
temperatures from the BEM using linear time interpolation against the analytic solution at several 
axial locations. Figure 5 is a plot of the C1'l'Of between the BEM and the analytic solution. 
The accuracy of the BEM algorithm could not be improved further while using the cylinder 
test case. Instead, a different and simpler geometry was developed and the BEM solution with this 
new geometry showed that much of the C1'l'Of in the previous tests was due to the cylindrical 
geometry. That is, since the BEM uses flat qUadrilateral surface panels, the exact geometry of the 
cylinder surface could not be modeled properly. Figure 1 shows a discretized cross section of the 
circular cylinder and clearly depicts the inability of a limited number of flat surface panels to 
properly capture the surface curvature of the cylinder. Besides, elements surrounding the cylinder 
axis are nearly triangular in shape. These situations produce surface and volume integrals which 
behave somewhat singularly. The result is that the integrals are not properly integrated and may 
involve ill-conditioned BEM solution matrices. 
The new geometry, a rectangular box of 0.1 m x 0.1 m base cross section and 1.0 m in 
length, was then used instead of the cylinder. The geometry was divided into 10 axial cells of 
equal size. The entire swface of the box was discretized with 44 nodes (four nodes per each 
section) and 44 flat quadrilateral surface panels (four side panels per each section). The boundary 
conditions on the box were specified as 100 0C on the front face, a OC on the back face while the 
side surfaces were kept adiabatic. The BEM algorithm used linear time interpolation, 5-point 
Gaussian quadrature and a linear variation of the temperature and heat flux along the. sUlface panels 
and volume cells. Temperatures obtained with the unsteady BEM algorithm for the rectangular 
box were compared to the analytic solution at several axial locations. Figure 6 illustrates that the . 
BEM solution for the box was much more accurate than those for the cylinder. Figure 7 shows 
the absolute value of the error in the temperatures computed using the BEM. These results indicate 
that the BEM generates an error of 0.5 0C with the maximum error below 0.9 0C. 
The unsteady BEM algorithm was then modified to incorporate temperature-dependent material 
properties. Although the BEM solution of the linear heat conduction equation is quite fast 
(requiring less than 10 CPU seconds for 2S time steps on an IBM 3090 for the rectangular box), 
the addition of temperature-dependent material properties greatly increases the computational 
effort. Normally the BEM solution matrices need only to be computed olice if the time intervals 
and diffusivity are constant. Since the diffusivity is now a function of temperature, the BEM . 
solution matrices need to be developed at each time interval using temperatures computed at each 
source point in the surface and volume integrands. 
The same rectangular box geometry and boundary conditions were used to test the 
accuracy of the three-dimensional, unsteady BEM algorithm with temperature-dependent material 
properties. The reference thermal conductivity was A.o = 1.0 kcal m-1 5-1 K-1 and it varied 
linearly with temperature as A. = "-0+ CT. The temperature variations in time at a single axial 
location were collected for various degrees of nonlinearity given by the parameter C. These results 
are shown in Figure 8 and compare well with published computational results involving finite 
elements [Tanaka, Kikuta and Togoh 1987]. Total CPU time for 25 time steps with the 
temperature-dependent physical properties was approximately 300 seconds on an mM 3090. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A fully three-dimensional unsteady heat conduction analysis code has been successfully 
develo~ and tested against known analytical solutions. The code is computationally efficient 
and reliable and can be used on arbitrary configurations. A modification involving temperature-
dependent thermal diffusivity was also incorporated and shown to produce good results. 
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Figure 1. Geometry of a cylinder for the 1~erification of the three-dimensional 
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A DUAL RECIPROCAL BOUNDARY ELEMENT 
FORMULATION FOR VISCOUS FLOWS 
Olu LaCe l 
OLTech Corporation 
Inllovative Comput.ing Group 
1179;') Sherwood Trail 
Chesterland. Ohio HO:W-17:30 
SUMMARY 
The advantages inherent in t he Boundary Element. ~Iethod (llE~1) for potential flows are 
exploited to solve viscous flow problems. The t.rick is the:, i'nl roduct ion of a so-called Dual Re-
ciproca.I technique in which the ('ollvect.ive t.erms a 1'(:' l'('presf.'l1ted by a. global function whose 
unknown coefficient.s are determined by collocatioll. The approach. which is necessarily it-
erative. converts the gO\"f'l'l1ing partial differential equatiolls (PDEs) into integral equations 
via the distribution of' fictitious sources or dipoles of uuknown st.rength on the boundary. 
These integral equations consist of two parts. The first is a boundary illt.egral term. whose 
kernel is the unknowll strength of t.he fictitious somces and the· fuudament.al solution of a 
" 
convection-free flo\\' }>l'Oblem. The second part is a domain integral tepll whose kernel is the 
convecth'e portion of t.he gon'ming PDEs. Thf' domain int.egration can be transformed to 
the boundary by using the Dllal Reciprocal (OH) cOllcept. The result.ing formulation ·is a 
pure bounda.ry integral computational process. 
INTRODUCTION 
The major advantage tllf' BE~1 approach f'lljOys ow'r other t('chllique; is the confinement 
of the computation to thf' bOlllldary. The I'f'SlIlt is I he I'eduction in the effective dimension' 
of the problem, The efficif'Jlcy with which lim'ar pl'Obl('llls ;n continua can be solved using 
BEM has received cOllsidera ble Illeut iO~l in thf' lit ('I'll t tire during t hf' past decade. Apart from 
the reduced dimensionality and the need for no special domain dis<'l'('tizat.ion. other derived 
advant.ages include: ' 
1. the ability to handle infinitely large domains: 
2. a much reduced coefficient matrix: 
3. the ease with which sillgularities are handlf'd: 
4. the rest.riction or tll<' discretizatioll errors 10 tile boundary. so t.hat the solution is as 
good as the d(~fiCl'ipt ion of the boullda l'y g(,Olllf't l'Y: 
.5. the robustness WilE-'ll cOlllplex geollletries a l'f' invoked: 
6. the ability to,find so)tlt ions a posteriori at df'sir('d poiut!:'. not al Hodes predetermined 
by the domaiti diSCI'f't iZnt iOIl: 
1 President. 
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7. the great latitude ill soh'lllg transient problems by a) llsillg the appropriate time depen-
dent fundamenta.l solution ill the formulat.ion: h) applying the tf>dlllique in a transform 
domain (e.g .. Laplac(' or Fourier): or c) using a time marching procedure. 
Efforts at applying boundary integral technique:; t.o nonlinear problems are quite recent. For 
over a decade the main focus ,,"as largely on linear problems stich as potelltial flows (see 
e.g .. Bl"ebbia et al .. [H)8-lJ. Liggett & Lill [198·l]). BE?\I forlllulations for nonlinear (E.g., 
Lafe ft al.. [1981]: Lafe & Cahall [1990J) or those in h('tt'rogelleou:; coutinua (t .g .. Cheng 
[1984J: Lafe d al .. (1987-19H1J ha\"e relied heavily Oll iterat.ive methods which still require 
some domain integratioll. The Dual Reciprocal tecitlliqu(' creates a major path for exploiting 
the advantages of BE:\I to soh'e nonlinear problems such as cOll\'ecth"e flows. Xo domain 
integration is involved when the Dual Reciprocal approach is followed. 
The original credit for Dual Recipl'Ocal BE:\[ concept goes to Sardini ~\: Brel>/)ia. [1982] 
who first suggested an innm"atiw' aVIH"Oach for t n'lllsforll1ing domain integrals t.o t he bound-
ary. However, until recently. prior im'estigatiolls (s('(' ( . .'/ .. Brel>/)ia [H)91]; Partridge et al., 
[1992]) did not make use of a complete set of global fUllct iOllS. A series of local radial func-
tions were utilized. This Illad(' cOllH'rgence diflkult or impossible for a class of nonlinear 
problems. This author ami his co-workers (see Cheng" (/1 .. [U)!):l]) han' recently derived a 
set of complete coordinate fUl1rtions which have b('en tesU,d on a family of strongly nonlinear 
PD Es. Excellent result s ha\"e b('en oht ailwd wi th t h(' complet.e set. This work opens the 
door to the applicat.ion of BE:\I to a wid(' spE"cl rUIll of c0J11plex flow problems. 
In this paper. we pl'f:'S('nt the full formulatioll of t 1](> Dual Reciprocal Boundary Element 
Method (DRBE~I). for incompressible conw~('t h'e flows. 
GOVERNING, EQUATIONS 
Let the flO\v region is repres(-,111 (,d hy n anel the hOlllldary is r. The pf'rtinent flow equations 
are: 
• Continuity Equatioll 
• COllserva.tioll of .\lOl1lC'lIt 1/ III 
j)v I I 
-, +(v,\)v==--V/I+-Y'T+CT m p p 0 
( 1) 
(2) 
where v is the ve)ocit~". pis I >l'essure. g liS tlU' gra\'itational accelerator ,'ector. T is the 
yiscous stress tensor. If I' is ,·iscosity. t h(,11 for (l ~('wtolliall fluid. T is expressible in 
the form: 
T = I'VV 
Dimensionless Equations 
Let L = characteristic I('ngth s('ale. F = mean n'locit,\". alld '/ is thE' ele\"ation of the point 
(x). We can define t.he' followillg dimensionless \'ariabk's: 
(:3 ) 
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v* - v/F 
p .. - (p + flTJ)j (riP;/) 
1* - tFIL 
With these. the above COllSf.'ITatioll statements can he made dimensionless: 
where 
v· v* - 0 
j)v .. ~ + (v •. v)v.. -
0/ • 
I ;/ 
-VI' .. + R( v v* 
RF = {'FLjp = Reynolds ~umber 
The gO\'erning equations can he rearranged and writ ten ill the pseudo-Poissoll form: 
where 
and 
F={ 
v2<p(x ... t.j = F(x ... t .. ) 
cP = { v" 
p. 
\ 'e/oci ty 
PI'f:'S,':illl'f' 
U, [ilv.jiJl .. + (v .. , v)v .. + vp,.J 
-v· [(v. v)v] 
\ 'eiocity ECJua/.ioll 
Pressure Equa t ;011 
(4) 
(,5 ) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9 ) 
(10) 
( 11) 
(12) 
. The pressure equation is ohtained hy introducing tll(' ('ontilluity eqllat.ioll into the di,'ergence· 
of the momentum equat ion. Xote that in the ,'dodty ('«uat ion. <I> and F are ,'('('tors with 
two (for 2-D and axi-sYlllllletric prohlems) or tlll'c'(' (1'01' :l-D prohlt>lllS) components. \Ve will 
now drop the * prefix in 111(' dilll('llSion)('~s ntriabl('s. for ('om'cni('llcC:'. 
For most flow problt-'Ills t Iw boundary condit ions will g(~llel'a II,\" consist of three types: 
• Dirichlet Boundary (r 4> ) 
• Neumann Boundary (I'Q) 
iJet> Q= -, =(2,) 
dll 
where oCPjon = \"<1>. n. alld 11 is the ullit ,'('ctor Horlllal to the boundary. 
• Mixed (r,\I) 
( ( <P. \" <l> • x. f) = 0 
where ( is some specifif'd functioll. A free-surfacE' will he an example of the third. In most 
iterati\'e schemes it is usual to l't'cast the .\fixed boulldary conditioll in the form of either 
the Dirichlet or the S('lIIWWII types. 
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BOUNDARY INTE~GR.A:L EQUATIONS 
\Ve will use equation (10) as the represellt.at ive P DE in deveiopi ng t 11(-' integral equations. 
If fictitious sources of str('ngth ll' are dist.ributed arollnd r. equat ion (10) can be converted 
into the integral expression (Sf'(' .JCl.sn·on & .')Y/H1lI [HI,T]): 
<p(x) = f ll'(x')g(x.x') dx' + f F(x")g(x.x") dx" .~ ,~ (13) 
where 9 is the free-space Green's function ",hidl llltlst fo;at isfy: 
y:lg(x.x') = b(x. x') (14) 
where b is the Dirac delta fUllction applied at a point x' and felt at x. The dosed form 
solution to equation (1-1) is (Gl'~HJ>erg [19;1]): 
I {lnr/2iO 
g(x.x) = 
1/(-1i01') 
iJl t.\\·o-dilllf>nsiolls 
(15 ) 
ill thret'-dilllensiolls 
in which r = Ix - x'I. The last. term ill equatioll (1:3) represellls a domain integral. To 
convert this into all int.egratioll 011 the boundar,\' \\'f' illt rodllce th(' Dual Reciprocal concept 
(Cl1eug et aI.. [Um:}j). 
DUAL RECIPROCAL TECHNIQUE 
Consider nT points 011 r and In n. \Ye introdllce a family of coordinate functions .MAx) 
(j = 1.2.···nT) such that: 
"7' 
F(x) ~ I: J.i.ll,(x) (16) 
.i=1 
where 3j a.re coeffkiellts 10 1)(· dd,ennillt:'d by ('ollocal iOIl. \\'e aSSUIll(' for each function, 
Jlj(x). there exists all asso<"inted functioll \{1.i(x) Sltcit titat: 
y:.!\{1·(x)= .\I·(x) (Ii) 
.I .I 
It can be shown (Cheug A: OllilZal' [19~):Jj) t hat for a t \\'0- dilllellsional problem for \vhich 
J/j = .z,m y'f1 the funct ion \(1 i is gi \'('11 hy: 
III ;::: 1/ 
(18) 
III < I' 
where the squa.re bracJ..;c'ts ill the' upper limit or the Sllllllllatioll dellot.e the integer part of 
the argument. Solutions for ot Iter possible.> familif.'S or coordinate fUllctiolls are presented in 
Table 1. 
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Table 1 
C Dim. Jlj \II j 
\72 2D cos(n.l'} COS(111.1/) -M, (1/ 2+m2 ) 
\72 Axi A"o(nr) COS(h'';) -M) (n2+k2 ) 
\12 :3D COS (IL1' ) COS( 1/1.11) cos( h~';) -MJ (112+11I2+k2 ) 
S,.2 2D €(IIJ'+IlI!1) :lI, (i/ 2+m 2 ) 
~:2 Axi ]\o(nl')€I.·~ .\1, (n2+1..2 ) 
\72 :3D f.(nJ'+m.,,+I.·~) ·\11 (1/ 2+/11 2+1.-2) 
V2 _,V 2D COS( 11;{") NS( 1n.IJ) -Ml (n2+m2_.\2) 
~2 _ ,\2 Axi 1\'0 ( n 1') COS(/'';) -.HJ (1I2+J..2_.\~) 
\12 - ,V :ID COS( /l.!') COS( /1I!I) cos( k.: ) -Jr.i (n2+m.l+k2 _.\2) 
\72 _ ,\2 2D f(l1.r+ IIl .ll) .HI ('I..1+ m .l-V) 
\72 _ ,\2 Axi l\o(/11")t''': -"I (/1 2+1.-2_.\2) 
\7'2 -- Xl :3D f.(IlJ·+I1I.11+ b ) .'11 (112 +1112 +1.-2 _.\2) 
in which ]\0 is the zerot h order modified Bess('l function of t.he first kind. \Vhen equations 
(16) and (Ii) are used in (10). Clnd we distribute the fictitious sources on r we can obta.in 
the 'pure' boundary integral equation: 
<I>(x) = i tl'(x')g(x.x') dx' + f: 'j\llj(x) 
. r j=1 
( 19) 
An expression for the grCldient of <I>, whkh is rf.'<Juil'E'd ill equation (12) can be obtained from 
equation (19) as: 
v<I>(x) = i w(x')\1 g(x. x') dx' + f: 3j VWj(x) 
r j=l 
(20) 
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The normal derivative fJip/Oll = vip . n is given by: 
fJ<P fr ' fJg 'I' ~:J iN! j ( ) 
-fJ (x) = tc(x )-fJ (X .. x ) (X + £.....J !Jj~ X 
n r 11 j=l un 
(21) 
Assuming Pj (j = 1.2··· lIT) are known. the only unknown in equations (19) and/or (21) 
is the source strength distribut.ion U' on r. The trick is to start wit.h a trial distribution of 
F(x) and to obta.in the coefficients 3j (j = 1.2"·/lT) by collocation using equation (16). 
\Vhen applied to all l1T sp)ect('d points the result of the collocation is the matrix equation: 
TIT L .\I;jdj = F; i = 1. 2.·· 'IIT (22) 
j=l 
where Alij = Alj(xd and F, = F(Xi). The matrix systelll (22) is also expressible in the form: 
Md=F (23) 
which can be inverted to gin>: 
(24) 
Once p has been determined. equations (1 D) and/or (21) are t.hen combined with the 
prescribed boundary conditions and solved for U' on r. A bet.ter estimate of F is then 
obtained by using equations (19) and (:20) in (1:2). The solut.ion process continues until a 
specified convergence critt.'rion is satisfied .. 
DISCRETIZATION 
\Ve subdivide the boundary into /1" elpll1euts. Let . .\"dx) (J.. = 1.2.···/1&) represent the 
boundary shape functions descrihing the distribut.iou of I.e 011 r. By selecting each of the nb 
boundary points as successive OI'igins of integrall iou. equatiolls (19) and (:21) can be assembled 
into the system: 
where 
nt, 
L(fi~'U'~' = hi. i = 1.2.···.llb 
k=1 
(lik _ { 
JrkSI..(X/)g(X'.Xi)dx' XiEr~ 
Jr~ . .Ydx/ )og/()II(X'.Xi) dx' Xi E rQ 
I { 
<1>( Xi) - L}"';1 ·j.i \II i.i Xi E r <f> )i = iJCP / a//( Xi) - L~'~ 1 i,;i-)\fl id j)/1 Xi E I'Q 
(2.5) 
(26) 
(27) 
Therefore. wp haye II" ('>(lIlatious to dete1'11lill(' II'~. (I.~ = 1.:2 .... IIh). Symbolically equation 
(:25) can be written in thf' a itf'rnat ive form: 
aw == b (28) 
which can be inverted to gin>: 
(29) 
The whole process hoils dowll to the it.erat.in· solution of equat.ions (:2-1) and (29)~ with 
repeated updating of Fusing (12). At each time level f. the it.era.tiYe steps are: 
1. Start with a trial F (i.( .. F; values for i := 1.:2 •... lIT)' 
6 
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2. Obt.ain t3 from equat.ion (14). 
:3. Obtain w using equation (29). 
4. Use discretized forms of equations (19) and (20) to comput.e <P. V'<P at. all l1T points. 
This provides a better est.imat.e for F. 
;J. Go back to Step 2 if convergence condition is st-ill unsatisfied. 
Note that the matrix ill\,et"sions in equations (:H) and (2!») need only he performed once, 
for fixed boundary problems. The vectors wand .1 are the quantit.ies "dlOse values change 
during the iterative process. Once convergence is reached. equations (19) and (20) can be 
llsed routinely to obt.ain <P = (v •• p.) or t.he gradient at. any point (x) of interest. 
Treatment of Time Derivatives 
We now need to address the t.reatment of the local acceleration term &vI;)! as occurs when 
equation (11) is writt.en [or t.he velocity. \Ye discuss two efficient approaches for handling 
this term. The first is based Oil the use of a t.ime- dependent fundamental solution. The 
second utilizes a simple tillle-lllalThing procedure. 
Time-dependent Fundamental Solution 
Equation (11), written [or t.he w'locit.y (i.f.. <P = v). can b<:' re-arranged into the alternative 
form 
C<P(X./) = F(x./) 
where 
F = R. [(v· v)v + VI'] 
f 
The boundary integral f'ql1alion in this case is 
<P(x.f) = [!.II'(X/.f' )9(X.I.X/.f/ ) dx' rlt' + f: '.iW.i(x.f) 
,() I .i=l 
where the functions 9 and \fI,i Illllst respt,ctin:'ly satisfy the following PDEs 
c'g(x. t. x'. t/) - /l(x. t. x'. I') 
CW(x. I) - '\[.i(x./) 
The closed-form solution for (:J2) is (see Gl'eeu/)crg [19il]) 
g( x. f. x'. I') = { 
/I(I-t') {R' "J } 
(t-t') ex}> - .1(1-/') III two-dimensions 
.,J'R;H(t-t') - [ R'l'l} . 1 I' , (I-t')'3/2 exp T - "(I-I') III t lree-( 1l11enS1ons 
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(:30) 
(31 ) 
(32) 
(3:3) 
(34) 
where H is the Hea.visid{' fuuction. 
The extra. computational effort required here is the t.illlf.' illt.egration, .Jci (.). at each time 
level. However. this approach has the major a(h-antage t.bat no difference approximation is 
introduced ill the eya.luation of tIle t.ime deri'~'a.t.i\'e. and the exact time-dependent funda-
mental solution is utilized ill the int.egral equation. 
Time-marching Procedure 
In this approach we aSSUllle the time deriYatin' ('an he approximated by the difference equa-
tion 
fJv ,,- Vo 
at =-~ 
where va is the velocity at a previous time level. The yelocity equation (:30) is still yalid but 
the differential opera tor C, and forcing functioll F now become 
c, _ ~2 ( • ) _ R ~ ( . ) 
~f 
F - Rt [- :~ + (vo . v)vo + ~I'] 
The boundary integral equat iOIl in this cas(' is 
<I>(x.1) = i ldx'. f')g(x. x") dx' + i: J/Vj(x. t) 
r j=1 
where the functions 9 and \II,; IlIl1st respectiw'ly satisfy 
It is easily shown t ha t 
g(x. x') = 
c,g(x. x') _. (~(x. x') 
C,\{1(x./) -, .\lj(x./) 
{ 
I{II ( ~,.) 
~ exp { - ( [ff;r) } 
ill t.\\'o-diuJ('llsions 
in t hree-di1l1ellsions 
(3.5) 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
The time-marching approa('h has t.he obvious Mh'antagf' of not. requiring an explicit time 
integration. as in the first Illet hod. Furth(,l'1t:loJ"{'. for fix('d bOllllda ry problems. the free-
space function 9 need 1101 IH-' calculat.ed at each t.inw len'1. The it.erative scheme call now be 
replaced by the time-Illarchiug process. Howew'r. tite presence of ~t and Re in the argument 
of the Greeli's function creates t he need for ext reme ca utioll ill the llumerical evaluation of 
g. As the time step is reduced to impro\'e aClruracy. or as the flow moves away from the 
laminar regime. the numerical \"ClIue of 9 reduc1E's W'l'y rapidly. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
New concepts in boundary element modeling provide excellent approaches for solving con-
vective transport problems. A formal determinat.ion of the ad\"a.ut.ages inherent in the new 
DRBE~I formulation can easily be accomplished. III general. we expect optimum I1T (=total 
number of collocation points selected to evaluate coefficients d) to be of the same order as 
the number. nb, of boundary elements. Therefore. the largest matrix size in BE~1 will be of 
order nb x nb = n~. By comparison. the domaiu t.echniques. because of the need to discretize 
the entire region, will produce a global matrix size of order 11& x Ili = nt. The advantage 
in terms of storage requirements is obvious. ~Iorf.'O\'er. t he much l'f'duced size of the global 
matrix has a more pronounced advantage ill total (,pr time. 
For example, in a 2-D flow problem discretized with 100 boundary elements, the matrix 
size using the domain methods (if no spedal consideration is given to matrix bandedness) 
will be 104 larger thau that of BE~1. E,'en with the sparseness of t.he global mat.rix t.aken into 
account in the domain methods. a boundary element approach stiII enjoys a size advantage 
proportional to the band\ridt h of the mat.rix. The cOIllPutatiollal advantage in :3-D is more 
significant because of the much ill<Teased l1ulllbf'r of IIH'S\t('S in til<' dOIllain techniques. 
These comput.at.iollal a<ivant ages are kt~y to effect in:' lllodt'ling of convecth'e flows. The 
compactness of BE~I mat.rices allows for a greatf'l' freedom t.o experiment.. even on computers 
of aver<t:ge memory: DRBE:\[ prO\'ides an excellent platfol'm for optimiZing system geometry. 
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A THEOREM REGARDING ROOTS OF THE ZERO-ORDER 
BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE FIRST KIND 
X.A. Lin and O.P. Agrawal 
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Energy Processes 
Southern illinois University at Carbondale 
Carbondale, IL 62901 
ABSTRACT 
This paper investigates a problem on the steady-state, conduction-convection 
heat transfer process in cylindrical porous heat exchangers. The governing partial 
differential equations for the system are obtained using the energy conservation law. 
Solution of these equations and the concept of enthalpy lead to a new approach to 
prove a theorem that the sum of inverse squares of all the positive roots of the zero 
order Bessel function of the first kind equals to one-forth. As a corollary, it is shown 
that the sum of one over pth power (p ~ 2) of the roots converges to some constant .. 
NOMENCLATURE 
W specific mass flow rate, Kg/m2.s 
Cp specific heat'of fluid at constant pressure, J/Kg.oC 
h convective heat transfer coefficient, W/m2.oC 
R radius of cylindrical board , m 
r radial coordinate , m 
z axial coordinate , m 
Ts solid temperature, °C 
Tso solid temperature at circumference, °C 
T, fluid temperature, °C 
T,o inlet fluid temperature, °C 
A WCpR/'\r , dimensionless parameter 
B /3hR/WCp , dimensionless parameter 
t (Ts - T,o)/(Tso - T,o) , dimensionless temperature of solid media 
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Preceding Page Blank 
T (Tj - Tjo)/(Tso - Tjo) , dimensionle:ss temperature of fluid 
x z /R , dimensionless axial coordinate 
y r /R , dimensionless radial coordinate 
Greek Letters 
j3 specific area of heat transfer, m2/m:3 
'Y Az/ Ar , ratio of the axial and radial thermal conductivity 
Az axial thermal conductivity of solid, W/m.oC 
Ar radial thermal conductivity of solid, W/m.oC 
INTRODUCTION 
Porous heat exchangers play a significant role in many engineering appli-
cations, such as cryogenics, thermal stora,ge systems, and chemical reactors. Such 
systems lead to a set of Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) with a strong coupling 
between equations for the solid and the fluid phases. Analytical schemes to solve. 
a general class of problems in this area include the method of separation of vari-
ables (refs. 1 and 2), Riemann method (rlef. 3), orthogonal collocation techniques 
(ref. 4) aIid collocation-perturbation scheme for packed beds (ref. 5). Siegwarth 
and Radebough (ref. 6) present a numerical technique to solve the above problems 
with variable physical properties. Lin, Guo, and Wang (ref. 7) present a com-
bined orthogonal collocation-perturbation method to solve the temperature field in 
a cylindrical porous heat exchanger. 
In this paper, the physical problem presented in (Ref. 7) is reconsidered. 
Using the approach of separation of variables, the PDEs associated with the prob-
lem are reduced to two Boundary Value P:roblems (BVPs) of Ordinary Differential 
Equations (ODEs). Solution of the resulting BVPs leads to a new method to prove 
a theorem regarding roots of the zero-order Bessel function of the first kind. As 
a corollary, it is shown that the sum of one over pth power (p 2: 2) of the roots 
converges to some constant. 
The theory of Bessel functions and related functions is well established and 
the main results are summarized in textbooks and mathematical manuals (refs. 8 
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to 10). The properties of Bessel functions concerning operations of differentiation 
and integration with respect to their order have also been studied by Apelblat and 
Kravitsky (ref. 11). However, little is known about the convergence and summation 
of series for roots of Bessel functions due to no explicit expressions for the roots 
except for ±1/2 order Bessel functions. Although in 1874 Rayleigh derived a gen-
eral form of the theorem discussed here by applying an Euler's formula (ref. 8), 
his approach is suitable for even power series only. Furthermore, he did not study 
the convergence of such series for a general case. Therefore, research is needed to 
further understand the properties of Bes~el functions. The new method to prove the 
theorem stated above is based on the mathematical model of a cylindrical porous 
heat exchanger. A brief description of this model is presented next. 
MATHEMATICAL MODELING 
The model considered here is a semi-infinite cylindrical porous heat ex-
changer as shown in (fig. 1). Let r and z be the radial and the axial coordinates,. 
and R be the radius of the cylinder. A fluid flows through the porous media in axial 
direction from left to right. The inlet temperature of the fluid is Tjo which can be 
higher or lower than the board circumference temperature Tso. Let W, Cp , and h 
be the specific mass flow rate, the specific heat of fluid at constant pressure, and 
the convective heat transfer coefficient respectively. 
Porous materials used in such applications exhibit anisotropic behavior. It 
is assumed that the thermal conductivity of the solid is symmetric about the axis 
of the cylinder. Let j3 be the specific area of heat transfer, kz and kr be the axial 
and the radial thermal conductivities of the solid, and 'Y be the ratio of kz and kr. 
In the derivation to follow, we assume that: 1) the physical properties and 
convective heat transfer coefficient between porous substance and fluid are con-
stants, 2) the dimensions of the porosity and solid particles are very small com-
pared to the overall dimension of the heat exchanger, and therefore, the porous 
material can be treated as continuous media, 3) the fluid thermal conductivities 
are negligible compared to the solid thermal conductivities, and 4) the inner wall 
temperature is kept constant, and there are no thermal resistances between wall 
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and porous media or fiuid. Finally, for simplicity, it is considered that Tso > Tjo . 
However, the formulation presented here equally holds for Tso < Tjo. 
The differential equations of the system may be obtained by applying the 
energy conservation law to a micro unit volume (ref. 7). Nondimensional forms of 
these equations and the boundary conditions are given as follows: 
Solid Phase : 
Fluid Phase : 
Boundary Conditions : 
aT 
- = B(t-T) ax 
I
t = 1, 
T=O, 
t = 1, 
y=l 
x=o 
x -+ +00 
(1) 
(2) 
(3a) 
(3b) 
(3c) 
where t( = (Ts - Tjo)/(Tso - Tjo )) and T( = (Tj - Tjo)/(Tso - Tjo)) are dimensionless 
temperatures of the solid and the fluid, 3::(= Z / R) and y( = r / R) are dimension-
less radial and axial coordinates, and A(:= WC'PR/kr) and B(= j3hR/WC'P) are 
dimensionless parameters. Here T, and TJ are the solid and the fluid temperature 
distributions. It should be noted that an additional boundary condition is required 
to completely define the problem. However, it is not needed here and therefore it 
is not considered. 
Equations (1) to (3) can be used to :find the temperature distributions of the 
solid and the fluid phases. It will be shown that these equations can also be used 
to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem: Let an denote the nth positive root of the zero-order Bessel function 
of the first-kind, theI.1 
+00 11 L -2 := 22 (4) 
n=1 an 
Corollary: 
depends on p. 
For p > 2, series 2:~~ o~ converges to a constant C(p) which 
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Proof: In order to prove the above theorem, we begin by eliminating T from Eqs. 
(1) and (2). This leads to 
8 82t 1 fJt 82t fJt 82t 1 fJt 82t 
-8 (8 2 +--8 +"8 2 )=AB-8 -B(8 2 +--8 +"8 2) (5) x y yy x x y yy x 
Let 
t = 1-XY (6) 
where X and Y are functions of x and y respectively. Using Eqs. (3) and (5) 
and the method of separation of variables, we obtain the following two equivalent 
boundary value problems of ordinary differential equation: 
and 
1 
yll + ~ y' - AY = 0 
Y = 0, y = 1 
IYI < 00, y = 0 
{ 
"XIII + "BX II + (A - AB)X' + ABX = 0 
X = 0, x -+ +00 
(7a) 
(7b) 
(7c) 
(8a) . 
(8b) . 
where a prime(') on X (Y) represents the derivative with respect to x (y), and 
A is a separation constant. Equation (7c) suggests that Y is bounded at its center .. 
Equation (7) can be brought to standard Bessel equation form by a simple linear 
transformation. This is a general Sturm. - Liouville eigenvalue problem (ref. 14). 
It has nontrivial solutions only when An = -Q~( Qn =f: 0). Using the properties of 
Bessel functions, the solution of Eq. (7) for any Q n may be written as 
(9) 
where Jo( x) is the zero order Bessel function of the first kind, Q n is the nth positive 
root of Jo( x), and Cn is an undetermined constant. 
Let the trial solution of Eq. (8) be given as 
X = a'e!3:z: (10) 
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Substitution of Eq. (10) into Eq. (8) leads to the following characteristic equation, 
Equation (11) is cubic in (3. The discrimiIlLant 6. of this equation is given as 
6. = - 4~3 {4a~(B2, - a~? + 18AB2a~, + AB3(AB + 2a~)+ 
4AB(A2 B2 + aa~ + 3a~AB)} 
(11) 
(12) 
Equation (12) suggests that 6. < o. Thus, using the theory of cubic equations, it 
follows that all roots of Eq. (11) are real (ref. 12). Let these roots be given as (3nl, 
(3n.2, and (3n.3. From Eq. (11), it follows that 
(3n.1 + (3n.2 + {3n3 = -B < 0 (13) 
and 
(3n1 . (3n.2 . (3n3 =; a~B /, > 0 (14) 
Equation (13) suggests that atleast one of the roots is negative and Eq. (14) indi- . 
cates that negative roots appear in pair. Thus, it is concluded that Eq. (11) has 
two negative roots and one positive root for each an.. From physical consideration 
(or Eq. (8b», the positive root is disregarded. The general solution for X may now 
be written as 
2 
Xn. = L: 42~ie.Bni~ 
i=1 
Substituting Eqs. (9) and (15) into Eq. (6), we get 
00 2 
t = 1 - L: Jo( anY) . L: anie.Bni~ 
n=l i=l 
where ani = Cna~i. From Eqs. (1), (2) and (16), we obtain 
Differentiation of Eq. (17) with respect to x yields, 
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(15) . 
(16) 
(17) 
Using Eq. (17), the inlet condition (Eq. (3b)), and the property of orthogonality 
of Jo(any) in the interval [0,1], we derive 
~ (2 2 ) 2AB 
£- ani an - rf3ni + AB = J ( ) 
i=l an· 1 an 
(19) 
where J1(x) is a Bessel function of the first kind of order one. 
ENTHALPY RELATIONS 
Some enthalpy relations help prove the above theorem. Let H (x) and H( x + 
da;) be quantities of enthalpy carried by the fluid across the axial planes at a; and 
x + dx respectively (Figure 1). Expression for H( x) is given as 
(20) 
A closed form expression for H(a;) can be obtained by substituting Eq. (17) into 
Eq. (20), and integrating the resulting equation. Expanding H(x+dx) in a Taylor's 
series, and neglecting the second and the higher order terms, we obtain 
aH(x) dH(x) = H(x + dx) - H(x) = ax . dx (21) 
where dH( x) is the enthalpy variation of the fluid passing t~rough the control 
volume between x and x + dx (Figure 1). The total change in enthalpy of the fluid 
is obtained by integrating Eq. (21) over the length of the heat exchanger. Thus, 
!:l.H+oo = [+00 dH(x) = [+00 aH(x) . dx 
o Jo Jo ax (22) 
(23) 
!:l.Htoo can also be evaluated directly by subtracting the enthalpy of the fluid at 
the inlet (= H (0» from that at the outlet (= H ( 00 ) ). Expressions for H (0) and 
H( 00) are given as 
and 
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Hence, 
D.HtXl = WGI'1rR2 . (Tao - Tjo ) 
CO'mparing Eqs. (23) and (24), we O'btain 
2 ~ J1(an ) {~ '2 2 A)} AB . L..J • L..J ani(an - "Y{3ni + B = 1 
n=1 an i=1 
Finally, substituting Eq. (19) intO' Eq. (25) and simplifying, we O'btain 
f~:=~ 
n=1 a; 22 
This prO'ves the theO'rem. Since functiO'n Jo(Y) is symmetrical, it fO'llO'WS that 
f ~.=! 
n=-oo a~ 2 
(24) 
(25) 
. (26) 
In O'rder to' prO've the cO'rO'llary, O'bserve that all PO'sitive rO'O'ts O'f Jo( x) are greater 
than 1 (ref. 8). This implies that fO'r p 2:: 2 
1 1 
al' < a 2 (27) 
n n 
EquatiO'ns (4) and (27) suggest that the series 
,n 1 
Cn(p) = I:--p 
i:=1 ai 
increases mO'nO'tO'nically and it is bO'unded. Thus, by mO'nO'tO'ne cO'nvergence theO'-
rem (ref. 13), it fO'llO'WS that the series Cn (1!)) (n -+ (0) is cO'nvergent. 
CONCLUSION 
A mathematical mO'del fO'r a steady-state cO'nductiO'n-cO'nvectiO'n heat transfer 
prO'cesses in a cylindrical PO'rO'us heat exchanger, has been investigated. It has been 
shO'wn that the equatiO'ns resulting in this mO'del may be used to' prO've a theO'rem 
and a cO'rO'llary regarding rO'O'ts O'f the zerO'-order Bessel functiO'n O'f the first kind. 
Research repO'rted in this paper provides an alternate apprO'ach to' prO've a 
theO'rem in this area. The advantages O'f this physical apprO'ach are that it enriches 
physical understanding O'f a theorem, and that we may avO'id difficulties emerging 
frO'm rigid mathematical arguments. 
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AN APPLICATION OF SMALL-GAP EQUATIONS 
IN SEALING DEVICES 
Carlos A. Vionnet and Juan C. Heinrich 
Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering 
University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 85721 
SUMMARY 
The study of a thin, incompressible Newtonian fluid layer trapped between two 
almost parallel, sliding surfaces has been actively pursued in the last decades. This 
subject includes lubrication applications such as slider bearings or the sealing of non-
pressurized fluids with rubber rotary shaft seals. In the present work we analyze 
numerically the flow of lubricant fluid through a micro-gap of sealing devices. The first 
stage of this study is carried out assuming that a 'small-gap' parameter 6 attains an 
extreme value in the Navier-Stokes equations. The precise meaning of small-gap is 
achieved by the particular limit 6 = 0 which, within the bounds of the hypotheses, 
predicts transport of lubricant through the sealed area by centrifugal instabilities. 
Numerical results obtained with the penalty function approximation in the finite 
element method are presented. In particular, the influence of inflow and outflow 
boundary conditions, and their impact in the. simulated flow are discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
Most seals are relatively simple elements widely employed in diverse types of 
rotary machines. This sealing component is often used to seal rotating shafts at low oil 
pressures, avoiding the transport of contaminant to, or lubricant from, the equipment it 
protects. The seal, bonded to the oil reservoir, is stationary and presents a narrow 
section that slides over the moving surface of the rotary shaft. Fig.1 shows a cross 
section of the geometry under consideration. 
The device is designed to have an interference with the shaft. Therefore, once the 
piece is mounted, the compliance of the elastic body ensures a perfect fit between the 
seal and the cylindrical surface of the shaft. Under these conditions, some of the initial 
asperities of the seal wear out after a brief period of time, leaving an extremely thin 
layer of lubricant fluid that separates the surfaces in contact. This was first noticed by 
Jagger (ref.1) and, ever since, numerous explanations attempted to account for two 
consequences of this experimental fact: the hydrodynamic force able to sustain a gap 
between the two bodies and the mechanisms that prevent the fluid from leaking 
through. Jagger proposed that the surface tension of the sealed fluid controls leakage 
thanks to a meniscus formed on the air side. Kawahara and Hirabayashi (ref.2) observed 
that a properly installed and functional seal leaked when the installation is reversed. 
With the assumption of relative parallel sliding between two rough surfaces, 
lubrication theory has been the chosen tool by many researchers to answer these 
fundamental problems (see e.g. "ref.3). The load-carrying capacity of parallel sliding of 
rough surfaces was first studied by Davies (ref.4). Later on, Jagger and Walker (ref.5) 
assumed that the asperities act as micro-bearings pads in the contact area. However, 
Lebeck (refs.6 and 7) concluded that none of the existing models can fully explain the 
sliding motion as commonly observed in experiments. Gabelli and Poll (ref.S) studied 
the dominant action of the surface microgeometry in the formation of the lubricant 
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film. They found that the contribution of mechanical pressure to the load-carrying 
capacity due to body contact is very small aud indeed negligible. Salant (ref.9) claimed 
that micro-undulations in the lip surface Jrestrict leakage by virtue of a 'reverse-
pumping' process in which fluid is driven from the low to the high pressure side. 
However, no one has really observed such micro-undulations, either in static or dynamic 
conditions (ref.10). 
Combinations of angular velocity and system eccentricity beyond the ability of 
the sealing device to maintain contact with the shaft would cause the seal to leak 
profusely. It has been suggested that an inherent pumping mechanism (ref.ll), sufficient 
to counterbalance those influences promoting leakage, would be given by a relative 
motion between the sealing surfaces. Besides all these explanations, at present there is a 
wide gap between theory and practice, and a feasible explanation of the mechanism 
involved in the sealing action is still pending, even though elastomeric seals have been 
used extensively since the 1940's. 
In the next section, we e~ta.blish the small-gap equations using a rather simple 
order-of-magnitude analysis. This is followed by numerical examples showing the 
validity of the proposed model and the influence of the boundary conditions in the 
numerical predictions. 
x, z, u 
fig. 1 - Cross section of a typical sealing device 
ANAL YTICAJL MODEL 
We assume an oil-film already formed ignoring any mechanical contact between 
the sealing device and the shaft, as well as aILY distortion of the upper elastic seal. We 
consider a thin viscous liquid layer bounded above by a smooth surface and below by a 
perfectly rounded shaft, without including edge effects such as the meniscus 
experimentally observed on the air-side (ref.1). Despite the fact that the film within the 
gap is very thin, we assume it to be thick enough to conform to the continuum 
hypothesis. There is no local rupture of the film such as cavitation or dry spots in the 
contact area, and the layer consists of an incompressible Newtonian fluid with constant 
properties under isothermal conditions. 
We begin with the Navier-Stokes equations written in cylindrical coordinates 
(ref.12), setting the direction of the line r = 0 coincident with the shaft axis 
(1) 
(2) 
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(3) 
(4) 
where 
u = (ur , UO, u z ) ,grad = ( ! ' ~ fo ' %z) , ~ = ~ 3r (r 3r ) + ;2 :;2 + ::2 
In absence of a free surface the gravitational body force is expressed as the 
gradient of a scalar quantity and, therefore, it has been included in the pressure 
gradient term. . . 
The analysis of the lubricant flow in the micro-gap involves, roughly speaking, 
three disparate length scales, namely, the radius R of the shaft ( '" O.04m), the,much 
smaller thickness ho of the fluid.( '" lOJ,tm) and an intermediate length b characterizing 
the axial extent of the contact region ( I'J 200pm) (see fig. 1). Next, the Navier-Stokes 
equations, once recasted with the aforementioned scales, are simplified by letting the 
ratio between the gap height and the radius of the shaft formally approach zero. 
( 
Inner region: lubrication regime 
Given the tiny thickness of the lubricant film, radial oscillations proportional to 
the gap height will alter considerably the flow inside the micro-gap. To analyze this 
effect, consider a shaft rotating at angular velocity 0 and separated an average distance 
ho from the stationary seal (fig.1). Introducing now 
(x, y, e) ... (h ,r h R , 8 ) 
o 0 
( ) ( Uz Ur · Uo ) U, v, W ... Oh' Oh 'OR 
o 0 
T ... Ot 
p* ... (p - Pa) 
pliO. 
(5) 
(6) 
into the equations of motion (1)-(4), and letting 8 = ~ formally approach zero while 
holding everything else fixed, we get . 
where 
and 
V.u=O 
(j ( aT + U.V) u - Re w2 1 = - Vp* + V2u 
(j ( aT + a.V) w = V 2w 
t! = (u, v) V-(a a) 
, - ax 'ay 1 (0,1) 
Re -- ORlIho R ld b : eyno s num er 
Oh2 
(j = T : squeezing Reynolds number 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
Several other scaling are possible (ref. 13) , but this particular choice seems to be 
consistent with Gabelli and Poll observations (ref.8). They stated that the average 
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pressure gradient in the circumferential direction is indeed negligible when compared 
with the pressure gradient across the sealing contact. The squeezing Reynolds number (1 
is commonly so small that inertia terms ca:n be neglected a:nd the classical lubrication 
theory ca:n be applied. Moreover, for smail Re, as it turns out to be in most 
applications, the flow is stable to small perturbations (ref.14). In the. absence of 
mechanical vibrations, no secondary flow is possible at this level, the circumferential 
flow being stable and mostly of Couette tYPE~. 
Outer region: centrifugal effects 
The loss of contact between seal and shaft, combined with changes in the 
geometry, will introduce different features in the flow behavior as we go farther away 
from the gap. For a slowly-varying channell of height d(z) on the outside (fig.I), we 
rescale the flow field by writing. 
(x,y,e) -. (2' y, 9) (12) 
(13) 
. where d is some mean value of d(z). It can be shown that the equations of motion, in 
the limit 8 = d / R -. 0, become 
where 
v.a=o 
( or + a.v) a - Ttl w2 ] = - vp· + v2a 
( Or + a.v) w = v2w 
Ttl = n2 ~d3 : Taylor numbel~ 
v 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
Note that the above system of equations are the so-called 'small-gap' equations, widely 
used in the context of the stability of axisymmetric Taylor-Couette flows (ref.15). 
Again, while the curvature effects are almost completely neglected, they are retained 
through the centrifugal term by imposing the Taylor number be held fixed as 8 -. O. It 
follows that a rigid seal separated from a rotary shaft by a thin lubricating film is 
subject to centrifugal instabilities in a n~~ighborhood of the contact area, driving 
eventually a secondary flow across the gap. Had we used these scales in the inner region 
Ttl = n2~d3 -. n2~h~ = (n~ho:t ~ = R! 8 -. 0 as 8-.0 (18) 
outer region I inner region 
and the Taylor number indicates where curva,ture effects must be retained, regardless of 
the scales chosen. 
In principle, the flow of lubricant fluid is governed by a set of equations similar 
to those of a stratified flow, where the ceD.tripetal acceleration plays the role of the 
buoyancy force, although for rotating flows whose inner surface moves the basic state 
could be unstable to small disturbances. 
The domain under consideration is typically unbounded, and clearly some 
S02 
difficulties arise with the introduction of artificial boundaries. It is known that 
isothermal flows with open boundaries can be successfully modeled employing the so-
called natural boundary conditions, but other techniques are need~d to solve the more 
complicated problem of buoyancy-driven flows, where the use of the natural boundary 
conditions is precluded by the additional pressure gradient generated by the buoyancy 
term (refs. 16 to 18). ' . 
In the next section we address the appropriate use of the penalty formulation in 
the finite element method for unbounded flows in presence of variable body forces. 
Finally, we will see how different open boundary conditions can lead to contradictory 
predictions in the flow behavior. 
PENALTY FUNCTION FORMULATION FOR THE N-S EQUATIONS 
In what follows, we denote the coordinate directions as (x,y) or (XI,X2), the 
transverse velocity components as ('U, v) or ('U17 'U2)' the azimuthal component of the 
velocity as w, and the pressure as p; Si; is the Kronecker delta. For convenience in the 
treatment of the boundary conditions, we rewrite the equations of motion as 
{)Ui - 0 (19) 
8Xi -
(20) 
(21) 
The Taylor number To is defined in equation (17), and the stress in the fluid is given 
now by 
( 
{)Ui {)u j ) 
(T"= -pS .. + ~+-{) I, I, QX~ X. 
, I 
(22) 
A weak form is obtained by taking the ~er product of the transverse 
m<;>mentum equations (20) ~th a weighting function w. (WI' W.l)' and multiplying t~e 
aZImuthal momentum equatIon (21) by a scalar functIon W. The penalty'method IS 
implemented by introducing the pseudo-constitutive relation (ref.19) 
{)u, 
p = P.-).. cd; 
Xj 
(23) 
where p. is the hydrostatic pressure for a fluid at rest and ,\ is the penalty parameter. 
Upon application of Green's theorem and substituting p by the above expression, we get 
J( ~~i +1.1.; g:~) Wi do +). J ~:~ ~~i do + J( g:i. + ~:~) ~~i do = V,+S, 
o ' 0 " ,0' I , 
(24) 
J( {)w + U· {)w ) do + J ow {)W do = 'J' W {)w n· ds at ' {)x· {)x . 7JX; {)x . , 
o '0" 80 ' 
(25) 
where the surface forces S, and the volume forces V, are defined by 
J [ ( aUi aUj) s, = - p Wi ni + Wi {)X. + {)x. n j ] ds 
80 ' I 
(26) 
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VI = f Ta W 2 Si2 Wi do 
° 
(27) 
and Ii = (nt, n2) is the unit vector normal to the boundary 80 and pointing outwards. 
On a verticaJ. boundary With normal n = (1,0), the integrand of S I reduces to 
W = (Wt,O): - P + 2 g: (28) 
for normal traction, and 
... 
W = (0, W 2 ): 8u + 8v 8y 8x 
for shear traction, in a weak rather than a pointwise sense . 
. Boundary conditions 
(29) 
The boundary conditions are the usual no-slip and no mass penetration at solid 
wa.lls on the physical boundaries. This is, u:= V = 0 and w = 1 at the lower boundary 
y = 0, which represents the outer surface of the rotating shaft, and u = v = w = 0 at the 
upper boundary, which is stationary. 
At the open boundaries, on both side~3 of the contact region, the following two 
open boundary conditions (OBC) are employed for the flow field. 
(i) Stress-free or natural boundary condition (NBC). We set the normal and shear 
stresses in equation (26) equal to zero. 
(ii) Free-boundary condition (FBC). We evaluate the line integrals (26) of the weak 
form of the momentum equations using values computed on the outflow elements. 
Then, we force the line integrals into the right-hand-side of the discretized equations 
until convergence is achieved (refs. 17 and 18). 
The natural boundary condition 8w / 8n=0 is used in the weak form of the transport 
equation (25) instead. . 
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
We discretize the domain into M elements and N nodes, and we expand the 
velocity components using bilinear quadrilateral elements and piecewise constant 
elements for pressure. All terms of the weak form of the governing equations are 
evaluated with full Gaussian quadrature, except the penalty term, where selective 
reduced integration is used (ref.20). The weighting functions are set equal to the basis 
functions, except in the convective terms, where perturbed Petrov-Galerkin functions 
with balancing tensor diffusivity are employed (refs.21 and 22). The time integration is 
based on the theta method with lumped mass matrices in the time derivatives. The 
numerical evaluation of the weighted residuals of the momentum equations leads to a 
nonlinear system of equations that is solved by Newton iteration using a direct solver 
based on Gauss elimination for unsymmetric banded matrices (ref.23). A convergence 
tolerance less than 1% of the relative change II6.ull ll/ll ullil in the velocity field is imposed 
to terminate each full v-th Newton iteration. The pressure Pe over each element Oe is 
calculated using the weak form of the relation (23) 
Pe = - ~e f V . t! do (30) 
°e 
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where the cross bar denotes selective reduced integration. 
To march in time we use the velocity field un and pressure pn at time tn to 
evaluate the terms of S / and V / of the buoyancy force vector hn. Having dete,rmined hn, 
we compute the velocity field using the Newton linearization algorithm. Once un +1 is 
known, we update the pressure by means of the equation (30) and solve the transport 
equation for wn + 1. The scheme is repeated until steady state is achieved. Time 
integration is terminated when the relative change between time steps is 
(31) 
where 2N 
lIull= ~ IUjl 
j=l 
for some prescribed error tolerances El and E2' All the following results are obtained with 
the £ully implicit algorithm starting from zero initial conditions. 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
Preliminary computations showed the necessity of using mesh grading as the 
contact region is approached from both sides. Transition elements are also employed to 
avoid extremely small elements in the contact area. 
The geometry and the finite element mesh employed for the present calculations 
are shown in fig. 2. Details of the discretization can be appreciated in fig.3. The mesh 
contains 2035 nodes and 1864 elements, and the penalty parameter ,\ is equal to 108 in 
all cases. The relevant lengths are b = 200~m, which is used as reference length, 
ho = lO~m, and R = O.035m. 
The pressure is adjusted at every time step in such a way that is always zero at 
the first element (located at x = -11, Y = 0); and the line integrals (26) are evaluated, 
if the OBC requires so, with values computed on the outflow elements. 
Results of the transverse velocity field, the azimuthal component of the velocity, 
and the pressure obtained with the FBC at the open boundaries are all shown in fig.4, 
and continues up to fig.7. The simulation corresponds to a Taylor number Ta = 15. The 
steep pressure gradient developed across the gap is shown in fig.5, and the resultant flux 
of lubricant flowing from the air-side to the oil-side is observed in fig.6. Streamline 
contours are plotted in fig.7. Similar results obtained with the NBC at the outlets can 
be seen from fig.S to fig.l!. The striking differences in the numerical predictions of both 
OBC are better illustrated in fig.7 and fig.1!. The former dearly shows that an 
improper treatment of the open boundary conditions causes backflow into the 
computational domain. The intensity of the returning flow due to the NBC at the air-
side outflow boundary induces a cell structure in an otherwise almost plane Couette 
flow (see w in fig.4). 
CONCLUSIONS 
The geometry and, in particular, the tiny size of the gap imposes a severe 
constraint in the numerical simulation. Furthermore, we have seen that an improper 
specification of the outflow boundary condition can cause artificial returning flow which, 
for the present problem, spoils the solution in the whole computational domain. Both 
boundary conditions show that centrifugal instabilities play an important role in the 
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sealing mechanisms of the type of devices here studied, even when their predictions are 
contradictory. While the NBC suggests leakage, the FBC indicates that sealing is 
achieved by pumping oil from the air-side, where the azimuthal flow is stable, to the oil-
side, where centrifugal instabilities set in. 
It is known that the use of the NBC in presence of variable body forces leads to 
erroneous results (refs.16 and 18). On the contrary, the application of the FBC is 
equivalent to a radiating boundary able to filter unwelcome reflections towards the 
interior of the computational domain (ref.24). 
Besides its simplicity, the capability of the small-gap limit in incorporating the 
physics of the flow of lubricant fluid through the micro-gap of sealing devices has been 
established. Other effects, such as capillary forces on the oil-air interface and 
temperature variations should be included in future works. 
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CO:MPARISON OF NUMERICAL SIl.\fULATION 
AND EXPERlMENfAL DATA 
FOR STEAM-IN-PLACE STERILIZATION 
Jack H. Young 
William C. Lasher 
Pennsylvania state University at Erie 
Erie, PA 16563 
SUMMARY 
A complex problem involving convective flow of a binary 
mixture containing a condensable vapor and noncondensable gas in 
a partially enclosed chamber was modelled and results compared to 
transient experimental values. The finite element model 
successfully predicted transport processes in dead-ended tubes 
with inside diameters of 0.4 to 1.0 cm. When buoyancy driven 
convective flow was dominant, temperature and mixture 
compositions agreed with experimental data. Data from 0.4 cm 
tubes indicate diffusion to be the primary air removal method in 
small diameter tubes and the diffusivity value in the model to be 
too large. . 
NOMENCLATURE 
Cp = mixture specific heat at constant pressure, J/kg_oC 
C1 = mass fraction of air 
q = gravitational vector, m/s2 
h = convective heat transfer coefficient, W/m2_oC 
k = thermal conductivity, W/m-oC 
P = mixture total pressure, Pa 
P~ = saturated water vapor pressure, Pa 
q = heat transfer rate, W 
t = time, s 
T = mixture temperature, 0.c 
Tum = ambient temperature, °C 
T~ = saturated steam temperature, °C 
u = velocity vector, m/s 
~ = mixture dynamic viscosity, Pa-s 
U x = x-component of velocity, m/ sec . 
P = mixture density, kg/m3 
Po = mixture density at reference temperature and 
concentration, kg/m3 
p. = mixture density used in momentum equation, kg/m3 
p~ = saturated water vapor density, kg/m3 
a = binary mass diffusivity, m2/s 
Pc = mixture coefficient of concentration expansion 
PT = mixture coefficient of thermal expansion 
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Subscripts 
f = fluid 
t = tube 
INTRODUCTION 
Availability of commercial computational fluid dynamic (CFD) 
packages have made finite element modeling available for use as a 
tool in studying complex real-world fluid engineering problems. 
Previously most CFD work involved selection of a problem based on 
availability of software or study of simple geometries and very 
idealized problem formulations. This study describes application 
of a commercial CFD package to a complex problem, compromises 
made during model development and how the model was used in 
conjunction with experimental data to gain an understanding and 
start in quantizing the important physical parameters. 
Steam-in-place (SIP) sterilization has arisen in the 
biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries as result of the 
increased need to sterilize large devices which can not be placed 
in an autoclave. SIP offers the additional advantage of 
sterilizing complete systems (i.e., filters, holding tanks and 
interconnecting piping) without the need for aseptic assembly of 
individually sterilized components. This provides greater 
sterility assurance, improved productivity and reduced cost over 
convectional sterilization in an autoclave. 
SIP sterilization requires that an adequate amount of 
moisture at the proper temperature be delivered for a required 
time to all sterilization sites. The factor most often resulting 
in sterilization failure is air entrapment which results in 
inadequate temperature and moisture. Failures are most likely to 
occur in dead-ended geometries, deadlegs, such as safety valves, 
gauges/transducers and closed inlet/outlet lines. Displacement 
of air can result from molecular diffusion and/or buoyancy driven 
convective flow resulting from temperature and solutal gradients. 
Published studies have focused on general SIP principles 
(refs. 1 and 2) or recommendations for specific pieces of 
equipment (ref. 3). Recently experimental data have been 
reported describing effect of deadleg tube orientation (ref. 4) 
and diameter (ref. 5) on sterilization, but no quantitative 
guidelines exist for design engineers and scientists. Currently, 
biological testing is conducted to determine if sterilization has 
occurred. This is time-consuming and expensive. A mathematical 
model is needed for the transient air/steam mixing process 
occurring during SIP sterilization. The model would predict 
temperatures and steam concentrations at locations within various 
deadleg geometries and could be used to determine general 
transport processes and critical parameters. 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
Temperature and biological measurements were taken in tubes 
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orientated vertically up or ~ degrees above horizontal. Inside 
diameters (IDs) of the tubes were 0.4, 1.0 and 1.7 cm with tube 
lengths ranging from 7.8 to 18.0 cm. Thermocouples or biological 
indicators were attached to a nylon string which ran along the 
tube centerline. The test fixture was pressurized with saturated 
steam having an average temperature of 122.4°C and pressure of 
217 kPa. Details of experimental methods are given elsewhere 
(ref. 5). 
Linear regression analysis was performed on the segment of 
the semi-logarithmic plots of surviving population versus time 
showing decreasing population. Slope of the regression line was 
used to determine time required to reduce the population by one 
log. This was termed cycle log reduction (CLR) time. Time at 
which the regression line intersected the initial population was 
termed time to start of kill (TSK). These two parameters 
characterized experimental kill at a location within a tube. 
NUMERICAL SIMULATION 
Simulation of deadleg SIP sterilization required: 
1. Compressibility of air be taken into account 
2. Development of expressions for physical properties 
of air/steam mixtures over wide ranges of 
composition (C l equal 0 to 1) and temperature (27 to 
123°C) . 
3. Modeling of condensation f~om a mixture containing a 
noncondensable gas and condensable vapor. 
Major effects associated with compressibility occur during 
initial pressurization with steam since the pressure is constant 
thereafter. This allows inclusion of these effects into the 
initial conditions for the problem (fig. 1b). It was assumed 
that all air was removed from the cross by steam flow and that 
the air in the tube was isentropically compressed to 217 kPa with 
no mixing of air and steam. This results in the top 56% of the 
tube initially containing all air at 100°C. The mixture was then 
considered to be incompressible with density Po and the 
Boussinesq approximation applied to the momentum equation to 
account for temperature and concentration induced density 
variations. 
Actual mixture density at 217 kPa is given by : 
217 P = ----------~----~-----Psat (l-C1 ) 0.287 T C1 + 
(1) 
Psat 
Density used to calculate buoyant forces in the momentum 
equation was determined by assuming density to be a linear 
function of temperature and mass fraction with coefficient of 
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volume expansion due to concentration to be a function of 
temperature. Least squares analysis resulted in: 
p. = Po (0.00407 T + (0.01638-0.00178 T) C1 ) (2) 
variations in other mixture properties were determined using 
published values for steam and air at 25 to 125°C and assuming 
properties to be proportional to mass fraction of each component. 
Published diffusivity values could not be found for air/steam 
mixtures at 217 kPa and over the appropriate temperature and mass 
fraction ranges. A semiemperical equation for diffusivity of low 
density gases which depends on total pressure, temperature and 
molecular properties of constituent gases was used. Diffusivity 
was evaluated at 217 kPa and 123°C and assumed constant (0.15 
cm2/s) • 
Heat transfer resulting from condensation of a condensable 
vapor from a binary mixture containing a noncondensable gas is 
complex and depends on mixture composition , as well as, fluid 
flow near condensation sites. Convective heat transfer 
coefficients can vary from 24 to 2500 W/m2_oC as composition 
varies from C1 equals 0 to 1. Heat transfer reductions of over 
50% can result when only 2 to 5% mass of air is present during 
free convection (ref. 6 and 7). Substantially higher heat 
transfer occurs if forced flow is present and condensation is 
minimal (ref. 8 and 9). 
The condensation model was kept simple since this 
represented a first attempt at modeling SIP sterilization and 
sUbstantial computational time was required. The tube was divided 
into six segments and temperature of a tube wall segment was set 
equal to the saturated steam temperature corresponding to steam 
concentration in that segment when the mass fraction of air was 
less than 0.1 (fig. 1a). This simulates the high convective heat 
transfer associated with condensation and availability of an 
infinite steam supply. When C1 was greater than 0.1, the mixture 
was treated as a simple mixture of two noncondensable gases and a 
constant convective heat transfer coefficient of 7 w/m2_oc 
corresponding to free convection was specified on external 
surfaces of the tube segment. Heat transfer between the tube 
wall and mixture within the tube was specified as: 
(3) 
The commercially available CFD package FIDAP Version 6 
(Fluid Dynamics International, Inc.) was used on a Silicon 
Graphics 4035 workstation with 48 mg of memory. The governing 
equations were: 
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continuity equation 
v . u = 0 
concentration equation 
Momentum equation 
Po [~ ~ + u • VU] = -Vp + J.1. V 1 U 
- Po g[PrT + Peed 
Energy equation 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
Quadrilateral finite elements were used with non-uniform 
meshes containing 1923 to 3464 nodes. A preliminary study was 
performed to evaluate the effect of two versus three dimensional 
modeling and to ensure grid-independence. The three-dimensional 
model required two weeks of CPU time to simulate 2.56 seconds of 
actual fluid flow, whereas the two-dimensional required 12 hours. 
Comparison of tube centerline temperatures showed a maximum 
average difference of 9.4%. Doubling the number of elements in 
the two dimensional model resulted in a 2.0% difference in 
average temperatures. Since five different tube simulations 
covering up to 40 minutes of real time were needed, two-
dimensional models were used. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Typical model velocity vector plots show steam r~s~ng at the 
tube centerline and the cooler air being displaced downward along 
the tube walls (fig. 2a). This results in a pair of 
counterrotating vortices. A second pair of vortices develop 
below the initial interface and the shear layers between the 
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vortices become unstable (fig. 2b). The vortices pair and roll 
up resulting in a more homogeneous mixture in the tube (fig. 2c). 
The buoyant forces eventually diminish until only weak structures 
remain (fig. 2d). 
Magnitude of convective flow is indicated by mean fluid 
speed (Table I). 0.4 cm ID tubes were predicted to have minimal 
flow. This was experimentally investigated by comparing 
centerline temperature profiles and biological results from 
vertically orientated tubes and those positioned 5 degrees above 
horizontal. Average temperatures were within 3.7% and neither 
tube showed significant biological kill above the interface after 
2 hours, thereby confirming diffusion to be the primary mode of 
air removal. 
The model predicted significant increases in convective flow 
with increasing tube diameter (Table I). Since mixture density 
depends on temperature and mixture composition (eq. (1» and not 
diameter, buoyant forces are independent of diameter. Viscous or 
retarding forces increase with decreasing tube diameter and tend 
to damp out convective flow. In the.case of 0.4 cm ID tUbes, 
viscous forces quickly damp out flow and diffusion dominates. 
Temperature and biological data confirmed diameter to be a 
critical parameter for sterilization. sterilization was achieved 
throughout an 18 cm long tube with 1.7 cm ID within 75 minutes 
whereas 185 minutes were required for a 7.8 cm long tube with 1.0 
cm ID (fig. 3). sterilization could be achieved in only the 
lower half of 0.4 cm ID tubes with lengths of 7.8 cm. 
Model predicted and experimental temperature profiles were 
quantitatively compared for three different lengths of 1.7 cm ID 
tubes, as well as, 7.8 cm long tubes with diameters from 0.4 to 
1.7 em (fig. 4). % differences were less than 12% for all 
lengths of 1.7 cm ID tubes with average differences increasing 
with increasing tube length. % differences increased with 
decreasing tube diameter. Model temperatures were higher than 
experimental values for 0.4 and 1.0 cm tubes with % differences 
as high as 28%. 
The model must qua~titatively predict transient mixture 
composition, in addition to temperature, if it is to be used to 
predict sterilization times. Mixture composition can not be 
measured experimentally but can be inferred from CLR times and 
TSK. Young (ref. 5) has shown a correlation between CLR and 
saturated steam temperatures for vertical deadlegs. Therefore, 
experimental CLR times can be used to calculate mixture mass 
fraction. Model predictions of time required to reach this mass 
fraction can then be compared to experimental TSK. Due to % 
differences in temperatures for 0.4 and 1.0 cm tUbes, comparisons 
of predicted and experimental TSK were carried out for 1.7 cm ID 
tubes only. % differences increased with increasing tube length. 
For the shortest tube, 7.8 cm, experimental TSK for the uppermost 
location was 2.6 minutes while the model predicted 2.2 minutes. 
Experimental values for 13.0 and 18.0 cm tubes were 10.2 and 17.5 
minutes. Corresponding predicted values were 5.4 and 7.9 
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minutes. 
Model and experimental data show diffusion to be the primary 
transport process in 0.4 cm ID tubes, but the value of 
diffusivity used in the model was too large. A smaller value. 
would result in a greater time required for steam to diffuse to 
top of the tubes when convective flow is not present. In the 
case of 7.8 cm long tubes with 1.7 cm IDs, a smaller diffusivity 
will have minimal effect on temperatures and TSK since air is 
removed from the tubes within 2-3 minutes by buoyant driven 
convective flow. In the longer 1.7 cm tubes, convective flow 
dies out prior to complete removal of air. Therefore, diffusion 
becomes important in these 1.7 cm tubes. A smaller diffusivity 
would increase model predicted TSK and thereby increase agreement 
between model and experimental data. A similar argument can be 
made for 1.0 cm tubes. 
An empirical value fGr diffusivity can be obtained by 
comparison of model and experimental results for 0.4 cm tubes. 
This value could be used in the model as a next level of 
refinement. 
The present condensation model does not allow for 
accumulation of non-condensable gas at the site of condensation. 
This does not appear to be a problem when convective flow is 
present, but may present a problem in 0.4 cm tubes and larger 
diameter tubes when convection is minimal. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Although many simplifying assumptions had to be made, use of 
a commercial CFD package has been extremely useful in 
understanding transport processes and critical parameters in SIP 
sterilization. It correctly predicted diffusion to be the 
primary air removal mechanism in 0.4 cm ID tubes and diameter to 
have a significant effect on magnitude of buoyant driven 
convective flow. When convective flow is the only significant 
transport mechanism the model and experimental data were in good 
agreement. Interactive use of numerical model and experimental 
data has proven effective towards development of quantitative SIP 
guidelines. 
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<a) 
Boundary Conditions 
If ~>O.1, E3 h-7 W/(m 2 K) 
If ct<O.1, 
T=Tut 
U x =.88(1-(y/r)2) 
tr ~C1;;:O 
X 
(b) 
Initial Conditions 
~ Cot -1 T-1OO C D St_lnl ••• St •• 1 U-o m/ •• c T-27C 
§ C,-o T-122.4 C Stalnl ... St.et 
u-o m/eec r-122.4 C 
~ C,-o T-122.4 C Ux-·5tm/eec 
Figure 1- Schematic represent-
ation of numerical model (a) 
boundary conditions and (b) 
initial conditions. 
(a) 
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(b) (e) (d) 
Figure 2- Velcity vector plots 
from 13.0 em long tubes with 
1.7 em IDi (a) 0.48 seconds, 
(b) 1.75 seconds, (c) 1.02 
minutes and (d) 4.75 minutes 
after pressurization with 
steam. 
Mean Speed 
Ti.me (em/sec) 
(Minutes) 0.4 em 1.0 em 1.7 em 
10 TUbe 10 TUbe 10 Tube 
0.02 0.029 1.43 3.55 
0.05 0.007 0.97 3.42 
0.50 0.005 1.14 2.37 
1.0 0.005 0.89 2.05 
3.0 0.005 0.74 0.11 
5.0 0.005 0.02 0.03 
Table I- Transient mean fluid 
speed for 7.S cm long tubes. 
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SUMMARY 
A comparative study was conducted for computational fluid dynamic solutions to flow 
over a backward-facing step. This flow is a benchmark problem, with a simple geometry, but 
involves complicated flow physics stich as free shear layers, reattaching flow, recirculation, and 
high turbulence intensities. Three Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes flow solvers with k-e 
turbulence models were used, each using a different solution algorithm: finite difference, fInite 
element~ and hybrid finite element - finite difference. Comparisons were made with existing 
experimental data. Results showed that velocity profiles and reattachment lengths were predicted 
reasonably well by all three methods, while the skin friction coefficients were more difficult to 
predict accurately. It was noted that in general. selecting an appropriate solver for each problem to 
be considered is important 
INTRODUCTION 
In the application of computational fluid dynamic (CFD) methods, some considerations 
are the relative accuracy, efficiency, and applicability of different flow solvers. Selecting an 
appropriate solver for a given problem based on those criteria is an important factor in the 
successful use of CFD. Conversely, selecting an inappropriate solver can result in an inaccurate 
solution, a waste of computer resources, excessive user effort, a solution with insufficient detail, a 
solution with overwhelming detail. or a failure to obtain any solution at all. 
Validation is a first step in applying CFD to any problem. This is accomplished by 
__ running the solver on appropriate benchmark cases and comparing the solutions with experimental 
results. or better yet, by identifying such validation cases that have already been performed. The 
benchmark cases, which can .vary in complexity and size, should encompass the main fluid 
dynamic features contained in the problem to be investigated. 
For air breathing propulsion systems, separated-reattaching flows are of interest, especially 
as they apply to areas such as diffusers and nozzle boattails, because the presence and 
characteristics of separated-reattaching flow on these components can drastically alter their 
performance. In these flows, the separation is driven by boundary layer development and pressure 
gradients in the flow over a complex geometry, so predicting the separation point is a difficult 
task. 
A classic benchmark case used for validating CFD codes for turbulent separated-
reattaching flows is the tlow over a backward-facing step (BFS). The geometry of the 
configuration is simple, but the flow is still complex and challenging to simulate, involving flow 
physics such as free shear layers, reattaching flow, and recirculation. Proper modeling of 
turbulence is needed for accurate simulation of the flow, and many studies applying different 
turbulence models to BFS flows have been conducted, such as in references 1-3. In BFS flow, 
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the separation point is flXed at the corner of the step; the separation is not driven by boundary layer 
development and adverse pressure gradients. Thus the problem is simplified considerably, 
facilitating study of the reattachment itself. 
In order to assess the application of different CFD solvers to separated-reattaching flows, a 
comparative study was conducted for solutions to flow over BFS. Three Reynolds-averaged 
Navier-Stokes flow solvers incorporating two-equation k-e turbulence models were used, each 
one using a different solution algorithm: a fmite difference method (FDM) solver originally 
oriented to aero propulsion flows, a computer aided engineering (CAE) oriented finite element 
method (FEM) code, and a CAE oriented hybrid fmite element - fmite difference method (HM) 
solver. FDM used a low Reynolds number k-e turbulence (LR k-e) model. whereas FEM and 
HM used versions of high Reynolds number k-e turbulence (HR k-e) models. Solutions were 
compared with each other. and with existing experimental data. This is not a comparison between 
numerical algorithms of finite differences and finite elements. due to a number of factors. and 
particularly because of differences in the turbulence models used. 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 
The experimental study of flow over BFS conducted by Driver and Seegmiller (4) was 
selected for use in the present work. because of the extensive quantitative measurements made. the 
relatively high flow speeds, and the low stream wise pressure gradient of the flow. The freestream 
velocity was 145 ftis (Mach number = 0.128) in standard atmosphere. and the step height was 0.5 
inches. giving a step height Reynolds number of 33420. The Reynolds number of the boundary 
layer momentum thickness 4 step heights upstream of the step was 5000. producing a fully 
turbulent boundary layer. The ratio of step height to tunnel exit height was 1:9 for the parallel wall 
case. so the stream wise pressure gradient due to the step was relatively small. Mean and turbulent 
flow velocity components were obtained using two component laser doppler velocimetry (LDV). 
wall static pressures downstream of the step were measured by static taps. and wall friction 
coefficients were obtained from oil-flow laser interferometry. Turbulence intensities. correlations. 
and dissipation were computed from LDV data. 
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS 
Three Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes flow solvers with k-e turbulence models were 
used to solve BFS flow, each using a different solution algorithm: FDM with LR k-e. FEM with 
HR k-e, and HM with HR k-e. HR k-e assumes law-of-the-wall profiles in the boundary layer. 
whereas LR k-e requires a large number (20+) of grid points near the wall to numerically resolve 
the boundary layer. Therefore. although LR k-e is much more computationally intensive than HR 
k-e. LR k-e is usually expected to be more accurate for separated flows, because it does not 
assume the law-of-the-wall protiles that are based on attached flat plate boundary layers. The 
computational domain. schematically depicted in figure 1, begins four step heights upstream of the 
step where an incoming boundary layer velocity profile is specified. and ends far downstream of 
the step. HM and FEM use the same grid; FDM uses a much finer grid in order to accommodate 
the LRk-e model. 
Finite Difference Method (FDM) 
The finite difference solver used in this study is PARC, an internal flow Navier-Stokes 
code used extensively by government and industry to analyze propulsion flows (5,6). Two-
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dimensional/ axisymmetric (20), and three-dimensional (3D) versions are available. PARe was 
derived from the ARC Navier-Stokes code (7) which has been used for external flow calculations. 
The governing equations of motion are the time dependent Reynolds averaged Navier-
Stokes equations using a perfect gas relationship and Fourier's heat conduction law. These 
equations are discretized in conservation law form with respect to general curvilinear coordinates 
and solved with the Beam and Warming approximate factorization algorithm (8). Although the 
time dependent formulation of the equations is used, the code is intended for steady state flow 
simulations. The LR k-e model of Chien (9), including modifications for compressibility by 
Nichols (10), was used in these calculations using the 20 version of the code. 
A 11,341 point grid was used, with 111 points in the horizontal direction and 131 points in 
the vertical direction downstream of the step. In the boundary layers, the grid was packed to the 
walls such that downstream of the reattachment point, on the average, the first grid point off the 
wall was approximately at y+ - 1.0. 
Finite Element Method (FEM) 
The finite element solver used is FIDAP Version 5.04 by Fluid Dynamics International 
(11). It is intended to handle a wide variety of applications, including: internal and external 
aerodynamics, heat transfer, crystal growth, extrusion, injection molding, chemical mixing, 
chemical vapor deposition, etc. The code includes its own pre and post-processors to form a 
complete, integrated analysis package. Files can also be imported from, or exported to, other finite 
element pre/post-processors such as PATRAN, ANSYS, and SUPERTAB. 
FEM uses the incompressible, Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations in either 
dimensional or non-dimensional form. Non-inertial frames of reference are supported, as are free 
surfaces. The Galerkin method of weighted residuals is used for finite-element formulation of the 
problem. A streamline upwinding capability is included to handle the numerical instabilities posed 
by Galerkin's method. Also, the standard pressure discretization can be replaced by a penalty 
function approximation. Several methods are available for solving the discrete system of . 
equations including successive substitution, Newton-Raphson, and modified Newton-Raphson 
methods. 
The HR k-e model of Launder and Spalding (12), generally considered the 'standard' HR 
k-e model. is used. However the treatment at the wall differs from that used in the HM (to be 
discussed later). In order to solve the full set of elliptic equations down through the viscous 
sublayer to the wall. a one-element thick layer of special wall elements are used adjacent to the 
physical boundary. These wall elements specify shape functions based on the law-of-the-wall 
profiles to characterize the variations in the mean flow variables. Then, van Driest's mixing length 
approach is used to model the variations of turbulent quantities. Alternatively, a user-dermed 
algebraic turbulence model (based on mixing-length theory) could be created and used in place of 
HR k-e; however. this option was not exercised in the present study. 
The computational grid was generated using the mesh generator integrated with the FEM 
system. With the exception of the additional wall elements, the grid is identical to the one used 
with HM, consisting of 2751 nodes and 2796 elements. with 70 elements in the horizontal 
direction, and 40 elements in the vertical direction downstream of the step. 
Hybrid Method (HM) 
FLOTRAN version 2.0, by Compuflo, Inc. (13) uses a hybrid finite-element/ fmite-
difference method. The solution algorithm is based on finite element methods. However, certain 
modifications make the computational efficiency and storage requirements more competitive with 
finite difference / finite volume codes, while still retaining the geometric flexibility of fmite 
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element codes. This program consists of the flow solver only; grid generation and post 
processing are handled by finite element pre/post processors, such as PATRAN, ANSYS and I-
DEAS. 
The governing equations are the steady, Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations. used 
in the incompressible form for the present problem. Galerkin's method of weighted residuals is 
used to discretize the diffusion and source terms. A monotone streamline upwind method is used 
to discretize the advection terms, in order to avoid oscillations in the advection terms, called 
dispersion errors, caused by the Galerkin's method. The intent of stream wise upwinding is to 
minimize the 'crosswind' numerical diffusion that may occur when the fluid flows diagonally 
across the cell. Pressure is derived from a velocity-pressure relation. 
As in FEM, the Launder and Spalding HR k-e turbulence model is used (11). Analytical 
law of the wall and log law of the wall velocity profiles are used, but the exact treatment near the 
wall differs from that used in FEM. 
The grid used by HM in the present study was generated using PATRAN. In order to 
check the grid sensitivity, two grids were created: a coarse grid with 2640 elements, and a fme grid 
with about 6000 elements. However, both produced nearly identical solutions, therefore results 
shown herein are with the coarse grid, which is nearly identical to the grid used by FEM. 
RESULTS 
Reattachment Length 
A sensitive parameter often used to quantify the accuracy of solutions to BFS flow is the 
reattachment length, defmed as the distance downstream of the step where the flow separating at 
the step comer reattaches with the bottom wall. Reattachment occurs where the velocity gradient 
off the wall is zero, or in other words, where the wall shear stress is zero. However. there appears 
to be an inconsistency in the experimental results (4). Driver and Seegmiller report a reattachment 
length of xIH = 6.25, as measured by laser interferometry. On the other hand. velocity profiles 
measured by LDV indicate a reattachment point just downstream of xIH = 5, and the profile at 
xIH=6 appears clearly attached. Driver & Seegmiller speculate the discrepancy may be due to a 
long, thin separated region along the wall with very small length scales; but no such flow was 
indicated even in FDM results using LR k-e (which is expected to better resolve near-wall flows 
than HR k-e). Based on the reattachment length determined from oil-flow interferometry, FDM 
gives a good prediction. whereas FEM and HM underpredict by about 12% and 17%, respectively 
(table 1). However, if one were to consider the reattachment length inferred by the LDV velocity 
profiles, FEM and HM give the better predictions. 
Wall Shear Stresses 
Present results concur with studies in the literature (1-3) that wall shear stresses 
downstream of the step are difficult to predict accurately, yet in general, accurate prediction of skin 
friction is important for calculating the drag of practical configurations. Figure 2 depicts the 
present results. FDM created significant under and over shoots of skin friction coefficients, 
behind and ahead of the reattachment point, respectively. FEM produced a reasonable looking 
curve, but it was slightly shifted to the left due to a short reattachment length. HM underpredicted 
the skin friction, and the curve was also shifted to the left due to a short reattachment length. 
Neither FEM nor HM appeared to reproduce the secondary recirculation zone near the base of the 
step, indicated experimentally by positive Cr values in that region. 
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Mean Velocity ,Profiles 
Axial velocity profiles were predicted reasonably well by all three methods, at the stations 
xlH = 3, 6 and 12 downstream of the step (fig. 3). At xlH = 3, all three solutions look 
qualitatively similar, with the 'comer' in the velocity profile at the COlTect y height. At xlH = 6 and 
xIH = 12, the velocity profIle comers are still at the correct heights, but all three methods slightly 
underpredict the velocity near the wall, with FD M having the greatest discrepancy, and HM the 
least. 
DISCUSSION 
Turbulence is a major phenomena in BFS flow, and as expected, turbulence models have 
been observed to significantly impact the CFD solutions. Because the turbulence models used in 
FDM, FEM and HM are not exactly the same, differences in the solutions are likely due at least in 
part to different turbulence models. Using LR k-e, Avva, et al. (1) observed strong sensitivity of 
the skin friction results to grid refinement in the inner layer, by varying the number of grid points 
in the inner layer between 5 aIid 30. In the present study, for FDM with LR k-e, approximately 
18 grid points were in the inner layer, so the skin friction results may change with changes in the 
boundary layer grid. Conventional wisdom holds that HR k-e is not accurate for separated flow, 
because it assumes an attached velocity profile at the wall. Failure of solvers equipped with HR k-
e (FEM and HM) to reproduce the secondary recirculation zone at the base of the step seems to 
support this assertion. However, when the overall situation is considered, the present study 
concurs with Avva, et al. (1) and Steffen (3) that high Re k-e may actually be preferable to LR k-e 
for some cases such as BFS flow, because HR k-e uses less computer resources, is less grid-
resolution sensitive, and produces results of similar quality overall, when compared to LR k-e. 
Computational efficiency is a consideration, since these codes may be applied to large, 
complex problems; to this end, simple benchmark cases should not consume large quantities of ' 
computer resources. To obtain the present solutions, FDM used 50,000 Cray Y-MP CPU 
seconds, FEM consumed 615 Y-MP CPU seconds, andHM used 2000 seconds on a VAX9000. 
FEM and HM appear to be substantially more CPU efficient than FDM, but some other factors 
need to be considered. This particular FDM code is known to be very slow to converge for low 
speed flows (freestream Mach, number < 0.2). Convergence is much faster for higher Mach 
numbers that are more typical of aerospace applications. Furthermore, as discussed above, LR k-
e, used in FDM, is inherently more computer intensive than HR k-e, used in FEM and HM. 
Therefore, if the problem under consideration has higher freestream velocities as is more typical of 
aerospace applications, or if a HR k-e model is successfully integrated with FDM, the relative 
computational efficiency of FDM should improve substantially. 
The present study is only one test case, with a single fixed flow regime and a certain set of 
flow features; to draw generalized conclusions regarding the merit or performance of the three 
codes based on this one case only would be misleading. The original objective of this work--
which was not fully realized due to time and code capability constraints--was to investigate a 
number of geometrically simple benchmark cases encompassing most of the flow regimes and 
flow physics encountered in air breathing propulsion inlet and nozzle flows, using a number of 
different flow solvers. Compressible and supersonic flows are aspects of those flows, therefore a 
simple low angle 'bent wall' was selected as a benchmark case to evaluate solver performance at 
high subsonic and supersonic Mach numbers. However, the FEM version available at the time 
did not handle compressible or supersonic flow, and attempts to run this case on HM were 
unsuccessful. Therefore, it becomes clear that an appropriate flow solver must be chosen for each 
problem to be investigated, an~ that there is no one code that is ideal for solving all types of flow. 
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RESPONSE-COEFFICIENT METHOD FOR HEAT-CONDUCTION TRANSIENTS 
WITH TIME-DEPENDENT INPUTS 
Tamer Ceylan 
University of Wisconsin-Platteville 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Platteville, WI 53818 
SUMMARY 
A theoretical overview of the response-coefficient method for 
heat-conduction transients with time-dependent input forcing 
functions is presented with a number of illustrative applications. 
The method may be the most convenient and economical if the same 
problem is to be solved. many times wi th different itlPu~-time 
histories or if the solution time is relatively long. The method 
is applicable to a wide variety of problems (including irregular 
geometries, position-dependent boundary conditions, position-
dependent physical properties, and nonperiodic irregular input 
histories). Nonuniform internal energy generation rates within the 
structure can also be handled by the method. The area of interest 
is long-time solutions (in which initial condition is unimportant) 
and not the early transient period. The method can be applied to 
one-dimensional problems in cartesian, cylindrical, and spherical 
coordinates as well as to two-dimensional problems in cartesian and 
cylindrical coordinates. 
THEORETICAL OVERVIEW 
The analytical formulation of the heat-conduction p::t:"oblems (in 
cartesian coordinates) covered by this paper is given in the 
appendix A (ref. 3). A problem may have any combination of the 
following four time-dependent inputs: specified boundary 
temperature, specified boundary heat flux or heat flow, specified 
ambient temperature in a convective boundary condition, and 
specified internal energy generation rate within the structure.·-
One may be required to determine outputs such as selected surface 
temperatures or boundary heat fluxes as a function of time in 
response to the time-dependent input forcing functions in the 
problem. 
After the problem is discretized spatially by using either 
finite differences or finite elements, the resulting system of 
first-order ordinary differential equations in time with constant 
coefficients can be expressed as (ref. 2) 
H 1:' + S T = .r (1) 
where H is the capacitance matrix, ~ is the temperature vector 
containing nodal temperatures, S is the conductance matrix, and F 
is the input vector containing time-dependent and constant input 
values. The vector ~' contains time derivatives of nodal 
temperatures. The matrices H and ~ are constant but the vector F 
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is time dependent. 
The response-coefficient method utilizes the exact solution to 
equation (1) rather than following the standard approach used by 
the finite-difference or finite-element method. This involves 
using an integrating factor or Duhamel's theorem, and solving a 
generalized eigenvalue problem. Since this paper will also discuss 
a number of response-coefficient applications, see ref. 3 for the 
details of theoretical development. 
After expressing the input vector F in equation (1) as a 
function of time-dependent and constant inputs, the integration in 
the exact solution can be carried out. If a time interval is 
selected and if each time-dependent input is assumed to be linear 
within the time interval, it is possible to obtain current values 
of nodal temperatures as a function of current and previous values 
of time-dependent inputs as well as constant input values. The 
initial condition will not be important for long-time ~ol~tions 
because only the most recant input history should be relevant in 
finding current values of the selected outputs. 
Typically one is interested only in a selected temperature or 
heat flow in the system. There are two ways of writing the output 
equations. It is possible to express current values of the desired 
outputs in terms of current and previous values of time-dependent 
inputs as well as constant input values. It is also possible to 
incorporate previously-computed outputs into the computations of 
the current outputs to facilitate calculations. Equations (B1) and 
(B2) for these two options are given in the appendix B. Equation 
(B2) is preferred because it involves much fewer calculations 
compared to equation (Bl). The coefficients in equation (B2) (the 
~, the C, and Q) are called "response coefficients". 
Once all of the response coefficients have been determined in 
a problem, it is possible to keep track of the desired outputs as 
a function of time by the repeated use of equation (B2).. It should 
be noted that equation (B2) can handle multiple inputs and multiple 
outputs. If there is only one input and one output, then the B 
will become scalar numbers. 
ONE-DIMENSIONAL EXAMPLE (CARTESIAN COORDINATES) 
The response-coefficient method can be used to handle one-
dimensional composite wall structures with nonuniform internal 
energy generation within the structure. Consider a homogeneous 
wall with convective boundaries on both sides given in the appendix 
C. The ambient temperature on the left-hand side is the time-
dependent input and the ambient temperature on the right-hand side 
is constant. Let the desired output be the heat flux at the right-
hand side. We have one time-dependent input, one constant input, 
and one output in this problem. Therefore, ·-the response 
coefficients will all be scalars, as can be seen in the appendix C. 
A detailed discussion of this example problem and the computation 
of the output based on a given input history can be found in ref. 
(3) • 
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ONE-DIMENSIONAL EXAMPLE (CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES) 
The response-coefficient method can be used to handle one-
dimensional composite cylinders (solid or hollow) with nonuniform 
internal energy generation within the structure. Consider a long 
circular cylinder made of steel (Appendix D). Let the surface 
temperature be time dependent. The output is the surface heat flow 
per unit length. We have one time-dependent input and one output 
in this problem. Therefore, the response coefficients will all be 
scalars, as can be seen in the appendix D. More details of this 
example problem and the computation of the output based on a given 
nonperiodic input history can be found in ref. (4). 
ONE-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM (SPHERICAL COORDINATES) 
The response-coefficient method can be used to handle- one-
dimensional composite spheres (solid or hollow) with nonuniform 
internal energy generation within the structure. Ref. (5) 
describes a hollow steel sphere covered with asbestos. The inner 
surface of this composite structure has a time-dependent specified 
temperature and the outer surface is exposed to a time-dependent 
ambient temperature (convective heat-transfer coefficient known) • 
Assuming that the input-time histories are given on an hourly 
basis, it is desired to find the hourly variation of the heat flux 
at the outer surface. There are two time-dependent inputs and one 
output in this problem. More details of this example problem and 
the response coefficients are given in ref. (5). 
TWO-DIMENSIONAL EXAMPLE PROBLEM (CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES) 
The response-coefficient method can be used to handle two-
dimensional composite structures in cylindrical coordinates (r,z) 
with nonuniform internal energy generation within the structure. 
Ref. (6) determines the annual heat loss through the walls and 
floor of a buried solar energy storage tank with water as the 
storage medium. In this example, a vertical cylindrical tank has 
a water level at the ground surface. The inSUlation and the earth 
surrounding the tank is the conduction system. The temperature 
variation is in the r- and z-directions in this axially-symmetric 
problem. Some assumptions need to be made to find the solution .. 
A time interval of two weeks is used to approximate the yearly 
variation of the ambient temperature. The data for the problem, 
the response coefficients, and the variation of the instantaneous 
heat loss (from which annual heat loss is determined) are given in 
ref. (6). 
DISCUSSION 
For a given problem and time interval, the response 
coefficients need to be found only onc!a. They do not depend on any 
particular input-time history. For this reason, if the same 
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problem is to be solved many times with different input-time 
histories, the response-coefficient method may be advantageous. If 
the solution is needed for a very long period of time, this would 
also make the response-coefficient method advantageous because 
arithmetical operations required by equation (B2) can be carried 
out easily once the coefficients are found. Moreover, there is no 
stability problem in this method since the exact solution to 
equation (1) is utilized. 
The response-coefficient method can be used to handle three-
dimensional problems as well; however, currently it has not been 
developed to do that. The method has not been developed to handle 
time- or temperature-dependent thermal conductivity or convective 
heat-transfer coefficient. Another limitation is that radiation 
boundary condition cannot be handled at the present time. 
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APPENDIX A 
This paper· is concerned with heat-conduction transients 
described by the partial differential equation: 
a (k at) + ...E... (k at) + ...E... (k at) + glll= pc at (A.1) 
ax ax ay ay az az as 
where k, p, and c can be position dependent and gill may depend 
upon both position and time. There will be no restriction to 
simple geometrical shapes. The conditions on the boundaries of the 
region may be combinations of convection, specified heat flux, or 
specified temperature as shown by equations (A2-A4). 
Convection~ -k at = h (t .. - t) an 
Specified heat flux: 
(A2) 
(A3) 
Specified temperature: t = ts (A4) 
The convective heat-transfer coefficient.may depend upon position 
but not upon time. The quantities t a , .q~, and ts may depend upon both position and time. In fact, the primary purpose of this paper. 
is to discuss problems in which t a , q~, t s ' and g' I I are prescribed. functions of time. Since long-time solutions rather than initial 
·transients are of interest, the initial condition will be unim-
portant. 
APPENDIX B 
The output vector for current values (y(O» can be expressed as 
a function of the input vectors for current <'s(O) and previous values 
(s(I'» as well as constant input vector (R) as follows: 
Y (0) = Aos (0) + I: AJ.'S (1') + IDa 
J.l.=1 
(BI) 
In this equation, J.l. is a time-step index that is zero at the 
present time and increases by one for each time-step backward in 
time. See ref. (1) for the expressions for the coefficient matrices 
(the A and E>-. 
After incorporating previously-computed outputs into the 
computation of the current outputs, equation (B1) takes the form: 
yeo) = ~(O) + 1: ~J.'s(l') + 1: cl'y(l') + .Qa. (B2) 
. J.l.=1 J.l.=1 
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In this equation .11(1') represents the previous output vector at the 
time index~. See ref. (1) for the expressions for the ~, the C, 
and D: which are named as "response coefficients". The summations 
have a finite number of terms because the ~ and the C get smaller 
and smaller as ~ increases. The total number of the B and the C in 
equation (B2) is much smaller than the total number of the A in 
equation (B1). The number of rows in the B will be equal to the 
number of different outputs desired and the number of columns in B 
will be equal to the number of different time-dependent inputs. 
APPENDIX C 
Length and physical properties of the homogeneous wall 
L 
k 
P 
c 
= 
= 
= 
= 
8 in. 
0.6 Btu/hr-ft-F 
61 tbm/ft3 
0.2 Btu/tbm-F' 
convective heat-transfer coefficient on each side 
h = 1.46 Btu/hr-ftZ-F 
Time interval 
Response coefficients 
AS = 1 hr 
Bo = 0.004 
B, = 0.044 
B2 = 0.031 
~ = 0.002 
C, .= 0.944 
Cz =-0.144 
~ = 0.001 
D =-0.080 
APPENDIX D 
Radius and physical properities of long circular cylinder 
Time interval 
R 
k 
P 
c 
= 
= 
= 
= 
10 cm 
0.03 kW/m-C 
8000 kg/m3 
0.5 kJ/kg-C 
AS = 5 minutes 
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Response coefficients 
Bo =-0.340 
B, = 0.376 
BZ = -0.036 
C, = 0.274 
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UPWIND MACCORMACK EULER SOLVER 
WITII NON-EQUILIBRIUM CHEMISTRY 
Scott E. Sherer James N. Scott 
Department of Aeronautical & Astronautical Engineering 
The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 43210 
ABSTRACT 
A computer code, designated UMPIRE, is 
currently under development to solve the Euler 
equations in two dimensions with non-equilibrium 
chemistry. UMPIRE employs an explicit 
MacCormack algorithm with dissipation introduced 
via Roe's flux-difference split upwind method. 
The code also has the capability to employ a 
point-implicit methodology for flows where 
stiffness is introduced through the chemical source 
term. A technique consisting of diagonal sweeps 
across the computational domain from each comer 
is presented, which is used to reduce storage and 
execution requirements. Results depicting one-
dimensional shock tube flow for both calorically 
perfect gas and thermally perfect, dissociating 
Nitrogen are presented to verify current 
capabilities of the program. Also, computational 
results from a chemical reactor vessel with no 
fluid dynamic effects are presented to check the 
chemistry capability and to verify the point-
implicit strategy. 
INTRODUCTION 
The role of Computational Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD) for engineering applications has become 
widespread in various disciplines within 
technology. This growth can be attributed to the 
development of advanced solution algorithms and 
computer architectures. One area of recent 
particular interest is the application of CFD codes 
with non-equilibrium chemistry to high-
performance propulsion systems such as ramjets 
and scramjets.1.2 The use of CFD in such 
situations is especially appealing due to the 
challenges associated with obtaining experimental 
data. CFD can provide substantial information 
regarding the physics of flows associated with 
these systems that may be either impractical or 
impossible to obtain from ground or flight-based 
experiments. 
The Euler equations which govern inviscid 
fluid dynamics provide a good initial point for the 
development of computational methods. They 
describe significant features in the physics of fluid 
dynamics, but are easier to work with than the full 
Navier-Stokes equations. In the past, the standard 
method for solving the Euler equations numerically 
was to use central differences to evaluate the 
spatial derivatives with second-order accuracy .. 
This approach produces good results everywhere 
except in· the vicinity of discontinuities such as 
shock waves, slip lines, or contact discontinuities. 
Near these features, central differencing generates 
spurious oscillations. resulting in corrupted, non-
physical solutions. Numerical dissipation is 
usually introduced through artificial viscosity, but 
this method requires repeated "knob-turning" to 
determine satisfactory amounts of dissipation 
necessary for different applications. 
Recently, upwind schemes have become 
popular in dealing with flows possessing 
discontinuities. Upwind schemes exhibit the 
ability to reduce spurious oscillations by 
incorporating physical characteristics of the flow 
into the discretization process. They are naturally 
dissipative, and thus the "knob-turning" required 
by central differencing schemes is unnecessary. 
One of the standard upwind-type schemes is the 
flux-difference split method of Roe. Formulated 
first for a calorically-perfect gas,3 it has been 
modified for bOTh equilibrium and non-equilibrium 
chemically-reacting gases.4,S,6 Roe's flux-
difference split method utilizes exact solutions to 
a series of local, approximate Riemann problems 
at computational cell interfaces. Roe's method in 
its basic form results in a spatially first-order 
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accurate scheme, since the state of the fluid is 
assumed constant across the entire cell. It can be 
extended to second-order accuracy through a array 
of techniques that use either variable extrapolation 7 
or flux extrapolation.S,9 In general, however, by 
raising the accuracy to second-order, some 
oscillations will be produced.10 This difficultly can 
usually be overcome through the application of 
flux limiters in the algorithm to smooth 
oscillations without additional smearing of any 
discontinuities. 11 
As part of an effort to acquire the 
capability to model high-speed, reacting flows, a 
computer code was developed to solve the Euler 
equations including non-equilibrium chemistry. 
The code, designated IDvlPIRE (for Upwind 
MacCormack Point-Implicit) uses a scheme 
similar to the one presented by White, et.al.12 This 
method is based on the explicit, predictor-corrector 
MacCormack scheme with upwind dissipation 
terms introduced through Roe's flux-difference 
split method and extended to second-order 
accuracy using the Szema-Chakravarthy methodS 
and a minmod flux limiter. The point-implicit 
method presented by Bussing and Murman13 for 
dealing with a stiff chemical source term is also 
utilized to speed convergence for steady-state 
applications. The motivation behind UMPIRE is 
to create a code that can accurately and efficiently 
model inviscid flows with non-equilibrium 
chemistry for a wide variety of different 
conditions, and to have the code to serve as a basis 
for future development of more advanced codes to 
solve the Parabolized or Full Navier-Stokes 
equations. Also, the educational benefits and 
practical experience obtained in developing such a 
code from the ground up cannot be overlooked. 
GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
Fluid Dynamics Model 
The· governing fluid dynamic equations 
currently utilized in the UMPIRE code are the 
two-dimensional, time-dependent, compressible 
EiJler equations in chemical non-equilibrium. 
They may be written in compact vector form for 
Cartesian coordinates as 
oQ oE of 
at + ax + ay + H = 0 . (1) 
The dependent vector Q, the inviscid flux vectors 
E and F, and the chemical source term Hare 
given by 
pfl pf1u 
pf2 pf2u 
Q= pfN JC= pfNU 
pu pu 2+p 
pv puv 
eo u(eo+p) (2) 
w1 pflV 
ci>2 pf2v 
H= ci>N F= pfNV 
0 pvu 
0 pV2+p 
0 v( eo +p) 
where p is the density, fj is the mass fraction of 
specie i, c!>j is the production rate of specie i, p is 
the pressure, u and v are the x- and y-components 
of the velocity, respectively,· and Eo is the total 
energy per unit volume. In order to close the ~et 
of equations, additional relationships are required. 
For a mixture consisting of independent, thermally 
perfect gases in thermodynamic equilibrium, the 
equations for pressure, specie enthalpy, and total 
energy may be defined as 
N f. 
P = p8lTL: -~ (3) 
i-l Mi 
T 
hi = <Ah f } Is + J Cp • i (t) dt (4) 
Ts 
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N 
eo = p ~ hifi - P + 1 (U 2+V2), (5) 
where at is the universal gas constant, (M1JjTs is 
the formation enthalpy of specie i at reference 
temperature Ta, T is the temperature, and Cp,i is the 
specific heat at constant pressure of specie i. The 
final equation necessary to complete the system is 
given by 
(6) 
Equations 1 and 2 are best suited for 
solving on an orthogonal grid with constant 
spacing. Since the Cartesian x-y coordinate 
system does not provide such a grid for most 
physical applications, Equations 1 and 2 were 
transformed into a general computational ;-11 
coordinate system possessing the above qualities. 
Carrying out this transformation and manipulating 
the resulting equations into conservation-law form 
yields14 
where the transformed vectors are given by 
pfl 
pf2 
Q:II 1 pfN 
pu 
pv 
eo 
H= 
<ill 
<il2 
1 . 
J <J)N 
o 
o 
o 
B= 
pf1U 
pf2 U 
1 pfnU 
J puu+exp 
pVV+~yP 
U(eo+p) 
pfl V 
pf2V 
. 
III' __ 1 pf V 
~ N 
pUV+T'lxP 
PVV+T'lyP 
V(eo+p) 
(7) 
(8) 
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In Equation 8, J represents the Jacobian of the 
transformation, ;X, ;Y' 11x' and 11y are the 
transformation metrics, and U and V are defined as 
U = ~xu+eyV V = T'lxu+T'lyv. (9) 
Equations 7 and 8 are the equations that are 
actually differenced and solved by the UMPIRE 
code. For the remainder of this paper, the bar 
over the transformed vectors will be dropped and 
it will be assumed that they are being used unless 
otherwise noted. 
Thermodynamic Model 
The thermodynamic model utilized by 
UMPIRE consists of a fourth-order polynomial for 
the specific heat at constant pressure, 
The coefficients A, Bi, Ci, Dj , and Ej are found for 
each specie of interest using a least-squares curve- . 
fitting routine and thermodynamic data up to 6000 
K as given in the JANAF tables 15. 
A thermodynamic quantity required for the 
calculation of the chemical equilibrium constant is 
the Gibbs free energy per mole of specie i at one 
atmosphere pressure. From its definition, tpe 
Gibbs free energy may be found from 
(11) 
where the coefficients Fi and Gi are functions of 
TI , {~hJ?s, A, Bj , Ci, Di, Ei, and the specie entropy. 
at Ts' All of this information may be easily 
obtained for the species from the JANAF tables . 
ChemistQ' Model 
To obtain the specie production rates 
required in the calculation of chemical source 
vector, it was assumed that the reaction method 
employed consists of J chemical reactions 
involving N species, and that the jlh reaction may 
be written in the generic form 
(12) 
In the above equation, v i•j is the stoichiometric 
coefficient for the ph species in the j'h chemical 
reaction, where i = 1, 2, ... , N, and j = 1, 2, ... , J. 
The source term for specie i is found by summing 
its production rate over aJl reactions. If the 
forward and backward rate expressions are defined 
as 
f 
°i.; 
then the source term becomes 
(13) 
The forward rate constant of reaction j, kt,i' is 
calculated using the Arrhenius model equation 
N E.., k r.i = AjT .:1 eXP(-lfT) (15) 
where ~, Nj' and Ej are empirically determined 
constants for each reaction. The backwards 
reaction rate and equilibrium constants are 
k k ,=.::..L1. b.j k 
sq,i 
(16) 
"G g-t 
= (101,325) t:.n exp (~) 
aT aT (17) 
where 
A GR-1 = ~ (v II , _ v I, ,) g ,1'-1 ( 18 ) 
:J .t.J ~,J ~,J.l 
i-1 
and 
N 
i.\n = :E (v1,j - V~'i) . 
i-1 
NUMERICAL METHODS 
Roe's Flux-Difference Split Method 
(19) 
The upwinding present in the UMPIRE 
code is introduced through Roe's flux-difference 
split method. For a one-dimensional situation in 
Cartesian coordinates, the approximate Riemann 
problem 
aQ + [AI] aQ = 0 (20) 
at ax 
with the initial conditions given by 
Q(x,O) =Qr, for x~O 
Q{x,O) = QR for x> 0 
(21) 
is solved at each cell interface to yield a new 
distribution of the dependant variables across a 
computational cell. The matrix [A') is a speci~l 
form of the flux Jacobian matrix, aE/aQ, that is 
assumed to be a constant function of QR and QL 
over a computational cell and must satisfy certain 
properties as shown by Roe3• For the non-
reacting, calorically perfect gas case, these 
properties are satisfied by the "Roe-averaging" of 
the flow variables, given for a general flow 
variable q as 
= qi+1 {fi"i':; + qi {P;. 
JPi+1 + {P;. 
(22) 
For the non-equilibrium reacting gas case, this 
averaging process becomes more involved due to 
the added complexities of the system of equations. 
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Grossman and Cinnella4 presented Roe-averaged 
expressions for a reacting gas that satisfy the 
conditions prescribed by Roe exactly, and these are 
the relationships used by UMPIRE. 
In Roe's flux-difference split method, the 
first-order numerical flux at the cell interfaces in 
the ;-direction may be defined by16 
where 
(24) 
In Equation 23, 5; is the matrix whose columns 
consist of the right eigenvectors of aE/aQ, ~.1 is 
the inverse of 5;, N:!; is a matrix consisting either 
of the positive or negative eigenvalues of aE/aQ 
on its diagonal, and the 1\ represents evaluation at 
the Roe-averaged state. The first-order numerical 
flux for the interface at i-~,j is defined similarly 
as 
where 
de;_-i,j = (S( AtS(-l) 1--i,,; (Oi,,; - 01-1 ,,;) 
(26) 
For two-dimensional calculations, one-
dimensional flux-difference splitting may be 
applied in each direction independently, and the 
results then combined. This method is fairly 
straight-forward, but does have some limitations 
when waves oblique to the computational grid are 
present.6,17 The first-order numerical fluxes in the 
l1-direction at the interfaces i,j±~ are given by 
equations similar to Equations 23 through 26. 
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Upwind MacCormack Method 
The numerical algorithm used by UMPIRE 
is the MacCormack predictor-corrector scheme 
with flux-difference split, upwind dissipation terms 
as presented by White, et.a!. 12 The derivation of 
the upwind MacCormack scheme begins with the 
spatially and temporally second-order accurate 
form of the modified Euler method for the Euler 
equations 
Aof] = -A t [ (El+.l,j-El • .l,j) 
2 2 
(27) 
where 't+ 1 = P and 't = n for the predictor step, 
and 't+ 1 = c and 't = P for the corrector step. The 
change in Q for the entire time step from n to n+ 1 
is then given by 
Aof:] = ~ (AOf,j + AOf,j) (28) 
The numerical fluxes at the cell interfaces (± ~) 
are calculated by Roe's flux-difference split 
method as represented in Equations 23 through 26. 
Since there are two expressions that yield th~ 
numerical flux at each interface, the expression 
Ei+~j - Ei.~j may be written in four different ways. 
The two ways that are of interest here are 
and 
E.:t..-i,j - E.:t.--i,j = E.:t.,j -+-de.:t.-.-i,j -
(E:J.-l,j -+- de;_!,}) (30) 
Similar equations may also be written for FiJ+~ -
FiJ.~' Inserting these expressions into Equation 27 
yields the MacCormack predictor-corrector scheme 
with upwind tenns to provide dissipation. For 
example, if forward differences are inserted into 
the predictor step while backwards differences are 
inserted into the corrector step, the resulting 
equation is 
110f,i = -A t: [11~Ei~i- (de;.~,:J-de;_~,j) -+-
2 Z 
I1f1Fi ,j- (dfl.; • .! -df;,;_.!) +Hi~j] 
2 2 
(31) 
«3,i"'i.i = (S~-l) i"'1,i (Oi+2.i-Oi+l.j) 
(32) 
Then, these vectors are limited relative to each 
other using a minmod flux limiter function in 
order to reduce spurious oscillations. The resulting 
equations are given by 
A 1 • i +-21.j = mm( (cx 1 ) i • .!.j' ~ (a 2 ) i+.!.j] 2 2 
A2 • i -1 . j = mm( (cx 2 ) i+1.j' ~ (a l ) i-t.i] 
A3 • i •1,j = mm( (cx 2 ) i+1,j' ~ (cx 3 ) i.i.j] 
A4 •i +1.j = mm[ (a 3 ) i+1.i' ~ (<<2) i+1. j ] 
(33) 
where the minmod function of two values x and y 
is defined as 
mm = sgn(x) max[O,min{/x/,ysgn(x)J] 
(34) 
In the U1vIPIRE code, the forward and backward 
differences for the predictor and corrector steps are and 
cycled according to Table 114 to prevent build-up ~ = (3 - <1» 
(1 - <1» of directional bias. This method is stable for a CFL number :=:i 1, as is the standard MacCormack 
scheme when applied to the Euler equations. 
Second Order Terms 
Thus far, the upwind MacCormack scheme 
as presented is only first-order accurate in space 
because the state of the fluid is assumed to be 
constant across a computational cell. There are 
several methods available for extending the spatial 
accuracy of the upwind MacCormack scheme, but 
UMPIRE currently uses the Szema-Chakravarthy 
methodS, based on the work of Lawerance, et.al.19 
First, in the ;-direction, intermediate 
variables a are defined as 
(35) 
cp is known as the accuracy parameter, and was 
assumed equal to -1 throughout this study, 
corresponding to a fully-upwind method.19 
The intermediate vectors are then 
multiplied by the eigenvalues and eigenvectors to 
obtain the limited upwind fluxes 
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. (36) 
Finally, the total second-order contribution to the 
numerical flux is defined by 
dee· 1 = ~cfe+ 1 + .!.::tcfe+ ~+'2,j 4 1.i+'2. j 4'. 2.i+· 
~-f': -
4 . ue2 ,,i+1 
(37) 
Similar second-order terms may be found for the 
i-~,j interface as well as for the interfaces in the 
rt-direction. 
The second-order upwind MacCormack 
scheme is obtained by adding Equation 37 and its 
counterparts at i-~,j and i,j±~ evaluated at time 
level.!! to their corresponding first-order numerical 
fluxes defined by Equations 23 through 26 in the 
corrector step only.12.16 .For example, to raise 
Equation 31 to second-order spatial accuracy, the 
predictor step would remain unchanged while the 
corrector step would become 
aof.j = -at [V~E:.t j+ (de ~ li j-dej,-li .) 
, ~+"i' -"i,:1 
+ (deej,~ t . -dee ~ t .) 
"i,j ~-"i,j 
+Hf.j] 
(38) 
Point-Implicit Treatment of Source Vector 
When dealing with numerical solutions of 
chemically reacting systems, the problem of 
stiffness often arises. Stiffness in a chemically 
reacting system is a result of the widely varying 
characteristic time scales between the chemical and 
the fluid dynamic processes being modelled. If 
left untreated, stiff problems require prohibitively 
long solution times, due to the fact that the 
solution must be advanced at its smallest time step 
to remain stable. A popular method for treating 
the chemical source term is to evaluate it 
implicitly, which introduces the chemical source 
Jacobian as a premultiplying matrix to the left-
hand side of the predictor and corrector equations. 
Continuing with the forward predictor, backwards 
corrector example in both coordinate directions, 
Equation 38 becomes 
[I + a t:( ~~) n)a of, j = RES Eq. 38 
(39) 
[I + at:(~~r)aOf,j = RES Eq. 38 
Thus, at each grid point, an N+3 system of 
. equations must be solved. Bussing and Murmanl3 
have shown that by evaluating the source term 
implicitly, the disparity between the characteristic 
times is removed, thus allowing each process 10 
advance towards the steady-state at its own rate. 
Point-implicit capability has been included in the 
UMPIRE code for use in steady-state problems 
which contain stiff chemical source terms. 
Coding of Upwind MacCormack Method 
The coding of the upwind MacCormack 
method was given much consideration while 
constructing UMPIRE. A technique where the· 
computational domain is swept diagonally in 
varying directions was felt to be the most efficient 
application of the upwind MacCormack method. 
By examining Equation 44 and its counterparts, it 
can be seen that I:J.Qi/ and I:J.QiJ C each rely on 
information from two of the four surrounding grid 
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points and all four of the surrounding cell 
interfaces. The two grid poinrs providing 
information depend upon whether forward or 
backward differences are currently being employed 
for each of the coordinate directions. For 
example, in the predictor step of Equation ~8, 
which will be referred to as an FF step since the 
finite differences in both directions are forward, 
the grid points i+1,j and i,j+1 are used in the 
calculation. By inspecting Figure 1, a model 6 x 
6 grid in computational space, it.can be seen that, 
for an FF step, a diagonal line of grid points (Line 
A) relies on the information found along the next 
diagonal line of grid points to the upper right 
(Line B) and the two surrounding diagobal lines of 
cell interfaces (Lines F and G). Similarly, for a 
BB step, Line A relies on the information from 
Line C and Lines F and G, for a FB step, Line D 
and Lines Hand 1, and for a BF step, Line E and 
Lines H and I. Thus, for any combination of 
differences, only four lines of data need be stored, 
two for the fluxes at the grid points, and two for 
the numerical fluxes at the cell interfaces. This 
reduces storage requirements when compared with 
calculating and storing data for each grid point and 
interface in the domain, and it reduces execution 
time when compared to calculating data at each . 
node and interface as needed and discarding, 
especiaU y when considering the computational 
effort necessary to calculate the interface fluxes. 
There are some additional coding requirements as 
well as an increase in code complexity with this 
method, but it was felt that these were insignificant 
when compared to the disadvantages associated 
with either of the other methods. Also, this 
method should improve vectorization ability when 
the code is ported to vector machines such as the 
Cray Y-MP. 
For each predictor or corrector step, the 
code first determines the category of the current 
step; FF, FB, or BF, BB (see Table 1). With this 
information, an initial starting grid point is 
defined; lower left for FF' upper right for SS, 
upper left for FB, and lower right for SF. The 
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code then sweeps towards the comer of the 
computational domain opposite to irs starting point. 
stepping one diagonal at a time. The same lines of 
code are used for aU of the categories, with the 
only difference being the value of a few integer 
variables to make the distinction between sweep 
directions. Only the data for the current grid point 
and interface diagonal and for the previous grid 
point and interface diagonal are stored in the 
computer's memory. If the step is a predictor 
step, then the second-order terms from Equation 37 
are calculated and stored for the entire domain, 
while if the step is a corrector step, the previously 
calculated second-order terms are added to the 
interface flux as indicated Equation 38. Care must 
be taken when calculating and adding the second-
order flux terms using this method to insure that 
all of the signs are correct when performing both 
forward and backward sweeps. 
RESULTS 
Three test cases that were solved using the 
UMPIRE code are presented here; a shock tube 
containing calorically perfect gas, a well-stirred 
chemical reactor with dissociating Nitrogen, and a 
shock tube containing dissociating Nitrogen. 
Shock Tube CCaloricallv Perfect Gas) 
Shown in Figure 2 are the density profiles 
obtained by UMPffiE for a shock tube with 
calorically perfect gas. This example was run until 
the time was equal to 5 x 10-' seconds, with y = 
1.4, a CFt number of 0.5, a pressure ratio of 2:1, 
and a temperature ratio of 1:1. There were 101 
grid points taken along the length of the tube, and, 
even though the problem is essentially one-
dimensional, 5 grid points were taken along the 
width of the tube to test the code's basic structure 
in two dimensions. Figure 2 was generated by 
running UMPIRE in four different modes; no 
upwinding (MacCormack scheme with no added 
dissipation), first-order upwinding, seCond-order 
upwinding with no flux limiters, and second-order 
upwinding with minmod flux limiters. A modest 
2: 1 pressure ratio was selected here to contrast the 
results from the standard MacCormack scheme 
with no dissipation to those from the MacCormack 
scheme with upwind dissipation, since at higher 
pressure ratios, the former produces such wild 
oscillations that negative pressures and 
temperatures develop. The effect of the upwind 
dissipation on the oscillations present in the 
standard MacCormack scheme can be easily seen. 
Also, the second-order scheme appears to resolve 
the shock and contact discontinuity better that the 
first-order scheme. In this case, the difference 
between the limited and unlimited second-order 
scheme are minimal because of the loW pressure 
ratio, which causes only minor oscillations to be 
produced by the unlimited scheme. Other pressure 
and temperature ratios were examined for the case 
of a shock tube with calorically perfect gas, and 
they yielded results that similarly matched those 
obtained exactly from one-dimensional gas-
dynamics20. 
Chemical Reactor (Dissociating Nitrogen) 
The second case presented here is the 
chemical reactor containing dissociating Nitrogen. 
In this model reactor, it is assumed that there are 
no fluid dynamic effects present, and that the only 
change in the system is caused by the presence of 
chemical reactions. This case was investigated to 
check the ability of the code to handle a simple 
reaction mechanism decoupled from the fluid 
dynamics, and to examine some of the features of 
the point-implicit method.---
The reactor was assumed to be a square 
box, and a simple 5 x 5 grid was used. An initial 
temperature and pressure were selected, and values 
for the mass fractions of N2 and N were chosen so 
as to not correspond with the equilibrium 
conditions. For the case shown here, these values 
were taken to be 4000 K, 10 MPa, .9, and .1, 
respectively. UMPIRE was then used to march the 
solution forward in time to a steady-state, 
equilibrium condition, using both the point-implicit 
and non-point-implicit methods and a variety of 
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CFL numbers. The reaction used to drive this 
system and its Arrhenius coefficients are shown in 
Table 221. The results are shown in Figure 3, 
which are graphs of the length of time and the 
number of steps required to reduce the norm of the 
residual vector to 10-8. When the point implicit 
method is not used, it can be seen that the length 
of time required to reach the equilibrium point is 
about the same no matter what CFL number is 
used. This represents the physical time required 
for the dissociation reaction of Nitrogen to 
equilibrate. However, the results for the point-
implicit method show no such constant time is 
found for different CFL numbers. The time in the 
point-implicit method is no longer a physical time, 
but a "psuedotime"13 used to advance towards the 
steady-state. The point-implicit method was found 
to converge to an equilibrium value for CFL 
numbers as high as 0.9, while for the non-point-
implicit method, CFL numbers under 0.01 were . 
required for stability. This example demonstrates 
the potential of the point-implicit method for 
solving equations where the chemical and fluid 
dynamiC time scales vary widely. The point-
implicit method has allowed the reaction to be 
separated from its physical time scale and instead 
be associated with a psuedotime scale, which will 
be of the same order as the fluid time scale. It 
should also be noted that, for the initial condition~ 
presented earlier, the code converged to practically 
the same equilibrium point no matter what CFL 
number or whether the point-implicit or the non-
point-implicit was used. For the given initial 
conditions, this equilibrium point is given by T = 
6067.8 K, P = 1,426,811 Pa, fN2 = 0.965355, and 
fN = 0.034644. 
Shock Tube (Dissociating Nitrogen) 
Once some confidence was established for 
the chemistry capabilities of UMPIRE for the 
simple Nitrogen dissociation reaction, it was 
applied to the shock tube case. In this case, a 
pressure ratio of 8:1 was used (10 MPa : 1.25 
MPa), with a temperature ratio of 1:1 (T = 4000 
K). Again, the grid was 101 x 5 and a CFL of 0.5 
was used. The code was marched up to 1 x 10-4 
seconds, and the second-order, limited, upwind 
MacCormack method was used to solve the 
equations. The profile of the mass fractions for 
the two species of Nitrogen are shown in Figure 4. 
At 4000 K, molecular Nitrogen is just starting to 
dissociate, and thus we do not see much atomic 
Nitrogen present. As the shock wave propagates 
to the right into the lower pressure gas, the mass 
fraction of the molecular Nitrogen drops while the 
mass fraction of atomic Nitrogen rises. The non-
equilibrium effects are clearly seen in the 
overshoots and undershoots present in the mass 
fractions immediately following the shock. 
Downstream of the shock, the chemical 
composition is given the chance to equilibrate, and 
returns to its equilibrium composition. 
CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, a computer code named 
UMPIRE has been presented for solving the Euler 
equations with non-equilibrium chemistry. The 
code employees a MacCOrmack predictor-corrector 
scheme with upwind dissipation terms provided by 
Roe's flux-difference split method to smooth out 
spurious numerical osciIIations~ A technique 
involving diagonal sweeps across the 
computational domain that is especially suited for 
use with this method is used to reduce storage and 
speed execution time. Three test cases have been 
investigated to verify the current capabilities of 
UMPIRE; a shock tube with caloricaJIy perfect 
gas, a chemical reactor with dissociating Nitrogen, 
and a shock tube with dissociating Nitrogen. All 
three cases compare well with exact results or 
results from other sources. Current work involving 
UMPIRE includes examining true two-dimensional 
cases, such as inlets and blunt bodies, and 
incorporating more advanced reaction mechanisms, 
such as react.ing air, Dr .hydrogen-air mixtures. 
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Cycle· 
Direction 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Predictor 
; 11 
F F 
F B 
B F 
B B 
Corrector 
; 11 
B B 
B F 
F B 
F F 
Table 1 - Cycling of MacCormack Scheme 
F -> forward difference, B-> backward difference 
F 
:r 
Figure 1 - Diagonal Sweeping of Computational Domain 
N2 + N2 ... 2N + N2 A = 4.8xl014 
N = -0.5 
E = 9.3951929xlOS 
N2 + N ... 2N + N A = 4.1xl019 
N = -1.5 
E = 9.3951929xlOS 
Table 2 - Reaction Mechanism for Dissociating N2 
kr in units of m3/(kmol· s) 
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